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This book is exciting in its revolutionary twist of putting the practitioner 
in the driver’s seat when it comes to formulating ways of doing research 
in practice settings while collaborating on the research design with those 
the inquiry involves. The turn to collaborative research is an invitation 
to novelty. Of course, there is a certain messiness – often the bane of 
more traditional research approaches – yet, while chaos and disorder 
are the enemies of traditional research, in this case they are hallmarks 
of significant, humane, and relevant outcomes. This work privileges 
an ethics of openness, the creation of collaborative relationships, and 
the space for new and unanticipated stories to emerge. As Gail Simon 
proposes, it is possible to “move away from a notion of choosing a 
research method to engaging with and shaping a research process.” The 
editors and contributors for this book have gone to wonderful lengths to 
make this possibility a reality. 

The book contains a moving chorus of voices. Overall, there is a strong 
sense of harmony among the authors, each of them drawing from a pool 
of concepts, themes, approaches and theories that have melded together 
over the past fifty years. Beginning with the systemic moves of the 
1960’s, including the work of Bateson and the cybernetic movement, the 
Milan school of therapy, discourse process, early social constructionist 
ideas, and the literary turn, more generally, the music is lush, tonal, and 
exotic. As in a symphony, different sections function as movements with 
their own specific tones and unexpected melodies.  

The major theme of the book is that it is possible and desirable to 
engage in research practices as a part of the daily engagement with others 
in the work setting. The book serves as a textbook for those teaching 
courses in qualitative methods with new and fresh materials obtained 
in commonplace settings. It is wonderfully accessible and practical in 
terms of providing resources for research-based practices. This is also a 
book that might encourage seasoned practitioners to explore their long-
held hunches about what is taking place in their worlds of practice. I can 
imagine the book being especially helpful to post-graduate practitioners 
who want to inquire into their own practice. There is no need, according 
to these writings, to see the road diverging, with only a few taking the 
path to research.

Foreword
Mary Gergen 
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Although there has been progress on the academic front in the 
acceptance of qualitative research, the tendency has been for theorists to 
lead the way. Following a longstanding but flawed tradition, practitioners 
should follow in the wake of the academic captains, and devise, as best 
they can, the practices that might follow from the abstract and erudite 
wordsmithing of these leaders. Professors in the academic world are 
supposed to do the research and create the theories. Practitioners are 
not expected to be researchers. Researchers are expected to be neutral in 
terms of their personal values and to position themselves as external to 
the methods and findings of the research itself. The idea of doing research 
“with” a group of participants, or of sharing research findings with a 
population that contributed to the study is either non-existent or quite 
peripheral to the goals of the research itself. For many committed to doing 
qualitative research from a systemic, constructionist bent, these criteria 
are not only irrelevant, but undesirable. The present volume reverses the 
pattern. The challenge put forth by this volume is to create a space for 
practitioners to conduct research derived from their own practices. 

Each of the chapters offers a unique approach to research, yet each 
resonates with elements suggested by others. Among the various contri-
butions, we can find practitioner-researchers who work in organiza-
tional consulting, community organizing, coaching, and therapy. Their 
chapters suggest inventive activities and notions of doing research. A 
strong motif throughout is answer ing the question of how a systemic 
approach, within a constructionist framework, enhances ways of going 
on together within the practitioner setting. There is an emphasis on 
innovation suited to the circumstances, a daring to do, a disregard for 
ordinary limits, and the integration of unfamiliar ideas. There is much 
that is fresh to discover. Always in the background is the notion of 
reflexivity, a continuous consciousness of the valuational or ideological 
consequences of their actions. This heightened awareness is a major 
factor in keeping ethical concerns at the forefront of the researcher’s 
interests. 

I was enchanted to read philosopher Richard Rorty’s words, that 
the aim of the researcher-practitioner is to keep reinvigorating the 
conversation by finding new descriptions capable of forever restoring 
freshness in our engagement with the world, to elicit a “sense of wonder 
that there is something new under the sun” (Rorty 1980 p. 370). What a 
challenge to make this so.

Alongside the emphasis on practice led research, this volume brings 
together two important traditions that have been kissing kin, but seldom 
acknowledged as such. On the one hand, there is the tradition of systemic 
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work especially connected to the Kensington Consultation Centre and 
now, the University of Bedfordshire. On the other hand, we have social 
construction developed through my own practice home with colleagues 
at the Taos Institute. All too often books written out of one theoretical 
community fail to acknowledge the other. I congratulate these editors 
for finding ways of combining the voices from both of these fields. The 
combination of systemic-constructionist research inevitably creates a 
generative and complimentary contribution to the fields of relationally 
sensitive practice based inquiry.

Mary Gergen
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This is the book we looked for but didn’t find many years ago when we 
were novice researchers during a doctorate in systemic practice. Instead 
we relied on John Shotter plying us with papers and we followed trails 
of other people’s references in search of key texts. But there was no one 
collection which brought together contributions from people in the 
systemic field. So, whilst the idea for this book originated in meeting 
the needs of doctoral and masters students, the texts are written for 
anyone wanting inspiration about systemic approaches to research or 
who are planning to undertake systemic inquiry into human systems 
practice. We are excited that this book brings together ‘old’ and ‘new’ 
voices from practice research creating a book specifically for systemic 
and relationally reflexive practitioner researchers.

Systemic practice research is an exciting proposition. It builds on our 
creative practices and rigorous theories. This book acts as a joining edge 
between the everyday practice of consultants, therapists, leaders and 
activists and encourages novel and reflexive ways of inquiring into that 
practice. This is not a book on how to produce a certain kind of evidence 
or leave behind everything you have ever learned! The writers in this book 
show how you can stay living in the first language of your professional 
practice and make an inquiry into that professional practice. It is an 
invita tion to critical reflexive thinking about what counts as research and 
as knowledge.

Professional practice is challenging and changing the academy with 
know ledge arising out of lived experience, out of professional practice and 
with its critical thinking about scientific method. The academy is gradu-
ally reviewing its premise that has separated knowledge from pro  fes sional 
knowing. This is a false distinction and one which is being deconstructed 
across the academic field especially helped by the flourish ing of profes-
sional doctorates. The academy is recognising that professional know-
ledge has equivalent status to academic knowledge and that professional 
practice generates academic knowledge from practice based evidence.

Systemic practitioners bring important insights and knowledge to the 
academic playing fields. We understand systems, relational being and 
the complexity involved in human communications. We have theories 
of change which reach beyond dominant stories of a single unit and can 
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engage people in reflexive inquiry about the systems within which they 
live and work. This book encourages systemic researchers to foreground 
systemic knowledge, relational know-how, ethical concerns and develop 
a way of inquiring into one’s own or other people’s practice using the 
discursive tools we learned in our training and with our practice partners. 

Reflexivity runs through all of these chapters like a red thread, creating 
ethical validity and enhancing our abilities to be accountable. It has 
emerged as a main theme in the book and is a good demonstration of what 
systemic practice has to add to the broader field of professional practice 
and to the field of qualitative research where reflexivity is understood 
often in quite limited ways to mean self-reflection or awareness. 

It is no coincidence that organisational practice and therapeutic 
practice find a common home in systemic theory. They are both practices 
that take place within continually emergent and evolving human 
systems. The contributions in this book address a range of practice con-
texts with highly practical and transferable theory. The book deals with 
methodological challenges, ethical issues and practical matters.

The first part of the book addresses methodological matters.
Gail Simon opens this collection with an essay on the connections 

between systemic inquiry and qualitative inquiry. Gail draws out a his-
tory of the systemic practice of inquiry and shows how we can use our 
existing systemic ways of being and speaking to inquire from within our 
professional roles and employ all that we already know, use and value. 
Systemic irreverence, positive delinquency, curiosity and reflexive posi-
tion ing coupled with theoretical rigour make for productive and ethical 
methods of inquiry. Gail suggests how we can benefit from the work of 
our postmodern qualitative inquiry cousins but also identifies some of 
the unique systemic offerings which systemic researchers can bring to 
the research community.

Alex Chard lays out a historical and philosophical context for systemic 
practitioner research. Alex demonstrates how the influence of Cartesian 
dualism undermines recognition of complexity in systems. Tracking some 
of the great contributions of systems thinking, Alex invites us to adopt a 
cybernetic stance and resituate the self of the researcher as an active par-
ticipant in the system one is researching. Knowledge arising out of sys temic 
inquiry is not intended as reproducible so much as a product of mutual 
inquiry in helping people go on together with an increased understanding.

Harlene Anderson invites us into a reflexive consideration of collabo-
ra tive dialogue as a form of inquiry.  Harlene situates these ideas in 
stimulating critique of what counts as knowledge and how “knowledge” 
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is transmitted, deconstructing taken-for-granted scientific assumptions. 
Harlene reminds us of Maturana and Varela whose important work 
on information systems influenced systemic thinking in being more 
conscious about our intentions and understanding. Harlene emphasizes 
the importance for research of getting into everyday relational etiquette, 
an alongside position of joint attempts to understand and go on together. 
“Dialogue,” says Harlene, “is a relational generative pathway to newness 
and possibilities in which each participant contributes to what is created 
through dialogue and not a unilateral monovocal content search for 
facts of details. It cannot be otherwise.”

Sheila McNamee offers an eloquent framing of research as an act of 
social construction and highlights the centrality of relational processes in 
the creation of knowledge. Sheila draws some useful distinctions between 
types of qualitative research but also shows where there are points of 
connection and offers bridging language to maintain relationships of 
value with other approaches while retaining a systemic orientation. Sheila 
raises important questions about what counts as evidence and issues 
some bold encouragement “to continually remind ourselves that we make 
choices about inquiry – we decide what to study and how”.   

John Shotter challenges scientific practice explaining why it is flawed 
and why the human arts need to prepare for inquiry by entering into 
practices of relational orientation. John suggests “we have ignored too 
much of what is readily available to us”and invites us to consider how we 
deal with the stuff of life, how we make sense of things. He challenges the 
about-ness position expected of traditional researchers and explains the 
importance of with-ness thinking and knowing as something contextual 
to relational surroundings. John proposes a two stage process of “moving 
from a bewildering, confusing, indeterminate situation towards its 
gradual clarification … a process that we can perhaps liken to bringing a 
severely blurred scene into focus. We can then outline a set of possible 
next steps to do with noticing openings and incipient beginnings within 
it that might afford its innovative development, the emergence of new 
inner articulations”.

In the second part, we have an inspiring collection of systemic inquiry 
approaches.

Vikki Reynolds offers an exciting chapter on research as a social justice 
intervention using the metaphor of rhizome to understand movement 
and connection in community and personal change processes. Vikki 
describes the solidarity approach to inquiry guided by relational ethics 
in a collaborative inquiry in learning more about differences in identity 
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and lived experience and through foregrounding a critical awareness of 
power relations in both practice, community and research relationships.

Saliha Bava takes a holistic systemic view of research situating it in a 
community practice and in a methodological free-for-all. She discusses 
how professional practice, research, research supervision and research 
writing are all forms of performance and need to be understood as 
performative and relational acts. 

Jacob Storch and Karina Solsø have given us a useful bridging 
chapter in exploring the differences and connections between practice 
and research. Their dialogical writing offers the reader an invitation 
to listen in to their conversation with each other while they reflect on 
their own dilemmas and distinctions. Their chapter is a collage of talk 
with each other, an exploration of their own stories about practice and 
research and methodological contextualising. 

Lisen Kebbe writes an eloquent and encouraging chapter on essay 
writing as a form of inquiry set in a story of her journey into research. 
It is an engaging tale with many opportunities for reflection on what 
undertaking research at doctoral level can involve. She offers a history of 
essay writing and explains how writing is a form of inquiry using examples 
from her own research into facilitating family business succession. 

Kevin Barge, Carsten Hornstrup and Rebecca Gill invite us to consider 
the place of reflexivity in conversation through their description of 
Practice-Based Systemic Constructionist Research. They offer a clear and 
comprehensive exposition of how they understand reflexivity operat ing 
between people, with texts, and suggest how and why research conver sations 
should be different from other kinds of conversations. “Conversational 
reflexivity”, they propose, “is associated with a number of core animating 
values including playfulness, generativity, experimental attitude, curiosity, 
co-creation, and increasing the possibility space for alternative forms of 
meaning making and action.” The concept of ani mating is important in 
systemic inquiry as we work in lively – alive environ ments and part of our 
job as practitioner researchers is to ensure people can breathe, develop and 
move around in the world with ease and safety. 

Ann-Margreth Olsson cycles, often in a peloton and she uses this 
metaphor to inform her inquiry into complex and evolving systems of 
movement, coordination and leadership when trying to introduce client-
led change in dialogical practice. She proposes a philosophical and 
practical development to participatory action research by emphasising 
the centrality of dialogue in professional relationships. As part of 
Dialogical Participatory Action Research, she introduces the practice 
and theory of Delta Reflecting Teams, an innovative development on 
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ideas from Andersen, Shotter and Bakhtin.
Andreas Juhl offers a thorough exposition of pragmatic inquiry. 

Andreas offers a clear and detailed model for conducting an inquiry into 
one’s professional practice drawing on the work of Brinkmann, Dewey, 
Lyotard, Rorty, Cronen and Bateson. We are invited to reflect on how 
organisations often have particular ideas about knowledge and how 
it can be used. Andreas describes a research process which opens up 
contextualising choices for the practitioner researcher with a series of 
guiding questions followed by theoretical and practice based responses. 
He opens up an important discussion about validity which he breaks 
down into communicative validity and pragmatic validity. 

Chris Oliver uses Co-ordinated Management of Meaning theory to 
explore how change happens in linguistic systems. She re-visits the 
history of systems through a detailed description of systemic reflexivity 
and shows how using CMM as a form of inquiry can enable “reflexive 
exploration of the meaning and impact of cyclical patterns in our co-
construction of communicative contexts”. Chris uses an example of 
conversation from work with a couple to show complexity and discuss 
the relationship between insight, understanding and transformation.

Sally St George and Dan Wulff end this first collection by inviting 
us to reflect on the place of inquiry in everyday professional practice. 
They offer a helpful model of understanding the parallel and reflexive 
relationships between research and practice using key systemic principles 
while connecting with qualitative research theory and situating action in 
community contexts.

The rich legacy of the Kensington Consultation Centre in London 
included a systemic research degree, the Professional Doctorate in 
Systemic Practice which continues at the University of Bedfordshire. Six 
of the chapters in this book are written by doctoral graduates from this 
programme. We recall KCC Director, Peter Lang saying “We don’t yet 
know what a systemic practice doctorate can look like, what systemic 
research can be and do.” This was an exciting invitation and it is one this 
book also issues – to do and see what emerges as a useful form of inquiry 
and what is co-created in your practice.

When one produces a book like this, it feels a bit like tossing a message 
in a bottle into the sea and wondering where it will end up and whether 
it will connect with someone in a far off land or a few miles down the 
coast to where it started off. So feel free to communicate with us and we 
look forward to hearing how you develop the ideas and practices in the 
book. Talk to us!

Gail and Alex
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Introduction

There are some striking ‘family resemblances’ between Systemic Inquiry 
and research methodologies gathering under the umbrella of Qualitative 
Inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln 2005, 2011). In this chapter I draw out areas of 
commonality in qualitative and systemic inquiry in practice research and 
propose Systemic Inquiry as a form of Qualitative Inquiry.  

Common interests include:

• a reflexive and emergent shaping of methodology, focus and 
participation

• a relational emphasis
• a critique of power in the social world
• a social justice agenda
• ethics-led practice
• fluidity
• asking what counts as ‘knowledge’, with whose authority and with 

what consequences for others
• a concern with the politics of description and with the creation of 

narratives
• relationships in inner dialogue and outer talk
• social accountability: speaking from within the first person, 

transparency, showing context
• reflexivity
• a critical approach to ‘professionalism’ and ‘methods’
• collaborative participation
• irreverence and respect
• practice as an art

In this opening chapter, I invite you to consider two main areas which 
I see as challenging to systemic practitioner researchers. Firstly, there 
is the debate of what counts as method in practice and in research. 
Postmodern systemic practitioner researchers have treated method as a 

Systemic Inquiry as a form 
of Qualitative Inquiry 1

Gail Simon
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fluid development in response to context. In other words, methodology 
evolves, inspired by a reflexive movement between emergent theory 
and practice. Secondly, in practitioner research, relationality is 
foregrounded. Ethics, know-how and reflexivity are not seen as stand-
alone things. Instead we tend to speak of relational ethics, relational 
know-how, and relational reflexivity. After exploring connections 
between the postmodern movements of Qualitative Inquiry and Systemic 
Practice, I show how Systemic Inquiry is a form of Qualitative Inquiry 
in which methodology is treated as an emergent and ethical activity. 
This ethics-led, relational model of practice research incorporates room 
for spontaneous, emergent and collaborative responses to power and 
decision making in research practices.

The Evolution of Systemic Methodology

“… there is always a kind of developmental continuity involved in 
the unfolding of all living activities.” (Shotter 2005, p.26).

As a systemic practitioner researcher, I have been concerned to find 
ways of creating accounts of my practice which reflect and respect 
the collaborative, conversational relationships of systemic-social 
constructionist practice. Finding or developing a model and a language 
for research which can be woven into the careful co-ordinations of 
therapeutic, consultancy, supervisory and learning conversations is not 
just a practical decision but an ethical one too.

In this chapter, I invite systemic practitioner-researchers to approach 
the problem of choosing a research methodology with some degree of 
irreverence and with a social constructionist critique to ensure that we 
initiate an ethical and an ideological fit with our practice. Markovic has 
spoken of the rule creating culture of systemic practice and encouraged a 
stance of positive delinquency to our theoretical heritage in the interest 
of usefulness in practice relationships (Markovic, then Radovanovic 
1993). Harlene Anderson invites practitioners to question the relevance 
of inherited rules created by our profession (Anderson 2007, cited in 
Simon 2010) and Betty St Pierre comments, “I’m tired of old research 
designs being repeated so many times that we think they are real – we 
forget we made them up!” (St Pierre 2010). Sheila McNamee extends 
Cecchin’s concern with irreverence (Cecchin 1987) in showing how 
promiscuity in systemic practice allows practitioners to treat theories as 
discursive options which open up or close down relational possibilities 
(McNamee 2004).

We are reminded that, like all theories, research methodologies are 
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products of time, place and culture. Research methodologies are not 
items on a shelf which one takes down and uses as ready-made products. 
It can be more useful and in keeping with a systemic approach to think 
about research as a process of mutual shaping in which researchers and 
co-researchers are changed by each other and by the activities; in turn, 
the research methods and activities also evolve through the influence 
of researchers and co-researchers. By accepting the inevitable mutual 
shaping in practice and research relationships, by fostering space for 
new and unanticipated stories to emerge, we privilege the ethics of 
methodological  openness and move away from a notion of choosing a 
research method to engaging with and shaping a research process.

“when someone acts, their activity cannot be accounted as wholly 
their own activity – for a person’s acts are inevitably ‘shaped’ in the 
course of their performance partly by the acts of the others around 
them, i.e., each individual’s action is a joint creation, not the product 
of a sole author – this is where all the seeming strangeness of the 
dialogical begins.” (Shotter 2011, p.32)

The Development of Systemic Inquiry

Types and Uses of Questions
The early Milan School developed a method of inquiry as a response to 
a finding: they noticed that people did not maintain any improvements 
gained in psychiatric hospital when discharged to their family (Boscolo et 
al 1987). This observation formed a premise for their work and, inspired 
by the work of Gregory Bateson (1972, 1979), Maturana & Varela (1980, 
1987, 1988) and others, they developed a theory of family systems which 
developed  innovative questioning techniques to explore how a family 
system organised itself in response to actual or imagined change, and 
how information could be obtained and used by the therapy team. The 
international systems community soon realised that the Milan approach 
was not simply a matter of using questions to understand the workings 
of a particular human system and explore a hypothesis; they recognised 
that their questions also had an impact on parts of the family system 
and that the relational act of asking questions of people is inevitably an 
intervention on the system (Selvini Palazzoli et al. 1980; Tomm 1987a). 

This inspired a blossoming of interest in inquiry and in theorising what 
inquiry does. Systemic questions were deve loped to create opportunities 
for new tellings of old stories, for imagining alternative futures and for 
reconfigurations in relation ships between people, their narratives and 
actions. Karl Tomm developed a range of practical interventive questions 
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in his collection of papers on interventive interviewing (Tomm 1987a, 
1987b, 1987c). Peggy Penn emphasised a need for a temporal dimension 
by introducing future oriented questions (Penn 1985). Insoo Kim Berg 
and Steve de Shazer proposed questions within a brief solution focused 
model (de Shazer 1985, 1988). Later, through a postmodern lens, 
John Burnham introduced questions which invited self reflexivity and 
relational reflexivity (Burnham 1992, 1993, 2005). Michael White and 
David Epston developed questions to identify problematic dominant 
narratives and inquire into their influence. They showed how questions 
could uncover and strengthen alternative, preferred narratives which 
created opportunities for overturning an unhappy status quo (White 
1988; White & Epston 1990).

The concern in systemic practice to re-evaluate power in thera peutic 
and management relationships and in the storying of manage ment and 
therapeutic practices, led to questions which enquired into the clients’ 
strengths, abilities, dreams and hopes (Combs & Freedman 1990; Flaskas 
et al 2007; O’Hanlon et al 1998; Cooperrider and Srivastva 1987). The 
recognition of wider systems in which people were living influenced the 
development of questions which reframed the individual as members 
of different community groups (for example, McCarthy & Byrne, 1988; 
Burnham & Harris 1996; Simon 1998). These power and culture sensitive 
questions reframed the professional relationship so that knowledge of 
the systemic practitioner shifted from ‘conductor’ (Selvini Palazzoli et 
al. 1980) or expert knower (Anderson & Goolishian 1992) to curious 
respondent which foregrounded the expertise of the people with whom 
they are working.

Theorising practices of inquiry and the influence of 
context

Vernon Cronen’s and Barnett Pearce’s Coordinated Management of 
Meaning theory (CMM) invited us to question how the different contexts 
we are acting out of and into influence the direction, content and 
shaping of meaning in the professional relationship (Pearce 1989; Oliver 
1996). The model of CMM invites us to question the range of narratives, 
theories and practices which influence a person’s or team’s systemic 
practice through the centring of reflexivity as an ethical response. This 
continuous reflexive influence between theory and practice makes 
for a continual methodological evolution of and as systemic practice 
(Leppington 1991; Burnham 1992; Simon 2012a).

The Milan team’s advice not to marry one’s hypothesis was further 
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developed by Cecchin by encouraging curiosity and irreverence in 
systemic practice (Cecchin 1987). John Burnham demonstrated the art 
of irreverence despite and, perhaps, because of the constant movement 
between creativity and respectful co-ordination in his work (Burnham 
1992, 1993, 2005).  In mapping out the relationships between approach, 
method and techniques Burnham used the model of interlinked levels 
of context from CMM to upturn and re-contextualise stories of power 
and influence (Burnham 1992, 1993, 2011). He suggests practical ways 
in which ideas can influence and re-shape systemic practice. 

In both Leppington’s (1991) and Burnham’s (1992) descriptions 
of reflexive practice cycles, practitioners are invited to question their 
ideological influences: their most deeply held beliefs, their most 
cherished assumptions, cultural stories operating at a less mindful 
level but having an impact on practice choices and findings. The shift in 
postmodern systemic practice away from a model based on a one-sided 
embodiment of professional expertise to a model of collaborative inquiry 
(Anderson & Goolishian 1992), a shared process of reflection (Andersen 
1987) invited systemic practitioners into a reflexive process in which all 
theories, personal, professional, cultural beliefs etc. are open to review. 
To actively engage in critical reflexivity about practices and the theories 
supporting them, to be aware of one’s preferences and how they can 
serve to turn away countering voices and alternative narratives (White 
& Epston 1990) opens up possibilities for ethical consideration of the 
relationships between theory, practice and ideology (Leppington 1991).

By including ideology within methodology, Leppington advocates 
for the socio-political-philosophical contextualising of method and 
theory. This requires us to transparently reveal and own the ideological 
influences at work in our choice of any one research ‘method’. By asking 
not only ‘What counts as data?’ but the ethics-led question of ‘What 
can data count as?’ Leppington proposes that we allow ourselves to 
be changed by what we find – our methods, theories and most deeply 
held beliefs - and not simply impose our own meaning on material 
with the risk of reproducing existing values and power relations. For 
these reasons, I suggest the term research methodology, as opposed 
to research method, is more coherent with an ethics-led approach to 
systemic practice.

Systemic practice has gone through many significant theo retical 
shifts – some in the name of a scientific attempt to perfect an approach, 
others arising out of ethical concerns. Emphasis has turned away from 
how we can ‘really’ understand systems to how we generate useful 
stories about people and relationships (Hoffman 1993; White & Epston 
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1990). This move away from generalising theory to contextually specific 
knowing is a more ethically comfort able fit with relationships involved in 
collaborative inquiry (Anderson 1997). In recognising that theory almost 
never works as a one-size-fits-all without exclusionary and dangerous 
consequences (Lather 1994), systemic practice has gone on to encourage 
dialogue about the differences in knowledge and knowing and know-
how (Andersen 1997; Anderson & Goolishian 1992; Seikkula 2002). 
This ethical shift invited systemic prac itioners to consider how to work 
collaboratively with people (Anderson & Gerhart 2006). Anne Hedvig 
Vedeler builds on Cecchin’s idea of curiosity (Cecchin 1987) preferring 
the term benevolent curiosity which she feels better reflects a respectful 
dialogical and collaborative approach in consultation, teaching, 
supervision and therapy. Vedeler reinterprets fellow Norwegian, Tom 
Andersen’s reflecting team as Resonance Groups and frames them as a 
means of embodied dialogical inquiry (Vedeler 2010). 

Systemic practice has foregrounded the place of inquiry in a number 
of ways. In addition to our vast and extraordinary library of questions, 
systemic inquiry can be understood as technique, as method, as ethical, 
reflexive and collaborative ways of being with people, as reflexive inner 
and outer dialogue, as reflexive writing in training contexts. So why, 
when we have developed such rich and sophisticated theory about the 
emergent and co-constructionist nature of inquiry, would we look to 
a positivist research model advocating a prescribed model with one 
person extracting information from another or interpreting material 
without involving our co-researchers?

Certainly, the trend in economy-led public and private services 
encourages practitioners to employ positivist ways of measuring decon-
textualised improvement and overlook relational consequences of change 
and the meaningfulness of professional interaction. Practitioners are 
often bullied into stepping into a different language to co-ordinate with 
positivist discourses at the expense of developing professional knowledge 
and know-how. Opportunities need to be created for inquiry which is 
coherent with, for example, the coordination with micro-movements at 
bodily and emotional and temporal levels in the improvisational practice 
of systemic dialogue, practices which do not necessarily lend themselves, 
nor should they, to any form of categorisation or results tables.                 

Systemic inquiry is not intended to be a reproducible solution so 
much as a stance of methodological irreverence which abandons any 
modern ist attempt to achieve and impose a streamlined scientific 
method. Instead, it advocates a form of inquiry which emphasises a shift 
from knowledge to ethics (Leppington 1991), in which we have a loose 
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attachment to precious, hard come by theories and practices and one 
which is powered by self and relational reflexivity. Systemic inquiry is a 
form of research and professional practice which will always evolve as a 
reflexive response to news of difference (Bateson 1979). 

A short story from practice
After a conversation with a supervisee, I feel a residue of conflicting 
feelings: an attachment to an idea and some discomfort about the 
degree of that attachment. I use reflexive writing as a form of inquiry 
(Richardson 1994) to create opportunities for further stories to emerge 
from my inner dialogue about the conversation with the supervisee. 
After a while of writing, I feel I am missing the voice of the supervisee. I 
share my writings with the supervisee and in the spirit of collaboration, 
I invite her responses. At our next meeting, she brings a lengthy written 
response and reads it aloud to me. As I listen, I am shocked by my mis-
understanding of something she has said. I hear her voice and what she 
is saying in quite a different way. I hear my own listening and talking 
differently too. How I listen and what I hear, have been changed by 
this experience. I listen with a broader range of conversing voices in 
my mind akin to bringing the reflecting team into the room (Andersen 
1997) and with more attempts at resonance (Vedeler 2010). The talk 
between us changes and my listening starts to feel more alongside her 
than about her. 

This story demonstrates how the constant acting on one’s noticings in 
an attempt to co-ordinate with the interests of the other, describes a model 
of practice which is not working towards refining a theoretical model with 
a static, scientifically ‘accurate’ body of knowledge to compete in acquiring 
academic and professional status and a secure identity. Instead, it is 
characterised by an ethics-led agenda which decentres the practitioner / 
researcher (Lather 2007; Tootell 2004) and, in improvisational reflexive 
inquiry, weaves narratives and relational responses. 

Our attempts to communicate are inevitably not only flawed but 
messy. We ask, and expect to be asked, questions which help us know 
how to go in conversation with writers, colleagues, clients, research 
par ticipants and so on. As we leave a fixed way of talking behind, our 
communications spring from spontaneous responsiveness (Shotter & 
Katz 1998), improvisation (Burnham 1992; Keeney 1990) and emotional 
openness (Anderson & Jensen 2007) which, as often seen and heard 
through video reviews or through transcriptions, appear chaotic and 
unpredictable. The apparently disorderly passages of interaction 
between people or within our inner dialogue may not require or lend 
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themselves to examination through a methodology with a repeatable, 
re-describable method – something you learn to roll out and find ways 
of teaching to others for them to perform. Research with people, as with 
most relationships, professional or otherwise, can be an unpredictable 
process generating what some describe as ‘messy texts’ (Clifford & 
Marcus 1986; Lather 2007; Law 2007; Marcus 2007). Most forms of text 
analysis (for example, grounded theory, Charmaz 2012; Interpretive 
Phenomenological Analysis, Smith et al 2009;  conversational analysis, 
Woolfitt 2005; discourse analysis, Woolfitt 2005) exclude opportunities 
to enter into learning from within the hub of systemic activity and have 
not addressed the complex inner and outer workings of relational 
processes (and the relationship between inner and outer). 

Additionally, there are ethical dilemmas for systemic resear chers 
concerned with the practice of co-creating of meaning. Despite an 
increasing interest in relational ethics, such methods still position the 
researcher in an about-ness position (Shotter 2011) in relation to ‘the 
material’ as if it is a thing in itself apart from the relational processes. 
This attempt at objectivity counters the situated collaborative and 
reflexive inquiry at the heart of systemic practice and often promotes a 
confused assumption that objectivity coupled with a prescribed method 
is synonymous with rigour. 

Accounting Practices and Legitimacy

Michael White encourages an exploration of relationships between 
stories, storytellers and audience and he situates narra tives in the 
relational context of texts. He says the “text analogy introduces us to 
an intertextual world. In the first sense, it proposes that persons’ lives 
are situated in texts within texts. In the second sense, every telling 
or retelling of a story, through its performance, is a new telling that 
encapsulates, and expands upon the previous telling” (White & Epston 
1990, p.13). White’s suggestion that there is no ultimate truth to be 
told corresponds with Barnett Pearce’s advice that we should “treat all 
stories, your own as well as others, as incomplete, unfinished, biased 
and inconsistent.” (Pearce 2004,  p.50). Their ideas help us understand 
why systemic inquiry needs to challenge ‘research’ as an attempt to 
make objective, decontextualised knowledge claims and offer instead 
a relational and reflexive understanding of research as producing of 
narratives-in-progress. White (1992) invited us to be curious about 
which narratives dominate people, families and the communities in 
which they live, to understand the contexts in which these narratives 
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have established their dominance and he invites practitioners to look at 
how other accounts or descriptions of people or events have been lost 
or silenced. White draws on Foucault’s idea of subjugated knowledges 
“that survive only at the margins of society and are lowly ranked-
considered insufficient and exiled from the legitimate domain of the 
formal knowledges and the accepted sciences” and goes on to quote 
Foucault as saying these knowledges are the “naïve knowledges, located 
low down on the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or 
scientificity” (White & Epston 1990, p.26). 

Denzin and Lincoln point to the political backdrop for this method-
ologically dilemmic era as a climate which is dominated by narrow ideas 
about what counts as ‘evidence’ and research projects struggling to 
influence policies driven by economics over social need. They describe 
this time as the “methodologically contested present” and how it is “a 
time of great tension, substantial conflict, methodological retrenchment 
in some quarters … and the disciplining and regulation of inquiry 
practices to conform with conservative, neoliberal programs and 
regimes that make claims regarding Truth.” (Lincoln & Denzin 2005, 
p.1116).

The Narrative of Method

If we understand social constructionism as treating all theories as stories, 
we can also recognise methods as narrative products and as producing of 
narratives. The narratives people bring to their workplace or social life 
are co-constructed, shaped between people and subject to interpretation 
(Anderson & Goolishian 1988; Burr 1995). Our theoretical narratives 
arise out of our ideological beliefs, values and most taken for granted 
deeply held assumptions. Methods and techniques sit more or less 
neatly on the back of these ideologically influenced narrative structures 
but can easily appear as stand-alone entities without prejudice, without 
social underpinnings. 

The more dominant stories of professional practice and research 
about methods suggest a clearly signposted order of events to be carried 
out by a trained individual or team who ‘knows’ what they are doing. 
This ‘knowing’ mostly corresponds to a learned technique or process. 
Case examples from many recent leaders in narrative and systemic 
practice often perpetuate an idea of a clean, reproducible method in their 
writings or presentations with an emphasis on what was said. There 
is little attention in most professional texts to the times between the 
sparkling moments which is probably 99% of time. In amongst the gems 
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are messy, clumsy attempts to co-ordinate, half-finished sentences and 
retracted questions, mm’s and aha’s and a range of physical responses 
such as nods, eyebrow movements, outer and inner twitches. I have 
noticed through my work as a systemic therapist and as a supervisor 
that when a practitioner isn’t using a particular technique, she or he is 
trying to co-ordinate with the client(s). Is this time wasted or does it set 
a context for the moments identified as important by the practitioner or 
their conversational partners? 

We are hoping our attempts to communicate and understand the 
communications of the other will count as something important to 
participants in the conversation. We know, for example, that just 
coming up with a miracle question (de Shazer 1988) at any moment 
will not have as much impact as if the client feels the practitioner has 
been paying attention to what they have been saying and responding 
empathically. The human element in the work may count for more than 
we realise and this is supported by much research (Sexton & Whiston 
1994) and more is being written about the relational activities in the 
professional relationship (Anderson & Gehart 2007; Flaskas 2002; 
Flaskas et al 2004).  

The shift in systemic practice towards the dialogical and the 
collaborative brings an expectation of improvisational coordination 
between participants. John Burnham (Burnham 1993) has embraced the 
inevitability of chaos and confusion arising in conversation and taken an 
approach to not-knowing (Anderson & Goolishian 1992) how to go on 
with people as part of the negotiation about how to go on. He has given 
many examples of his practice in which he demonstrates meaningfulness 
arising out of the random. He advocates a model of therapy, supervision 
or consultation in which any governing level of context can be upturned 
and reviewed at any moment in time (Burnham 1992, 1993, 2005). This 
approach is not led by some theory about the importance of the random 
(though random choices can be very generative of useful connections) so 
much as by an ethical concern to be client-led or supervisee-led and by a 
pragmatic approach to find a way forward. Burnham tries to co-ordinate 
with people in recognising any meaningful elements in exchanges 
however bizarre or unexpected they may be. This model of ethics-led 
systemic practice involves a negotiation with the people with whom one 
is working throughout the process otherwise the practitioner stance is 
that of imposing a method on others. In engaging in a practice-research 
process, it is often important and fruitful to mirror this commitment to 
spontaneous, relational co-ordination.
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A Relational Focus

Social Justice: Inspiration for Practices of Inquiry

Critical researchers start from an ethical principle and do research 
designed to emancipate people from patterns of social relations 
prejudged to be oppressive, to expose patterns of exploitation, or to 
subvert structures of power that allow some people to be dominated 
by others.  (Pearce and Walters 1996, p.10).

An overarching link between Systemic Inquiry with Qualitative Inquiry 
is the commitment to open up space for a multiverse with polyvocal 
participation across all parts of a research process concerned with 
beneficial consequences for participants of research intervention 
(Denzin & Lincoln 2005, 2011; Lather 1994; Parker 2005; Pearce and 
Walters 1996; Tuhiwai Smith 2005; Visweswaran 1994; Reynolds 2010, 
2013 and elsewhere in this book). 

Social constructionist-systemic-collaborative-dialogical therapy has 
moved away from normative and pathologising discourses. Narrative 
therapy invites therapists and community workers to allow themselves 
to be moved to action by the stories they hear, become activists in trying 
to overturn injustices and experiment with creative, socially inclusive, 
relational practices. (White & Denborough 2005). Sheila McNamee 
shows the significance of women taking hold of research and responding 
in a way which privileges finding their own ways of researching 
(McNamee 1994). Tom Andersen encouraged practitioners to be moved 
by the circumstances of the people whose story one was hearing (Shotter 
2007). Jaakko Seikkula suggests that if a person is drowning, one has to 
jump in the water too in order to try and save them even if that puts the 
practitioner in some degree of risk (Seikkula 2002). Reynolds speaks of 
the practitioner researcher as a “fluid, imperfect ally” in describing the 
importance of ethics led alliances in getting beyond the constraints of 
colonial professional positioning (Reynolds 2013).

We can frame the practice of systemic inquiry as caring, as 
involvement in the lives and communities of others, as an openness to 
be changed by the words and feelings of others, as a preparedness to be 
moved to action in and beyond the consulting room or classroom. Both 
Systemic Inquiry and Qualitative Inquiry encourage experimentation 
with useful and user-friendly ways of inquiring into the lives of people 
and communities. Qualitative Inquiry methodologies try to amplify the 
voices of research partici pants over those of researchers (for example, 
Lather & Smithies 1997) and position the researcher as a reflexive 
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research participant (Etherington 2004). There are many echoes 
some of the understanding in postmodern systemic therapies about 
the reflexive positioning of the practitioner (Amundson et al 1993; 
Andersen 1987; Anderson and Goolishian 1988, 1992; Anderson 1997; 
Burnham 2011; Reynolds 2013;  Rober 2005; Shotter & Katz 1998; 
Seikkula & Arnkil 2006).

Working the Prejudicial Turn

Producing ‘things’ always involves value—what to produce, what 
to name the productions, and what the relationship between 
the producers and the named things will be. Writing ‘things’ is 
no exception. No textual staging is ever innocent (including this 
one). Styles of writing are neither fixed nor neutral but reflect the 
historically shifting domination of particular schools or paradigms. 
(Richardson 1994, p.518).

Systemic practitioners drawing on a postmodern critique recog nise that 
it is impossible to be value free and that we work with our prejudice in 
a mindful manner through reflexive inner and outer dialogue. When it 
comes to researching our work, we may feel the pull of ‘objectivity’ to 
depict process and outcomes ‘fairly’. 

It is, in this moment, that the language of systemic practice is often 
assumed by systemic practitioners to be redundant. There is a strong story 
of expertise from other professional academic discourses which teach us 
to evaluate our work ‘fairly’ or ‘accurately’ and without prejudice. We 
are keen to be fair and rigorous but we are already trained in methods of 
inquiry. And we are prejudiced because we value the stories people tell 
us, we recognise their uniqueness, we want to be moved by people and 
perhaps show people how we are moved – and we want this movement 
between us to count as something. We hear stories which many people 
do not get to hear but which are worth hearing; stories which will 
have taken their time to choose a suitable platform to speak from and 
audience to speak with. We use selective hearing to influence our ways 
forward because we allow ourselves to be moved by our conversational 
partners. We work with people so they can hear what it is they want to 
say and find ways of saying it to themselves, to us and to others who 
matter. Systemic practitioners have dialogical, communicating abilities 
which help to create the circumstances for the performances of other 
selves, alternative narratives and we want to be supportive of those 
preferred stories or more useful ideas and life choices. We are far from 
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neutral in our work and the intricacies of our co-ordinations do not lend 
themselves to a system of measurement.

Value-neutrality elaborates the disinterested aspect of objectivity: 
the conviction that knowers have no vested interest in the objects of 
their knowledge; that they have no reasons other than the pursuit 
of ‘pure’ inquiry to seek knowledge. These ideals are best suited 
to regulate the knowledge making of people who believe in the 
possibility of achieving a ‘view from nowhere’ – of performing what 
Donna Harway calls ‘the god trick’. (Code 1995, p.15)

And then there is the question of whether just anyone or any systemic 
practitioner or researcher can ask and get the same answer. We know 
that not to be true. Why? Because the systemic community has reclaimed 
the importance of the working relation ship and we have recognised 
how different relationships and contexts bring out different parts of us, 
different stories resulting in different tellings, hearings and meanings. 
Lorraine Code challenges the idea that:

“knowers are substitutable for one another in the sense that they can 
act as ‘surrogate knowers’ who can put themselves in anyone’s place 
and know exactly what she or he would know.” (Code 1995, p.16)

Cronen makes a suggestion for systemic inquiry:

“It would be better to say that in the process of inquiry we make 
determinations of what related elements need to be included for any 
purpose of inquiry and call that the ‘situation-in-view’. Identifying 
the situation-in-view is a provisional judgment. Further inquiry 
may lead to including new elements and disregarding others. [.....] 
Situations-in-view must be understood to include the inquirer. The 
inquirer cannot be outside the system. The only choice to make 
is what kind(s) of relationship(s) one chooses for the 
purposes of inquiry.”  (Cronen 2000) [my emboldening of last 
sentence.]

Leppington emphasised the importance of relational know-how and 
provided a way of contextualising which stories and which voices had 
more prominence (Leppington 1991). In proposing a move away from 
a method-led model of systemic practice which advocated training 
therapists and consultants to learn the theory and the application of 
techniques, Leppington described systemic practice as ‘discursive 
practice’. She emphasised a significant paradigmatic movement which 
she referred to as the shift ‘from knowledge to ethics’. 
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These methodological differences link qualitative inquiry with 
postmodern systemic practice in confronting the ethics of method-led 
versus client-led or research participant-led practice. In a systemic 
practice context, theory and ethics merge to suggest the word 
theorethical which may be useful in highlighting the integrated and 
reflexive relationship between theory and ethics.

Both systemic practice and qualitative inquiry have adopted social 
constructionism as a theorethical context of influence. My intention is to 
see theory and ethics as one in order to highlight the ethics-led choices 
we make about selecting which practices to employ and how. 

Relational Ethics

Relational ethics has been at the heart of systemic practice since the 
linguistic turn in the late nineteen eighties (Anderson and Goolishian 
1988; Andersen 1987; Goldner et al 1990; Lang et al 1990; McCarthy & 
Byrne 1988; White 1992).

It is not uncommon in quantitative research and positivist qualitative 
research for the area of ethics to constitute a task which is additional 
to the research. Applications to research ethics committees or research 
advisory boards are often experienced by researchers as an irritating but 
necessary authoritative hurdle to overcome in order for the real thing – 
the research activity - to commence. Like systemic practice, qualitative 
inquiry is an ethics led activity. The research design has participants in 
mind and involved in consultation from the start. ‘Warming the context’ 
activities (Burnham 2005) make it comfortable for people to participate 
in research but are not simply a prelude to the ‘real’ research so much as 
an opportunity to create a culture of collaborative inquiry, exploring and 
generating practices together. 

Systemic practice is an ethics-led way of being and doing with others. 
Ethics is not an add-on: it is our guiding light, whatever the area of 
relational practice. As such, systemic inquiry is an ethics-led practice 
and can proudly offer this approach to the broader field of qualitative 
research. 

A systemic approach to research brings something unique and useful 
to the qualitative inquiry movement. Our preoccupation with relational 
ethics requires us to address:

• how we coordinate fairly in conversation with each other

• how we critically approach, acknowledge or challenge power in the 
relationship or in broader socio-political contexts
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• how we manage the relationship between the polyvocality of our in-
ner dialogue with the polyvocality in our outer dialogue

• which of our many selves we use and how

• how we reflexively question our attachments with theories, hypoth-
eses, methods and other taken-for-granted values

• how we offer transparent accounts to others as to which stories we 
privilege and which we discard 

• how we re-view what we have done together, what it means for now 
and what else we might have done

• how we acknowledge the value of the exchange between us and 
co-researchers

The reflections of qualitative researchers Ellis (2008), Bochner (2000), 
Richardson (1994, 1997), Gergen & Gergen (2002) include criteria for 
qualitative inquiry which address rela tional ethics. Mary and Kenneth 
Gergen remind us of how modernist research has positioned researcher 
and researched: “the traditional treatment of research ‘subjects’ was 
inclined to be alienating, demeaning, exploitative...... We are now 
highly sensitized to the ‘politics of representation’, the ways in which we 
as researchers construct – for good or ill – those whose lives we attempt 
to illuminate. A new array of collaborative, polyvocal, and self-reflexive 
methodologies has thus been given birth (see, for example, Denzin and 
Lincoln 2005).” (Gergen & Gergen 2002, p.13).

In reviewing her work as an autoethnographer, Carolyn Ellis addresses 
relationships with research participants:

“Relational ethics recognizes and values mutual respect, dignity, 
and connectedness between researcher and researched, and 
between researchers and the communities in which they live and 
work focuses on the changing relationship between researcher and 
research participants.” (Ellis 2008, p.308)

“Relational ethics draws attention to how our relationships with our 
research participants can change over time…….. How can we act in 
a humane, nonexploitative way while being mindful of our role as 
researchers?” (Ellis 2008, p.308)

“Relational ethics requires us as researchers to act from our hearts 
and minds, to acknowledge our interpersonal bonds to others, and 
to initiate and maintain conversations (Bergum, 1998; Slattery & 
Rapp, 2003). The concept of relational ethics is closely related to 
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an ethics of care (Gilligan, 1982; Noddings, 1984), communication 
ethics (Arnett, 2002), feminist and feminist communitarian ethics 
(see Christians, 2000; Denzin, 1997, 2003; Dougherty & Atkinson, 
2006; Olesen, 2000; Punch, 1994)” (Ellis 2008, p.308)

The points Ellis raises and the questions she encourages researchers 
to ask themselves and discuss with their co-researchers and colleagues, 
bear a strong linguistic and ethical resemblance to the in-the-moment-of-
the-relationship questions systemic practitioners might ask themselves.

There is also another research relationship to take into account with 
regard to ethics – the relationship between writer and reader. Researchers 
are expected to produce research in a format designed to be accessible 
to an audience, and more, meaningful. A challenge inherent in critical 
reflexive practice is to make transparent to the reader the range and extent 
of inner dialogue in either the application of method or in the apparently 
spontaneous responses between people. Bochner’s vision of poetic social 
science and alternative ethnography requires that research should allow 
space for interpretation and use language in a way that allows readers 
(and writers) to extract meaning from experience, “rather than depict 
experience exactly as it was lived” (Bochner 2000, p.270).

Mary and Kenneth Gergen draw attention to the researcher-audience 
relationship:

“Yet, there is one relational domain that has received little attention 
to date, that is, the relationship between the rhetor and reader, 
researcher and audience. As deeply engaged social scientists, the 
way we represent the world to our colleagues and related audiences 
contributes to our ongoing relationships within these life worlds 
(see Shotter 1997). Our words constitute forms of action that invite 
others into certain forms of relationships as opposed to others. Thus 
our manner of writing and speaking contributes to life forms that 
may be extended throughout the educational sphere and into public 
modes of existence.” (Gergen & Gergen 2002, p.13) 

The Place of the Researcher in the Research: the Question 
of Transparency 

“The writer has a theory about how the world works, and this theory 
is never far from the surface of the text.” (Denzin 2003, p.117)

One of the main principles in qualitative inquiry is to render oneself 
visible as the researcher – both in the doing of research with participants 
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and in the writing of the research for the reader - to make some sense 
of who is doing the inquiry and the reporting. In the same way that 
participants can decide how to participate in the research, readers can 
make choices about how to engage with the text. 

This challenge has been taken up in different ways within qualitative 
inquiry where, to a large extent, the choices have been influenced by the 
researcher’s story of the ‘self’:  single, contextually varied, or polyvocal. 
Qualitative researchers are interested in establishing a ‘real’ relationship 
with co-researchers so they become relaxed and give fuller responses. A 
woman researcher hoped that using an interpreter in interviews would 
strengthen her understanding of what research participants were saying. 
However, she noticed that they were more engaged with the interpreter 
than with her. So she decided to stop using the interpreter and privilege 
connection over accuracy. This generated an unexpected richness which 
she had not been able to access using an interpreter (Quiros 2010).

I was struck by a story told by an African American man who was 
conducting research interviews with women who had had breast cancer 
in the southern states of the USA. He described how one research 
participant, an African American woman, told him that she was 
alienated by his professional veneer at a research interview. She advised 
him to act and sound like the southern African American man he was so 
that she and other women would find it easier to open up to him about 
quite personal experiences. He reflected that while he was trying to 
fade himself out to foreground the research questions and be a ‘good’ 
(meaning unobtrusive) researcher, he wasn’t allowing for how others 
saw him. (Gregg 2010)

“A crucial first step in developing an adequately sensitive feminist 
methodology is learning to see what is not there and hear what is not 
being said. Donna Harway urges feminists to ‘become answerable 
for what we learn how to see’. To be thus accountable, feminists have 
to see what is systematically and systemically screened from view 
by the most basic assumptions about how people know the world; 
and they have to understand the power structures that effect these 
erasures.” (Code 1995, p.19)

In ethnography, sharing stories about their own experience is some-
thing researchers are expected to be open to; to be themselves in 
the research as a context for the conversation so as to level the con-
versational playing field. In the case of autoethnography or performance 
ethnography, there is an expectation of extended openness to make 
space for any difficult, unlikely, taken for granted, unthinkable, normally 
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unsayable things which are around in our lives and which could go 
unnoticed unless described against a backdrop which render them 
visible. This involves ‘relational risk-taking’ (Mason 2005) as part of an 
ethical attempt to connect with readers and audience as well as with 
research participants. In systemic practice, we have learned to become 
the kind of conversational partner who is not only emotionally present 
but also, where useful, with intentionally visible life experience (Roberts 
2005).

Some things touch us more than others and it is perhaps rarely a 
coincidence that we choose to work with a particular client group 
or do research on a particular subject or find some theoretical ideas 
more attractive than others. In a traditional research context, there 
is little expectation of the researcher ‘outing’ themselves as having an 
investment in the subject under investigation. In qualitative inquiry, 
there is an ethics-led expectation that the researcher will express their 
interest - not to counter any idea of bias but to illuminate the inevitability 
of prejudice and minimise any power imbalance in knowing between 
researcher and research participant (Etherington 2004) and to lend 
weight to one’s conviction that something is worthy of investigation and 
public sharing.

In systemic practice, we also recognise the impossibility of neutrality 
and objectivity. We own our prejudices and work with them. How we use 
our own experiences, how we share them and discuss them with people 
with whom we work, varies. We are careful not to burden people with 
whom we are working with what might be experienced as troublesome 
information, particularly vulnerable clients. On the other hand, perhaps 
we have something to learn from practitioners whose starting point can 
involve some personal disclosure to conversational partners, research 
participants. This would make an interesting area to research.

Relational Reflexivity in Relational Know-How

Visweswaran criticises the normative ethnographic approach that 
presumes an observer and a subject with stable identities. She contrasts 
this stance with deconstructive ethnography, where the observer refuses 
to presume a stable identity for self or other (Visweswaran 1994). Denzin 
suggests “Deconstructive reflexivity is post-modern, confessional, critical, 
and intertextual.” (Denzin 2003, p.236). In the field of qualitative inquiry 
tends to treat reflexivity as a form of self-reflexivity for the researcher. 

Through a social constructionist-systemic-collaborative-dia logical 
lens, reflexivity is an ethical processing in and of research or practice 
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activities. Reflexivity is always relational in that there is polyphonic 
responsivity in both inner dialogue and outer dialogue, be it of a cognitive, 
emotional, neurological or environmental source (Simon 2012b).

The actions arising out of continual relational reflexivity in our prac-
tice as consultants, leaders, therapists, supervisors, trainers, researchers 
and writers might be described as a dance which requires attention to 
certain themes: a sensibility to any externally imposed tempo and other 
environmental demands and influences; a sensibility to a relational 
tempo in which dancers respectfully share the directorship of pace, 
challenge and movement; a responsivity to the invitations of other(s) 
and a selectivity about the choices offered and taken up. Relational 
reflexivity is not only something which can be observed with the eye. To 
observe only visible movements would overlook the drama of the inner 
movements of self and partners in the dance: emotional, embodied, 
cognitive and theoretical responses, fluent and jerky. We negotiate 
context, agenda, roles, language and a moment to moment focus. We 
exercise reflexivity in our co-ordinations with the other; we ask, check 
levels of comfort, understanding and meaning.

Reflexivity is also a form of self-supervision driven by a desire to 
coordinate with others in an ethical manner:

 
• What choices I am making and with what possible conse quences for 

me, for them, for others not present?

• What is informing those choices? 

• What other choices am I overlooking? 

• Where are those guiding values/prejudices coming from? 

We find ways of creating space to recognise the less mindful processes 
at work: embodied, emotional, cognitive, normative discourses, desire, 
personal gain, for example. A significant offering from systemic practi-
tioners to the field of qualitative inquiry is a sophisticated understanding 
and articulation of relationally reflexive activities in researching practice.

Emergent Collaborations

The social sciences have been engaging in a paradigm shift which is 
being hailed as the relational turn. It invites an interest into ethics-led 
co-ordinations of co-researchers and into the micro-detail of how those 
co-ordinations take place.

In discussing possible directions for qualitative inquiry, Betty St 
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Pierre’s reluctance “to accept the ‘I’ in Qualitative Inquiry” could be 
understood as a signpost indicating a need for more of a relational 
emphasis in research (St Pierre 2010). The field of qualitative research 
has embraced the concept of reflexivity with a significant contribution 
by practitioners within the field of counselling. The field of systemic 
practice has something to contribute to the place of relationality in 
research, research relationships, writing research for a readership and 
specifically on the subject of relational reflexivity. This is perhaps the 
area where systemic practice has most to bring to the field of qualitative 
research. Much has been written about Self and Other but there appears, 
to my systemic eye, to be some space in the research field to explore 
the dynamic elements in relationships between researcher and research 
participants. Descriptions of this relationship are either minimal, or 
sound as if participants are separate static entities. So whilst there is 
acknowledgement of social constructionism and the power of language 
and narratives, there is room for more understanding of co-creative 
activity in the development of those narratives. 

Diane Gehart, Margarita Tarragona and Saliha Bava promote a model 
of research based on collaborative practices:

“Collaborative inquiry is a way of practising a philosophical stance 
of respect, curiosity, polyphony and social meaning making. More 
than the methods used, it is the intentions and the assumptions that 
inform the research process that constitute the collaborative nature 
of inquiries.” (Gehart et al 2007, p.385).

Mary and Kenneth Gergen open an invitation to experiment with 
relational space:

“Alternative ethnographers break away from the conventions of 
social science inscription to experiment with polyvocality, poetry, 
pastiche, performance, and more. These experiments open new 
territories of expression; they also offer new spaces of relationship. 
They take different stances toward readers, describing them in 
new ways, calling into being alternative possibilities for going on 
together.” (Gergen & Gergen 2002, p.14) 

In this suggestion, Mary and Kenneth Gergen are suggesting a means 
of doing research more akin to the improvisational response to not-
knowing (Anderson & Goolishian 1992; Anderson 1997) that we come 
up with in the doing of systemic practice. Shotter and Katz describe the 
interactions between participants involved in any human interaction, be 
it professional practice or research, as involving spontaneous attempts 
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at responding and coordinating with another (Shotter & Katz 1998). 
This attention to improvisational and relational know-how casts ethical 
doubt on a stance of technological ‘knowledge’ and the rolling out of 
predictable practice or research method. All research constitutes an 
intervention in the lives of the researcher, the research participants and 
the audiences or witnesses to this research. Each act of inquiry invites, 
mindfully or otherwise, the possibility of an implicative force which 
changes lives. 

Summary

In this opening chapter, I hope to have shown how much systemic 
practice research has in common with our cousins in qualitative inquiry. 
This familial culture provides an existing and sympathetic theorethical 
context for the systemic practice com munities to develop ways of 
inquiring into our practice which are coherent with systemic values, 
ethics and theory. By engaging in a collaborative and reflexive process 
of inquiry with relational ethics to guide our movements in inner and 
outer conversation, we are inviting change for ourselves and others and 
creating new relational spaces and know-how through which we can 
inquire into the movements of practice/research relationships.

Qualitative inquiry has much to support a systemic model of practice 
research but systemic inquiry also has many useful offer ings to bring to 
qualitative inquiry including:

• a rich seam of theories and stories about relational practice

• a critical history of diverse methods of inquiry and the place of the 
inquirer in a system

• a critique of power and culture in relationships

• in-depth studies of reflexivity in relationships

• access to many styles of inquiry

• attention to relational ethics

Systemic inquiry is already an integral part of social constructionist  
systemic practice in therapy, organisational consultancy, educa tion, 
leadership and community work. It informs and shapes the activities of 
a reflexive research process which comfortably overlap with key features 
of qualitative inquiry. Systemic Inquiry finds an ethical, theoretical and 
practical home in the playing fields of Qualitative Inquiry.
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Truth is not born nor is it to be found inside the head of an individual 
person, it is born between people collectively searching for truth, in 
the process of their dialogic interaction. (Mikhail Bakhtin 1984 cited 
by Shotter 1994)

Science sometimes improves hypothesis and sometimes disproves 
them. But proof would be another matter and perhaps never occurs 
except in the realms of totally abstract tautology. We can sometimes 
say that if such and such abstract suppositions or postulates are 
given, then such and such must follow absolutely. But the truth about 
what can be perceived or arrived at by induction from perception is 
something else again. Let us say that truth would mean a precise 
correspondence between our description and what we describe or 
between our total network of abstractions and deductions and some 
total understanding of the outside world. Truth in this sense is not 
obtainable. (Gregory Bateson 1979, p.27)

Whoever undertakes to set himself up as a judge of Truth and Know-
ledge is shipwrecked by the laughter of the gods. (Attributed to 
Albert Einstein)

My own practice and learning journey within the art of systemic 
approaches to organisational development and inquiry began in 2001. I 
enrolled on a programme at the Kensington Consultation Centre (KCC) 
which somewhat strangely was in Vauxhall, a quite different part of 
London. In the first few months of a Certificate in Systemic Management 
I experienced confusion and uncertainty. I struggled with the language 
used at KCC, which for me created a dense and unapproachable subject 
and indeed contributed to or created a culture that to me seemed strange 
and inaccessible. I was on the point of giving up when a conversation 
with one of my tutors helped to reframe my confusion and to recognise 
confusion as a point of transition. This was an important early lesson in 
systemic approaches and understandings.

Orientations: Systemic Approaches
to Research Practices2
Alex Chard

30 
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Over the years at KCC, I completed an M.Sc. in Systemic Management 
and Consultancy and then the Professional Doctorate in Systemic 
Practice. I was in the first cohort of students to enter the doctorate, as 
it transpired we were the only cohort that completed the taught part 
of the Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice at KCC which went 
into liquidation in early 2010. Some key KKC courses including the 
doctorate and the M.Sc. programme are now taught at the University of 
Bedfordshire where I work as a visiting lecturer.

The experience of so nearly stopping on the first rung of systemic 
practice continues to speak to me of the need to make systemic practice 
more open and accessible. Systemic practice has built up a rich but often 
seemingly impenetrable grammar of practice as well as a culture and 
ways of behaving and being that I think are not always easily understood 
by outsiders or novices. I also found that within KCC that there was 
significant assumed knowledge of a range of influences on what I now 
refer to as the KCC School of Systemic Practice.

In this chapter I am seeking to orient those who are new to a systemic 
approach to practice and inquiry into some of the underlying influences 
on such an approach and how I have subsequently built on that in 
my own practice and research. For those who are more familiar with 
systemic practice, I hope that the chapter will help to reveal coherence 
from across a range of related thinking. As with all things that fall within 
what I call a systemic practice tradition, the following should be viewed 
as an ongoing process of understanding being created with the reader, 
with knowledge always being treated as partial and situated. What I am 
describing here should be seen as creating theoretical context for an 
overall approach rather than any form of method, indeed it is something 
that I continually form, perform and re-perform in my day to day practice 
and in my ongoing inquiries.

In Brief

For me systemic practice is underpinned by a systemic, dialogical, social 
constructionist perspective on life and organisations. I sus pect this is 
not an easy sentence for an uninitiated reader to follow. A systemic, 
dialogical, social constructionist perspective. What do I mean by that? 
Regarding a systemic approach Robert Flood argues that:

We can only meaningfully understand ourselves by understanding 
the whole of which we are an integral part. Systemic thinking is the 
discipline which makes visible that our actions are inter-related to 
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other people’s actions in patterns of behaviour and are not merely 
isolated events (Flood 1999, p.2).

An important insight from second order cybernetics is that when we 
observe systems we become part of those systems and those systems 
act on us and affect us and in a reflexive manner we act on them (von 
Foerster 1992).

Social construction as theory holds that our understandings of the 
world are constructed through language and within our inter actions 
with others (Burr 1995). Mary Gergen and Ken Gergen observe that: 

The foundational idea of social construction seems simple enough, 
but it is also profound. Everything we consider to be real is socially 
constructed. Or more dramatically, Nothing is real unless we agree 
that it is. (Gergen and Gergen 2004, p.10).

A significance for me of taking a social constructionist orientation is 
the possibility it creates for change. Working from the view point that 
reality is constructed by people in relation, means that I can influence 
the way organisations work and help individuals to change their reality 
by influencing the way, on a moment by moment basis, they have their 
conversations.

A key understanding from within certain traditions of social con-
struction (e.g. Barnett Pearce 1998; Cunliffe 2008; Shotter 2011) is also 
that interpersonal communication is the principal medium through 
which reality is relationally constructed. Conse quently how people 
have conversations is significant to systemic practice. Bohm (1996) 
recognised the need to create dialogue distinguishing between dialogue 
which has linguistic roots in the Greek word dialogos or searching for 
meaning and discussion which shares linguistic roots with percussion 
and indeed concussion.

Hence a systemic, dialogical, social constructionist perspective which 
is detailed further below.

A Little Philosophy of Science

It is important I think to distinguish systemic practice and think ing from 
what is sometimes referred to as reductionist thinking which can be seen 
to have its roots in the philosophical traditions of René Descartes. Fritjof 
Capra (1996) provides a detailed account of the impact of Cartesian 
dualism where he includes Copernicus, Galileo, Bacon and Newton 
along with Descartes with the responsibility of moving western thinking 
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from a medieval worldview which was based on Aristotelian philosophy 
and Christian theology (Capra 1996, p.19/20):

The notion of an organic, living, and spiritual universe was replaced 
by that of the world as a machine, and the world-machine became 
the dominant metaphor of the modern era.

René Descartes created the method of analytic thinking, which 
consists in breaking up complex phenomena into pieces to understand 
the behaviour of the whole from the properties of its parts. Descartes 
based his view of nature on the fundamental division between two 
independent and separate realms - that of mind and that of matter.

The conceptual framework created by Galileo and Descartes - the 
world as perfect machine governed by exact mathematical laws 
- was completed triumphantly by Isaac Newton, whose grande 
synthesis, Newtonian Mechanics was the crowning achievement of 
seventeenth century science.

As a wide range of commentators have noted, for example Bateson 
(1979), Capra (1996), Montuori (2003), Raine (1998), the impact of 
Descartes’ thinking was also to objectify the natural world and create the 
dualism of subject and object and in turn the observed and the scientific 
observer. Whilst there have been a range of challenges to this position it 
is a position which has been the dominant story with Western scientific 
thinking for over 300 years.

However, an understanding of the limitations of such reduction-
ist thinking is not new. In 1790, in the Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 
William Blake wrote in a way that can be viewed as a direct counter to 
Cartesian Dualism: Man has no Body distinct from his Soul for that 
call’d Body is a portion of the Soul discern’d by the five Senses, the chief 
inlets of Soul in this age. Writing on vision in 1802 Blake is also often 
quoted for his view on Newtonian science when he implores:

May God us keep
From Single vision & Newton’s Sleep!

W. Barnett Pearce in an essay which recounts the schools of thought 
on systemic thinking also provides a historical analysis of Cartesian 
dualism and Newtonian science citing amongst those who challenged 
this perspective, Giambattista Vico, Karl Marx and Charles Darwin. 
Pearce sees that:
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 … the worldview of mechanistic materialism was struck a last, 
most damaging blow by a historian of science. Thomas Kuhn’s The 
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, published in 1962, made two 
claims, both of which struck deeply at the worldview of mechanistic 
materialism. First, he claimed that science is “paradigmatic.” That 
is, rather than being an unobstructed view of the universe, it consists 
of a set of disciplinary assumptions and research exemplars. Second, 
he claimed that there have been changes in paradigms, and that 
these changes occur by the means of persuasion, not (only) reason.  
(Pearce 2002, p.20).

At its simplest the most significant difference between Newton ian 
science and systems thinking is that Newtonian science seeks to break 
things down into parts in order to try to understand the whole. Whereas 
a systems perspective looks at wholes rather than parts. It is not that 
one is wrong and the other is right, indeed (at least within the Western 
world) we have reaped significant societal benefits from Newtonian 
science and it would be foolish not to recognise this. However, these 
are very different viewpoints as Pearce (2002) drawing on Laszlo (1996, 
p23) points out:

The classical worldview was atomistic and individualistic; it 
viewed objects as separate from their environments and people as 
separate from each other and from their surroundings. The systems 
view perceives connections and communications between people, 
and between people and nature, and emphasizes community and 
integrity in both the natural and the human world.

Here we also see a perspective on how a reductionist Newton ian 
viewpoint runs counter to the idea of a systemic relationally constructed 
world. Understanding the dominance of the voice of Cartesian philosophy 
and Newtonian science in natural and social science and management 
has been central to my understanding of how the KCC School of 
Systemic Practice is located differently. As Sheila McNamee and Dian 
Marie Hosking (2012, p.33) comment, “the modernist discourse … 
is only one possible discourse”. For me much that the KCC School of 
Systemic Practice represents can be understood as being from within a 
postmodernist tradition. Examples include the self as socially or indeed 
relationally co nstructed, reflexivity, knowledge as culturally located and 
co-constructed and the reconstructing of scientific social constructions 
such as researcher and research subject (Butler 2002; Cahoone 1996). 
In consequence, this thinking fundamentally impinges on how we view 
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knowledge and how knowledge is created through research or, as I 
prefer to term it, inquiry.

Flyvbjerg argues that rather than trying to emulate the natural 
sciences which he sees as having focussed on Aristotle’s concepts of 
episteme (epistemology) and techne (technology), social science needs 
to reorientate itself by building on Aristotle’s concept of phronesis 
(practical knowledge and practical ethics):

The goal is to help restore social science to its classical position as 
a practical, intellectual activity aimed at clarifying the problems, 
risks and possibilities we face as humans and societies, and at 
contributing to social and political praxis (Flyvbjerg 2001, p.4).

Central to his reasoning are that context and judgement are critical 
aspects of human action. He uses as one of his key sources the work of 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) and their model of learning. When experts act 
they act beyond rule-bound behaviour using embedded tacit knowledge 
applying judgement within a context. In developing guidelines for such 
practice based research Flyvbjerg suggests that:

Phronetic research focusses on practical activity and practical 
knowledge in everyday situations. … What it always means, 
however, is a focus on the actual daily practices which constitute a 
given field of interest (Flyvbjerg 2001, p.134). (Original emphasis).

Drawing on the above and other influences leads me to use the term 
systemic practice which for me also encapsulates ongoing reflexive 
inquiry into that practice.

Systems Thinking

In keeping with the position outlined above, Robert Flood (2006, 
p.118) sees the development of systems thinking in the twentieth 
century as being a response to reductionism and the understanding of 
phenomena by breaking them down into constituent parts rather than 
phenomena understood to be an emergent property of an interrelated 
whole. Systems thinking recognises that the whole is greater than the 
sum of the parts. Moving from simplistic understandings of pieces of 
systems, looking much more widely, recognising how we are affected by 
wider forces and looking for unforeseen consequences are some of the 
important aspects that thinking systemically brings.

Within this section, rather than try to provide a summary of systems 
thinking, I will identify and locate the aspects of systems thinking 
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that I think are important within the particular context of systemic 
inquiry. One of the founding systems approaches developed in the 
1940s following the Second World War and usually attributed to 
von Bertalanfy (e.g. Pearce 2002; Armson 2011) is General Systems 
Theory. Armson (2011) comments that:

The wartime experience of scientists, mathematicians and others 
of working on multi-disciplinary projects in US universities and 
government-funded enterprises such as the Manhattan Project, met 
with the emerging technologies of computing, control systems and 
management to create fertile ground for new ways of thinking about 
human concerns. From this ground sprang the Macy conferences 
and the Society for General Systems Research, founding cybernetics 
and GST respectively.

General Systems Theory was an attempt to provide a systems model 
applicable to all systems. Pearce (2002) details some of the important 
insights of General Systems Theory. Those that Pearce identifies which 
I apply within with my practice and which are carried through into my 
inquiry are that:

• Organisations are systems in which all the essential parts are in-
terrelated. This is a fundamental underpinning for systemic practice. 
Recognising that the areas in which we work are connected to and 
affected by the broader organisation and the wider context.

• Rather than try to understand a particular phenomenon in isolation 
systemic thinkers look for the pattern of which it is a part. Seeing 
the patterns that connect (or at least seeing some of them) and un-
derstanding the context from which people are acting is significant in 
appreciating what is taking place. 

• All systems are both comprised of organised components and a com-
ponent of yet larger systems. This reflects the fact that organisational 
practice and therapeutic practice are often  located within structured, 
and usually bureaucratised institutions.

• Emergence is a key feature of complex systems. Change can be 
viewed as a socially constructed process of coming into being, human 
systems are surprising and often unpredictable.

From within this school of thinking Koestler developed the con cept of 
Holons, a semiautonomous unit independent yet interdependent on 
a larger system. Holons are Janus faced and look both internally and 
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externally (Koestler 1971). Koestler’s model is something we can draw 
upon when considering for example how teams fit within a larger 
organisational system or families within a cultural and social milieu.

Cybernetics and Second Order Cybernetics

The term cybernetics is derived from the Greek kybernetes, or “steers-
man”. Norbert Wiener is credited with developing the idea of cybernetics. 
The title of Norbert Wieners’ 1948 book was Cybernetics: Or Control 
and Communication in the Animal and the Machine. The title defines 
the term. The key focus of first order cybernetics is on control and 
communication in both artificial systems and natural systems. Second 
order cybernetics or the cybernetics of cybernetics recognises the 
position of the observer in the system being observed. As von Foerster 
(1975) notes:

First Order Cybernetics is the Cybernetics of observed systems 
Second Order Cybernetics is the Cybernetics of observing systems.

As is also alluded to in the quote from Armson above, the Macy conferences 
on cybernetics held between 1944 and 1953 brought together leading 
intellectuals including importantly in this con text Gregory Bateson. 
Bateson worked with Paul Watzlawick at the Mental Research Institute 
in Palo Alto, California and used cybernetic theory in therapeutic work, 
in particular using the idea of paradoxical intervention. Bateson’s work 
was then used by what has become known as the Milan Group in the 
development of systemic family therapy (Palazzoli et al 1978; Pearce 
2002).

Peter Lang, Martin Little and John Shotter in conversation at KCC 
(2006) outlined that the significance of Bateson was the influence that 
Bateson had on the Milan School of Family Therapy and through that 
subsequent practice within KCC. So from this we can see that one of the 
roots of systemic family therapy and the development of organisational 
practice at KCC lay within cybernetics. Bateson (2000 p484) speaking 
on the importance of cybernetics comments, I think that cybernetics is 
the biggest bite out of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge for 2000 years. 
Capra (undated) comments on Bateson:

As we replace the Newtonian metaphor of the world as a machine by 
the metaphor of the network, and as complexity becomes a principal 
focus in science, the kind of systemic thinking that Bateson advocated 
is becoming crucial. …Bateson showed us how to connect the dots …
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Systemically based practice continually helps me to help others as we 
join up the dots hopefully creating more cohesive, effective and fulfilling 
human organisations.

Humberto Maturana is attributed with describing second order 
cybernetics as The science and art of human understanding (Pangaro, 
P, Henry S, 2013). Maturana and Francisco Varela developed the theory 
of Autopoiesis; discrete, autonomous entities that live their life as 
independent unities Maturana (2011). Consequently despite the fact that 
we may attempt to view the world objectively our perception is almost 
always based on what we have previously experienced Korn (2011). 
Maturana was another key figure who was influential in the development 
of the KCC School of Systemic Practice. Korn comments that:

Maturana talks about how all our human acts take place in language. 
He distinguishes these acts as taking place in three different 
domains, and he calls these the Domain of Aesthetics, the Domain of 
Production and the Domain of Explanations. Maturana continues to 
explain that we exist in all three domains simultaneously, and that 
there are even more domains than these three.

By 1990, the theories on the three action domains developed 
further through an interaction between Maturana, theologian Peter 
Lang, sociologist Martin Little and psychologist Vernon Cronen. 
Lang, Little and Cronen wrote an article on the three action domains 
that have been the written basis for the practical use of domain 
thinking. The article is primarily aimed at therapeutic practice, but 
the thinking has for many years had a spillover effect on those who 
work with leadership, management and organisational development 
from different positions.

The article being referred to above is The Systemic Professional 
- Domains of Action and the Question of Neutrality in Human 
Systems Lang, Little and Cronen (1990), which provides a significant 
understanding of the key influence of second order cybernetics on 
systemic thinking and practice.

Second order cybernetics or the cybernetics of cybernetics impor tantly 
recognises that any observed system includes the observer. Humberto 
Maturana is credited with coining the phrase that “Everything said is 
said by an observer” which was then subtly re-phrased by von Foerster 
to “Everything said is said to an observer” Glanville (2002).  Thus a key 
challenge to the alleged objective position of the researcher comes from 
within second order cybernetics. Von Foerster (1992) one of the leading 
cyberneticians made this point when he commented in a speech that:
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What appears to us today most natural to see and to think, was 
then not only hard to see, it was even not allowed to think! Why? 
Because it would violate the basic principle of scientific discourse 
which demands the separation of the observer from the observed. 
It is the principle of objectivity: the properties of the observer shall 
not enter the description of his observations. I gave this principle 
here in its most brutal form, to demonstrate its nonsensicality: if 
the properties of the observer, namely, to observe and to describe, 
are eliminated, there is nothing left: no observation, no description. 
However, there was a justification for adhering to this principle, and 
this justification was fear. Fear that paradoxes would arise when the 
observers were allowed to enter the universe of their observations. 
And you know the threat of paradoxes: to steal their way into a 
theory is like having the cloven-hoofed foot of the Devil stuck in the 
door of orthodoxy.

Ranulph Glanville (2002) develops this position declaring that:

Second order Cybernetics presents a (new) paradigm in which the 
observer is circularly (and intimately) involved with/connected to 
the observed. The observer is no longer neutral and detached, and 
what is considered is not the observed (as in the classical paradigm), 
but the observing system. The aim of attaining traditional objec-
tivity is either abandoned/passed over, or what objectivity is 
and how we might obtain (and value) it is reconsidered. In this 
sense, every observation is autobiographical. Therefore, second 
order Cybernetics must primarily be considered through the first 
person and with active verbs: the observers inevitable presence 
acknowledged, and should be written about in the first person, not 
the third, giving us an insight into who these observers are.

Within my inquiries I have accepted von Foerster’s (1992) invitation 
to step into the land where it is not forbidden, but where one is even 
encouraged to speak about oneself (what else can one do anyway?). 
This understanding also means that my preferred approach to writing is 
to adopt a first person position.

Thinking Systemically

W. Barnett Pearce importantly distinguishes between thinking about 
systems and thinking systemically arguing that they pro duce different 
kinds of knowledge. Again, this is not about saying that one form of 
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knowledge is better than the other but recognising that they are different, 
hence:

The distinction between thinking about systems and thinking 
systemically hinges on the perspective of the person doing the 
thinking. One can and usually does think “about” systems from 
outside the system. That is, whether we might describe the thinking 
as ontologically a part of the system or separate from it, in this 
instance the thinker takes the observer-perspective. When thinking 
systemically, on the other hand, the thinker is self-reflexively a part 
of the system and takes the perspective of a participant or component 
of the system (p2).

After listing what he viewed as key literature on thinking system i cally 
Pearce suggests that:

It is no accident that these books all emerge from a tradition of 
applied practice such as consulting or therapy rather than one of the 
“basic” sciences and that their knowledge claims are very different 
…. Instead of a representation “over here” of the structure and/or 
function of a system “over there,” the kind of knowledge claimed 
in these books consists of advice about how to think and act into 
situations. (Pearce 1998, p.3)

This is, I believe, a significant distinction. Viewing knowledge generated 
through systemic inquiry in this way invites the reader as inquirer to view 
knowledge as generated from within a tradition of thinking systemic-
ally from within a practice with the intent of assisting others (and the 
inquirer) to act more effectively into new and emerging con texts. Later 
in the same essay and reflecting on cybernetic thinking, Pearce argues 
that:

If we are part of a system, then our knowledge of the system affects 
(because it is itself a component) the system. But what is knowledge if 
the thing known is changed by the act of knowing itself? And who are 
we who know ourselves if we are part of a system? These questions 
emerge from the idea that our knowledge is not so much a reflection of 
reality (in the sense that Rorty would call the “Mirror of Nature”) but 
has a reflexive relationship to reality (in the sense of reflexive verbs in 
grammar – that which acts is simultaneously and inexorably acted 
on). Many people think that this is one of the BIG IDEAS in the 20th 

century. (Pearce 1998, p.7) (Emphasis in the original.)
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I think that what we see brought together within this quotation is the 
powerful linking of systemic thinking with how reality is systemically 
socially constructed. This for me creates a useful bridge between systemic 
thinking and social construction; with in human systems it reveals the 
relational nature of systemic processes.

Social Construction

In 1966 Peter Berger’s and Thomas Luckman’s (1966) The Social 
Construction of Reality: a Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge 
was published. This is acknowledged by many writers to be the origin 
of the term social construction (e.g, Hacking 1999; Cunliffe 2008). 
Whilst Berger and Luckman acknowledged the potential affect on other 
disciplines including building a theoretical bridge to the problems of 
social psychology, The Social Construction of Reality (1967) was written 
from a sociological perspective; arguing that there was a need for the 
discipline of sociology to rethink how knowledge was created in society. 
Outlined below are some of the central propositions that Berger and 
Luckman made:

• The reality of everyday life is organized around the ‘here’ of my body 
and the ‘now’ of my present.

• The reality of everyday life further presents itself to me as an inter-
subjective world, a world that I share with others.

• I know that the world of everyday life is as real to me as it to others. 
Indeed I cannot exist in everyday life without continually interact-
ing and communicating with others.

• My projects differ from and may even conflict with theirs. All the 
same, I know that I live with them in a common world. Most impor-
tantly, I know that there is an ongoing correspondence between my 
meanings and their meanings in this world, that we share a com-
mon sense about its reality.

• Not only is the survival of the human infant dependent upon certain 
social arrangements, the direction of his organismic development is 
socially determined. From the moment of birth, man’s organismic 
development, and indeed a large part of his biological being as such, 
are subjected to continuing socially determined interference.

• The common objectivations of everyday life are maintained primar-
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ily by linguistic signification. Everyday life is, above all life with and 
by means of the language I share with my fellowmen.

• This means that the institutions that have now been crystallized (for 
instance, the institution of paternity as it is encountered by the chil-
dren) are experienced as existing over and beyond the individuals 
who ‘happen to’ embody them at the moment. In other words, the in-
stitutions are now experienced as possessing a reality of their own, a 
reality that confronts the individual as an external and coercive fact.

• The primary knowledge about the institutional order is knowledge 
on the pre  theoretical level. It is the sum total of ‘what everybody 
knows’ about a social world, an assemblage of maxims, morals, pro-
verbial nuggets of wisdom, values and beliefs, myths, and so forth, 
… On the pre-theoretical level, however, every institution has a body 
of transmitted recipe knowledge, that is, knowledge that supplies 
the institutionally appropriate rules of conduct.

In one of the closing paragraphs they state that:

Man is biologically predestined to construct and to inhabit a world 
with others. This world becomes for him the dominant and definite 
reality. Its limits are set by nature, but, once constructed, this world 
acts back upon nature. In the dialectic between nature and the socially 
constructed world the human organism itself is transformed. In this 
same dialectic man produces reality and thereby produces himself. 
(Berger and Luckman 1967, p.204)

This has particular significance in that it has a strong resonance with 
systemic thinking and particular with second order cyber netics and the 
concept of feedback loops. It is also inherently reflexive. Represented 
within it is the recognition of the individual or micro application of social 
construction and the macro and meta levels at which social construction 
can be applied. It also resonates with the position that our lives and 
relationships are socially constructed. Another of the central themes 
that Berger and Luckman contended was the role of institutionalisation 
(in its broadest sense) in how knowledge and the individual is created. 
Importantly they also recognise the here of the body.

During the early 1980s, links were being made between systemic 
practice and the theory of social construction (referred to as The Linguistic 
Turn). Sheila McNamee sees the coming together of systemic family 
therapy and social construction as being marked by the publication in 
1982 of Paradoxes, Double Binds, and Reflexive Loops: An Alternative 
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Theoretical Perspective (Cronen, Johnson, and Lannamann 1982). 
McNamee comments:

This article was significant as a bridge between the coordinated 
management of meaning theory we were developing in Communica-
tion and Systemic Family Therapy. The authors of that article 
(one of whom is my husband, John Lannamann) and I had been 
working with the ideas of reflexivity, paradox and meaning making 
for several years. It all came together in that moment. I wrote my 
dissertation (McNamee, 1983) on the process of Family Therapy 
from a communication perspective, integrating the Milan Model 
with the coordinated management of meaning theory. (McNamee 
2006, p.128)

The Coordinated Management of Meaning is a communication theory 
developed by W. Barnett Pearce that is rooted within social construction. 
Nevertheless, as Ann Cunliffe comments:

… if we wish to take a social constructionist approach to research and 
teaching, it is important to think about our underlying assumptions 
regarding the nature and processes of socially constructing reality, 
the impact of these assumptions on how we think about the know-
ledge and how these then play through our research and our 
approach to management learning. (Cunliffe 2008, p.125)

Consequently it is important to consider how we use and apply the 
term social construction. One of the challenges of delineating a specific 
model of social construction is that this assumes that social construction 
has been refined to this extent. It also runs the risk of attempting to 
solidify something that I see as fluid, dynamic, and changing. Rather 
than attempting to narrowly define the term, I outline below some of 
the important theoretical understandings that a social constructionist 
position offers both in practice and in understanding, inquiring into and 
in recon struction of that practice.

Cunliffe details some of the “interpretive tensions and choices faced by 
scholars taking a social constructionist orientation to research” (2008, 
p.125) and then details “critical choices that result in very different 
orientations to social constructionism … those between the notions 
of subjective or intersubjective realities, and between an objectified 
reality and always emerging in-the-moment realities”. (2008, p.127)

An objective approach to social construction can be seen to be aligned 
with Newtonian science and observable phenomena. One effect of 
which is to separate the observer from the observed. In contrast 
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subjective approaches recognise the need to examine people’s individual 
experiences. Intersubjective approaches take this further and recognise 
that experience and knowledge do not simply reside in the individual 
but are shaped between people (Fullbrook 2004). The distinctions 
made by Cunliffe illustrate how our own orientation or approach to 
social construction profoundly affects both how we use and apply the 
term and how it affects our approach to research and, critically, I would 
also add practice. A key feature of the argument lies in whether we see 
knowledge as being something that is individualised and objectified or 
whether we see knowledge as something that is fluid, contextualised 
and created by people in relationship. This understanding, to my mind, 
connects closely with the conception of social construction that Berger 
and Luckman originally envisaged. Meaning (or reality) is not fixed, it is 
created by people in relation. Cunliffe further asserts that:

Scholars taking the view of intersubjective social realities believe 
that our sense of our social world emerges continually as we interact 
with others. From this perspective, there is no ‘I’ without ‘you’ 
(Shotter, 1989) because we are always in relation to others whether 
they are present or not. … The focus is not on what that social reality 
is—because there is no fixed, universally shared understanding of 
reality—but how people shape meaning between themselves in 
responsive dialogue. (Cunliffe 2008, p.128)

This also helpfully provides a concise summary of John Shotter’s perspec-
tive. John has had a significant influence on the development of the KCC 
School of Systemic Practice. Before turning his attention to communication 
John was a psychologist, his theoretical posi tion has been significantly 
influenced by amongst others the philosophers Bakhtin, Vygotsky and 
Wittgenstein and Bateson. His version of social constructionism has been 
described as a dialogical, rhetorical-responsive, embodied version of 
social construction (Hibberd 2005). For me some of the most important 
aspects of the theo retical position that Shotter proposes are represented 
in the quotes below: 

• What is special about the rhetorical-responsive version of social 
constructionism that I want to offer, however, is its focus on our 
embodied practices, and our immediate, spontaneous ways of 
responding to each other’s speech intertwined activities. (Shotter 
1997, p.3)

• … something very special happens when living bodies interact with 
their surroundings, and that we have not (explicitly) taken this into 
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account in our current forms of thought or institutional practices. The 
resulting relations have not just a dialogically structured character, 
as I once thought, but a chiasmic (or dynamically intertwined) 
structure. (Shotter 2003, p.8)

• If we are to understand how we can create a sense of our inner lives 
in our speakings, it is both our embodied, responsive nature that we 
must understand, and, its existence within ‘forms of life’. (Shotter 
1997, p.7)

• … when we talk to each other about our ‘thoughts’ and ‘feelings’, 
our ‘motives’ and ‘desires’, etc., we do not continually confuse and 
bewilder each other. How do we do this, how can we make sense 
of it as a possibility? It is the recognition of our embodied, socially 
responsive nature, that is the key. (Shotter 1997, p.8)

• If we are ever to study ourselves without emasculating ourselves 
in the process - without destroying our own ability to transform 
ourselves - it is Descartes’s account of our being in the world (his 
ontology) and the accounts of how we came to know its nature (his 
epistemology) that we must replace. (Shotter 2003, p.16)

Of particular importance to me is the philosophical position that 
Shotter adopts with regard to body and mind and what I see as our 
intuitive responsive bodily processes. Importantly what he also clearly 
identifies is the limits that have been placed on our thinking through 
Cartesian dualism as is discussed above. This is further illustrated in the 
quote below:

Descartes sets out here, not a living world, not a growing or develop-
ing world, existing in the cosmos as a complex, internally inter-
related, indivisible unity with continuously emergent, uniquely new 
aspects and characteristics, but a world made up of a fixed number 
of separately existing particles of matter in motion, which, at any 
chosen instant in time, can simply take on a new configuration. 
(Shotter 2003)

This philosophical position Shotter argues is not reflected by many of 
those who adopt what he describes as an unexamined Cartesianism 
social constructionist position. Importantly, what we also see in 
the quotation above is seeing how this philosophical position links 
intrinsically to recognising the systemic nature of our world.
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Creating a Fusion between Action Research, Social 
Construction and Systemic Thinking

Kurt Lewin who is credited by many with coining the term action research 
stated that:

The research needed for social practice can best be characterised 
as research for social management or social engineering. It is a 
type of action-research, a comparative research on the conditions 
and effects of various forms of social action, and research leading 
to social action. Research that produces nothing but books will not 
suffic.e (Lewin 1946, p.35)

Here we see Lewin creating a shift from research to produce academic 
knowledge towards practice based research that could promote change. 
Since Lewin first promoted the idea more than half a century ago there 
have been a range of developments around the original concept. However 
at the heart of the process Lewin described there is a cycle of having an 
idea, exploring the idea, planning an action, taking action, evaluating 
the action, amending the plan and so on (Chard 2011).

Robert Flood (2006) provides an extensive analysis of The Relationship 
of ‘systems thinking’ to action research. He also distinguishes between 
systems thinking and systemic thinking, arguing that systems thinking 
advocates thinking about real social systems as if they exist in the world. 
Whilst systemic think ing assumes only that the social construction of 
the world is systemic. This can be seen as a second order cybernetic 
position. Heinz von Foerster (1992) expresses something similar when 
he asks, “Am I apart from the universe? That is, whenever I look am I 
looking through a peephole upon an unfolding universe. Or: Am I part 
of the universe? That is, whenever I act, I am changing myself and the 
universe as well”. The significance of this for systemic research is that I 
am not an observer on a system, I am part of a system influencing it and 
in turn being influenced by it.

Flood further asserts that the human mind is both the creator and 
the subject of complexity, not an externally created master over it and 
all its parts. That is why it makes no sense to separate action from 
research in our minds or in our practice. Building on this argument he 
concludes that:

… I finally locate what I believe to be the conceptual convergence 
of systemic thinking and action research. It is through systemic 
thinking that we know of the unknowable. It is with action research 
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that we learn and may act meaningfully within the unknowable. 
Where these two arcs of reasoning converge, we witness the 
incredible genesis of a conceptual universe that opens up otherwise 
unimaginable ways in which people may live their lives in a more 
meaningful and fulfilling manner. (Flood 2006, p.127)

So for me Flood creates an important fusion bringing together systemic 
thinking, which he sees as being underpinned by a socially constructed 
world, using systemic thinking to reveal that there is more than we 
can know, whilst using action research to navigate that world. This 
convergence can help to reveal implicit and tacit aspects of knowing 
about practice and create new possibilities for acting meaningfully into 
the emerging future.

Reflective and Reflexive Practice

There is I believe a very important connection between adopting a 
systemic position and recognising as I detail above, that one of the main 
roots of such an approach lies in cybernetics and that feedback loops 
are an inherent feature within complex systems (Beer 2009). Frederick 
Steier in a research context identifies the importance of second order 
cybernetics, with circularity as a central concept requiring the observer 
to accept responsibility for their own actions. This can be seen as an 
ethical perspective. Steier also maintains that undertaking inquiry from 
a social constructionist position is inherently relational and reflexive:

Constructionist inquiry, as a human activity, must concern itself 
with a knowing process as embedded in a reflexive loop that 
includes the inquirer who is at once an active observer. Reflexivity, 
or a turning back onto a self, is a way in which circularity and self-
reference appear in inquiry, as we continually recognize the various 
mutual relationships in which our knowing activities are embedded. 
(Steier 1991, p.163)

If we accept Steier’s viewpoint, then both adopting a social con struc-
tionist viewpoint and a systemic viewpoint are inherently reflexive and 
relational. Within the research context, Rosanna Hertz sees reflexivity 
as operating on several levels, to “be reflexive is to have an ongoing 
conversation about experience while simultaneously living in the 
moment….” (Hertz 1997, p.vii).

Steier (1991) introduces the idea of small circuit reflexivity which he 
sees as being in the moment of action and long circuit reflexivity which 
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he sees as being contemplative. This is I think closely allied to Schön’s 
(1987) ideas of reflecting-in-action and reflecting-on-action. There is 
I think a very close similarity between reflexive practice and reflective 
practice both of which are important aspects of systemic practice and 
inquiry.

Qualitative Inquiry and Autoethnography

Earlier in this book, Gail Simon has argued that there are strong 
parallels between systemic inquiry and the field of qualitative inquiry. 
Arthur Bochner believes that Gregory Bateson was “the person who first 
championed the importance of qualitative inquiry, at least the first one 
who got through to me” (2009, p.340). This statement is important 
in that it recognises the influence that Bateson has had on the field of 
qualitative inquiry and particularly the field of autoethnography in which 
Bochner has been a key figure. Bateson’s work (as noted above) was 
highly influential within the Milan School of systemic therapy (Palazzoli 
et al, 1978) and subsequently the KCC School of Systemic Practice (Lang 
et al 2006). From this it can be seen that autoethnography and systemic 
inquiry, which are forms of qualitative inquiry, share a common 
epistemological root within the work of Bateson. Bochner (2009) also 
recognises both the relational and social constructionist influences on 
qualitative inquiry which have also been fundamental within the KCC 
School of thinking.

Carolyn Ellis with Bochner (2000) are leading exponents of a key 
qualitative approach, autoethnography. The title of their paper ‘Auto-
ethnography, Personal Narrative Reflexivity; Researcher as Subject’ 
begins to capture the flavour of the approach. The first part of the 
paper immediately steps out of the usual form of academic discourse by 
recounting a telephone call where they debate their thoughts on approach 
and how to recount it, they also reveal their personal relation ship as a 
married couple. The paper goes on to outline the approach through stories 
of practice including supervising and guiding a student in the approach. 
Through a narrative form the fundamentals of autoethnography are 
elegantly told. The paper is juxtaposed with more traditional forms of 
academic writing and they give the following description:

Autoethnography is an autobiographical genre of writing and 
research that displays multiple layers of consciousness, connecting 
the personal to the cultural. Back and forth autoethnographers gaze, 
first through an ethnographic wide-angle lens, focussing outward 
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on social and cultural aspects of their personal experience; then they 
look inward, exposing a vulnerable self that is moved by and may 
move through, and may refract, and resist cultural interpretations. 
(Ellis and Bochner 2000, p.739)

Ellis and Bochner (2000) nevertheless acknowledge the diver sity 
of approaches that are encapsulated by the term auto ethnography and 
consequently the difficulty of a precise definition. A little later they 
observe that:

In these texts, concrete action, dialogue, emotion, embodiment, 
spirituality, and self-consciousness are featured appearing as rela-
tional and institutional stories affected by history, social structure, 
and culture, which themselves are dialectically revealed through 
action, feeling, thought and language. (p739)

In traditional forms of research the researcher appears to be written 
out of the script by becoming the third person scriptwriter whereas 
within a qualitative approach the inquirers role and voice can be seen to 
be an integral part of the story. Returning to the work of Bent Flyvbjerg 
(2001) and phronetic research. Within the chapter of his book that 
discusses method, he relies on Cheryl Mattingly (1991) who observes 
that:

… narratives not only give meaningful form to experiences we 
have already lived through, they also provide us a forward glance, 
helping us to anticipate situations even before we encounter them, 
allowing us to envision alternative futures. Narrative inquiries do 
not - indeed, cannot - start from explicit theoretical assumptions. 
Instead, they begin with an interest in a particular phenomenon 
that is best understood narratively. (p137)

An inquiry which emanates from a desire to explore practice, to understand 
it better and develop it further does not in my experience start from a set 
of clear assumptions about that practice, rather it starts from a position of 
curiousness about aspects of that practice. It is also not intended to reify 
a practice, rather it is intended to further develop that practice and in that 
sense it is future facing.

Embodiment

Maurice Merleau-Ponty introduced into French philosophy the methods 
of the German phenomenological philosophers Husserl and Heidegger. 
An important aspect of phenomenology is the focus on processes 
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within conscious life or human existence and their reliance on bodily 
processes and experience. They also implicitly reject the Cartesian view 
of a separate mind and body (Concise, Routledge Encyclopaedia of 
Philosophy (2000)).

The body is our general medium for having a world. Sometimes it 
is restricted to the actions necessary for the conservation of life, and 
accordingly it posits around us a biological world; at other times, 
elaborating upon these primary actions and moving from their 
literal to a figurative meaning, it manifests through them a core 
of new significance: this is true of motor habits such as dancing. 
Sometimes, finally, the meaning aimed at cannot be achieved by the 
body’s natural means; it must then build itself an instrument, and 
it projects thereby around itself a cultural world. (Merleau-Ponty 
1962, p.146)

We can see from the quote above that not only does Merleau-Ponty 
argue for the recognition of the inherent link between mind-body and 
action, but also he recognises the way our bodies reach out into the 
cultural world. The concept of embodiment is no longer limited to the 
philosophical arena, there is increasing evidence that supports the view 
that the mind and body are intrinsically bound together as mind-body. 
In Minding the Body, Damasio and Damasio further argue not only the 
indivisibility of mind and body but the representation of the body within 
the brain and the implications of that:

The fact that the body of a given organism can be fully represented 
in the brain of that organism opens important possibilities. The first 
relates to consciousness, specifically with the part of the process 
called the self. Elsewhere we have argued that the construction of the 
self would simply not be possible if the brain did not have available 
a dynamic representation of its body. Consciousness is about the 
relation between a given organism and the objects perceived in its 
mind. In the mental process depicting the self, the integrated body 
representation serves as a stand-in for the organism. There is an 
invariant aspect to the body representation--its components and the 
schema according to which they are interconnected--and a variable 
aspect--the dynamic changes the components constantly undergo. 
Eventually the body representation behaves as an anchor for the 
construction of the self- a mental stand-in for the individual, for his 
or her personhood and identity.
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These body representations have another major implication: 
after allowing us to represent our own actions and emotional states, 
actual or simulated, they allow us to simulate the equivalent states of 
others. And because we have established a prior connection between 
our own body states and their significance, we can subsequently 
attribute the same significance to the states of others that we come 
to simulate. The body in mind helps us construct our selves and then 
allows us to understand others, which is nothing short of astounding. 
(Damasio and Damasio 2006, p.22)

Neuroscience is now adding significantly to our understanding of 
how as human beings we interact with and understand each other at an 
emotional and physiological level with the ability to resonate with one-
another. The description above by Damasio and Damasio of simulated 
states and body in mind constructing our selves and others has strong 
resonance for me with Shotter’s (2003) description of chiasmic 
intertwined relationships where we co-construct our realities and co-
ordinate our going on together.

The implication in the context of inquiry into human relations 
and human systems are profound. These include that if mind body 
are indivisible, as I believe they are, then our minds and our bodies 
and our physical and emotional responses as well as our intellectual 
understandings are an intrinsic part of our response to whatever we are 
enquiring into. Furthermore if we resonate on a physical and emotional 
level with others then attempting to detach ourselves from those who 
are the participants or subjects of our enquiry is impossible. This again 
fundamentally undermines the belief that in enquiry or research we can 
somehow separate our intellect from our emotions and ourselves from 
the issue or interest we are inquiring into.

We Don’t Always Know What We Know?

The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful 
servant. We have created a society that honors the servant and has 
forgotten the gift. (Albert Einstein - quoted in Klein 2004)

Michael Polanyi developed the concept of Tacit Knowing which has been 
described as a heuristic philosophy (Gelwick 1977). Polanyi’s first major 
book on philosophy was Personal Knowledge (1958). A central concept 
in Polanyi’s work was the distinction between subsidiary awareness and 
focal awareness:
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I regard knowing as an active comprehension of the things known, 
an action that requires skill. Skilful knowing and doing is performed 
by subordinating a set of particulars, as clues or tools, to the shaping 
of skilful achievement, whether practical or theoretical. We may 
then be said to become “subsidiarily aware” of these particulars 
within our “focal awareness” of the coherent entity that we achieve. 
… Such is the personal participation of the knower in all acts of 
understanding. (Polanyi 1958, p.vii)

Within Polanyi’s work, Gelwick (a friend and student of Polanyi) 
identifies the synthesis with the views of Wittgenstein and Merleau-
Ponty with emphasis on action, body and tacit know ledge. Making 
further links between Wittgenstein and Polanyi, Gelwick comments 
that:

The most striking similarity between Wittgenstein and Polanyi is 
that they “both see language as meaningful only within the wider 
context of culture, tradition, and ways of human living.” … Wittgen-
stein used the Gestalt expression of “perceptual shift” to describe the 
noticing of a new aspect, which is similar to Polanyi’s notion that a 
new way of perceiving a group of clues may enable us to grasp new 
areas of reality. (Gelwick 1997, p.116)

Again we see the importance of the interaction between the self and 
the outside world in developing knowledge and the important implicit 
understanding that knowledge is socially constructed. This is consistent 
with a relational social constructionist position that we create meaning 
and our understandings in our everyday responsive processes (Cunliffe 
2008), indeed Cunliffe contends that “knowing lies within action, and 
action also lies within knowing” in a recursive relationship.

Perhaps the most quoted expression used by Polanyi  is “we can 
know more than we can tell” (1996, p.4). To illustrate his point he gives 
examples. We can recognise a person’s face in a crowd of thousands 
but we cannot easily say how. However, through applying identikit 
techniques the police have found ways of helping witnesses to identify 
a face. This process Polanyi argues moves tacit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge, helping us to tell what we know. He also identifies how 
we often use tacit knowledge of human expressions to help us identify 
another person’s mood. 

Polanyi (1966) discusses an experiment by psychologists Lazarus and 
McCleary (1949). They presented subjects with a variety of nonsense 
syllables and after specific combinations of nonsense syllables they 
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administered an electric shock. Presently the person showed symptoms 
of anticipating the shock, yet could not identify why. In a similar 
experiment which Polanyi also notes, Eriksen and Kuethe (1958), 
electrically shocked someone whenever they expressed certain words. 
Subjects learned to forestall the shock by avoiding those words; again 
on questioning, the subject seemed unaware they were doing this: In 
both cases the shock producing particulars remained tacit. The subject 
could not identify them, yet he relied on his awareness of them for 
anticipating the electric shock (p9). Hence Polanyi’s assertion that we 
can know more than we can tell. Polanyi argues that this knowledge 
remained tacit because the subject’s attention was focussed on the 
electric shock. As is noted above, Polanyi distinguishes between two 
kinds of awareness, focal awareness (in these examples the focus on 
the electric shock) and subsidiary awareness (in these examples the 
nonsense syllables or words that triggered the shock). 

Intuition, in many contexts, can be seen as the everyday word for 
tacit knowing, for many writers the terms certainly seem to have very 
similar meaning. Usage is highly context dependent, so if the discussion 
is within a medical or scientific context we are more likely to come 
across the term tacit knowledge than within everyday conversation or 
popular media. However to try and distinguish between the two terms 
I would suggest that intuition is tacit knowing that has been surfaced; 
by the time we say that we have an intuitive feeling it has moved from 
the level of tacit knowing (which Polanyi established is beneath the level 
of conscious thought), to something that we are able to state, even if we 
don’t know exactly why we know or think it. Intuition is therefore one 
aspect of a process in which we make cognitive sense of the world we 
encounter.

Our ability to discern patterns from fragments of information and 
use these as a way to go on, is described by Shotter (1984) as practical 
hermeneutics. One of the key issues here is when and how we use 
intuition in decision making. When decision making is required in the 
moment we don’t have time to undertake a detailed analysis and we 
instinctively rely on intuition (or tacit knowing).

Khatri and Alvin (2000) argue that:

The process of intuition is very quick (Seebo, 1993). It is the smooth 
automatic performance of learned behavior sequences and often 
can short-circuit a step-wise decision- making, thus, allowing an 
individual to know almost instantly what the best course of action 
is. It compresses years of experience and learning into split seconds 
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(Isenberg, 1984). Intuitive synthesis allows calling a number of 
related problems or issues at the same time.

One of the key lessons from the literature on intuition is knowing 
when to rely on intuition and when to rely on deliberate decision making. 
When we talk about analytical versus intuitive decision making neither 
is good or bad. What is bad if you use either of them in an inappropriate 
circumstance (Gladwell 2005, p.143/4) quoting Paul Van Ripper.

Clearly then we can see that it is quite possible for us to have a greater 
level of knowledge than we can consciously realise or articulate. As is 
outlined above Polanyi (1966) identifies this as tacit knowledge. At the 
higher levels of skill, (proficient and expert) it is argued that there is 
a move beyond rule-bound behaviour. That knowledge has become 
embodied and the practitioner is able to act beyond what we might call 
logical thought (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986) and act intuitively. It is 
intrinsic to acting in this way that we do not always know why we have 
done what we have done, consequently it can be very hard for experts to 
describe retrospectively why they have acted in a particular way.

Understanding how a professional practice works can be seen 
as trying to reveal tacit and implicit knowing, the taken for granted 
knowledge we have and apply in undertaking our day-to-day practice 
and our linked intuitive action. Capturing such tacit knowing is I think a 
challenge within enquiries into professional practice; however I believe 
such inquiries have a key role in capturing the embedded professional 
knowledge of experts. Given that those who enquire into such practice 
are often experts in such practice it seems entirely possible that they 
will also be acting intuitively as they enquire into that practice. This 
requires that we use and develop reflexive methods of enquiry that help 
to reveal this tacit and intuitive knowing. Linking back to an earlier part 
of this chapter, one way of surfacing implicit and tacit knowledge lies 
in co-creating reflective dialogical processes (Nonaka and Tacheuchi 
1995, Polanyi 1958, Benner 2001) which to my mind lie at the centre of 
systemic inquiry.

Aesthetics and Ethics

When we undertake an inquiry I believe that we have a moral (and 
often academic) obligation to ensure that such an inquiry is undertaken 
ethically. From a systemic position I believe that this obligation runs 
much more deeply than satisfying an ethics committee and I am 
reminded of the need to inhabit the domain of aesthetics:
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The domain of aesthetics refers to “the emotion in the happening 
of living you recognise as aesthetics” (Maturana 1985). Thus this 
refers to such notions as elegance, beauty, harmony, desirability, 
consistency, morality, ethics. The aesthetic domain is a frame which 
relates both to the domain of production and to the domain of 
explanations. (Lang, Little and Cronen 1990)

Consequently aesthetics must inform both how our inquiries are lived 
and how they are subsequently told. From a perspective of relational 
social construction and learning and also creating an important link 
with reflexivity I am reminded of Anne Cunliffe’s comments:

Relationally responsive knowing and learning means thinking 
more reflexively about how we construct multiple and emerging 
‘realities’ and selves with others, through our dialogue. I suggest 
that it involves both self- and critical-reflexivity. Self-reflexivity 
goes deeper than reflecting on an event or a situation; it involves 
recognizing we are in-relation-to-others, that we ‘summon each 
other in responsibility’ (Levinas, cited by Ricoeur, 1992) and thus 
need to examine our fundamental assumptions, values, ways of 
interacting and how these affect other people. (Cunliffe 2008)

If we accept the position that within human systems our inquiries are 
tacit and intuitive and that we are feeling our way forward in gaining 
understanding through hearing views on the human system and the 
stories of the participants; then through much of our practice and inquiry 
we are making in the moment ethical judgements. Here I am reminded 
of Varela’s writings on ethical know-how where he expresses the view 
that ethics “is closer to wisdom than to reason, closer to understanding 
what is good than to correctly adjudicating situations … and he goes on 
later to state … a wise (or virtuous person) is one who knows what 
is good and spontaneously does it”. (Varela 1999, p.3/4 with 
emphasis in original). Consequently, our ethical judgements are made 
in the moment and in the moves of the conversational turn of inquiry, in 
making these judgements we are applying tacit practice wisdom.

In Conclusion

What I have attempted to do in this chapter is to illustrate the links that 
I see between systemic thinking and practice and how for me this is 
embedded within a world of inquiry that is dialogically co-constructed 
in relation with others.
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When we move beyond a Cartesian world view we are able to 
recognise the indivisibility of our mind and body and when we think 
systemically we can see that as humans we are inherently part of the 
social world we inhabit. This has the implication that when we observe 
it we are intrinsically part of a system. Consequently, we are unable to 
separate ourselves in an abstract way from whatever human system we 
are inquiring into. In consequence we have to find ways of inquiry that 
not only recognise how we are systemically linked to our practice and 
inquiry but which also open up the future facing opportunities that this 
offers.

We also need to recognise that our understandings are not only 
generated by analytical processes but also through our abilities to think 
intuitively and our inherent capacity to act expertly based on tacit 
knowledge. This means that we also have to develop processes of inquiry 
that are able to reveal how as expert practitioners we and others act. 
This leads me to recognise the significance of reflective, reflexive based 
approaches to inquiry and that these are inherently dialogical in their 
approach.

Ultimately, I am not concerned by generating provable or replicable 
knowledge. The issue for me is whether the theoretical perspectives and 
understanding we generate from inquiry are helpful for ourselves and 
others in going forward through understanding and developing useful 
and aesthetic practice.
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Collaborative-Dialogue Based 
Research as Everyday Practice:
Questioning our Myths

3
Harlene Anderson
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“Didn’t you follow that exiled Austrian
Who stood on my murky lane with a walking-stick 
Drawing diagrams for the birds to explain?
Sea-urchins mocked him with folkloric tricks.
He left, in my turf-shed rafters, a small sign
To question all our myths.... Dear Wittgenstein.”

from “Killary Hostel” by Richard Murphy

People around the world increasingly want to have a voice and input 
into decisions that affect their lives: what kinds of services they need, 
the kinds of services offered, and how the services are provided. They 
call for a more egalitarian world in which they are respected as persons 
who know themselves--their lives, circumstances, and requirements--
better than a stranger: a person often experienced as an interloper. In 
other words, as Wittgenstein suggests, people challenge us to question 
the institutionalized myths on which we base our practices.

Collaborative-dialogue practice joins an effort to question the 
myths—the established conventions--of our social science research 
practices, not as an alternative practice methodology but as a different 
way of conceptualizing research and knowledge. These conventions 
include: research is scientific inquiry, only researchers execute research, 
performing research takes pro fessional training, research is carried out 
by an objective outsider, the researcher must be objective and neutral, 
research is best conducted after the fact, research tells us what is, 
methods must be validated and reliable, methods must be repeatable, 
and results must be generalizable. If we take an incredulous stance 
toward these conventions from a collaborative-dialogue perspective we 
are challenged to rethink the traditions of research and the distinctions 
between research and other practices and the distinctions between so-
called subjects and researchers

For the collaborative-dialogic practitioner the same assump-
tions orient practice regardless of the practice domain. In other 
words maintaining congruence between one’s practices is important. 
Performing consistently within our practices, i.e., consultation and 
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research,  requires among other things what learning systems theorist 
Donald Schön (1983, 1987) describes as being a reflective practitioner. 
Schön refers to the practitioner’s reflecting-in-action: reflecting, pausing 
and inquiring into to understand one’s theoretical underpinnings and 
to describe one’s practice as one does it. The practitioner not only 
becomes more thoughtful and accountable, but in doing so, theorizing 
and practicing are reciprocally influenced as the practitioner makes 
new sense of ideas and experiences and thus continues to generate new 
learning. Based on his research about how professionals learn, Schön 
suggests that incorporating reflective practice in education leads to 
learning that is more profound. To paraphrase Schön, self-discovered, 
self-appropriated learning or learning that belongs to the learner is the 
only learning that significantly influences behavior. I would add, the way 
that one lives in both one’s professional and personal worlds. Taking a 
slightly different perspective that is based largely in the works of Bakhtin 
and Wittgenstein, John Shotter refers to such learning-in-action and 
learning-by-doing as “performative understanding” or “performative 
knowing” as described by  Shotter in his chapter in this book.     

Research as Discovering or Generating Knowledge

I recently heard a talk by an expert in the internet technology industry 
on what is called “customer or user experience design”. He stressed the 
importance of “collaborative design” which requires research to create 
an internet product that is meaningful and useful for the customer. To 
reassure the small business owners in the audience who expressed great 
apprehension, he said “anybody can be a researcher” and gave examples 
of how we research in our daily lives. Engaging the audience in the 
familiar piqued their curiosity as to how they could think of research 
as a necessary component of their businesses and something they could 
do. In hearing this I reflected on writing this chapter and wondered how 
I might engage the practitioner-reader to consider research with fresh 
eyes and to think of it as part of their everyday practice and themselves as 
researchers? I kept returning to the notion of understanding and doing 
professional practice dialogically and the inherent challenge to rethink 
the “role” of the professional and to maintain congruence between all 
our practices: if professional practice is considered as dialogic then the 
professional is a researcher.

Practitioners like business owners often turn away from anything 
associated with research. For many research is a daunting specialized 
activity that others do and its reporting is often experienced as a 
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dry foreign language that is difficult to understand. We pigeonhole 
ourselves and others into culturally and professionally designated 
roles and practices, and fit ourselves into the expectations prescribed 
by the associated discourses. Said differently, we fold ourselves into the 
familiar.

A collaborative-dialogue discourse offers an invitation into the 
unfamiliar. In other words, it calls us to notice and experience the 
uniqueness and nuance of the presumably known and to encounter it as 
if it is the first time.  But before we turn to this discussion, let’s step back 
a moment and look more closely at the etymology of the word research 
and its various meanings. 

The Word ‘Research’ and Scientific Method 

Some date the development of research or the scientific method back to 
Aristotle in the 300’s BCE though the word research did not appear in 
the English dictionary until about 1577. The word

“comes from Middle French recerche, which itself comes from Old 
French recercher [meaning to] ‘seek out, search closely’ (re- ‘intensive’ 
+ cercher `to seek out’. Cercher comes ultimately from Latin circare 
`go about, wander,’ from circus ‘circle.’ The meaning ‘a careful 
search for facts’ first appears in English in the first half of the 17th 
century” (http://laser.physics.sunysb.edu/~wise/wise187/2002/
weblinks/theword_research.txt).

This latter reference to research soon became the language and center 
point of scientific method. Though the meaning of research and 
particularly the questions “what is research” and “is it a discovery or 
generative method” are still under consideration in scientific debate 
(http://telescoper.wordpress.com/2012/03/08/the-meaning-of-
research/) as evidenced by cell biologist Frederick Grinnell (2009) in 
his Everyday Practice of Science: Where Intuition and Passion Meet 
Objectivity and Logic. He comments that Claude Bernard, a founder 
of modern biomedical research, “…warned that inability to put aside 
previously accepted beliefs, at least temporarily, interferes with the 
ability of the researcher to notice anything more than the expected.” 
Quoting Bernard,

Men who have excessive faith in their theories or ideas are not 
only ill prepared for making discoveries; they also make very poor 
observations. Of necessity, they observe with a preconceived idea, 
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and when they devise an experiment, they can see, in its results, only 
a confirmation of their theory. In this way they distort observations 
and often neglect very important facts because they do not further 
their aim (p.55).

Grinnell (2009) concludes from Bernard’s words that “there may not be 
a method of discovery, but there is a clear strategy—be prepared to notice 
the unexpected. Nothing noticed—novelty lost. . .” He challenges a myth 
of scientific discourse: that science, whether discovery or generative and 
from observing scientists at work in their laboratories, is not linear and 
concludes that thinking of science as linear significantly distorts the 
everyday practice of science. We might infer then that Grinnell speaks 
to the risk of generalizing knowledge--knowing ahead of time. Grinnell’s 
challenges and similar ones call into question the predictability or 
comprehension of the complexities, ambiguities and uncertainties of 
everyday life and practice by so-called academic or scientific research. 
Certainty in science and in everyday life as an illusion is echoed in the 
words of professor and theoretical physicist S. J. Gates (2012): “Science 
in my experience does not permit us the illusion of certainty.” 

The aforementioned challenges regarding conceptualizing and doing 
research are compatible with the alternative ideas about knowledge and 
its creation that weave through postmodern and rhizome philosophies 
and dialogue and social construction theories. We participate in 
constructing the world we live in. Though this is often thought to be 
a recent perspective, it dates back at least to the seventeen hundreds 
when Italian philosopher Giambattista Vico (1999) denounced the 
Cartesian method that truth can be verified through observation. He 
alternatively suggested that the observer participates in the construction 
of what he observes, attributes their descriptions to it and wears 
multiple interpretive lenses regarding the same. More contemporarily, 
constructivists such as Heinz von Foerster (1982) called attention to the 
notion of observing systems saying “believing is seeing” and Humberto 
Maturana (1978) suggested that “Everything said is said by an observer 
to another observer.” 

Put differently, embedded as it is in culture, history and language, 
knowledge is a product of social discourse. Its creation (e.g., theories, 
ideas, truths, beliefs, realities or how to) is an interactive interpretive 
dialogic process that occurs within the discourses of knowledge com-
munities in which all parties contribute to its development, sustainability 
and transformation. As such it is not fundamental or definitive, it 
is not fixed or discovered and it is not a product of an individual or 
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collective mind. In such a dialogic activity there is not a dichotomy 
between “knower” and “not-knower”. As Maturana and Varela (1987) 
suggested there is no such thing as instructive interaction in which pre-
existing knowledge (including meanings, understandings, etcetera) can 
be transferred from the head of one person (be it a teacher in person 
or the voice of an author on the pages of a book) and placed into the 
head of another (e.g., a student in a classroom or a reader). Knowledge 
acquisition by one person is not/cannot be determined by another 
person; for instance, a teacher cannot determine what a student will 
learn. Knowledge creation is relational, and it is fluid and changeable 
in its making. Yet personalized: when we share our knowledge with one 
another, we cannot know what each brings, we cannot pre-determine 
how each will interact with the shared knowledge and we cannot predict 
what each will create with what is offered and emerges in a dialogic 
process. The learning outcome will be something different than either 
started with, something more than either could have created alone, 
something socially constructed. This leads us to a review of some of the 
basic assumptions of collaborative-dialogue practice.

Basic Orienting Assumptions of Collaborative Practice

Collaborative-dialogic practice is largely informed by a set of abstract 
assumptions that weave through hermeneutic, post modern and rhizome 
philosophies and dialogue and social construction theories exemplified 
by writers such as Mikhail Bakhtin, Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari, 
Hans-George Gadamer, Kenneth Gergen, Rom Harré, John Shotter 
and Ludwig Wittgen stein. These assumptions mainly signify alternative 
ways to consider language and knowledge, and thus our practice and 
the people we meet in it and ourselves in relation to each of these. As 
Wittgenstein suggests, it is within our relationships that language gains 
its significance. Orienting assumptions relevant to this chapter and the 
generation of knowledge in particular include:

Grand knowledge, and the meta-narratives and dominant  discourses 
on which it is based, is best held in doubt and questioned as 
fundamental, universal and definitive. 
Such knowledge is mostly invisible and taken-for-granted and makes up 
the contexts and conditions that have become a monopolizing influence 
on our practices. The authority and conventions of these seduce us 
into practices that are dualistic and hierarchical and to place ourselves 
in the role of the knowledge expert. Interestingly, Noah Richards 
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(2007) suggests that “any universal concept is unknowable or not 
understandable, since the act of knowing it would mean that it is not 
universal.” This is not to suggest that we abandon these truths. Instead 
we are urged to conduct our daily practice with a certain amount of 
skepticism and reflection regarding their value, what they permit us to 
do and not do (including thought and action) and our reasons for doing 
and not doing, and in doing so as Richards suggests develop our local 
understanding.

Dominant discourses, meta-narratives and universal truths create 
pre-knowing that risks generalizing. 
Pre-knowing has several risks: One, we tend to perceive similarities, 
to find what we think we know and are looking for, to fill in the gaps 
and then proceed based on these. Two, we are led to see the familiar 
and in so doing we close ourselves and miss the uniqueness of each 
person, situation and circumstance.  Three, we consequently synthesize, 
thematize and summarize what we think we have learned and in so 
doing reduce personal distinctiveness to non-personal facts or figures. 
Four, we also distill the special and intimate into themes which then can 
quickly become fixed truths and future practice maps. This increases the 
probability that we classify people, cultures, and problems and so forth 
into categories, groups and kinds and in so doing we depersonalize them 
or worse yet we stereotype them. The ultimate risk of generalizing is that 
we can limit the potentials and possibilities both for us and the people 
we work with. 

Local knowledge has advantages over universal knowledge.
Local knowledge is the indigenous narratives--the unique wis dom, 
expertise, competencies, truths, values, customs and language--created 
and used within a community of persons (e.g., people in a family, 
classroom, board room, factory team or neighborhood). The community 
of persons can be thought of as a knowledge system that has its own 
history and meaning-making practices. The unique nuanced meanings 
and understandings of the community members’ first-person experiences 
bring a wealth of resources for the creation of practical, customized, 
useful and sustainable knowledge for its members. Privileging local 
knowledge inherently challenges and transforms the relationship 
between knowledge, expertise and power. We must, however, keep in 
mind that the local knowledge system is always context bound-developed 
and influenced by the background of universal narratives and dominant 
systems of discourses in which it is embedded.
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Knowledge creation is a relational-dialogic social process that 
minimizes the dichotomy between “knower” and “not-knower”. 
In dialogue participants join in a shared or mutual inquiry in which they 
jointly examine, question, ponder, wonder and reflect on the topic to be 
addressed. Through their joint engagement of back-and-forth exchanges 
of asking questions and making comments they are, as best they can, 
involved in a process of meaning-making. That is, shared inquiry is 
meaning-making: trying to learn and understand the uniqueness of the 
other’s language and sensing its uniqueness from the other’s perspective, 
not theirs. Shotter refers to this process as relational-responsiveness: 
“A ‘good’ conversation is dynamic and opinions and feelings are woven 
across the ‘gap’ between us [i.e., the dichotomy between knower and not-
knower], bridging us through responses that are ‘crafted’ and ‘tailored’ that 
particular instance…” (Shotter 2006, p.53). One must exercise caution, 
however, in reading the words crafted and tailored. These words do not 
refer to strategic means but rather to a ‘know-how’ (Anderson 2009): 
being careful to maintain coherence with the other person’s language, and 
distinctive characteristics such as manner of expression and acting.

In summary, these orienting assumptions are not posed as a know-
ledge meta-narrative and do not call for the abandonment of any 
knowledge tradition. They simply suggest an alternative language and 
perspective for thought and action that provides a seemingly simple yet 
not-so-simple orientation to practice and how we educate practitioners 
and even approach life itself. In other words, relative to this chapter 
is an inherent appeal for a habit of continual consideration and re-
consideration of how we think about research, and how we think of 
ourselves as practitioners and where our knowledge comes from.

Brief Thoughts on Inquiry as Collaborative-Dialogue
Collaborative-dialogue is a meaning-making process with language as its 
medium. Language refers to any means by which we express, articulate 
and communicate with others and ourselves. This would include the 
spoken word, and any conveyance such as written words, sighs and 
emotions and the multitude of bodily actions such eye movements, 
and gestures. We are, however, prisoners of our language: as we try to 
understand and make sense of our experiences, ourselves and others 
through our familiar language, we mostly do so within an inherited 
framework of language as representational rather than language as 
gaining its meaning in its use (Wittgenstein 1953).

Participants in collaborative-dialogue are always on the way to 
learning and understanding and being careful to not assume or fill in the 
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meaning and information gaps. In other words participants mutually 
‘inquire into’ something that has relevance for them. This learning, 
understanding and carefulness requires a responsiveness in which a 
listener (who is also a speaker) is fully attentive and present for the other 
person and their utterances whether expressed orally or otherwise. This 
also requires being aware of, showing acknowledgment of and taking 
seriously what the other person has said and the importance of it. In other 
words, a listener-speaker not only listens attentively but also responds 
so as to make sure that they have heard the other person as best they 
can. Such responsive understanding as Bakhtin (1986) refers to it tends 
to help clarify and “check-out” understandings and misunderstandings 
which in turn is part of the meaning-creating process, making responsive 
understanding is a generative process. This aim to learn and understand 
does not refer to asking questions to gather or verify information, facts 
or data. Questions, as is any utterance, instead are posed as part of the 
conversational-dialogical process: to learn and understand as best one 
can what the other person is expressing and hopes will be heard. It is a 
responsive interactive process rather than a passive one of surmising and 
knowing the other and their words based on pre-understanding such as 
a theory, hypothesis or experience. It is this kind of responsiveness to 
the other that invites them into collaborative-dialogue (see Anderson 
1997). In other words, people are considered as naturally relational-
dialogical social beings as suggested by Bakhtin (1986), Buber (1970) 
and Wittgenstein (1953) and by Shotter’s interpretations’ and extensions 
of Bakhtin’s and Wittgenstein’s perspectives.

I use the word dialogue to refer to a particular kind and quality 
of conversation: talking in which meaning-making is its essence-as 
previously discussed in Anderson, 1997. Dialogue according to Bakhtin 
(1984) is polyphonic: multiple voices and authors are always present, not 
just the spoken and silent ones of the in-person participants but others 
as well. Each person, present or not, has multiple voices, sometimes in 
harmony with each other though not necessarily so. Though humans 
are dialogical beings who are always in the process of meaning-making, 
sometimes we are more or less so, we oscillate on what can be thought of 
as a dialogical-monological continuum (Anderson 1997). In other words, 
sometimes we slip from multivocality into univocality. Monological 
refers to one idea or thought dominating to the exclusion of others and 
curiosity as well. Though this is not to suggest that is bad; it is a natural 
part of conversation. When monologue dominates, the opportunity 
for newness is diminished. Relating this to research as inquiry, the 
so-called researcher needs to be open to the newness of the other and 
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their experience. If the researcher cannot maintain curiosity, the risk 
becomes that the researcher may only find what they are looking for and 
potentially does not learn anything new. 

Our inner dialogue is a critical component in engaging another into 
dialogue with us and themselves, and sustaining it. In other words, to 
be in dialogue with another person requires first being in dialogue with 
one’s self. This entails being able to suspend our pre-understandings, 
to be aware of when our pre-understandings are leading, and to open 
ourselves to the other and their otherness and let it enter us. What 
dialogue is and how to engage in it are not easy questions to respond 
to and are unanswerable if the questioner is seeking a structured map 
or step-by-step instructions. These questions though important are 
difficult to address because dialogue and collaborative-dialogic practice 
are based in a particular philosophy of ways of being ‘with’ others: 
a philosophical stance (Anderson 1997, 2012; Anderson & Gehart 
2007) or as Bakhtin (1986) suggests, a way of being human. ‘With’ is 
a basic characteristic of the stance and the features of dialogue: talking 
with, thinking with, acting with and responding with. The stance can 
be expressed in many ways as dialogue is specific to the participants, 
relationships, contexts, circumstances, agendas and so forth. It is 
situational and depends on these specificities including the participants’ 
styles, tones, mannerisms and so forth. In other words, the stance allows 
adaptability. Dialogue thus is a spontaneous activity and not a step-by-
step one. As such it cannot be implemented, managed, predicted or 
guaranteed. Though dialogue can be invited and encouraged (e.g. by a 
consultant, coach, manager, and members of organizations1.) it cannot 
be prescribed, scripted, or demanded. The invitation to engage in and 
the encouragement to sustain dialogue take continuous awareness, 
effort, flexibility and carefulness on the part of the inviter. Some features 
of this invitation and encouragement include: expression of sincere 
attentiveness to the other person, openness to and learning about their 
differences whether in values, opinions, language, etc., viewing dialogue 
as necessarily filled with the challenges and opportunities of tension, 
unclarity, ambiguity and incoherency as well as harmony, intelligibility, 
synchronicity and agreement.

In dialogue, each participant brings their local knowledge to the 
process; it is through the sharing and exploring of what each person 
offers that newly created understandings, meanings and actions relevant 
to the intent or agenda of the dialogue emerge. As a relational-dialogic 
process knowledge, therefore, is not viewed as something that already 
exists and lies in wait for discovery by the consultant or researcher. 
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Instead, knowledge is viewed as an interactive social activity that people 
do with each other. New knowledge is created through the mutual 
inquiry, through the joint exploring and looking into the focus of the 
conversation and the various paths it takes. As mentioned above this 
requires, however, that we remain willing and able to put aside what 
we think is there and what we want to find. In failing to do so we are 
apt to find what we look for and justify our finding. In other words, the 
production of knowledge-the result of inquiry-is considered a generative 
and not a discovery activity. This is a shift from what might be thought of 
as retrospective knowledge that is objectively established from a neutral 
outsider’s perspective who then privately determines what is learned and 
the conclusions of the learning. Important here is to keep in mind that 
knowledge is used in its broadest sense: expertise, wisdom, truth, beliefs, 
and so forth. 

Dialogue therefore is a relational generative pathway to new ness and 
possibilities in which each participant contributes to what is created 
through dialogue and not a unilateral monovocal content search for 
facts of details. It cannot be otherwise.

Returning to Schön’s (1983, 1987) notion of a reflective prac ti tioner 
in-action and Shotter’s notion of performative under stand ing, this 
rethinking requires a practitioner to pause and inquire into their practice 
to try to understand its theoretical underpinnings and to describe their 
practice as they do it. This becomes especially challenging if we think 
that most of what practitioners do is not only invisible but most likely 
involves tacit knowledge that one might not be aware of at the time. 
Often it is only in retrospect that one describes and interprets it. For 
instance, how would you describe or make sense of your choice when 
you took a particular fork on a conversational path instead of others? It’s 
all after-the-moment.

Theory and practice reciprocally influence each other and co-evolve 
as the practitioner becomes more thoughtful and accountable, makes 
new sense of each, and invites their clients to join them in this. The 
consequence of this mutual inquiry perspective is that the separation 
between research and other practices, or between the learning (the 
doing) and the knowing (the outcome), is dissolved. This is contrary to 
the accustomed ways in which we separate practices.

Collaborative-Dialogue Practice-Based Research

Research from a collaborative-dialogue practice orientation as described 
above steps outside our familiar frameworks of under standing. Research 
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becomes like other practices a subject-subject ‘withness’ shared inquiry. 
Research as shared inquiry is distinct from the more usual researcher-
subject or researcher-object dichotomous form of inquiry in which the 
researcher is an external observer who looks backwards from outside and 
then describes, analyzes and explains (we might say partly determines) 
what was there. Importantly, shared inquiry focuses on the means of the 
dialogic process as relationally reciprocal. Each participant is influenced 
by the other, and each contributes to what is produced; it cannot be 
otherwise.

Research becomes a decentralized process of learning and knowing 
that brings in the voices of the people--the so-called subjects that the so-
called researchers want to learn from—as active participants in learning 
with each other. It flips learning about to learning with. Each participant 
contributes to the determination of what is inquired into and how. This 
is in contrast to the one initiating dialogue-e.g., consultant or researcher-
being in control of the direction of the talk or authoring its outcome. We 
might think of research from this perspective as social inquiry instead of 
scientific inquiry. In suggesting this I do not refer to the debate regarding 
qualitative versus quantitative social inquiry. My intent is to call attention 
to the relational “engagement” and mutually beneficial aspect of the 
knowledge that is created in the inquiry process. 

Characteristic then of shared inquiry is that each participant has the 
opportunity to contribute their voice and viewpoint to the determination 
of what is inquired into, who is invited into the inquiry, what is learned—
the interpretation or assignment of meaning—and how what is learned 
is used. The inquiry process, and its ensuing direction, is an iterative, 
emergent and fluid process in which each step informs the next. The 
destination that participants first agreed upon can change as the inquiry 
proceeds. For instance, the initial question(s), goals and “method” often 
change as the research proceeds.

In considering research as part of everyday practice, the consultant 
and client become co-researchers. Though what is it that they are 
researching? Interestingly, we could consider that the entire consultation 
is a process of researching the topic of inquiry: that is, the reason for 
the client seeking consultation. Likewise, we could consider that client 
and practitioner are researching the usefulness of the consultation 
and determining its future direction. Regarding the former, if the 
collaborative-dialogue relationship and process is similar regardless of 
the context and the agenda, then from this perspective there is not much 
difference between the process of consultation and research, or distance 
between the academic ivory tower and the everyday practice room.2 
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With the former the focus is to look at what the client and consultant 
are doing together: for instance, is it useful, how is it useful, is there 
something that could be accomplished differently, what suggestions 
do the client and consultant have for doing-the-doing differently? Any 
focus of inquiry or questions would be jointly created by a client and 
consultant, learner and teacher or members of an organization and 
leader and would be specific to the local organization culture, specific 
context,  and agenda of the task as well as the relationship and other 
considerations particular to the task. As well, the inquiry would be part 
of the ongoing process of  the task instead of something only conducted 
at its conclusion. This is similar to the idea of the reflective practitioner:  
researching or inquiring so as to extend, elaborate and refine what you 
do. In other words, understanding what we are doing, learning what 
we might do differently from within, and using what is learned by the 
insiders in the here-and-now.

Pausing my thoughts, consistent with the notion of knowledge 
creation discussed in above, what is learned—what is created in the 
meaning-making process of shared inquiry—in collaborative-dialogic 
research is practical knowledge that has local relevancy and usefulness 
for the participants. In other words there must be context specificity.  
This is the case whether the inquiry is centered on the topic of the client’s 
agenda or on the “evaluation” of what the client and consultant are 
doing together: client and consultant are therefore co-researchers or co-
inquirers. In conclusion, a collaborative-dialogue approach to research 
becomes more prospective than retrospective. Like any collaborative-
dialogic practice it is characterized by dynamic sustainability. What is 
produced is not a fixed duplicable result. The process of the production 
becomes a springboard for the many other possibilities that can emerge 
in the outside-the-consultation-life of each participant. They carry with 
them their new means for navigating challenges and generating ways 
forward that have specific personal, relational and contextual relevance.

Notes

1  In the remainder of the chapter I mostly use the terms consultant and 
researcher, though I invite the reader the insert the word that best fits their 
practice: teacher, leader, manager, etc.

2 Discussion of education as mutual or shared inquiry is beyond the scope of 
this chapter (see Anderson, 2013).
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This chapter is an invitation to view research as a relational process. 
The focus on relational processes is the hallmark of a constructionist 
orientation where there is a shift from examining entities (whether they 
be individuals, groups, organizations or matter) to attending to what 
we refer to as language or language processes. To the constructionist, 
language is not simply a tool or vehicle used to transmit or exchange 
information about reality (often referred to as a representational view 
of language). Rather, language is seen as constructing reality. What 
we do together actually makes our social worlds. This is an important 
distinction for many reasons but, in light of the present chapter, this 
distinction is significant because it invites a deconstruction of our 
accepted, dominant view of research.

The dominant research tradition has emerged within a modernist 
worldview. Modernism assumes that, with the proper tools and tech-
niques, we will be able to discover reality. Of course, part and parcel 
of this assumption is the belief that there is a reality to be discovered. 
Science and the scientific method serve as cornerstones of modernist 
thinking and thus the belief that research should follow accepted 
scientific methods remains a hallmark of modernism. Postmodernism, 
on the other hand, challenges the notion that there is one reality to be 
discovered. Instead, postmodern theorists propose that our ways of 
talking and relating to each other and the world should be the focus of 
study and therefore, the idea of multiple truths, multiple realities, and 
multiple methods for exploring such realities is paramount.

Research that is associated with discovery is situated within a 
modernist worldview. Traditional researchers are curious to discover 
how to understand the world “as it really is” and how to discover 
“new knowledge” about that world. Yet, if our view is a relational 
constructionist view, the “thing” (or entity) we are examining is the 
interactive processes of people in relation with each other and their 
environments. We are curious about what sorts of worlds can be made 
possible through particular forms of interaction, particular ways of 
talking and acting. Thus, the focus on relational processes that construct 
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our worlds is understood as something very different from the focus on 
discovering how the world is.

In this chapter, I attempt to illustrate how the constitutive nature of 
language infuses the research endeavor with new possibilities. When 
we assume that our knowledge of the world is constructed in social 
processes (a postmodern assumption), we are invited to consider two 
important issues. First, we are invited to question our taken-for-granted 
ways of understanding research. Second, new ways of engaging in 
research are opened and thus knowledge production, itself, is reframed. 
Since constructionists give precedence to the constitutive nature of all 
inquiry, we are invited to explore what sorts of worlds we are generating 
as well as what sorts of knowledge and understandings are being crafted 
when we engage in any inquiry process.

There has been a great deal of debate (Holstein and Gubrium 2008; 
Woolgar 1996) concerning what constructionist research looks like, how 
constructionist research is conducted, what methods can be employed, 
and what analysis implies for social interaction. My hope is to illustrate 
that the divisive arguments that have emerged around these topics are 
not coherent within a constructionist orientation. Instead, I hope to offer 
alternative, relational understandings of research and the implications 
of this understanding for relational practitioners.

The Divisive Issues

Our understanding of what counts as research is most often couched 
within the discourse of science. What is known as the scientific method is 
borne out of what is believed to be objective, controlled observations by 
skilled researchers who employ reliable and verifiable methods to explore 
some phenomenon and reveal new knowledge about that phenomenon. 
On the basis of this new knowledge, progress is achieved. The traditional 
assumption is that research produces knowledge, facts, and evidence 
about the world as it is. This view of research (as a scientific endeavor) 
is referred to as the Received View of Science (RVS) by Woolgar (1996). 
This is the view of research that people commonly adopt despite the 
fact that it is not the view commonly shared by scientists (Latour and 
Woolgar 1979). 

Scientists admit to the messy nature of life in the lab or in the field. 
They acknowledge the ways in which their research emerges within 
specific scientific communities, or what others have referred to as 
communities of practice (Lave and Wenger 1991). In this regard, the 
general view of what constitutes science, and therefore research (what 
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I am referring to here as the received view of science), is at odds with 
the actual practice of scientists and their description of what they do. 
Within the scientific community, there is acknowledgement that what 
one comes to call research depends upon the relational nexus within 
which one operates.

This notion fits well with constructionist notions where research 
is seen as a “form of life” practiced within different “language games” 
(Wittgenstein 1953). Thus what we commonly understand as the research 
tradition (i.e., post-positivist social science) is, indeed, a valuable form 
of research – but it is not the only form. There are other language games 
to be explored. Social construction is one.

The Language of Research: What Counts?

In an attempt to forge connections among different conceptual iza tions 
and understandings of research, Raboin, Uhlig, and McNamee (2012) 
suggest examining what we call “research worlds.” A research world 
involves “the complex interdependencies that support and give scholarly 
rigor to particular approaches to research” (2012, p.1). Research worlds 
are constituted by

any distinct way of understanding and conducting research, including 
its unique purposes, practices, and conventions of rigor—together 
with the beliefs, assumptions and standards of the professions and 
communities of scholarship within which it is situated . . . A research 
world is a comprehensive context that guides, supports, funds, 
conducts and evaluates research in certain ways. A research world 
holds and maintains a particular approach to research based on core 
assumptions about the nature of reality (ontology), ways of knowing 
(epistemology), and ways of conducting research based on these 
understandings (methodology). What is acceptable in each world is 
constructed and held in place by many stakeholders. (Ibid p. 1)

We might usefully understand differences in what counts as research 
by understanding these different worlds. Raboin, Uhlig, and McNamee 
propose three different research worlds: the diagnostic (quantitative), 
the interpretive (qualitative), and the relational (process oriented). 

Significant in this conceptualization of research worlds is the unders-
tanding that each one is constructed. That is, each one of these research 
worlds is the byproduct of historically and communally situated negotia-
tions. Each research world is internally coherent while potentially (and 
most often) incoherent from within any other research world.
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Table 1. Understanding Consistency and Inconsistency across Research Worlds

SCIENTIFIC 
METHOD

Traditional 
Quantitative
Diagnostic

Evidence Based 
Practice

LET’S UNDERSTAND
Traditional Qualitative

Interpretive

LET’S CHANGE IT 
TOGETHER
Relational 

Constructionist

Prove Understand Change

Observe Describe/Interpret Co-Create

Researcher/
Subject

Research/Participants Co-Researchers

True or False Situated Meanings Generate New Meaning

Discoverable 
Truth and 
Cause/Effect 
Mechanisms

Contextualized 
Knowledge and 
Multiple Realities

Generate New Realities

Statistically Valid Authentic to 
Participants

Locally Useful/
Generative

Generalizable & 
Repeatable

Possibly Transferable Local and Historical,
Co-Evolving

Discover Truth Expand Insight Generating Possibilities

Within a relational constructionist stance, we recognize that people 
coordinate their activities with others and the environment – research 
worlds are also worlds of coordinated actions. The simple coordinations 
(e.g., observing and measuring in the traditional research world, 
interpreting in the qualitative research world, and collaborating in the 
construction of understanding in the relational research world) quickly 
emerge into patterned forms of action within a research community. 
For example, the importance of controlled environments and the means 
by which such control is ensured is a taken-for-granted pattern in the 
quantitative research world. These patterns, in turn, generate standards 
and expectations that participants use to assess their own actions and 
the actions of others.  So, for example, researchers who inhabit the 
traditional quantitative research world are not expected to report the 
results of their research in emotional terms.  Rather, they are expected 
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to present their data and results as objective measures of “what is there.” 
These evaluating and standardizing practices are carried into future 
interactions, where they will be confirmed and sustained, challenged, 
or transformed.  Thus, from the very simple process of coordinating, we 
develop local-cultural norms and values and patterns of influence that, 
in turn, serve as “common sense” justification for future coordinations. 
This process can be summarized in Figure 1 following.

It is important to note here that this process is happening every time 
researchers engage with each other and the world. Thus, the potential to 
construct a multiplicity of worldviews is vast. And, with each construction 
of a worldview, we are constructing a local ontology (what is) and a 
local epistemology (how we can know what exists). Thus, we are also 
constructing a moral order that implies what is good and what is not. 
Consequently, there is a challenge in coordinating among these different 
research worlds. As we can see, it is impossible given this orientation, 
to expect that there could be one unified way of understanding and 
conducting research. Within a research world, patterns of action are 
sensible; attempting to understand another research world using the 
criteria for sense making in a different research world yields debate 
about what is right or wrong at best and disqualification of entire forms 
of practice at worst.

Figure 1.  The Construction of Worldviews
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Figure 2. Quantitative and Qualitative Research Worlds

To the social constructionist however, there is a pivotal assumption 
that provides some nuanced understandings of how we might begin 
to coordinate diverse and competing research worlds.  In the diagram 
above we can see that both the quantitative and the qualitative research 
worlds are completely coherent internally and yet there is no point of 
connection between them. This, of course, is not exactly the case. In 
fact, much qualitative research shares many of the same assumptions 
concerning objectivity, validity, and reliability as the quantitative 
research world. However, for purposes of illustration, I have positioned 
these two research worlds at odds with one another – and often they 
might be.

Within a social constructionist orientation, the possibility for 
constructing new understandings, new beliefs and values, new realities 
is always present. Each time we engage with others and our environment, 
the possibility of creating new meaning and thus new worldviews is 
present. What is interesting about this is that we are largely unaware 
of how persistently we work to maintain the sense of a solid, stable, and 
continuing worldview. Without our own participation, these worlds of 
research and the inevitable version of reality they produce would not 
endure. We are the ones who maintain these realities, these standards. 
Even as we resist, for example, traditional quantitative research, we 
maintain the hegemony of this research world in our very acts of resistance 
(Foucault 1972; 1976) – in our attempts to construct alternative research 
worlds. And, since the possibility to create alternative forms of action, 
alternative standards and expectations, and alternative belief and value 

Quantitative Research World Qualitative Research World
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systems is always present, the following illustration is a more useful 
representation of the diversity of world views (even in research) that are 
possible:

The relational constructionist research world appreciates this 
diversity and avoids attempts to adjudicate between one research world 
and another in any universal way. There may be, however, particular 
situated moments when one research world makes more sense than 
another.

As we can see, the constructionist orientation creates a research 
world where appreciation, curiosity, and acknowledgment of alternative 
research worlds (in this case, quantitative and qualita tive research 
worlds) are centered. 

That said, it might be more useful to adjust the description of 
research worlds above. Rather than see three distinct (and mutually 
exclusive) worldviews, the constructionist stance is positioned in an 
entirely different discursive plane, if you will. The relational orientation 
of constructionist research and practice (as each chapter in this book 
illustrates) invites one into an entirely different conversation. This 
conversation is not about right or wrong, good or bad, truth or falsity, 
evidence or opinion. It is a conversation centered on reflexive inquiry. 

Figure 3. The Complexity and Diversity of Worldviews
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As such, it invites us to consider which languaging communities are 
speaking and which are silenced. It invites us to explore the central ways 
in which we are implicated in all aspects of the research process - or any 
practice. And the intriguing thing about this is that being implicated is 
also evident in our ability to construct the traditional, objective research 
process. With a very strong caveat acknowledging that any depiction of 
these complex ideas is potentially misleading, I offer the image in Figure 
4 as a replacement for Table 1 (see above).

In the quantitative research world, the impetus is to learn what happens 
“to most of the people, most of the time” via aggregated data so that 
these results might inform practitioners’ work with clients, educators’ 
work with students, organizational leaders’ work with constituents, and 
so forth. This is a practice aligned with the diagnostic research world to 
the extent that the search is for the “cause” of the problem so that “best 
practices” and “effective measures” can be put in place.

In the qualitative research world we confront an interesting con fusion. 
Because qualitative research is not typically associa ted with the rigor and 
facticity of quantitative research (i.e., in quantitative research there is 
the oft quoted – and completely erroneous – saying, “the numbers never 
lie”), it is often associated with constructionist and other postmodern 
approaches to inquiry (cf, Iversen, 2000). This association might be 
captured in a comment such as, “Because interpretation and context 

Figure 4. Intersecting Research Worlds
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are important, qualitative methods must be used by constructionist 
researchers.” However, the act of counting – the use of quantitative data 
– is an interpretative act as well. There is nothing inherent in qualitative 
methods that would align them exclusively with constructionist inquiry. 
Furthermore, there are ample illustrations of qualitative research that is 
just as focused on “discovering truth” as quantitative data. 

When qualitative methods are associated with constructionist forms 
of inquiry, we can surmise that the constructionist argument has not 
been understood since there is no constructionist method, per se. Social 
constructionism is a philosophical stance. As such, it marks a shift in 
orientation to the world. This shift can be summarized in many ways 
but suffice it to say that there is a shift in focus from self-contained, 
rational individuals to interactive processes (i.e., what people do 
together and what their doing makes). Thus, for the constructionist, 
the “doing” of research can take many forms. Each is, as mentioned 
earlier, a different language game. And, different language games 
construct differ ent understandings of the world. Determining which 
is right and which is wrong (a modernist question) is replaced by 
which is most generative. We also become curious for whom it is 
most generative. This also invites the constructionist researcher to 
ask questions concerning whose voices are silenced, what practices 
are being privileged, and what moral orders we are creating in our 
research. In other words, the constructionist researcher is invited into 
a reflexive space where deliberation and curiosity are featured. We 
want to explore which inquiry process will help us know “how to go on 
together,” to paraphrase Wittgenstein (1953).

For constructionist researchers and practitioners, research/inquiry is 
not an either/or issue. In other words, there is no way of talking about 
or conducting research that is off limits outside of any given languaging 
community. This is not to suggest that “anything goes.” There are 
standards and collaboratively crafted realities within communities (see 
Figure 1 above). Identifying these locally crafted realities as moral orders 
helps us recognize the ways in which standards and expectations bind a 
discursive community together; one is not free to act in any way at all. 
However, once we step out of a given community, the same standards and 
beliefs might very well be challenged. And, it is important to note that we 
all inhabit multiple discursive communities. All the more reasons that 
the reflexive space constructionist research opens up is critical. Through 
constant reflexive inquiry, the constructionist researcher explores the 
ways in which certain research practices might marginalize some while 
elevating others. There is never a neutral research stance.
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Shifting Discourses of Research

In order to more fully articulate the very different orientation of a 
constructionist philosophy, it is useful to understand three significant 
shifts between a modernist (scientific, quantitative/qualitative research 
world) and a constructionist research world. The first is a shift from 
individual to communal rationality. Ration ality is no longer seen as a 
cognitive property of an individual but as a local-cultural performance. 
To be “rational” is to participate in the dominant discourses of some 
local tradition, re-constructing one’s own identity as a member of a 
particular community as one does so. Rationality is a relational process. 
My hope is that Figures 1, 2, and 3 above help to make this process clear. 
My hope also is to underscore the continual reflexive dialogue that social 
construction invites; dialogues that acknowledge the ways in which 
some discourses grant power to certain groups while silencing others. 
Through this reflexive critique, researchers maintain an appreciation 
for difference and recognize how what counts as rational is communally 
constructed.

The second shift is a movement from empirical method to social 
construction. This shift reflects the wide recognition that we have no 
means by which to understand the world apart from our ways of talking, 
our theories, and the methods they both inform. Critical here is the 
notion that the questions we ask bring forth the answers we then receive. 
Methods and concepts, beliefs and understandings make sense in 
relation to some wider tradition (theory, perspective, or intelligibility). 
So, for example, the way we conduct our inquiry (methods, procedures, 
analysis), the way we talk and write about it (using, for example, the 
language of variables, observations, and data) both reflect a particular 
tradition and are constitutive of it (Woolgar 1996).

The third shift concerns our different view of language. Unlike 
the realist/modernist view of language as representational, the con-
structionist sees language as social action and therefore, as constituting 
our world. Language does not merely describe what is “already there” in 
the world, it is a form of action. Those who have access to certain, privileged 
(and communally con structed) discourses are afforded recognition as 
“rational,” “correct,” “normal,” etc. Those who do not make use of the 
domi nant discourse are then marginalized and pathologized. This also 
applies in the world of science; to engage in science is to participate in 
particular community-based practices. But, as I have argued, there are 
different ways of doing science and each is tied to a locally coordinated 
rationality.
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Relational Research

A relational focus (as defined here) includes not only changed 
assumptions but also changed questions and interests. A key issue 
concerns the kinds of realities that we are a part of and contribute to 
making in our research.  What sort of world do we invite each other into 
when we act as if it is possible to represent the one way things really are? 
And, in contrast, what sort of world do we invite each other into when 
we assume realities are community-based local, historical, and cultural 
co-constructions? Both sorts of inquiry construct local-communal 
realities—but very different ones. One where there are experts and non-
experts versus one where there are multiple and perhaps conflicting 
realms of expertize.

The relational shifts I have outlined provide the possibility to engage 
others (theorists, practitioners, researchers, as well as all social actors) 
in activities that broaden our resources for social life. The interest is in 
the very practice of a constructionist research world as it might open up 
different possibilities, as a performance that literally puts into action, 
and thus makes available, new relational resources.  

In naming these different research worlds, the hope is to generate 
both curiosity and respect for the different under standings each world 
creates concerning what counts as research. This hope is distinct from 
the more common practice of debating which orientation to research 
is more accurate, more dependable, or more authentic. In addition, 
borrowing the idea of different research worlds might help dispel 
the myth many have about constructionist research; many (typically 
those new to a constructionist philosophical stance or those naively 
critiquing a constructionist stance) presume that embracing a relational 
constructionist orientation requires rejecting the standards of social 
science research (typified in both the traditional quantitative and 
qualitative research worlds). My hope is to encourage a more nuanced 
and complex understanding of how “data” and “evidence” produced in 
both quantitative and qualitative research worlds might be understood 
differently in a relational research world and vice versa.

Adopting the relational constructionist research world requires that 
we explore forms of “evidence” that are coherent within a postmodern 
sensibility. This is in line with recent calls to engage multiple forms of 
description (McNamee and Hosking 2012; McNamee 2010) where the 
diversity of moral orders can be explored. Others have argued for the need 
to create a “thick description” (Ryle 1949) that extends beyond observation 
of behavior to an understanding of research as a contextualized and 
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situated practice that brings forward meaning and significance of what’s 
described (Geertz 1973). Elsewhere (McNamee 2000), I have suggested 
that attention to not only what is described but also attention to how 
we describe raises the challenge that validity is an issue of the politics of 
research (of the rhetoric within which it is constructed). We must ask, 
by whose standards is validity determined? Who is awarded the right to 
name what is valid and what is not? Are research results valid when the 
researcher’s theory and hypothesis are supported? When the results of 
the research “ring true” for professionals and their experience? Or when 
research participants (e.g., clients in therapy or consultation, students in 
educational contexts, patients in health care services) recognize the utility 
of certain forms of practice? We would not claim one of these options 
over others; rather, constructionists are interested in the collaborative 
construction of validity among all stakeholders.

To abandon the modernist approach (science) would be neither the 
constructionist nor the prudent thing to do. By rejecting empiricism in 
a totalizing fashion we would be rejecting one discursive frame in favor 
of another, which is akin to claiming that constructionism is the new 
“Truth” – a claim no constructionist would want to make. If we are to 
truly position social construction at the paradigmatic level of abstraction 
– a worldview defined in part by its embrace of multiplicity – then we 
would be failing to meet our own defining criteria. Why throw out one 
way of talking about the world, particularly when it is a way of talking 
with which so many people engage (here I am talking about modernism)? 
It is also not prudent to discard, out of hand, any particular discursive 
position. The challenge and the potential of social construction is its 
focus on coordinating the multiplicity of ways of being in—and speaking 
about—the world. 

In the following section I offer a brief illustration of what I see as 
the current disconnect among the various research worlds described 
above. Specifically, the current domination of evidence-based practice 
in most professional fields (ranging from health care to education to 
organizational excellence) serves as a good example of how the problems 
that arise when research worlds are viewed as competitive, requiring a 
right/wrong determination. The constructionist (those operating within 
a relational research world) asks, What counts as evidence and to whom 
and how might that be useful to practitioners and, similarly, how might 
practitioners’ case studies inform future empirical research?

Ideally, as practitioners are guided by the results of scientific studies 
about what works and what does not, they learn in nuanced ways, on 
a case-by-case basis, how the application of certain practices helps or 
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hinders social life. These “data,” in turn, are fed back to researchers 
for further exploration of the large-scale effect of alternative forms of 
practice and/or of the anomalies that have arisen in specific cases. This 
focus on the circular and mutual relationship between “large N” studies 
and single cases highlights the constructionist focus on relational 
processes. Unfortunately, in practice, our understanding of what consti-
tutes research is largely focused on one side of this relationship: how 
“large N” studies determine local practices so that they can be efficient 
and effective.

Moving Beyond an Either/Or World of Research: 
The Case of Evidence-Based Practice

Many careers have been built upon the debate concerning the distinc-
tion and significance of modernist vs. postmodern research, and how 
these traditions influence professional practice. Each approach has its 
merit but, as with all things, that merit is contextually defined. Within 
a modernist worldview, the attempt in professional practice is to 
objectively distinguish a problem and provide the “correct” solution or 
treatment, drawing on the tradition of positivist social science. Within 
a postmodern worldview, a professional examines how meaning and 
understanding are achieved in interaction with clients, hoping for the 
collaborative creation of an understanding that is more useful and 
generative for both client and professional. 

The positions of modernist and postmodernist orientations are further 
complicated by the erroneous conflation of quantitative methods with 
modernism and qualitative methods with postmodernism, as mentioned 
earlier. Such a distinction is a gross oversimplification of postmodern 
philosophy and practice. As we know, postmodern approaches champion 
a shift in focus from the self-contained individual to the language 
practices (i.e., all embodied activities) of persons-in-relation. To that end, 
we acknowledge that quantitative and qualitative methods are nothing 
more than different “language games” (Wittgenstein) and neither is any 
more or less appropriate to any given analysis beyond a given context. 
In other words, numbers and aggregated data can be just as interesting 
and useful as can qualitative case studies. Thus, the common response 
by postmodernists against evidence-based practice (EBP) is not entirely 
warranted. What professionals react against is the idea that disembodied 
research about a specifically and uniquely embodied practice (e.g., therapy, 
health care treatment, education, effective leadership) should dictate how 
one engages with specific clients in contextually situated activity.
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Montgomery (2006), talking about the use of Evidence Based 
Medicine, points out the mutually informing relationship intended 
between research and practice. 

. . . the variation of the single case is the starting point for the EBM 
project. Valuable though epidemiological studies are, aggregated 
information constitutes generalized knowledge that must be applied 
to a particular patient. She may be younger than the groups studied 
– or more athletic or a vegetarian; she may be from a different ethnic 
group or have a late onset or a parent with the same condition. How 
and to what degree the studies apply in different circumstances is 
itself an occasion for comparative clinical storytelling, even among 
clinicians who know the prior probabilities for the Bayesian analysis 
of every malady in their specialty. The authors of Evidence Based 
Medicine know this. They advise clinicians to start with a question 
about one of their patients, research it as well as current studies 
allow, not only as a way of deciding what should be recommended to 
the patient but also to test and improve their clinical judgment. From 
such particular cases will come the ideas for further epidemiological 
and clinical investigation. (Montgomery, 2006, pp. 129-130)

The implications of the disparity between EBP as conceptualized and 
EBP as practiced has left many postmodern professionals in opposition 
to the world of research, numbers, and evidence. Rather than repel this 
community, the overall dominance of EBP should invite us to ask, how 
might research be useful in my professional practice? To pose this 
question is to embrace the mutually informing relationship between 
research and situated encounters. But first, we must turn our attention 
to evidence since it is the centerpiece of institutionally sanctioned 
professional practice and this centerpiece is most frequently viewed as 
emerging within traditional research worlds. To that end, those of us who 
position ourselves within a relational research world often feel invited 
into an either/or debate about the place of EBP and its institutional 
privilege.

What Counts as Evidence?

What counts as evidence in what circumstances is a topic to which 
constructionists are sensitive. Success in one professional relationship 
does not always offer useful practices in another. Do we want to engage 
in professional practices simply because “studies have shown,” for 
example, that cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT) is more effective than 
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depth psychology when working with individuals? Or, would we rather 
explore how the use of different discourses (i.e., models) might create 
the possibility for therapeutic transformation? The shift here is from 
granting the stamp of approval (i.e., funding in the form of insurance 
coverage, governmental subsidies, institutional vouchers, etc.) to one 
brand of practice to granting the stamp of approval toward opening the 
possibility of collaborative conversations with clients about what is and 
is not working in their engagements with professionals.

What counts as evidence of successful practice will vary, depending 
upon the research world one inhabits. In the diagnostic research world, 
statistical significance of tested practices serves as evidence. In the 
interpretive research world, the self-reports of clients/participants 
serve as evidence. Yet in the relational constructionist research world, 
the creation of new forms of understanding that allow people (clients/
participants) to move beyond identified problems serves as evidence. 
Here, it is not enough to report that the professional’s practice is working 
(interpretive research world). Rather, it is the recognition and creation 
of new forms of practice for clients, community members, researchers/
practitioners, and all participants that signals effective practice.

Since researchers and research participants (practitioners and clients) 
inhabit different research worlds, re-visioning research as a process 
of social construction demands that we find ways to enter into curious 
conversation with those who inhabit different research worlds. If those 
who inhabit the quantitative research world of diagnosis and discovery 
view evidence as fact rather than one alternative for practice, then 
our attempts to coordinate divergent research worlds require respect 
and curiosity for this sense-making. Sometimes, those who purport to 
inhabit a relational constructionist research world deny the fact-based 
understanding of research results embraced by those who live in a 
traditional research. When they do so, they have (unfortunately) stepped 
into the traditional, quantitative research world view of right/wrong, 
truth/falsity.

Dispelling Common Myths about Research

I would like to close this chapter by highlighting what I refer to as 
common myths about research, each discussed in this chapter. First, is 
the myth that research is about discovery. As we have seen, the very idea 
of discovery is shaped by one’s research world. If a researcher adopts 
a distancing, diagnostic stance, the language of discovery is plausible. 
If, however, a researcher adopts a collaborative, participatory stance, 
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the language of discovery is incoherent. The construction of action 
possibilities and of new forms of understanding are byproducts of the 
mutuality of the inquiry process.

The second myth focuses on the suggestion that, with the right 
methods, we can discover the nature of the social world. Of course, this 
myth is not entirely distinct from the first; it simply extends the idea of 
discovery to the selection of the proper method. The Received View of 
Science (quantitative and much of qualitative research worlds) presumes 
just this (i.e., that the nature of the social world is discoverable with the 
right methods) and that discovery yields knowledge, advancement, and 
solutions to problems. However, when we inhabit the relational research 
world, we start with the presumption that the nature of the social world 
can be multiply defined and understood. Each understanding offers 
alternative forms of knowing and acting. In other words, while one answer/
result might be most acceptable or appealing to one group situated in a 
particular context, that same answer/result might not be acceptable or 
appealing (or even feasible) to another group that is differently located.

The third myth suggests that practitioners are not researchers and 
researchers are not practitioners. This is probably the most significant 
myth for readers of this chapter simply because it allows any reader to 
recognize his or her practice as a legitimate and potentially useful research 
project. When we think of a harsh divide between research and practice, 
there is a tendency to avoid employing the resources for action that are 
most useful and familiar to us. Specifically, the RVS leaves us imagining 
tightly controlled environments, highly designed research instruments, 
and – probably most unfortunately – sterile, distant relations between 
the researcher and those who participate in the research process. Yet 
when we envision this view of research, we miss the very possibilities that 
could likely generate some significant human transformation.

Emergent Methods and Relational Responsibility

One of my former Ph.D. students, Murilo Moscheta, wrote about the 
debilitating effects of these myths. Murilo was interested in under-
standing how healthcare professionals understand and work with GLBT 
(gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender) patients. He carefully designed his 
research to include (1) an open invitation to professionals to participate 
in his project, (2) one-on-one interviews with those who volunteered for 
participation so that he might gain a sense of their challenges in working 
with GBLT patients prior to gathering the group together, and (3) a 
series of open dialogues with all participants.
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All was going quite smoothly in his research; he had a good number 
of volunteers and completed his one-on-one interviews. He carefully 
prepared for his first dialogue session with the health professionals by 
summarizing the questions and concerns voiced in the interviews. He 
decided to open his first dialogue session with these summaries as a 
way to create an open and welcoming atmosphere within the group. On 
the day of the group dialogue, a nurse assistant who had not previously 
volunteered for the project (and thus had not participated in a one-
on-one pre-dialogue interview with Murilo) asked if she could join the 
project. In the spirit of open collaboration, Murilo said, “of course!” He 
was attempting to be sensitive to the local practices of the healthcare 
professionals. However, he was shocked and dismayed (to say the least) 
when the newly joining nurse assistant abruptly left the dialogue session 
when she realized that everyone else present had participated in a 
personal interview. She felt marginalized.

Murilo felt that his research was a disaster at this point until he made 
the decision to seek out the nurse assistant to talk with her about her 
experience in the opening of that first dialogue and invite her to re-join 
the group. His decision to have this conversation with the nurse assistant 
opened a new horizon of possibilities in his research. The group used 
the “unfortunate” event as a model to think about the challenges in the 
inclusion of GLBT clients in healthcare settings. The nurse assistant had 
felt excluded; how might this incident inform them all in their challenges 
working with GLBT clients? Not only did Murilo achieve an emergent 
quality to his research design and method but also he was able to see the 
implications of the research process itself for the topic of his research 
(inclusion in healthcare professionals’ work with GLBT clients). Later he 
reflected on this research experience and highlighted the transformative 
potential of, as he described it, his encounter with “the unexpected:”

I believe that, until that time, a great part of my training as a 
researcher had been based on a clear right/wrong division. The 
tradition in which I was trained emphasized that a good researcher 
would be able to carefully plan how the research should go and to 
anticipate possible problems in order to take suitable precautions. 
For omniscient pursuers like me, doubts and surprises were 
problems to avoid, solve or fix. Method was a way of ensuring that 
everything would flow as planned. Above all, researching was 
about controlling. And, as daunting as this god-like position could 
be, it was also seductive once it waved to the possibility of joining a 
selected and socially appreciated group.
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So it is not surprising that I would feel devastated when something 
unexpected happened during my research. I was striving to do 
everything right and, since this perspective on research is so widely 
acknowledged, participants were also expecting me to make “all the 
‘right’ decisions.” Therefore, I first understood the unexpected as 
a sign of personal failure. In my efforts for perfection, my failure 
was later transformed into the nursing assistant’s failure, as I tried 
to justify myself by accusing her of disturbing my research. So 
my first lesson in this experience was to realize that blame is the 
standard game in a right/wrong model of individual responsibility. 
Unfortunately, that is the game that so commonly prevented me 
from generously understanding the unexpected and learning from 
it. Once I did so, the possibility of escaping the blame game allowed 
me to reconsider research in two important aspects.

First, I reconnected with the basic element of research. For some 
researchers, research is about discovering what is new, while for 
some others it may be more like creating something new. However, 
in any case, it seems that research is a process by which we somehow 
create the conditions where we can be in relation with novelty. So 
what is the point of anticipating and controlling everything? How 
much space is left for “the original” if I am obsessed with predictions? 
I’ve realized that welcoming the unexpected can be a way of learning 
about what I was looking for without knowing I was looking for it. 
Paraphrasing T.S.Eliot, research can be about finding what I was 
looking for, and knowing it for the first time. Most important, this 
perspective liberated me from knowing everything and encouraged 
a lot of exploration. The Blame Game gave way to playful curiosity, 
generous questioning and exciting cooperation. Researching was 
elevated back to what it was when I first became interested in it: an 
adventure full of surprises for a boy playing with bugs and lenses in 
the backyard.

Second, I’ve learned that method is a compass, not a map. I was 
accustomed to the commonly accepted idea that relates to method 
as a process. However, the way I was embracing this process was 
transforming it into a product. I had planned interviews, I had 
prepared participants, and I had designed a group dialogue. And all 
this was a tool I wanted to apply in my research context. However, 
if method is truly a process, it is always in response to whatever is 
emerging in the research. So the most important aspect of method 
for me is not what I plan to do or the tools I want to use but how 
I respond to whatever emerges from them. Like a traveler with a 
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compass, I can move toward one direction. But to get there, I need to 
be attentive and responsive to the signs I find in my way. How I get 
to my goal is more a matter of how I interact with both compass and 
signs than a matter of following the right track. Obviously that does 
not exclude preparation and planning, for I still do a lot of it before 
entering any research field or starting any trip. However, it allows 
me to be responsive to the unfolding nature of researching. Besides 
that, I consider the ethical importance of inviting participants not 
only to collaborate with what I propose but also to engage in the 
collective construction of the research process. I had heard social 
researchers frequently say that they were open to learn from the 
participants. So was I as I started my research. However, the 
collaboration I was expecting was restricted to the content of my 
research. I assumed that it was up to me, the researcher, to decide 
about the process and to demonstrate mastery of methodological 
and analytical strategies. The event was embarrassing because it 
suggested that I could not know how to conduct the research process. 
However, it was exactly because I didn’t know that participants 
could feel invited to collaborate. Power relations were transformed 
and authorship could be democratized. (Moscheta 2011)

In Murilo’s compelling story we see his metamorphosis from prac-
titioner trying to become a “legitimate” researcher to practi tioner trusting 
his familiar mode of practice (i.e., being attentive to the unfolding, 
emergent nature of interaction) as a legitimate form of research.

It is important to continually remind ourselves that we make choices 
about inquiry – we decide what to study and how. These choices can 
certainly be considered “right” or “wrong” within particular contexts. 
However, within a relational constructionist research world, no choice 
is ultimately right or wrong in a universal sense. Each choice invites 
different consequences. To that end, research practices, analyses, and 
results within any research world can be useful. The critical questions 
pose concern about what communities we are talking to and from and 
whose values do we want to apply. 

This raises the question of objectivity – a sacred cow in the traditional 
quantitative and qualitative research worlds. Objectivity is a rhetorical 
construction. Gergen (1994) points out that the use of “distention 
devices, linguistics means of placing the object at a distance from our 
private experience . . . the, that, those, or this . . . [as] contrasted with 
personalized descriptors . . . ‘My view,’ ‘my perception, ‘my sense of . . 
.’” (p.173-4) serve to rhetorically create the sense of objectivity. Thus we 
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must ask, whose values are being promoted as “no value?”
Rather than operate in controlled conditions, the constructionist 

embraces the relational quality of the research context, giving rise to 
practices such as collaborative inquiry (Lather and Smithies 1997; 
Holstein and Gubrium 2008; Gehart, Tarragona and Bava 2007), 
action research (Reason 1998; Reason and Bradbury 2001; McNiff and 
Whitehead 2006), and dialogue processes (Chasin and Herzig 1992; 
Gergen, McNamee and Barrett 2001; Seikkula and Arnkil 2006). 

In viewing research as a relational process of crafting meaning and 
understanding collaboratively, we become mindful that all accounts are 
simultaneously descriptions of events and part of the event itself, due to 
the co-constructive nature of talk, of inter action. As mentioned earlier, 
the questions we ask bring forth their answers. We can choose to step 
into the language of objectivity – that is always an option. And once we 
do so, we must ask what values, what political stances, what relations 
are (silently) being granted authority and which ones are muted. I am 
not suggesting that this is an issue of right or wrong; I am simply urging 
that we ask the question. No research will or can provide the definitive 
result. All knowledge is provisional and contestable (from some other 
languaging community). All accounts are locally, historically, and 
culturally specific. The most important questions within all research 
worlds are: In what ways is this inquiry useful? Does it generate new 
forms of understanding and thus new ways of ‘going on together?’ And 
most important, we must remember that research itself is a practice – a 
form of professional practice, if you will. Thus, the research/practitioner 
divide is not a divide at all but a matter of stepping into diverse discourse 
communities. Any form of practice (e.g., education, psychotherapy, 
organizational development, community building, etc.) is a form of 
inquiry.
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“The child begins to perceive the world not only through his eyes but 
also through his speech” (Vygotsky 1978, p.32).

“What makes a subject hard to understand – if it’s something signifi-
cant and important – is not that before you can understand it you 
need to be specially trained in abstruse matters, but the contrast 
between understanding the subject and what most people want 
to see. Because of this the very things which are most obvious may 
become the hardest of all to understand. What has to be overcome is 
a difficulty having to do with the will, rather than with the intellect” 
(Wittgen stein 1980, p.17).

“And here we come on the difficulty of ‘all is in flux’. Perhaps that is 
the very point at which to start” (Wittgenstein 1980, p.8).

Scientific inquiries are deliberately conducted inquiries, inquiries in 
which we intentionally set out to explain something, some ‘thing’ we think 
of as being already in existence1 awaiting our discovery of it. And in such 
inquiries, we make certain observations on the basis of what our prior 
theories predict we should expect to see – where our theories work in terms 
of idealizations2, that is, in terms of events that are brought into being 
only in the specially prepared conditions of the experimental laboratory, 
conditions which are hardly ever realized in the hurly-burly of everyday life. 
In other words, we have far too readily assumed the separateness, and thus 
already determinate nature of reality: that it already consists of separate, 
nameable, elemental things in motion accord ing to pre-established laws.

Things in our everyday lives, however, are much more indeter minate, 
and a lot of our learning is much less deliberate: the development of our 
sensitivities to thing-like structures in our surroundings; the way our 
utterances within our mother tongue are intra-related with them; and 
many other features to do with being-like the others in our immediate 
surroundings, all just seem to happen to us. They emerge in the course 
of our practical involvements with the others around us. We do not, 
and cannot as infants (infans ~ without speech), set out deliberately to 
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become this or that kind of person, as if the possibilities for what we 
can become already exist. We gradually become a unique, autonomous 
individual of a certain kind by showing in our behaviour as we grow up, 
that we know what matters to those around us: that we know what play 
is;  what toys are, and what are not things to play with; what it is to be 
rude and what is ‘proper’ behaviour; what emotionally hurts another 
and what is being kind to them; what it is to assume that one has been 
born to rule (or not, as the case may be); and so on, and so on. We find 
ourselves making a certain kind of sense of, mostly relational, things 
without our ever having explicitly set out to do so.

Indeed, one of the very first things we learn (or can3 learn) is how 
to take turns: to be a looker and listener; to point at things4 and to be 
attentive to what is ‘pointed out’ to us, as well as also being ourselves a 
doer and a communicator. Thus in our first-language learning, we are 
not simply learning to ‘put our thoughts into words’, nor are we merely 
learning to link our practical activities in with those of the others around 
us, thus to coordinate our activities in with theirs in accountable ways 
(Mills 1940; Scott & Lyman 1968). We are learning something else much 
more basic: we are learning what elsewhere I have called “ontological 
skills” (Shotter 1984) – skills at being certain kinds of human beings, 
able to adopt appropriate ways of relating ourselves to the requirements 
of the situations within which we find ourselves. And this task – of 
developing a way or ways of relating ourselves to a situation in which 
we are involved – continues with us even as adults as we enter each 
uniquely new situation afresh.

Thus our talk is not just a matter of ‘putting into words’ what we 
individually see or think. As Winch (1958) puts it: “our idea of what 
belongs to the realm of reality is given to us in the language that we use” 
(p.15), thus what we are doing in our uses of language is showing the 
others around us what counts as an aspect fo reality for us. And as we 
grow up, we learn to live within many different realms of reality. So that 
later, in going on to train as a painter, a builder, a carpenter, a gardener, 
a farmer, a musician, a mathematician, an academic, a management 
consultant, the CEO of an organization, and so on, we come to learn 
specialist ways of ‘seeing’ the world, e.g., in learning arithmetic, we come 
to know that 1+1=2 and 5+1=1+5 (and that the order of the numbers 
doesn’t matter), and so on. In other words, in learning to do arithmetic 
we do not learn just a set of facts that can be represented symbolically, 
or a matter of learning do something in the same way as our teachers; we 
learn something much more complicated. We learn to do many different 
things that can be judged5 by them as acting in the same way – a never 
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ending task in the still emerging, turbulent, indeterminate world of 
everyday life. 

Indeed, in learning to speak, more amazing than the fact that we can 
use so many different words with a fair degree of accuracy in describing 
the world around us, is that fact that we can express ourselves and bring 
off an uncountable number of different practical consequences with 
such a limited number of words.

Thus before we can conduct anything like scientific inquiries, we 
face the preliminary task of coming to a sense of, a feel for, “the world 
or worlds” which we want to explore. Prior to our more intellectual 
inquiries, we need answers to questions such as: What are the ‘things’ I 
perceive within it; what are the relations I perceive between them; the 
values I attach to them; the opportunities for action and understanding 
my ‘world’ afford me; the nature of my rights, duties, privileges and 
obligations in relation to the significant others around me in my ‘world’; 
the ‘grounds’ to which I appeal for the power and the authority of these 
rights and duties (do I find them ‘in’ myself or ‘in’ my community of 
which I am a part, or for some, in both places?); its ‘horizon’, i.e., what 
is not actually at the moment ‘visible’ to me in my situation but to what 
I can point to as being reasonable for me to expect in the future; plus 
the fact that at any one moment, my ‘world’ is ordered perspectivally in 
accord with what I take to be the ‘point’ (on the horizon of my current 
landscape of action) constituting the ‘end in view’ of my current action 
(intention, aim)6.

Thus a good deal of what I will call orientational learning, or 
orientational work, is required before we can turn to deliberate, theory-
driven inquiries into our everyday lives. For our later ability to say 
explicitly, “This is an X (but not a Y),” requires our already having come 
to know, implicitly in our bodily activities, what X-ness and Y-ness is 
like. And this capacity to orient towards the ‘what-ness of things’ in our 
surroundings as those around us do, and to judge that this is indeed an 
X and not a Y, is not something we acquire though explicit teaching. We 
learn it spontaneously, in the course of our extensive involvements with 
those others. It is something a ‘good enough’ mother (Winnicott 1988) 
teaches us, spontaneously, in the course of her being attentive to what 
she notices in our movements, in many different particular situations, 
as our indicative of our ‘needs’. She thus acts to satisfy the unsatisfied 
tensions she can perceive us as feeling in the incipient intentions she can 
see us as trying to execute – as she feeds, comforts, plays, and otherwise 
actively involves herself in our activities7. It is our ‘tryings’ (and our 
‘failings’) that are important to her at this stage in our development, not 
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our actual achievements. And is precisely in moving away from what is 
thought to be ideal to what can be called ‘good enough’ ways in which to 
conduct our research practices – good enough in the sense of meeting 
practical needs – that I want to explore further below.

To assume, as many theorists do, that ideally we should proceed in 
our everyday affairs as professional scientists do in theirs, is, to my mind 
at least, to (mis)describe a co-emergent, back-and-forth, essentially 
hermeneutical process – in which ‘I’ as a Subject experiencing a certain 
kind of ‘thing’ in the world, and an Object experienced as that ‘thing’, 
arise together in the act of experience – as a cognitive and epistemological 
process, concerned merely with our thinking ‘about’ our bewilderment 
in a linear, rational manner. Only people who act as if they already know 
of the basic things making up their  world can act in it on the basis of 
theory-confirming observations; but they cannot gain their knowledge 
of how to be and to act effectively in the unique situations of everyday 
life in the ways required of them by their society, in that manner. The 
fact is, in our everyday affairs, we simply cannot assume that we already 
know the ‘things’ to which to attend in taking effective steps towards a 
current, particular “end in view” (Dewey 1910; Wittgenstein 1953).

Making sense from within the flowing, turbulent “stuff” of 
everyday life
I have started the discussion of methods in this way – with a focus on 
what it is like for us in learning our first language, rather than assuming 
that we start our more professional forms of inquiry at a much later 
point in time, when we are all already linguistically competent – because 
I think it is much more in line with the everyday realities within which 
we actually live our lives, and must conduct our inquiries, particularly 
within our currently much more turbulent times. The dream of the 
ancient Greeks – that the task of Reason (rationality) is the unveiling of 
the ideal forms hidden behind appearances – which has shaped Western 
thought for the last 2500 years, is at last being relinquished. We are 
beginning to take appearances, the particular situations themselves 
that we now find ourselves inhabiting, seriously. Thus currently, from 
within the midst of experiencing the turmoil of a political (and physical) 
weather-world seemingly out of our control, we seem to be involved in 
a slow but inexorable shift away from a focus on forms and structures, 
away from ‘seeing’ finished patterns existing objectively out in the world, 
and to be moving towards a focus on the bodily ‘sensing of similarities’, 
towards a focus on unfinished processes still open to many different 
kinds of expressive realization.
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Whilst the interest in flowing processes is not new (James 1890, 1912; 
Bergson 1922, 1974), interest in them is now acquiring momentum, a 
distinct presence as more and more voices are joining in (e.g., Gibson 
1979; Law & Mol 1994; Barad 2007; Gergen 2009). But what we will 
find it hard to do, in turning in this new (or not so new) direction, is to 
give up a deeply rooted urge in our Western uses of language: to give a 
name or names to “the stuff” we continually deal with in our everyday 
affairs. But give it up we must. As Lao Tzu (1967), who lived in the 6th 
century BCE in China, suggested: “The way that can be named/ Is not 
the constant name;/ The nameless was the beginning of heaven and 
earth” (p.57). For clearly, as is obvious, the very search for “nameable 
things” commits us to finding only what is in some sense we already 
have names for, what is already familiar to us. To avoid the continual 
rediscovery of sameness and to turn to the task of bringing to light 
genuine innovations, previously unexpected, novel steps forward, we 
need another mode of inquiry.

So, although we cannot easily give proper names to what we are 
dealing with, this does not mean that what we need to deal with is 
forever inexpressible. Far from it. For as we shall find – and come to 
deal with in terms of what I will call “Performative Understandings” 
or “Performative Knowing”8 (in contrast to the “Objective” or 
“Propositional Understandings” we usually seek) – giving expression 
to their nature is not in fact at all difficult. We can enact such 
understandings in our ‘doings’ out in the world9, and we can begin to 
say what such doings are like by the use of what Wittgenstein (1953) 
calls “objects of comparison” (no.130)10 – where, by their use, as he 
remarked, we can “establish an order in our knowledge of the use of 
language: an order with a particular end in view; one out of many 
possible orders; not the order” (no.132).

In other words, we can begin to say what it is like11 to have a particular 
experience, to be involved in an activity of a certain kind. So, although our 
use of this method – the method of showing the nature of the influences 
at work in shaping our behaviour in our descriptions of them, what we 
might call “showing in our sayings” – may not help us achieve a final 
solution to the many general problems bothering us, e.g., the problem 
of what meaning is, or of what the mind is – and a whole crowd of other 
such general problems of the form “What is X?” It is a method, as we 
shall see, that can nonetheless lead us to a whole lot of particular, i.e., 
limited and partial, results that are in fact related to the situation of our 
concern, results related to a particular end in view. For the performative 
understandings we can express in such “showing sayings” can move the 
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others around us towards re-relating or re-orienting themselves to their 
surroundings to ‘see’ in them possibilities previously unnoticed.

Withness-thinking
What, then, is it like in this manner, to think from within a kind 
of inner dialogue with a felt sense, the presence of a yet unknown 
something being there in one’s surroundings which has not yet been 
given adequate linguistic expression? Elsewhere (Shotter 2005, 2006), 
I have described such withness (dialogical)-thinking, as I have called 
it, experientially as follows: The back-and-forth interplay involved gives 
rise, not to a visible seeing, for what is ‘sensed’ is invisible; nor does it 
give rise to an interpretation (to a representation), for our responses 
occur spontaneously and directly in our living encounters with an 
other’s expressions. Neither is it merely a feeling, for it carries with 
it as it unfolds a bodily sense of the possibilities for responsive action 
in relation to one’s momentary placement, position, or orientation in 
the present interaction. Instead, it gives rise to a shaped and vectored 
sense of our moment-by-moment changing involvement in our 
current surroundings – engendering in us both unique “transitory 
understandings” as to ‘where’ we are within the landscape of possibilties 
open to us in our acting, along with “action guiding anticipations” as to 
what-next we might expect in relation to the actions we might take. In 
short, we can be spontaneously ‘moved’ toward specific possibilities for 
action in such thinking. It is a knowing to do with one’s participation 
within a situation, with one’s ‘place’ within it, and with how one might 
‘go on’ playing one’s part within it – a knowing in which one is as much 
affected by one’s surroundings, perhaps, even more than one affects 
them.

We can contrast it, strongly, with what I have called aboutness 
(monological)-thinking: such thinking works in terms of a thinker’s 
‘theoretical pictures’ (mental represeantations), but, even when we ‘get 
the picture’, we still have to interpret it, and to decide, intellectually, 
on a right course of action; thus in aboutness-thinking, “(in its 
extreme pure form) another person remains wholly and merely an 
object of consciousness, and not another consciousness... Monologue 
is finalized and deaf to the other’s response, does not expect it and 
does not acknowledge in it any decisive force” (Bakhtin 1984, p.293). 
In other words, in working simply in terms of forms of ‘pictures’, it is 
unresponsive to another’s expressions.

In more homely terms, we might express the contrast between to two 
by saying: In aboutness-thinking, we live, so to speak, inside our theories, 
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and look out at the world with the expectation of seeing only the shapes 
and forms they make available to us. Whereas, in withness-thinking, we 
are living in the world alongside a set of ‘good enough’ friends, who like 
our ‘good enough’ mothers, draw our attention to noticeable features in 
our surroundings that might be of concern to us, and introduce us to bits 
of vocabulary that might useful in giving linguistic expression to them.

Knowing ‘from-within’
In withness-thinking, then, we are not thinking about things from 
the outside, the ‘thinking’ involved is not solely, or even primarily, a 
cognitive process; it inevitably involves our acting into situations, and 
as we do so, developing our thinking – in a back-and-forth, from part-
to-whole and from whole-to-part, hermeneutical process – as our acting 
unfolds. Thus, ontologically, we become a ‘participant-part’ of the very 
situation that we are inquiring into, and we need to teach ourselves how 
to think from within that involvement.

To those of us taught that theory-driven modes of inquiry are basic, 
this, at first, may seem a disorienting thought. As Richard Bernstein 
(1983) notes, it might arouse in us what he calls “the Cartesian anxiety” 
(p.16), the fear that if we do not have certain, i.e., proven, knowledge, 
we have no knowledge at all. But, to repeat, this is how, as children, we 
learn both our first-language, and how to be autonomous members of 
our local community able to account for ourselves in its terms (Shotter 
1984). Recognizing that there is this other kind of knowledge, what we 
might call “insider’s knowledge,” “agent’s knowledge” – or what above 
I have called performative knowing, the knowing that makes what we 
call “objective knowledge” possible – is crucial to our conducting our 
inquiries from within our own everyday involvements out in the world.

Scientific inquiries, as I noted above, are deliberately conducted, 
theory-driven inquiries in which we set out to explain something we 
think of as being already in existence ‘over there’ awaiting our discovery 
of it. But to assume that this is the case in our everyday lives, that our 
bewilderments are merely a matter of our ignorance as to the real, 
the already determined but hidden nature of the circumstances facing 
us, is to make, as Ryle (1949) calls it, a serious “category mistake.” 
In describing our efforts at making sense of what is before us, we 
continually use “achievement-verbs,” he points out, when we should 
provide an ‘orchestrated’ sequence of “task-verbs,” along with their 
criteria of satisfaction12. In other words, in talking of hearing such and 
such, or seeing this rather than that – instead of talking of listening or 
looking with certain expectations in mind – we are continually talking of 
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‘arrivals’ and/or ‘achievements’ when really we should be speaking, not 
only of the ‘journeyings’ and/or the ‘tryings’ (as well as of the satisfactions 
we achieve or not, as the case may be, by each step we take along the 
way), but also of the overall guiding tension initially aroused within us 
by each new bewildering situation that motivates our efforts at ‘bringing 
it into focus’, so to speak. We far too easily act as if the situation is of an 
already determinate kind of which we are merely ignorant, rather than 
it in fact being indeterminate and open to our efforts to determine it in 
one way or another. But how can we start our inquiries ‘from within’ our 
bewilderments if we don’t begin with theories?

Below, I want to propose a two-stage process: A set of first steps to 
do with moving from a bewildering, confusing, indeterminate situation 
towards its gradual clarification or determination as the unique situation 
it in fact is – a process that we can perhaps liken to bringing a severely 
blurred scene into focus. We can then outline a set of possible next 
steps to do with noticing openings and incipient beginnings within it 
that might afford its innovative development, the emergence of new 
inner articulations within it – a process that we might liken, say, to 
the development of a cultivated olive tree from a wild tree, by selective 
pruning, to poroduce an abundance of fruit.

Investigations into how we do in fact relate or orient ourselves 
toward the situation we find ourselves to be ‘in’, and resolving on a line 
of action to take within it, can be called, following Wittgenstein (1953) 
and Bateson (1979), ‘grammatical’ investigations. For, as Bateson (1979) 
says, all our understandings arise out of our relations to a context, and 
“without context, there is no meaning,... [and] contextual shaping is 
only another term for grammar” (p.27). Thus for Bateson, as also for 
Wittgenstein, a ‘grammatical investigation’ entails our imaginatively 
‘entering into’, so to speak, the circumstances surrounding a person’s 
actions to gain a sense of the way in which their surroundings (in an 
agential fashion) can influence the ‘shape’ of their utterances and other 
expressions. Thus rather than trying to analyze, i.e., break down, what 
is unknown to us into its elemental units, we can begin to move around 
within it, and by ‘opening’ ourselves to being spontaneously ‘moved’ by 
it, we can begin to ‘enter into’ an active, back and forth, dialogically-
structured relationship with it – a relationship within which we can 
gain, if we go slowly and allow time for the imaginative work that 
each response can occasion in us to take place, a sense of the ‘invisible 
landscape of possibilities’ confronting us to become “visibly-rational” 
(Garfinkel 1967, p.vii) to us.
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Resolving an unclarity  
John Dewey (1910) describes the organizing role of having an end in 
view in relation to our thinking thus: “A question to be answered, an 
ambiguity to be resolved, sets up an end and holds the current of ideas to 
a definite channel. Every suggested conclusion is tested by its reference 
to this regulating end, by its pertinence to the problem in hand. This 
need of straightening out a perplexity also controls the kind of inquiry 
undertaken. A traveler whose end is the most beautiful path will look 
for other considerations and will test suggestions occurring to him on 
another principle than if he wishes to discover the way to a given city. 
The problem fixes the end of thought and the end controls the process 
of thinking” (p.12).

In other words, there is an overall pervasive quality to the situations 
within which we conduct our inquiries, a felt tension of a ‘something’ 
that we need to seek, which can act like a sensed ‘compass’ guiding our 
explorations into each bewildering situation we face – for the bewilder-
ment we face is not any old bewilderment, but a unique bewilder ment in 
relation not being able to even take a first step toward to a unique end in 
view, towards the needed resolution of our otherwise unclear situation. 
To illustrate what I mean here, I suggest that the next few statements are 
read very slowly, making use of a ‘poetic’ style of inner speech, with time 
taken at the end of each to imagine a particular, remembered, concrete 
situation :

• You enter a new situation;

• You are at first confused, bewildered, and don’t know your way about;

• However, as you ‘dwell in’ it, as you ‘move around’ within the confu-
sion, a ‘something’, an ‘it’ begins to emerge;

• It emerges in the ‘time contours’ or ‘time shapes’ that become ap-
parent to you in the dynamic relations you can sense between your 
outgoing exploratory activities and their incoming results;

• An image comes to you, you find that you can express aspects of this 
‘something’ in terms of this image;

• But not so fast, for you can find another, and another image, and an-
other – Wittgenstein uses a city, a toolbox, the controls in the driving 
cab of a train, and many different types of games, all as metaphors13 
for different aspects of our experiences of the use of language;

• Having gone through a number of images, you can, perhaps, come to 
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a more comprehensive sense of the landscape of possibilities giving 
rise to them.

Indeed, as we gain a sense of familiarity within such landscapes, we 
can come to feel confident of knowing our way around within them, 
and of being able to resolve on ways of going on within them. Thus 
the process of resolving on lines of action within such initially unique 
situations, cannot simply be a matter of calculation or decision making, 
to do with choosing among already existing possibilities. The situations 
would not be unique if such possible next steps already existed within 
them. They involve judgments; a need to move around within the 
landscape of possibilities; while being spontaneously responsive to 
the consequences of each move; and judging (valuing) which one (or 
combination of moves) best gives rise to an orientation that provides 
a way of resolving the tension aroused in one’s initial confusion – for, 
to repeat, we are operating here, not in the realm of actualities but of 
possibilities.

And my purpose, of course, in asking you to speak to yourself slowly 
and expressively was both to arouse in your tone of voice more extreme 
responsive movements within you as readers than is usual in more 
intellectually oriented texts, as well as to allow time for the ‘shape’ of such 
movements to resonate within you, thus to “remind” you of something 
that might be already familiar to you (Wittgenstein 1953, no.89)14 – to 
‘call up’ one or two or more previous experienced concrete episodes 
whose ‘time-contours’ are similar to those traced out in the unfolding 
dynamics of my utterances – for the sensing of similarities within one’s 
own experience is a very basic human capacity, and lies at the bottom of 
our seeing objective patterns out in the world.

Noticings
Once oriented, as ‘participant parts’ within the very situations we are 
investigating, rather than trying to begin with ‘good ideas’, or allowing 
ourselves to be theory-driven, we must begin our investigations with 
noticings, with sensing when a next step different from an expected 
or wanted next step might be taken. Let me list some ‘noticings’ in 
summary form:

• A first kind of noticing – 1) being ‘struck by’ an event or happening; 

• A second kind of noticing – ‘incipient forms’: 2) “A community or a 
polis is not something that can be made or engineered by some form 
of techne or by the administration of society. There is something of 
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a circle here, comparable to the hermeneutical circle. The coming 
into being of a type of public life that can strengthen solidarity, pub-
lic freedom, a willingness to talk and to listen, mutual debate, and a 
commitment to rational persuasion presupposes the incipient forms 
of such communal life” (Bernstein 1983, p.266).

• A third kind – ‘what is not being said’ (the elephant in the room): 
As Billig (1999) points out in Freudian Repression – in relation to 
the case of Herr K. (an older man rejected by his wife) and Dora (the 
young daughter whose father was having an affair with Herr K’s wife) 
– how people can use shared “dialogic routines” (p.101) to avoid rais-
ing those issues between them that would result I devastating con-
flicts – whereas, Freud had understood that “repression took place in 
the head [of individuals], not outwardly in conversation” (p.102).

• A fourth kind – ‘telling moments’: moments when ‘collective narra-
tives or ideologies’ begin to be revealed, e.g., when people begin to 
say: ‘This is how we do things around here’. 

• A fifth kind – disquiets: a feeling that there is still a ‘something more’ 
that has not yet been captured in all the articulations of ‘sensings’ that 
we so far produced.

This last ‘noticing’ is a most important one, in at least the following three 
senses: (1) In one, it is central to Kuhn’s (1962) account of scientific 
revolutions: “Discovery commences with the awareness of anomaly, i.e., 
with the recognition that nature has somehow violated the paradigm-
induced expectations that govern normal action” (pp.52-53) – when 
something occurs that wasn’t expected within the theory-shaped ways 
of sense-making adopted by inquirers, new steps have to be taken. (2) In 
another, as William James (1912) says: “Our fields of experience have no 
more definite boundaries than have our fields of view. Both are fringed 
forever by a more that continuously develops, and that continuously 
supersedes them as life proceeds. The relations, generally speaking, are 
as real here as the terms are...” (p.71). In other words, no matter where we 
draw the boundaries around a focal noticing, in relation to a particular 
end in view, we will not have exhausted all the possible influences at 
work in the situation of our concern; other ends in view will lead to us 
bring other influences to light. (3) But finally, ethically and politically, as 
we will see when I turn to Amartya Sen’s (2009) work below, trying to 
work from situated disquiets, rather than towards general ideals, gives 
us a far more sure basis for our inquiries than we can ever arrive at from 
general, one-size-fits-all considerations.
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Two kinds of inquiry aimed at overcoming two different kinds of 
difficulty: orientational difficulties and problem-solving
This need to contextualize – to situate the words we use, par ticularly 
those we try to use as the indicative names of basic ‘things’ – gives rise 
to a perhaps surprising consequence. It not only means that there are 
two kinds of difficulties we can face in our lives, not just one. Indeed, as 
Wittgenstein (1980) has made very clear to us, many of our difficulties 
in our practical lives are not of the form of problems that we can, by the 
application of a science-like methodology, solve by reasoning; nor are 
they are “empirical problems” that we can solve by discovering something 
already existing but currently unknown to us; they are difficulties of a 
quite another kind. They are relational or orientational difficulties, to 
do with discovering how to ‘go out’ towards an initially indeterminate 
state of affairs in our surroundings with certain expectations and 
anticipations at the ready, so to speak, appropriate to our finding our 
‘way about’ and to ‘going on’ within them without (mis)leading ourselves 
into taking inappropriate next steps.

Grammatical investigations, ‘philosophy’ – the results of 
contextualized, practice-based inquiries 
Indeed, as has now, perhaps, begun to be clear, the kinds of philosophical 
investigations Wittgenstein (1953) calls grammatical investigations – 
aimed at gaining a sense of the contextual influences at work in shaping 
our actions in this or that particular situation – are not merely another 
mode of investigation available to us, but are necessarily prior to all other 
kinds of inquiry. As Wittgenstein’s (1953) put it in describing the nature 
of his own investigations: “Since everything lies open to view there is 
nothing to explain. For what is hidden, for example, is of no interest to 
us./ One might also give the name ‘philosophy’ to what is possible before 
all new discoveries and inventions” (no.126) – thus for him, the term 
‘philosophy’ takes on here a very special kind of contextualized, practical 
meaning.

This because, for us, each new situation we face is initially indeter-
minate. Experientially, at least, we seem to find ourselves – especially 
in our visual fields, in our hearing, in our conscious experience – 
immersed in a continuous, irreversible, flow of activity, of ceaseless 
unfolding movement. Obsessed in the past with starting from already 
determined situations made up of configurations of already named 
entities, “it is just this free water of consciousness,” says William James 
(1890), “that psychologists resolutely overlook. With it goes the sense 
of its relations, near and remote, the dying echo of whence it came to 
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us, the dawning sense of whither it is to lead... We all of us have this 
permanent consciousness of whither our thought is going. It is a feeling 
like any other, a feeling of what thoughts are next to arise, before they 
have arisen” (pp.255-256).

Let me repeat those last two, seemingly paradoxical phrases: a feeling 
of what thoughts are next to arise, before they have arisen. In other 
words, such feelings are not bounded entities with a clear beginning 
and a clear end, but, as he put it earlier, they are “feelings of tendency, 
often so vague that we are unable to name them at all” (p.254), and as 
feelings still in process, so to speak, they can, as we shall see, serve the 
most important function of guiding us in our exploratory imaginings 
of the possible next steps we might take in our practical actions. They 
can function, James (1890) says, as “signs of direction in thought15, 
of which we have an acutely discriminative sense, though no definite 
sensorial image plays any part in it whatsoever” (p.253). In other words, 
any aspect of it that we pick out as a figure against a background, is 
“fringed forever by a more” that, although perceptually invisible to 
us, is influential in determining the figure’s performative meaning for 
us – how it can nonetheless motivate and guide us in our actions in 
that situation. Thus such orientational difficulties are resolved by the 
gradual emergence of a ‘local best’ action, a best way forward which 
develops, hermeneutically, within our tentative exploratory movements 
as we sense and evaluate the incipient “signs of directions in thought” 
that they give rise to within us.

This ignoring of the larger context within which the focal things of 
our attention have their being – James’ “more” – is crucial. As Bateson 
(1979) noted, “without context, words and actions have no meaning at 
all” (p.24) – they exist simply as empty, meaningless forms. So, although 
we continually talk of solving problems by thinking about them within a 
well-defined, rational framework in order to arrive at a plan or strategy 
which we then try to put into action, such ‘problems’ can only be solved 
if the situations we face already consist in a set of determinate, separate 
entities awaiting our ‘arrangement’ or ‘re-arrangement’ of them. This 
is precisely not the case with relational or orientational difficulties. 
Here, we cannot plan, we cannot by a cause-and-effect process bring an 
innovative circumstance into existence just when we want to. But what 
we can do, just as a ‘good enough’ (but not a perfect, idealized) mother 
can act at appropriate times to help her infant develop his or her first 
language, so can we can come to an understanding of the appropriate 
dialogic circumstances are in place (Shotter 2010b), to occasion or 
circumstance such innovative developments16.
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Thus rather than being aimed at reliable and repeatable results 
that can made accessible in some published form, so that they can be 
both publically criticized and tested, and thus generalized to apply in 
indefinitely many different contexts, the practitioner-relevant inquiries 
I want to outline here have a quite different aim. They are practice-
oriented and practice-based. They are concerned with our gaining a 
sense of ‘where we are’ in relation to our immediate surroundings, and 
of the surrounding field or ‘landscape’ of real possibilities open to us for 
our next steps. Thus, unlike the idealized and de-contextualized nature of 
‘coolly rational’ research, practitioner inquiry is concerned with details 
in our surroundings that are crucial to the performance of our actions. 
As Wittgenstein (1953) remarks, acting in idealized surroundings is like 
trying to walk on ice “where there is no friction and so in a certain sense 
the conditions are ideal, but also, just because of that, we are unable to 
walk. We want to walk: so we need friction. Back to the rough ground!” 
(no.107).

Rather than resulting in nameable, objective ‘things’ out in the world, 
in objective knowledge, the results of practice-situated inquiries come 
to be registered in, and to accumulate in, our embodied capacities 
and sensitivities. As Bateson (1979) puts it (see Shotter, 2010a), they 
contribute to a practitioner becoming better “calibrated” in “the setting 
of his nerves and muscles” (p.211) which, in practical terms, means that 
the practitioner can come to act automatically and spontaneously, i.e., 
without conscious deliberation by anticipating the direction of a client’s 
next steps, i.e., the ‘point’ of their actions or utterances, before their 
actual expression of them.

On coming to think systemically — reversals in our 
expectations

Coming to think in this relational, contextualizing, or ecological manner 
– what we might call “thinking systemically” – entails abandoning many 
of the preoccupations of the Enlightenment, abandoning especially what 
we might call the ‘coolly rational’ approach to inquiry in which we take 
“analysis” – the breaking down of a whole (as a mechanism) into its 
cause-and-effect functioning parts, as a basic first step in our inquiries. 
At the heart of this approach is the aim, enunciated by Descartes in 
1637, of putting certain aspects of what is natural available to us in our 
surroundings “to all the uses for which they are appropriate, and thereby 
make ourselves, as it were, masters and possessors of nature” (Descartes 
1968, p.78) – a process in which even Darwin was led to assumed that 
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human progress was a matter of humanity struggling to overcome the 
limitations of nature. Abandoning these presuppositions of inquiry is 
not easy.

Our assumed need to think rationally about the difficulties we face 
in our lives, to think almost in a linear fashion, almost mathematically, 
wholly within what we might call a single order of logical connectedness, 
makes the back-and-forth, hermeneutical task of thinking systemically 
or ecologically – doing withness rather than aboutness-thinking – 
hard to adopt. However, because it can lead us into many really quite 
surprising and disoriented situations and directions, we badly need 
to make ourselves a bit more aware of the easily unnoticed or ignored 
‘inner moves’ we execute within ourselves and amongst us in arriving 
at a sense of something as being a ‘thing’ (Heidegger 1969) for us in our 
surroundings. Thus, before proceeding any further, I would just like to 
list in note form some of these ‘surprises’, some of the ‘reversals’ in our 
taken-for-granted ways of thinking about how our inquiries might best 
be conducted:

 1) An important reversal: our bodily movements out in the world are 
more important to us than our thinkings17.

 2) Another important reversal: what just happens to us is much 
more important to us than what we achieve in our wanting and doing, 
it provides the ‘background’ from out of which our wantings and do-
ings emerge and into which they return to exert their influence.

 3) Another reversal: emotions as judgments (Nussbaum 2001)... be-
ginning with feelings rather than calculations... the sense of a ‘some-
thing’ of importance and value here... 

 4) Yet another: (Merleau-Ponty 1964)... it is as if what I as an agency 
thought I was ‘bringing forth’ begins to act in me as itself an agency 
to teach me a new ‘way of looking’, or a ‘new way of thinking’... a new 
style of painting comes on the scene, we are at first disoriented, but 
later we find that it has taught us a new ‘way of looking’18.

 5) Yet another: Mechanistically we talk of stimuli causing responses, 
yet it is the living responses of organisms that constitute, i.e., give not 
form but value to, the stimuli that they orient towards.

The temptation to move ‘outside’ and to talk ‘about’ self-contained 
systems ‘over there’ is pervasive in all ‘coolly rational’ approaches to 
scientific inquiries into social affairs. William James (1890) described 
the fallacy to which it gives rise as ‘The Psychologist’s Fallacy:’ “The 
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great snare of the psychologist is the confusion of his own standpoint 
with that of the mental fact about which he is making his report. I 
shall hereafter call this the ‘psychologist’s fallacy’ par excellence... The 
psychologist... stands outside of the mental state he speaks of. Both itself 
and its object are objects for him... The most fictitious puzzles have been 
introduced into our science by this means... Crude as such a confusion of 
standpoints seems to be when abstractly stated, it is nevertheless a snare 
into which no psychologist has kept himself at all times from falling, 
and which forms almost the entire stock-in-trade of certain schools. We 
cannot be too watchful against its subtly corrupting influence” (pp.196-
197).

Bringing out the differences between the two forms of 
inquiry: thinking about systems and thinking systemically

1) Aboutness approaches
As qualitative forms of research develop, we can now begin to discern 
two kinds of what I will call aboutness-approaches: (1) more traditional 
theory-based approaches and (2) new methods-based approaches. 

(1) Traditional theory-based approaches: In thinking about systems, 
as subjects, as agents, we actively attempt to characterize them within a 
system of logically interconnected theoretical propositions as objective 
things ‘out there’ or ‘over there’, in a part of the world separate from 
ourselves. Theory driven research is something we do, and it is the 
results of our ‘doings’ that matter; what just happens to us plays no part 
in the proceedings. And strictly, to count as a scientific theory, we should 
take care to ensure that each proposition in the theory should have: 

 (1) Explicitness: A theory should not be  based on intuition and in-
terpretation but should be spelled out so completely  that  it can be  
understood  by  any  rational  being.

 (2) Universality: Theory  should hold true for all places and all times.

 (3) Abstractedness:  A  theory must  not require reference to particu-
lar examples.

 (4) Discreteness: A  theory  must be  stated in terms of  context-free 
elements - elements  which  make  no  reference  to  human  interests,  
traditions,  institutions,  etc. 

 (5)  Systematicity:  A theory must be a whole in which decontextual-
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ized elements, (properties, attributes, features, factors, etc.) are relat-
ed to each other by rules or laws.

 (6) Closure  and prediction:  The  description  of  the  domain  inves-
tigated  must  be  complete,  i.e.  it  must  specify  all  the  influences  
that  affect  the  elements  in  the  domain  and  must  specify  their  
effects. Closure permits  precise prediction.

In other words, our theories must stand before us as themselves objective 
entities. If these requirements are not met, if our theories cannot be 
publicly understood and criticized, then we have mere ‘theoretical-
talk’, which is hardly different from the ‘opinions- or good-ideas-talk’ of 
specific individuals.

But the fact is, no so-called ‘theories’ in the social ‘so-called sciences’ 
come anywhere near to fulfilling these requirements. Further, the very 
requirements of explicitness, de-contextuality, and closure, etc., work 
to strip out the relational aspects of all living phenomena and as a 
consequence we ‘lose the very phenomena’ of our central concern: how 
our activities come to ‘hang together’ as meaningful wholes whose ‘point’ 
can be sensed by other in such a way that they can come to co-ordinate 
their activities with ours.

(2) Methods based approaches: In the turn away from theory-driven 
and theory-testing research, there is now a turn now towards a concern 
with methods, towards qualitative methods of inquiry. But does this 
turn work to move us from thinking about systems to thinking more 
systemically? I think not at all. For the organizing assumption, if I 
may call it that, of all these more methods-based approaches is still to 
think that there are definite processes already ‘out there’ in the world 
awaiting our discovery of their workings. In other words, they are again, 
implicitly, theory-driven.  But what if, perhaps counter intuitively, 
specific, determinate realities as such do not exist without – or outside 
of – the sets of practices we use in our attempts to investigate them, 
including the inscription devices19 and the larger networks within which 
think of them as being located?

But what if the ‘systems’ within which we think of ourselves as being 
embedded are not only still open to further development, but also 
multi-dimensional, so that it is only when we ‘interrogate’ phenomena 
occurring in our surroundings within the confines of, as Karen Barad 
(2007) calls them, a particular “material-discursive practice” – i.e., an 
intra-twined set of ways of talking and ways of acting that materially 
affect the world within which it takes place – that events occurring in 
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the world around us come to take on a determinate form?20 Indeed, what 
if much of the world in which we live is vague, fluid, unspecific, diffuse, 
slippery, ephemeral, elusive or indistinct, emotional, what if it changes 
like a kaleidoscope, or like the intra-mingling streams of hot and cold 
air in the atmosphere, or it doesn’t really have much pattern at all, then 
where does this leave the social sciences, with their aim of ‘discovering’ 
the supposed already existing orders and patterns determining our 
behaviour? Chasing chimera in the realization of Theuseus’ fear it would 
seem. 

As Foucault (1972) put it in The Archeology of Knowledge quite a 
while ago: We face “a task that consists of not – of no longer treating 
discourses as groups of signs (signifying elements referring to contents 
or representations) but as practices that systematically form the objects 
of which they speak. Of course, discourses are composed of signs; but 
what they do is more than use these signs to designate things. It is this 
more that renders them irreducible to the language (langue) and to 
speech. It is this ‘more’ that we must reveal and describe” (p.49). It is 
this ‘more’ that we must try to bring to light and describe in a fashion 
that does justice to it.

Thus what can be called thinking in these two ‘aboutness’ approaches?: 
To grasp a bit more clearly what is involved here, let me examine 
the sequence of steps involved in both these two problem-solving 
approaches: 1) approaching a newness or strangeness as a problem to 
be solved requires us to first analyze it into a set of identifiable elements; 
2) we must then find a pattern or order amongst them; and then 3) 
we hypothesize a hidden agency responsible for the order (call it, the 
working of certain rules, principles, or laws, or the working of a story or 
narrative, or the shaping of a practice by ‘themes’, or suchlike). We then 
seek further evidence for its influence, thus to enshrine its agency in a 
theoretical system or framework of thought. And we then go on to make 
use of such frameworks in our further actions.

As investigators, we ourselves remain unchanged in the process; 
we remain outside and separate from the other or otherness we are 
investigating; rather than being engaged or involved in with it we are 
‘set over against’ it; in acquiring extra knowledge about it – in the form 
of facts or information – our aim is to gain mastery over it.

2) Systemic or withness thinking 
At the heart of the difference between the two forms of inquiry, as 
two sides of the same coin, is on the one side, the Cartesian subject/
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object spilt, and on the other, the peculiar nature (disparaged by 
rationalists) of participative thinking. In withness- thinking or thinking 
systemically, one functions as a participant within the very phenomena 
one is inquiring into. As a result, the placement of the subject/object 
split becomes highly variable, a matter of placing the divide within 
different regions of a phenomenon according to one’s overall end in 
view. For, in deciding that we want to bring about a change in one aspect 
of our surroundings, we must leave ourselves open to being affected in 
an uncontrolled fashion by the rest of our surroundings, and as we turn 
to produce an intended effect elsewhere, we open ourselves to being 
affected by the very original aspect of our concern. Thus what we treat 
as being set over against us as an ‘object’ at one moment, becomes itself 
at the next an agency able to affect us.   

Systemic thinking or thinking systemically: Thinking system i cally 
is to think as a ‘participant part’ within the very systems we think 
of ourselves as investigating. But what is it to think “participatively” 
in this fashion? According to Bakhtin (1993), it can only be done 
by “those who know how not to detach their performed act from its 
product, but rather how to relate both of them [both the process and 
product of their thought] to the unitary and unique context of life 
and seek to determine them in that context as an indivisible unity” 
(p.19, footnote). In other words, understandings of this kind need to 
be lived within the context of a practice before they can be described, 
and their descriptions need to be voiced within that practice – as, in 
fact, a dynamic stability within that ongoing flow of activity – if they 
are to come to function as ‘orienting landmarks’, so to speak, in the 
landscapes of possibility we encounter in our relational practices.

And we ourselves, as investigators, as we saw above, are changed 
in such encounters. For, in becoming involved with, immersed in, 
the ‘inner life’ of the others or othernesses around us, everything we 
do can be partly shaped by being in response to what they might do. 
Thus, rather than an objective knowledge of their nature, we gain an 
orientation toward them, we grasp how to ‘go on’ with them in terms 
of the possible ways they might respond to us. Although at first we 
can be wholly ‘bewitched’ (Wittgenstein 1953, no.109) by their ‘voice’, 
as our familiarity with them grows, their voice can become just one 
voice among the many other voices within us, and we can become 
‘disenchanted’ with what they ‘call’ us upon us to do. However, we can 
never gain complete mastery over them – they can always surprise 
us, no matter how familiar to us they have become. Our constant 
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vigilance is required; the precise words we use are important – for 
their grammar commits us now to what is expected of us in the future.

In other words, in more general terms, as we dwell in and move around 
in each new situation we face, a gradual growth of familiarity with their 
‘inner shape’ can occur; we can then begin to gain a sense of the value 
of their yet-to-be-achieved aspects – the prospects they offer us for 
‘going on’ within them. Thus, as we gain orientation, a sense of being ‘at 
home’ within them, we can come to find our ‘footing’, our placement or 
who we can be within such situations. And this, as was clear from your 
responses to my bulleted utterances above, can be done imaginatively, 
by undertaking appropriate imaginative work. And in so doing, make 
sense of our current circumstances by thinking with, or in relation to, 
certain of our past experiences. This is what I would like to call systemic 
thinking or thinking systemtically in such situations as these, and it is 
these situations – of initial disorientation or bewilderment – that we 
can sense (in Heidegger’s 1979 terms) what calls for systemic thinking.

Relational stances and styles: to our ‘subject matter’ and 
to each other

“... philosophy ought really to be written only as a poetic composition” 
(Wittgenstein 1980, p.24).

As we see it, there are two quite different styles of speaking and writing 
within which we, as academics, relate to the people around us:

 i) Professional: one way is the supposedly ‘objective’, ‘realistic’, ‘for-
mal’ or ‘professional’ style of speech or writing within which we cur-
rently present to our colleagues, the theories and the true facts our 
studies are meant to reveal;

 ii) Conversational: the other is a more ‘informal’ or ‘conversational’ 
style that, traditionally, is thought to be in tension with it. 

They each involve the adoption of a quite different relational stance, 
i.e., a different set of both methodological and ethical commitments, not 
only to those to whom we address ourselves, but also to the supposed 
subject matter of our talk. 

 i) Cognitive: While the former works in terms of us understanding 
them intellectually, as if from afar, in terms of representations, i.e., in 
terms of supposed similarities of form.

 ii) Intuitional: The latter works in terms of us sensing in our living, 
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embodied relations with them, up close, differences, differences that 
arise as they respond to our actions with actions of their own, differ-
ences that, initially at least, we can only voice poetically and meta-
phorically. 

In other words, in the second, our understanding of other people comes 
about through a quite different route than that through which we 
understand them in the first: it comes about dialogically, in a way which 
we are all responsive in a living, embodied way to each other, and in 
which the others can respond back to us in way denied them in the first.

 i) Closed: While the first way of talking, in which people relate them-
selves to each other cognitively and intellectually, can be thought of 
as a closed, finalized, monologic way of talking, functioning in an al-
ready existing and sustained ‘disciplinary space’, making use of fixed 
and finalized concepts.

 ii) Open: The other, in which people are in a more sensuous contact 
with each other, is an open, unfinalized, responsive form of talk in 
which new ‘spaces’ may be opened up, and others closed down, freely, 
moment by moment. 

Until recently, this second, nonconceptual, nonrepresentational, 
nondisciplinary, everyday form of talk has been very unfamiliar to us. We 
have been captivated by the picture of ourselves as isolated individuals, 
inhabiting an otherwise inert, mechanical body that, as a ‘mind’ we, so 
to speak, ‘animate’. 

But let us turn now to how our methodological and ethical involve-
ments with each other, both with those we study as well as our pro-
fessional colleagues, are played out in these two different styles of writing 
and talking: 

 i) Monological-retrospective-objective writing: In our official, aca-
demic style, we would be talking/writing to you as fellow professional 
academics, about what happened earlier, when we were involved with 
those whose activity is now the topic of our talk. We would provide 
you with a linguistic representation of the nature of that activity, but 
now from outside that involvement, looking back upon it as a com-
pleted process. In separating the activity from the people whose activ-
ity it was, and from its surrounding circumstances, we would be sep-
arating it from the practical part it played in their lives, its point from 
them. But this is not our concern. Our concern is with what logically 
‘can be said’ about the patterning or form of that activity, an order 
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that we can claim to have ‘discovered’ in it. We shall call this kind of 
writing, monological-retrospective-objective writing. Here, what we 
say or write is located in our professional relationship and is direct-
ed toward identifying that to which, as professional observers with a 
certain set of professional methodological commitments, we should 
attend. It is aimed at producing explanatory theories, i.e., represen-
tations of states of affairs that enable those in possession of them to 
predict and control the events they represent.

 ii) Dialogical-prospective-relational writing: In the other style, we 
would be talking/writing to you of the character of our ongoing in-
volvements with certain other people, from within that involvement 
- while both looking back on what had been achieved so far, and for-
ward prospectively, toward the possibilities open to us for our next 
‘steps’. Our concern in such talk/writing would be with attempting to 
‘show’ or ‘make manifest’ to you (metaphorically) how you might, jus-
tifiably be able to make sense of the character of such involvements. 
I shall call it dialogical-prospective-relational writing. What I say 
originates in the interactive relationships from within which I speak, 
and is directed toward instructing you, as ordinary everyday persons 
now involved in the relationship in some way (perhaps watching a 
videotape of it, or reading a transcript, or whatever), in noticing and 
making within in similar such connections and distinctions. 

To contrast with the aim of the previous style, we might say that it is 
not aimed at explanatory theory, but at providing practical theory, or, 
at giving what are best called avowal-accounts: account-talk is talk that 
is useful in a tool-like way to those involved in a situation; it enables 
those involved to make and to notice differences in their activities, thus 
affording them with opportunities to coordinate their activities in with 
each other in an intelligible way.

Thus in these two styles, although you as the addressee of our 
writing might seem to be the same you, our ‘positioning’ of you would 
be different; and our ‘ethical stance’ toward those who are the ‘subject 
matter’ of our talk/writing is quite different too: 

 i) Uninvolved writing: In monological-retrospective-objective writ-
ing, we would have no need (at least, not immediately) to be account-
able or responsive to the absent others of whom we speak. Indeed, we 
look upon them as if from a distance, as if we have a God’s-eye view of 
them in some way.

 ii) Participatory-involved writing: While in dialogical-prospec-
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tive-relational writing, as a part of us being involved with those oth-
ers, we cannot not be accountable to them; we have a sense of our 
responsibility toward them. And if asked by them as to why we make 
the claims we do about them, we feel we must respond to their re-
quest; we must justify ourselves to them in ways that they can accept 
(or can give good reasons for rejecting).

 iii) Responsibility to colleagues: Thus, in the former style, our first 
(ethical) responsibilities are to you as a professional reader and to our 
shared discipline, and we must write in a way justifiably connected 
with our supposedly shared theoretical interests (as sociologists, an-
thropologists, psychologists, historians, etc.).

 iv) Answerable to those others or an ‘otherness’: While in the lat-
ter style, one of our major responsibilities is toward those others, or 
othernesses, of whom or of which we speak and write. Thus in this 
dialogical-prospective-relational writing, we cannot write simply in 
relation to a fixed and constant theoretical interest; we must write in 
a way that respects our currently shared but changing conversational 
or dialogical relations to them, or to ‘it’, that respects ‘who’ they ‘are’ 
or ‘what’ it ‘is’.

Moving on from where we actually are — relinquishing 
utopian dreams

To turn now to what all this means for how we can conduct our 
inquiries into the nature of our own human affairs within our academic 
disciplines, and especially in the communication discipline: It means, I 
think, instead of working in terms of what people argue are the ideally are 
‘the best’ ways, ideas, theoriza tions, or practices – and seeking to discover 
in our inquiries what we take to be these pre-existing, ideal things.... we 
must accept that we ourselves continually bring such ‘things’, the subject 
matter of our studies, into existence.

This, however, is an unusual orientation. As intellectually active 
adults, our focus is more usually on knowledge as conceptualized, on 
propositional knowledge – as Argyris (2003) has noted, “actionable 
knowledge requires propositions that make explicit the causal processes 
required to produce action” (p.444). But as young infants, we lack such 
well-defined forms of knowledge; if we are later to gain this kind of 
‘knowledge’ of the ‘things’ around us, we must first be able to recognize 
them and move around in relation to them in our everyday practices as 
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the ‘things’ they ‘are’, that is, as the ‘things’ they are taken to be by the 
others around us – and such practical recognitions cannot be taught us 
at this stage by trying to teach us propositions or by offering us facts 
linguistically.

So, although we may continually talk of our understandings as coming 
into existence as a result of our prior “thoughts,” “ideas,” “knowledge,” or 
“deliberate plans or decisions” – and that,  as a result, it seems perfectly 
reasonable to seek the namable causal processes responsible – the fact 
is, such processes can only be seen as having been at work in people’s 
performances, after they have been completed21.

And this, it seems to me, is the case with many more of our named topics 
of study in the behavioural sciences and communication disciplines: 
what are in fact outcomes of a person’s actions, after those actions have 
been performed, are taken as components of the overall process within 
which they are produced, and as a result, the theories, models, etc, that 
we produce are, to put it academically, are after the fact, and beside the 
point – they set us ‘looking backwards’, and ‘repeating the past’ as if 
the indeterminate future we now face was already determined. Indeed, 
as ‘nameable things’ they are often, in fact, foreshadowed in the very 
ways in which, prior to our investigations, we commit ourselves to a 
particular way or ways of looking into the phenomena before us. Thus, 
as I see it, ‘something else’ altogether guides us in the performance of 
our actions than the nameable things whose nature we seek to discover 
in our inquiries. So how can we proceed?

Someone who has been very clear about the need to adopt such a 
method – a method that he in fact calls a method of comparisons, in 
which we articulate what an experienced phenomenon is like – is Amatya 
Sen (2009) in his book, The Idea of Justice. He begins it by quoting 
Charles Dickens’s who, in Great Expectations, put these words into the 
mouth of the grown up Pip: “In the little world in which children have 
their existence, there is nothing so finely perceived and finely felt, as 
injustice” (p.vii) – where the grown up Pip is recollecting a humiliating 
encounter with his sister, Estella. In other words, he wants to begin his 
inquiries, not by asking what a perfectly just society would look like, but 
from our felt sensing of a something being unjust, from our disquiets, 
form our feelings of things being not quite right.

Why? Because: “What moves us, reasonably enough,” he remarks, “is 
not the realization that the world falls short of being completely just – 
which few of us expect – but that there are clearly remediable injustices 
around us which we want to eliminate” (p.vii). Thus, as I suggested 
above, by situating ourselves within a particular practical situation 
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within which we can gain a shared sense – along with all the others 
around us – of a particular injustice at work; there is a real chance of us 
all, working together, of arriving at a way of remedying it. For we can all 
find in such a situation both, a guiding motivation, and, as we mentally 
move about within it, ways to bring to light the resources we need to 
move on from that injustice – where the ways we need will involve 
our theories.... to be used, not as explanatory devices, but as objects of 
comparison to help us in coming to a felt sense of what the particular 
injustice in question is like.

So here – if we want to focus on in justices and the ethics at work in 
our relations to each other – we end with a new orientation towards 
our inquiries in the communication discipline, compared with it as 
to do with the transmission of messages within the context of social 
interaction: a practice-based rather than a theory-based approach. An 
approach that does not exclude attention to ‘relational things’ like its 
theory-based cousin. And as such, it will give rise to a whole new set of 
expectations, a new horizon of future goals and endeavours. However, 
unlike its more instrumental, theory-based cousin, we will not be able 
to expect any final answers to our general questions – we will never 
know what actually communication is – for our way of proceeding will 
not be to do with ‘seeing patterns’ out in the world, but with ‘sensing 
similarities’ within our lives together.

This will not mean, however, that we can do away with theory; we 
will still need it; but instead of our arguing with others over which is a 
best ideal, all our theories will find a use – a metaphorical and/or poetic 
use – in bringing to light similarities (and differences) within our task of 
clarifying what a particular sensed injustice is like.

In setting out the possibility of this new orientation for our studies 
in communication in this fashion, I am reminded of how Thomas Kuhn 
(1970) ended his account of The Structure of Scientific Revolutions; 
he said: “We are all deeply accustomed to seeing science as the one 
enterprise that draws constantly nearer to some goal set by nature in 
advance. But need there be any such goal? If we can learn to substitute 
evolution-from-what-we-do-know for evolution-toward-what-we-wish-
to-know, a number of vexing problems may vanish in the process” 
(p.171).

And this, of course, is what I am proposing here: that we relinquish 
the still unfulfilled – and, as I see it, forever unfulfillable – dream of 
gaining the very general results we desire in our inquiries, and to be 
content with the limited, partial, and situated results we can in fact 
obtain – which, in the end, will, I believe, perhaps surprisingly, turn out 
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to be of far greater practical use and value to us. Indeed, as each new 
result is obtained and each small change in our surroundings effected, if 
Bateson (1979) is correct about the nature of co-emergence, then we can 
expect human cultural development to exhibit similar, unpredictable, 
co-emergent, innovative outcomes to those that occur on a smaller scale 
everyday amongst us in our dialogically-structured practices. And in 
our practices, we will alter (develop) new environment(s) within which 
the others around us (and our children) will develop their mentalities. 
Hoping, in the past, always for jam tomorrow, we have ignored too much 
of what is readily available to us, all of us, today... and today... and today 
(Shotter, 2013).

Notes

1 In physics, the behaviour of a wave or particle, in the social and behavioural 
sciences, a person’s meaning, attitude, personality, or abnormality of some 
kind.

2 As is well known, friction, air resistance, and other contextual details are 
usually ignored in physical theories, just as Chomsky (1965) talked only 
of “an ideal speaker-listener” (p.3), and again, ignored in his theories of 
linguistic competence how we shape our utterances to the circumstances of 
their utterance. 

3 I say ‘can’ here, as I begin to suspect that in today’s somewhat chaotic 
environments, basic turn-taking skills may sometimes not be being well 
learnt.

4 See comments in Vygotsky (1978) on the genesis of children’s pointing 
gestures in mothers’ reactions to their reaching movements: “from an object-
oriented movement it becomes a movement aimed at another person, a 
means of establishing relations. The grasping movement changes to the act 
of pointing ” (p.56). 

5 As Wittgenstein (1953) notes, “if language is to be a means of communication 
there must be agreement not only in definitions but also (queer as this may 
sound) in judgments” (no.242), i.e., in the values people sense in what is 
happening around them.

6 See Kuhn (1970, pp.4-5) for an account of the questions to which a scientific 
community has to have answers to before effective scientific research as such 
can begin.

7 See note 4: Implicit in a good enough mother’s facial expressions, tones of 
voice, and other more informal aspects of her expressions, are, of course, her 
valuations, her judgments as to what is in fact taking place.

8 Here, of course, I am straightaway, seemingly, giving a name to a range 
of as yet un-well-known phenomena; however, I am using a noun phrase 
contrastively, as an indicative name, to highlight a distinction within a 
context.

9 I have taken the term ‘performative’ from John Austin (1962, 1970), who 
pointed out that all our utterances ‘do things’ out in our social world, even 
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those that merely seem to be stating facts. 
10 “The language-games are rather set up as objects of comparison which 

are meant to throw light on the facts of our language by way not only of 
similarities, but also of dissimilarities” (no.130).

11 “Conscious experience is a widespread phenomenon... But fundamentally an 
organism has conscious mental states if and only if there is something that it 
is to be that organism – something it is like for the organism” (Nagel, 1974, 
p.436).

12 Our “tryings” are of a different logical type (see Bateson, 1979) from our 
“achievements,” in that they are invisible, non-locatable, relational things 
rather than objective things that can be pointed at and located in a place at a 
point in time. 

13 For we must remember that metaphors can conceal as well as reveal (Lakoff 
& Johnson, 1980). 

14 Wittgenstein (1953): “Something that we know when no one asks us, but no 
longer know when we are supposed to give an account of it, is something that 
we need to remind ourselves of. (And it is obviously something of which for 
some reason it is difficult to remind oneself.)” (no.89).

15 Elsewhere (Shotter, 2005), I have called these signs of direction in thought, 
“action guiding anticipations.”

16 Winnicott (1988) with respect to mothering, called it a “facilitating 
environment” (p.24).

17 “We come into the world moving. We’re precisely not stillborn. Indeed, 
movement forms the ‘I’ that moves before the ‘I’ that moves forms movement” 
(Maxine Sheets-Johnstone).

18 “The origin and primitive form of the language game is a reaction; only from 
this can more complicated forms develop. Language – I want to say – is a 
refinement, ‘in the beginning was the deed’[Goethe]” (1980, p.31)... “But 
what is the word ‘primitive’ meant to say here? Presumably that this sort of 
behavior is pre-linguistic: that a language-game is based on it, that it is the 
prototype of a way of thinking not the result of thought” (1981, no.541).

19 As Geertz (1973) notes: “The ethnographer ‘inscribes’ social discourse; he 
writes it down. In so doing, he turns it from a passing event, which exists 
only to its own moment of occurrence, into an account, which exists in its 
inscriptions and can be reconsulted” (p.19). Inscription devices are thus a 
set of practices that work to provide visible traces of the sequences of events 
that go to making up the otherwise invisible unfolding of dynamical events. 
Indeed, a major part of our task in our inquiries into our everyday affairs 
consists in devising situations within which such traces can become available 
to us.

20 What Barad (2007) has in mind here is Niels Bohr’s resolution of the wave-
particle duality paradox by noting that “wave” and “particle,” as classical 
concepts, i.e., metaphorical terms referring to entities ‘out there’ in the 
external world, are only given determinate meanings in relation to different, 
indeed mutually exclusive, apparatuses, and that as such they refer to different, 
mutually exclusive phenomena, not in fact to independently existing physical 
objects. Bohr thus leaves it open as what the ‘real’ nature of physical reality 
actually is! This, of course, is in line with Wittgenstein’s (1953) claim that 
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all our ‘name’ words only have determinate meanings within the confines of 
specific language-games.

21 James’ (1890) “Psychologist’s Fallacy” (p.196) again.
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Innovations in 
Systemic Inquiry II





Introduction

A Solidarity Approach aims to hold all of the inquiry process to the ethics 
and practices of activist solidarity and in line with an ethic of justice-
doing (Reynolds 2010a, 2011a). This writing illuminates this inquiry 
process which was created for my PhD dissertation. The approach calls 
on Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the rhizome (2008) to describe the 
networked communities (Lacey 2005a) in which my activism and paid 
work occur. This writing begins with describing my work supervising and 
training community workers and therapists who work within contexts of 
social injustice alongside people who are marginalized and oppressed. 
Next, a description of the interconnectedness of these communities and 
the usefulness of the concept of the rhizome in activism, community work 
and a Solidarity Approach to inquiry is offered. A hopeful scepticism 
around inquiry and writing is made public, and I will show how these 
concerns were addressed. Some of the work from Clarke (2005), Lather 
(1993, 2010), and Law (2004) that supports this engagement with a 
messy inquiry, an ethic of justice-doing and a Solidarity Approach will 
be discussed. Some strategies for the Solidarity Approach are outlined 
and I illuminate an Expansive Inquiry in which my work and ethical 
stance are placed at the centre of the inquiry in order to resist replicating 
appropriation or exploitation of oppressed people and workers. This work 
is then re-situated back into the rhizome, where there are possibilities of 
expansiveness and de-centering my work which, while useful, is only a 
connected filament that is profoundly co-created, inter-dependent and 
may be the stuff that foments other useful work. 

The context: Supervising community workers struggling in 
the margins

The context of this inquiry is centered in my work as a clinical supervisor 
and consultant with community workers and therapists working in the 
margins of society with oppressed people, many of whom are exploited, 
racialized1 and colonized. We are responding to human suffering, which 
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is loosely talked about in medicalized ways as trauma or addiction. 
The context of our work is the realm of human suffering, which exists 
because people’s human rights are not respected and because we have 
constructed an unjust society. I have supervised a center for survivors of 
torture (Reynolds 2010b) and supervise a rape crisis center, addictions 
teams and housing and shelter workers in Vancouver’s Downtown 
Eastside, which is the poorest off reserve area in Canada. This work 
occurred alongside queer, Two Spirit, gender variant and transgender 
workers2, and direct action activists addressing a multiplicity of 
oppressions. All of these workers, activists and clients have profoundly 
contributed to this work.

A Supervision of Solidarity (2010c), which is how I describe my work, 
encompasses an ethical stance for justice-doing which is a response to 
the suffering, indignity, and violations of social justice that is the context 
of much of this community work.

Dire need compelled me to create practices that can be of use to the 
workers I supervise. Teachings from activist cultures have informed 
me on this path alongside community workers and clients, and my 
engagement with these ideas has proven useful on the ground. At times 
I have felt an affinity with Irish playwright Samuel Beckett’s character 
who states, “I can’t go on: I’ll go on”(1958, p.178). The absurdities faced 
by workers and clients within contexts of poverty and dislocation amidst 
great affluence and political apathy are often reminiscent of Beckett’s 
austere and surreal landscapes. Despite not knowing what I was going 
on to, I found that something I dare to call a faith in solidarity helped 
me to go on.

Being of use has required immediate responses. This could not wait 
for better training, the arrival of the right teacher, or finding the right 
book. Taking what I have learned from activist cultures, from progressive 
therapeutics trainings (Waldegrave & Tamasese 1993; Anderson 1997; 
Sanders 1997; Bird 2000; White 2007; Madigan 2011) and from my 
family and culture, I responded to need with action. A teaching from 
American anarchist theorist Noam Chomsky informs this work:

“Social action cannot await a firmly established theory of man [sic] 
and society, nor can the validity of the latter be determined by our 
hopes and moral judgments. The two ― speculation and action ― 
must progress as best they can, looking forward to the day when 
theoretical inquiry will provide a firm guide to the unending, often 
grim, but never hopeless struggle for freedom and social justice” 
(2005, p.116).
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Counsellors, shelter workers, and other community workers who had 
participated in a Supervision of Solidarity (Reynolds 2010b, 2011b) let 
me know that they found the solidarity practices useful and in line with 
fostering sustainability and addressing the spiritual pain they experience 
when they are forced to work in ways that are not in line with their ethics 
(Reynolds 2009). 

A hopeful scepticism 

Norwegian qualitative researcher Steinar Kvale’s “hermeneutics of 
suspicion”3 has proven a useful practice for me in articulating and 
making public my ethical concerns with research, inquiry and publishing. 
Hermeneutics is the art of interpretation which resists authoritative 
truths, and engages with multiple meanings from different voices. This 
hopeful scepticism requires that theorists’ claims are held in abeyance 
until the practice can be shown to reveal the theory. With this phrase 
Kvale invites us to take a critical distance from the claims we make, and 
invites a hopeful yet sceptical position, open to the possibility that our 
practices may reveal something other than our intentions. 

Histories of appropriation have made me sceptical about researching 
or writing anything informed by activism. I do not want to exploit clients 
or workers by writing exotic tales of torture and dramatic pain. I am also 
cautious about claiming knowledge that has been created by unnamed 
collectives of activists and putting my name to it. Work with survivors 
of torture and political violence taught me that engaging in research and 
publishing is not a neutral activity. Research on therapeutic work with 
survivors of torture has been studied at places such as the School of the 
Americas, where torturers are trained (School of the Americas Watch, 
2009). 4 I have been careful in selecting what will be revealed and what 
might be risky in all of my writing, trainings and teachings. I remain 
aware I am not the one at risk.

Maori researcher, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, offers this caution on the 
legacy of research for colonized people:

“ ‘research’ is probably one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous 
world’s vocabulary...It stirs up silence, it conjures up bad memories, 
it raises a smile that is knowing and distrustful...The ways in which 
scientific research is implicated in the worst excesses of colonialism 
remains a powerful remembered history for many of the world’s 
colonized peoples. It is a history that still offends the deepest sense of 
our humanity” (1999, p.1).
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American Black critical pedagogy educator bell hooks writes about the 
risk of activists’ work and knowledge being appropriated and subsumed 
by people working from academic frameworks, particularly in relation 
to early writings from feminist communities (2000). Publishing was 
a useful tactic to get feminist perspectives legitimized specifically in 
academic discourses. However, this knowledge became the property 
of academics and was distanced from the activist communities which 
developed it. According to hooks, feminist activists became less relevant 
and were not seen as qualified to speak of feminism when these feminist 
discourses were finally legitimized by academic institutions. 

When I began my PhD I recognized and was attuned to these risks. 
At the same time, I was encouraged by many practitioner and trainer 
colleagues to make public the ethical positioning I had relied on as I 
developed some useful practices. As an activist I am always striving 
to change the social context in just directions. Making an offering to 
knowledge in an academic context is part of a diversity of tactics that 
aims to promote just social changes. I felt compelled and in some small 
and humble way collectively accountable to bring this work to a wider 
audience. 

bell hooks evokes a spirited solidarity when she writes:

“I came to theory because I was hurting― the pain within me was 
so intense that I could not go on living. I came to theory desperate, 
wanting to comprehend ― to grasp what was happening around 
and within me. Most importantly, I wanted to make the hurt go 
away. I saw in theory then, a location for healing” (1994, p.59).

Imelda McCarthy (2001) from Ireland’s Fifth Province team writes 
of the necessity to make public the privatized pain of clients that 
individualized practices, such as individual therapy, can contribute to. 
McCarthy describes how “public problems become private and privatized 
issues” in therapeutic practice: 

“It is crucial that the private issues of clients need to be entered into 
the public arena if social change is to occur. This publication does not 
refer to the specific details of confidential material but of the themes 
and trends... The private and the public cannot be separated when 
one works with the poor; otherwise we are in danger of creating 
yet another arena for their silencing and further oppression” (2001, 
pp.271-272).

hooks and McCarthy’s invitation to make public the privatization 
of suffering has accompanied me and encouraged me to engage with 
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making my work more public, with an aim to contribute in some way to 
the social change McCarthy envisions. 

Bridging the worlds of activism and academia is at the heart of my 
work. Theorizing is not a neutral practice. I believe that theorizing holds 
the promise of justice-doing and that liberatory theorizing can engender 
liberatory practices. I have approached theory with an intention of 
excavating histories of both acts of resistance, and of acts of justice. 
Theorizing has been useful in my activist work by drawing links across 
differences, and making public acts of power that are often obscured 
in the mystification of media, and what passes for normal: the way 
things are. Theorizing informed by liberatory intentions can open up 
possibility: the way things might be. In this work I borrow on the hope 
of bell hooks, who believes in the possibility that theory can be liberatory 
in social justice work (1984).

The rhizome

Activists’ understandings of the rhizome are informed by the work 
of Deleuze and Guattari (1987). They use the rhizome to describe 
horizontally linked, non-hierarchical forms of social organization, 
thought, and communication. In botany, a rhizome is a horizontal plant 
stem, which exists underground, and from which the shoots and roots 
of new plants can be produced. Growing horizontally underground, 
rhizomes are able to survive extreme weather. The rhizome has been 
picked up in activists’ cultures for its usefulness in dismantling hierarchy 
and power structures, while inviting a form that is more organic, 
responsive, co-creative and alive (Smith 2010, 2011). New Zealand/
Aotearoa narrative therapist John Winslade has investigated the 
usefulness of Deleuze’s work in narrative therapy and conflict resolution 
(2009). Activist/scholar Anita Lacey illuminates the work of networked 
communities (2005a) and offers rich accounts of the multiple ways that 
the rhizome has informed activist networks and movements, including 
the riot girrrl network and the Anarchist Teapot Collective in London. 
The spirit of the rhizome is illustrated beautifully by Canadian anarchist 
and liberatory educator Scott Uzelman:

“Running bamboo often gives rise to unwitting bamboo gardeners. 
A single innocent shoot can stand alone for several years and then 
suddenly an entire field of bamboo begins to sprout. This leaves the 
unsuspecting gardener with a new bamboo garden that stubbornly 
resists attempts to get rid of it. While on the surface each shoot 
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appears to be an individual, related but separate from its neighbors, 
underground all are connected through a complex network of root-
like stems and filaments called a rhizome. During the years the 
gardener watched a single bamboo shoot grow tall, underground 
the bamboo rhizome grew horizontally, spreading throughout the 
yard, storing nutrients in anticipation of a coming spring. Like the 
bamboo garden, social movements are often rhizomic organisms 
growing horizontally into new terrains, establishing connections 
just below the surface of every day life, eventually bursting forth in 
unpredictable ways” (Uzelman 2005, p. 17).

A Solidarity Approach

As an activist working and living in the rhizome of interconnected 
communities striving towards social justice I wanted to approach 
inquiry in line with my ethics of solidarity and justice-doing. Solidarity 
speaks to our hopes and practices that move us towards our collective 
liberation, and the belief that our paths towards something just, are 
woven together. 

The ethics of solidarity require that I do not replicate exploitation 
or abuses of power in my work or the inquiry of it. Solidarity requires 
that I begin all of my work from a decolonizing place, trying to hold 
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myself accountable to my settler privilege on the unceded indigenous 
territories in which I live and work. I hold a decolonizing and anti-
oppression frame for all of my activism and my paid and unpaid work 
(Dua & Lawerence 2005; Reynolds 2010a; Walia 2012). This requires an 
intersectional analysis (Crenshaw 1995) that takes on oppression on all 
fronts attending to lines of power and disadvantage. My relationship to 
solidarity is imperfect, and I embrace an imperfect solidarity as an anti-
perfection project (Reynolds 2010d, 2011c). And this makes it possible 
for me to go on without needing to be perfect, but knowing I can respond 
to oppression with action and engage accountability to repair imperfect 
actions.

Metis Response-Based therapist Cathy Richardson created a Metis 
Methodology for her PhD dissertation (2004), which held her entire 
process accountable to the cultural practices, traditions and ethics of 
her Metis culture. After consulting about my fears and concerns, Cathy 
inspired me when she suggested that what I needed was to create a 
Solidarity Approach that would help me hold all of my PhD process 
accountable to the ethics and practices of solidarity from my activist 
culture. 

The engagement with solidarity is recursive, messy, and non-linear in 
this work. In fact, the same ethics that were the subject of this inquiry 
informed the inquiry process, the practice and the writing recursively. A 
Solidarity Approach became my response to the question of how I could 
hold all of my inquiry accountable to understandings and practices of 
solidarity that are at the heart of my work and activism.

An Expansive Inquiry

Alongside other academic/activists I believe that “Social researchers 
should always be the most vulnerable ― not those being studied or 
‘left’ behind once the research is complete” (Fine, 2006, p. 88). Writing 
myself into the work, and examining my own theory and practice invited 
enough-accountability for me to engage in line with this ethic. I put the 
development of my own practice, and my ethical stance for my work 
forward as the subject of this inquiry. I was encouraged in this direction 
by my dissertation instructors, Sally St. George and Dan Wulff who 
speak of research as daily practice, where they encourage practitioners 
to “examine data from our own clinical work to more richly understand 
our practices and societal discourses” (2012).

This Solidarity Approach led to an engagement with inquiry rather 
than research. This is important as inquiry allows for the messy, fluid, 
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emergent dialogues that I thought would be more generative and useful 
than categories, evidence or truth. Ken Gergen, an American Social 
Constructionist, describes collaborative inquiry as a process in which 
the interests of participants inform the direction of the inquiry (2005). 

For this project I could have researched the work of other practitioners 
and evaluated and categorized the results to judge if they were in fact 
engaging ethics. Instead of researching the work of others and distilling 
it down to results (or truth), I invited people into my practice. I was not 
looking to deliver a perfect model of practice, or any manualized tools. 
What I was interested in articulating was my ethical stance from which 
generative practices emerged. I did not want to reify any of my practices, 
such as the Solidarity Group ― I used it mainly to invite other workers 
to explore and co-investigate my ethical stance. My hope was that 
practitioners would respond by creating their own practices in line with 
some of our collective ethics for doing justice, expanding possibilities 
outwards from this experience. In consultation, my dissertation advisor 
Ken Gergen described my process as an Expansive Inquiry, and sketched 
a picture:

Solidarity Practices describe the practices I have developed as they 
all follow from a commitment to an ethical stance for justice-doing. 
The rhizome drawings illustrate that the Solidarity Practices emerge 
organically from the ethical stance, which is comprised of the Guiding 
Intentions:
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The Solidarity Practices that arise from the Guiding Intentions include 
Solidarity Groups 5, Solidarity Teams, the Witnessing Supervision 
Interview, and people-ing the room, among others (Reynolds, 2011b). 
The Solidarity Group practice was chosen for use in this inquiry because 
of the energy, interest and usefulness which the group inspired in the 
community workers who participated in it. 

The reflections and critiques offered by workers participating in 
Solidarity Groups became the stuff that contributed to articulating and 
describing the particular Guiding Intentions from which the practices 
grow.
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Messy and fluid inquiry 

The pragmatic approach to inquiry of Patti Lather, an American 
feminist poststructuralist social science researcher prioritizes action/
activism. Lather speaks of catalytic validity, and asserts that the value 
of research should be based on how it can be used, not how it can be 
measured (1993). As anarchists say, ‘talk-action=zero’. My work and 
activism is informed by anti-colonial struggle, feminist and queer 
theory and anarchist theory. The threads of this collective and possibly 
inconsistent theorizing (Newbury 2011) name power, address structural 
abuses of power and contest the construction of normal. It also requires 
a complex understanding of power, and acknowledges people’s acts of 
both resistance and solidarity as acts of power (Reynolds 2010b; Wade 
1997). I aim to respond to oppression and resistance to make social 
change in line with a decolonizing and anti-oppressive stance and direct 
action. I wanted my inquiry to attempt to do the same.

Queer theory has been inspiring for me in this process as it invites 
fluidity, which is movement from the fixed and certain to the confused 
and unstable, a privileging of flow and mutability, a refusal to be stable or 
static, and an ability to morph (Butler 1990; Jagose 1996). Engaging with 
fluidity helps us to resist constructing dialogues that are sedimented, 
reified, static, and immutable (McNamee 2008). Fluidity also offers a 
resistance to definition or explanation.

Working to discern the differences between description, under-
standing and explanation has been liberatory. Austrian philosopher 
Ludwig Wittgenstein writes that, “We must do away with all explanation, 
and description alone must take its place” (in Shotter 2008, p.13). 
Explanation is a finite process that claims to state what something 
truly means. Description, on the other hand, brings people closer to 
the experience and creates a space for the reader’s own perspective. 
Norwegian therapist, Tom Andersen, critiqued his earlier claims to 
explanation in an epilogue saying, “If I had written the book today the 
words explain and explanation would have been replaced by understand 
and understanding” (Shotter & Katz 1998, p.81; Andersen 1991, p.158). I 
was not after a rigid stable explanation of my work, but a fluid and useful 
engagement with it.

Janice DeFehr, a Canadian social construction informed therapist, 
introduced me to compelling practices of dialogical approaches to 
inquiry that invite a messy and generative process to emerge (DeFehr 
2008, 2007; Lather 2010; Law 2004). This excited me as I wanted 
to find a way to attend to outliers in my inquiry, reflections that were 
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in the margins not the centre, as that is where activists are, as well as 
many people I know as workers and clients. Imelda McCarthy captured 
my interest speaking of her Irish informed understanding that “the 
illumination is in the margins” (personal communication, 1996). 
McCarthy credits her culture-informed reading of the Book of Kells with 
this teaching (Kearney et al. 1989). The Book of Kells is a precious copy 
of the gospels in which the text is surrounded by beautifully painted 
borders containing elaborate celtic knots. I wanted to amplify teachings 
from the margins that were evoked in my inquiry.

Outliers can be silenced in research, and I engaged a spirit of 
solidarity to resist producing normalizing, heteronormative research. I 
didn’t want to ‘prove’ anything. As Leonard Peltier, a political prisoner 
and American Indian Movement leader says, “We’re not supposed to be 
perfect, we’re supposed to be useful” (1999, p.10). I wanted to engage 
queer and anarchist space, “spaces of justice” (Lacey 2005b), and 
deliberately forged “spaces of inclusion” (Lacey 2010a). This required 
resisting the disappearances that result from using mutually exclusive 
categories. African-American critical race theorist Kimberly Crenshaw’s 
work on intersectionality problematizes categories as a taken for granted 
useful way to make meanings of information. Crenshaw contests the 
creation of separate identity categories such as race and gender, “The 
categories we consider natural or merely representational are actually 
socially constructed in a linguistic economy of difference” (1995, p.375). 
Categories are always influenced by power and always exclude. They can 
obscure more than they reveal as they silence outliers and dissenting 
voices, which I was finely attuned to as an activist in the current political 
climate of the criminalization of dissent.

 In response to these concerns and intentions for the inquiry process 
I engaged with Adele Clark’s postmodern response to Grounded Theory, 
which she calls Situational Analysis (2005). Clark resists analysis that 
delivers the truth of situations, and employs messy mapping to make 
space for outliers, complexity and divergent voices. Messy Mapping 
invites the person doing the inquiry to show up, not disappear, in the 
decision making process of deciding what will be attended to, what 
resonates and what is of use. From this lovely mess of responses a more 
ordered or understandable story of the experience can be told.

Messy inquiry allows for attending to what is of interest and what 
resonates. Over eighty practitioners who participated with me offered 
reflections and critiques of their experience from within the practice 
of Solidarity Groups. These groups were not homogeneous, and varied 
in the number of workers involved and the context of the work. Some 
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occurred as part of paid supervision work, others were hosted at 
conferences, trainings and team days. Questions were offered to evoke 
responses, but these questions changed in the process as better questions 
were offered to me, and as some workers responded by writing emails, 
or phoning, or catching up afterwards for dialogue in person. As well 
my interest and focus was transported by some of the experiences of the 
group, and I inquired about different aspects of the work. Engaging with 
a messy process allowed for continually redirecting the inquiry based on 
what participants found interesting and what they were paying attention 
to. I also attended to my own interests, reading, resonating thoughts, 
and emergent practices. These generative responses informed both the 
doing of the Solidarity Group and the attempts to describe the Guiding 
Intentions that grounded it.

The diagram above is a skeletal retelling of the messy map created 
from practitioners’ responses to what they thought were the ethical 
underpinnings of my practice and our collective experiences in the 
Solidarity Groups. Using this messy map, I discerned six Guiding 
Intentions. Committing these Guiding Intentions to writing required 
that I order them in some way. Despite using letters instead of numbers 
I couldn’t get outside of rank ordering in the writing. To destabilize the 
notion that these Guiding Intentions exist in a hierarchy I used Deleuze 
and Guattari’s rhizome to illustrate them, allowing for more fluidity and 
mess. 
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Like a rhizome, the Guiding Intentions were rough around the edges, 
disorderly, not of equal size, and resisted mathematical precision. 
They defied mutually exclusive categories, and grew into and out of 
each other, The Guiding Intentions that emerged in the inquiry were: 
centering ethics, doing solidarity, fostering collective sustainability, 
addressing power, critically engaging with language, and structuring 
safety. (See Appendix 1 for a description of the Guiding Intentions. For 
a rich description there is a chapter on each Guiding Intention in the 
dissertation [Reynolds 2010a] Doing justice as a path to sustainability 
in community work).

Guiding Intentions coexist in relationship with each other, much as 
the filaments of a rhizome. They are linked, overlapping, living, and 
fluid. For example, all of the Guiding Intentions are inextricably linked 
with Structuring Safety, and yet Structuring Safety is itself considered a 
Guiding Intention. Taking one Guiding Intention out of the rhizome for 
investigation is required, but artificial, as they exist relationally, and need 
to be re-connected in the rhizome, with the other Guiding Intentions in 
order to be useful, much as an ethical stance requires intersectionality, 
solidarity, and is immensely inter-dependent. 
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The writing of this ethical stance and the six chapters which offered 
rich descriptions of the Guiding Intentions which comprised it can be 
read in any order. They could have been organized in different ways, as 
the rhizome can be entered onto at any point and defies a static order. 
The Guiding Intentions are differentiated under six headings to provide 
clearer understandings, but there could have been ten headings, or four. 
These six Guiding Intentions identify the main threads of my ethical 
stance, and they also flow well into the themes that I follow in practice. 
For the purposes of clarifying the Guiding Intentions I differentiated 
them from each other. In practice and in action, however, it is not 
possible, nor required, to completely separate one Guiding Intention 
from another.

These Guiding Intentions differed from principles in that they had 
fluid boundaries and were not mutually exclusive. Guiding Intentions 
were more slippery to operationalize than a set of principles. Practice 
is messy, and people do not actually engage with linear principles. The 
Guiding Intentions were offered as an heuristic, which is a possible way 
of moving towards a goal (Moustakas 1990). This differs from principles 
which may comprise an algorithm which is a set of specific steps that will 
lead to a predetermined and known end.

This ethical stance is not finite or fixed, but always in flux, expanding 
in width and depth with changes in texture and tone as experience, 
community workers, and clients inform and transform me, and as we 
counter influence each other, our communities and our environment. 
This reflexive process of examining and re-creating my ethical stance 
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follows critical educator Paulo Freire’s teachings of praxis (1970). Action 
is followed by reflection, which informs actions which are more just, 
which rolls into further reflection, and so it continues. Popular Education 
teaches that acting without theorizing can be unsafe and ineffective 
(Fanon 1961; Freire 1970). Without this understanding of theorizing as a 
reflexive exercise I could replicate oppressive practices, or more simply, 
use power in unethical ways.

In consultation John Winslade offered this insightful critique of my 
use of the term ‘theory’ in the Solidarity Approach, particularly as it 
denotes a “level of abstraction” when my inquiry is alive and practice-
based. He suggests Deleuze’s understandings of ‘concepts’ as a more 
useful description:

 “Deleuze talks in one place about the task of the philosopher as 
being to generate ‘concepts’ that people can use (the rhizome is an 
example) and it seemed to me that this is in part what you are doing. 
Working to identify from the discourse at the local level expressions 
that can be treated as useful for doing meaning-making around and 
doing justice with” (personal communication, 2012).

Strategies for a Solidarity Approach

Many strategies were engaged to promote the spirit of solidarity through-
out this inquiry. Some of the most useful ones are outlined here. (They 
are not rank ordered.)

1. Not researching people who are exploited
The centre of this inquiry was my work, which I invited workers I 
supervised to critique and reflect upon as an accountability practice. 

2. Resist contributing to dead knowledge
It was important that this work matter, that it could possibly make a 
contribution to social change and that I did not engage with inquiry 
primarily to earn a higher degree. As Lather says, this work tries to do 
something, not say something.

3. Frontline worker consultant and reader
An intention of the work was to welcome all workers, including those 
unfamiliar with social justice language and therapeutic language into the 
work. To serve this purpose a new community worker, Jaime Wittmack, 
served as an outside reader and a cultural consultant (Waldegrave & 
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Tamasese 1993). Jaime read all of the drafts and offered a critique to 
encourage clear-enough writing, accessibility, and promote the purpose 
of the writing, which was to engage and invite, not marginalize. This 
consultation was generative in multiple ways. For example, Jaime 
encouraged the use of footnotes not merely as references, but to expand 
the text while keeping it uncluttered. She reflected that extensive 
references inside the writing distracted her from the ideas, and left her 
feeling ‘stupid’. Jaime suggested that the people being referenced be 
introduced, and I took the opportunity to identify their profession and 
culture to give newer readers some context and possible connection to 
the knowledge. Jaime taught me to write in ways that honoured and 
welcomed the workers I was most trying to be of use to.

4. Networked communities of cultural consultants
Cultural consultants from anarchist and activist communities, queer 
and transgendered communities, as well as refugees and survivors of 
political violence and torture played an important role in this inquiry. 
These cultural consultants offered critiques of this writing and my work 
and analysis with an aim towards more accountability and resisting 
the appropriation of ideas. The qualification for these consultants was 
not their academic certification but rather their life experiences and 
positionings. These generative critiques freed me from being paralyzed 
by guilt, and helped me resist a false humility that could have silenced 
what I do know and have done. This inspiring and committed collection 
of folks served as my Solidarity Team (Reynolds 2011b) for this inquiry.

5. Referencing widely
References are a gift to the reader and, to invite more account ability, I 
identified my references in terms of their multiple cultural locations. 
Referencing widely, and attributing cultural knowledges to more than 
published works, helped historicize the knowledges of communities that 
could otherwise be disappeared. The history of the ideas and practices is 
as important to hold in collective memory as the more accessible pub-
lished accounts of the ideas. This use of extensive referencing invited more 
history-making from the communities which have informed this work. 

6. Resisting appropriation
While my ethical stance was fully my own and I held myself accountable 
to its claims, I acknowledge that it was co-created in important and 
meaningful ways. The teachings of the people I worked alongside who 
are refugees, activists, and survivors of torture and political violence are 
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central to this stance. It is important to acknowledge the differential 
price extracted from people from the global south and racialized and 
minoritized people from the global north. I recognized the generosity 
which has enabled them to teach me and for me to benefit from their 
lived experiences. Part of this writing was a testament and witnessing 
of these ideas, offering an invitation into the rich histories of these 
ideas and practices in activist cultures and social movements. This 
stance of accountability, which is a teaching from activism, embodied 
my resistance to appropriation, which is always a risk for persons and 
groups holding non-academic and alternative knowledges.

7. Co-writing
This inquiry, like all of my work, was profoundly collaborative, so I 
worked to make the collaboration public by referencing widely, inviting 
reflections and co-authors, and weaving my relationships with real 
people into the scholarship, honourings and acknowledgments. Co-
writing some of these stories helped bring the ideas from the academic 
realm into practice. Negotiating permission for this storytelling required 
slowing down the process and extensive back-and-forth dialogue. As 
part of this co-writing I engaged with real-time storytelling in hopes of 
offering a retelling that was close to the experience. This also allowed a 
person’s own voice to carry their wisdom, as opposed to me interpreting 
and possibly appropriating their knowledge. I was invited into real-time 
storytelling by Arden Henley (1994, 1992), who credited the idea to the 
work of David Epston (1989) and most particularly David’s inspiring 
story of Dory the Cat.

8. Public domain and free access
Because this inquiry was so profoundly collaborative the book is 
available for free download. Other writers have registered their work as 
Copyleft. Anyone can use it, morph it, and copy it, as long as they don’t 
capitalize on it ― sell it. In this sense it, like much activist collective 
wisdom, becomes part of the commons we hold collectively.

9. Engaging inconsistently with anonymity
In order to fully credit and name people’s contributions and not subsume 
their ideas into my voice I resisted ideas of total confidentiality. The 
mixed approach to confidentiality was not smooth, and I reluctantly 
participated in the marginalizing of some communities by perpetrating 
the use of pseudonyms. The aim in doing this was to avoid putting 
workers at risk for sharing their knowledges. For example, in relating 
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the story of Tina, who identified herself as an Aboriginal transgendered 
woman, I had the choice to steal her voice, silence it, or participate in 
making her knowledge sharing safe-enough by using a pseudonym. I 
have not resolved my ethical struggle and discomfort in relation to Tina, 
and my response to this is to work towards justice alongside other allies 
so that in a possible future she may use her own name and experience 
that as a safe-enough thing to do. A consistent use of confidentiality 
would smooth over this discomfort, but would also mask important 
differences in access to power that were made public by this messy and 
inconsistent use of pseudonyms and names.

10. Liberatory language practices
An important solidarity strategy was to commit to using language in ways 
that resisted the social construction of pathologizing and marginalizing 
identities. The possibilities created by language practices that assist 
people in being seen in ways they experience as liberatory inspired me. 
With this in mind I invited people participating in this inquiry to self-
identify their gender, culture and orientations.

American queer theorist Judith Butler problematizes the binary 
of gender, man/woman, especially as it denies queer identities and 
alternative possible spaces (1990). I used androgynous language con-
structions such as ‘them’, ‘they’, ‘our’, and ‘this person’. My purpose was 
for people to self-identify, or choose not to identify their gender. Some 
participants who self-identify as differently gendered people struggle 
to live and be seen outside of the binary of man/woman. The point is 
not to use inclusive and space-making language only when speaking of 
people who exist outside of the gender binary, but to use it everywhere 
to expand possibility for everyone’s preferred and liberatory identities.6 

11. Making discomfort and fear public
The ethical tensions experienced in the inquiry process were not 
smoothed over, but made public. This was of course flawed because 
my awareness and analysis is imperfect. Part of the aim was to invite 
more critique and generative engagement with the ethical struggles the 
inquiry engendered.

Emerging transformations: Holding onto a fish that is 
morphing into an octopus. 

The reflexivity of this inquiry process has greatly informed my approach 
to the work and changed the practice itself. The participants engaged 
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in the Solidarity Group served as witnesses for my work and for the 
Guiding Intentions that inform my practice. Several practitioners have 
caught me up on the value of participating in the process, an ethic that 
Tuhiwai Smith speaks of in Decolonizing Methodologies (1999).

Engaging in this process has contributed to the emergent creation of 
new practices in my work with community workers. This inquiry has 
invited generative conversations with colleagues which are unlikely to 
have occurred without this project. The critiques made by the cultural 
consultants, and the dialogues these consultations fostered, have 
been expansive and illuminating. I experience all of these unexpected 
developments as nourishing support for my own sustainability. My 
experiences in this inquiry have transformed me in terms of holding a 
more enriched and useful critical analysis. The experiences of activism 
and community work recursively transform and counter-inform each 
other as we bring learnings across domains of practice.

The collective dialogue from inside the practice is breathing new life 
into the doing of the Solidarity Group. In response to this still-continuing 
collaborative transformation, I experience writing up this work as akin 
to holding onto a fish that is morphing into an octopus. 

Unsettled fears and discomforts 

Inquiry does not exist without risk despite our just intentions. In a 
Solidarity Approach, like all anti-oppression activism, we strategize to 
hold our work accountable to our collective ethics. As American activist/
musician Ani DiFranco says, “Any tool is a weapon if you hold it right” 
(1993). I believe that the Solidarity Group can be used in harmful ways 
if it is picked up in a mechanistic or formulaic way divorced from the 
ethics for justice-doing on which it is rooted. If the ethical stance is read 
or presented as finished, fixed, correct and righteous it can also be used 
oppressively.

A lesser fear is that the work could be de-contextualized and de-
politicized. Activists have seen this happen to many of our tactics and 
practices. For example, Adbusters magazine was initially a fresh voice of 
deconstructing capitalism’s hegemonic advertising system (Adbusters: 
Journal of the Mental Environment). Over time, however, anti-ads 
became trendy and Adbusters finally became an unofficial textbook for 
advertisers, ultimately becoming a tool of selling (Heath & Potter 2004). 
The potential for liberatory tactics to be de-politicized or co-opted 
(Hayden 2008) is not paralyzing for me. As activists we know that our 
tactics of resistance are anticipated and their effectiveness over time will 
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be purposefully minimized.  In a spirit of solidarity we respond to this 
with creative ways of being that bring forth our ever emergent resistance 
and the next liberatory tactic. 

In contrast, the fear of my participation in the appropriation of 
activist culture is paralyzing. To this end, I have referenced widely, 
invited, pursued and sought out critique from diverse people who have 
the moral courage to confront me as a practice of solidarity. This is not 
based on righteousness, but on my experiences of being the person who 
has transgressed, and who others have needed allies against (Reynolds 
2010d).

This inquiry has occurred at the cost of my engagement with more 
direct forms of activism in terms of time and resources. I will probably 
not be able to smooth over my discomfort regarding the elevation 
of my status and the undeniable privilege that comes with academic 
qualification. This discomfort is not the same as guilt, as Chomsky 
invites us to not posture with false modesty, but acknowledge that in a 
diversity of tactics there are roles some of us accomplish easier and more 
usefully, and that we are less suited to other pieces of the work. Like 
many social justice oriented activist/academics I plan to be accountable 
for this academic privilege. 

Re-situating the work back into the rhizome

Part of a Solidarity Approach requires that the work that is held up 
for consideration be re-situated within the rhizome, returning to the 
networked communities who fostered it. From here it might decompose 
and possibly nourish other work, or it could be morphed, changed, or 
reused. 

Here the work settles as a re-connected piece of something far greater, 
something Lacey describes as contributing to spaces of justice (2005b). 
It becomes part of, another node of social justice activism and liberatory 
theorizing: No more and no less. 
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The value of the ethical stance described in the Guiding Intentions 
and of the practice of the Solidarity Group lie in how they are used. In 
bridging decolonizing anti-oppression activism and inquiry my hope is 
that practitioners will take up this invitation to join in a collaborative 
inquiry, and contribute multiple and generative responses to the Guiding 
Intentions and develop new practices. It has been increasingly sustaining 
for me to hear back from community workers who have taken up this 
invitation and furthered the diversity of possible practices that share a 
spirit of solidarity. Like “rhizomic organisms growing horizontally into 
new terrains, establishing connections just below the surface of every 
day life, eventually bursting forth in unpredictable ways” (Uzelman 
2005, p.17).

Dedication

For Arden Henley, Cathy Richardson and Allan Wade, who encouraged 
me back to the academy, and continue to feed my hungry hope for 
liberatory pedagogy that does more than make room for direct action 
activists, but meets us in the rhizome.

This writing took place on Indigenous land which has never been 
surrendered.
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Appendix1. An ethical stance for justice-doing

My ethical stance for justice-doing is comprised of six Guiding Intentions:

A. Centering Ethics
The centre of my supervision is our relational ethics and ethical 
positioning as we respond to clients’ varying needs from within contexts 
of power. When practitioners cannot act in accord with our ethics we 
experience spiritual pain. Spiritual pain speaks to the discrepancy 
between what feels respectful, humane, and generative, and contexts 
which call on us as community workers to violate the very beliefs that 
brought us to this field. I centre my inquiry on the ethical stance of the 
practitioner, our collective ethics, and how these ethics are revealed in 
practice.

B. Doing Solidarity
My understandings of solidarity are derived from time honoured activist 
traditions of looking for points of connection and weaving people 
together. I attend to both practices of resisting oppression and promot-
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ing social justice. This spirit of doing solidarity acknowledges that our 
struggles to promote social justice are interconnected. 

C. Addressing Power
Addressing Power speaks to witnessing both resistance and acts of 
justice-doing. It also invites cultural and collective accountability. 
Accountability requires a complex analysis, in which the multiplicity of 
sites of both power and oppression are acknowledged and addressed. 

D. Fostering Collective Sustainability
Sustainability refers to aliveness, a spirited presence, and a genuine 
connectedness with others. It requires more than resisting burnout, 
more than keeping a desperate hold on hope; and yet it encompasses 
both of these capacities. We are sustained in the work when we are 
able to be fully and relationally engaged, stay connected with hope, and 
experience ourselves as being of use to clients across time. Sustainability 
is inextricably linked with an alive engagement with a spirit of social 
justice, and openness to our transformations as practitioners across 
time. 

E. Critically Engaging with Language
Language can be used to serve or resist abuses of power. I hold an overt 
intention of utilizing language in liberatory ways. Critically engaging 
with language also acknowledges the dialogue that exists outside of 
words, and invites languaging the body. 

F. Structuring Safety
Co-creating relationships of enough-safety outside of the binary of safe 
and unsafe helps to structure safety (Bird 2000). All conversations across 
difference are risky, and are of greater risk to some than to others. The 
possibility of doing harm by replicating some kind of oppression is one 
potential risk. I am also aware of the limitations of accountability. Social 
justice is better served by creating contexts in which the transgression is 
less likely to occur. This requires Structuring Safety (Reynolds 2010c).

Notes

1 The terms minoritized and racialized are used for the purpose of naming 
the power and intention required in the racist and colonial project of re-
constructing the majority of the world’s people as a collection of minorities. 

2 “Queer” has been adopted by groups of people I work with, both workers 
and clients, who do not identify as strictly heterosexual. Using queer as an 
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umbrella term to include folks who self-identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, Two 
Spirit, questioning and queer, is problematic for many reasons (Fassinger & 
Arsenau, 2007). Primarily people who self identify as lesbian, for example, 
may not resonate with queer theory or politics at all, and be subsumed by 
that term. As well, some folks who do identify as queer mean specific things 
by it, such as resonating with queer theory in ways that do not align them 
with gay or lesbian identities, and find using the term queer as an umbrella 
term mystifies and erases the queer politics and ethics that are at the heart of 
their preferred ways of identifying (Aaron Munro, personal communication, 
2012). People I work alongside who identify as queer may be in any of these 
groups, but primarily identify outside of heterosexual normativity, which 
refers to discourses which promote heterosexuality as normal. People 
who I work alongside who self-identify as Two Spirit refer to their cultural 
location as Indigenous people who do not identify as heterosexual: Two 
Spirit refers to rich cultural knowings as well. People who I work alongside 
who identify as transgender or trans do not identify strictly with the gender 
they were assigned to at birth, and may transition culturally, socially and/
or physically to a gender in which they feel more congruent, which could 
be something other than male or female (Nataf 1996; Devon McFarlane, 
personal communication, 2011). Many people do not identify their gender 
in any way, and others identify as gender variant, gender non-conforming 
or gender queer, meaning something different than trans and outside of the 
normative gender binary (Janelle Kelly, personal communication, 2011). 
All of these terms are problematic, contested and evolving. I am using these 
terms for clarity and because groups of folks I work alongside have settled on 
this imperfect phrasing for now (Reynolds 2010b).

3 Kvale (1996 p.203) borrows the term “hermeneutics of suspicion” from the 
work of French philosopher Paul Ricoeur (1970). “His hermeneutic is always 
informed by both a suspicion which makes him wary of any easy assimilation 
to past meanings and as hope that believes in complete appropriation of 
meanings while warning ‘not here’, ‘not yet’. Via suspicion and hope, Ricoeur 
plots a hermeneutic course that avoids both credulity and skepticism” (White 
1991, p.12).

4  “The School of the Americas... is a controversial U.S. military training facility 
for Latin American security personnel located at Fort Benning, Georgia, 
made headlines in 1996 when the Pentagon released training manuals used 
at the school that advocated torture, extortion and execution.” Consult the 
School of the Americas Watch website for a critique of this military project 
(School of the Americas Watch, 2009).

5 The Solidarity Group is described extensively in my dissertation (2010a) 
and in an article entitled A Supervision of Solidarity (2010c). The Solidarity 
Group emphasizes our collective sustainability with a specific aim to 
build solidarity and an orientation for justice-doing. At the center of the 
conversation are themes connected to centering ethics, doing solidarity, 
addressing power, fostering collective sustainability, critically engaging with 
language, and structuring safety. This is different than organizing therapeutic 
supervision around specific problems and individual workers. The Solidarity 
Group is only one component of the necessary supervision of therapists, 
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with an emphasis on collective sustainability of the therapeutic community 
and their relational ethics. In the Solidarity Group the supervisor is not the 
primary resource, this role is played by a community of workers. Although 
one person is interviewed, the centre is the whole group. In Solidarity Groups 
the therapeutic community is being supervised collectively. In many ways, it 
does not matter who is speaking as the entire group is at the center. As the 
supervisor I look for themes that resonate with the principles of a Supervision 
of Solidarity. I attend to emergent experiences which hold meaning for the 
therapeutic community, not necessarily the individual being interviewed. 
These experiences may be acts of justice, ethical struggles, startling successes, 
painful losses, or other occurrences which hold meaning collectively. As the 
supervisor it is my task to ensure that all participants are witnessed in the 
conversation, and that people are woven together. 

6  An excellent example of binary busting language is the adoption of the term 
pomosexuality by some members of some queer communities. “Pomosexuality 
lives in the space in which all other non-binary forms of sexual and gender 
identity reside ― a boundary-free zone in which fences are crossed for the 
fun of it, or simply because some of us can’t be fenced in. It challenges either/
or categorizations in favour of largely un-mapped possibility and the intense 
charge that comes from transgression. It acknowledges the pleasure of that 
transgression, as well as the need to transgress limits that do not make room 
for all of us.” (my emphasis) Queen & Schimel (1997), p.23. 
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Introduction

I have been in love with research since I accompanied my mother on her 
doctoral data collection trip when I was nine years old. My first formal 
attempt at research was eight years later in the last year of my high school 
or grammar school. Subsequently, I went on to do research projects in 
my Bachelors, Masters, Post-Graduate and Doctoral programs. From 
1998, I formally started supervising research projects. My research 
encounters made me curious about the process of research itself.

By the time I was in my Doctoral program, I was determined to make 
the focus my research the methodological constructions themselves and 
not solely apply methodological formulas to a substantive issues (or area 
of inquiry). Often the first time a graduate student is immersing herself1 
in research is during her doctoral dissertation where there will be an 
emphasis on learning about research process. The traditional idea is to 
learn the methodology as per the research questions that are preferred 
within the discipline or by one’s research advisor. Experimenting with 
methodology may not be considered good scientific research (Bernstein 
2000). 

Scientific research has been reduced to empirical methodologies that 
are often located within the positivist paradigm. Often, such popular 
methodologies are considered the true and tested pathways we use 
for knowledge construction. However, methodological canons are 
not always reflective of the researcher’s philosophical orientation but 
they shape what we see which is the substantive area (subject matter/
area of inquiry or research focus) of study. What we see is shaped by 
how we see it (Pearce 2007). The result is a philosophical disconnect 
between the methodology and the researcher’s framework which guides 
the substantive. This disconnect occurs because the area of inquiry is 
expected to change and evolve overtime; as it is the subject that is under 

1 I will use the male and female gender interchangeably throughout the 
chapter, to cultivate the image of researchers as contextual beings (gendered 
in this case).
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knowledge construction, while popular methodologies which are the 
pathways we use for this knowledge construction are not expected to 
change (Bernstein 2000). This distinction is inherently reflective of a 
modernist view point where the constructed knowledge is independent 
of the knower or ways of knowing. Further it fuels the false notion that 
methodologies do not shape knowledge, thus creating the notion of 
objectivity. This myth of objectivity is double layered: free of researcher 
bias and methodological bias.

The process of inquiry is shaped by a community of researchers, 
people like you and me, who deem certain methodologies as established 
and thus credible. Researchers and methodologies are embodiments of 
values and assumptions. Both as researchers and in our ways of knowing 
we habituate and cultivate certain practices. These practices are value 
and community-based. Thus, not only is the knower shaping that which 
we know but the pathway to knowing also shapes that which we know.

The path to knowing is discursive, that is, a responsive dialogic 
process. Dialogue or conversation is performative, i.e. it is constitutive. 
By constitutive, I mean that through the discursive process the inter-
locutors bring into being that which they name. We are doing/acting 
when we are speaking or communicating with each other (Gergen 2009; 
Pearce 2007). In the process of coordinating (Gergen 2009) the activity 
of dialogue with each other we create the meaning of that which we are 
speaking.  We are creating meaning together that constitutes itself and 
shapes what emerges next. Such joint action could be experienced as 
understanding, next steps and/or action items.

Thus, the activity of dialogue, inherent to the research process and 
our participation within communities of research practices shapes 
the emergence of methodologies. Any development of new method-
ologies or ways of knowing are often referred to as emergent methods 
(Hesse-Biber & Leavy 2006). However, Hesse-Biber and Leavy claim 
“Emergent methods  are often driven by new epistemologies on 
know ledge production, which in turn creates new research questions 
(methodologies) that often require an innovation in methods” (p.xxx). I 
agree that new methodologies emerge as a response to changing issues 
such as, “to unearth previously subjugated knowledge” or “new research 
questions” (p.xxx). Additionally, in the process of doing any research 
project new methodological practices are potentially being created and 
recreated. In this chapter I will illustrate how research is a “made-up” 
activity and thus emergent. I will introduce the notion of research as 
a community of practice and a construction followed by research as 
performance and performative. Further, drawing on examples from 
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supervision of research I will introduce an alternate notion of emergent 
research. 

Research as community of practice and research as perform ance and 
performative form the basis for what I identify as emergent research. I 
am claiming that all research is made up and inherently emergent thus 
we need to approach research not only as a planned or designed process 
but also as a messy, chaotic process with surprises that requires one to 
improvise during the process. And as research supervisors we need to be 
able to be responsive, playful and flexible with our students or advisees 
in the process. Let’s read on to explore why and how.

Research as Communities of Practice

Community of practice is a term coined by Jean Lave and Etienne 
Wenger in 1991 which Wenger expands on in his book Communities of 
Practice (1998). According to Wenger “Com munities of Practice” are 
groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do 
and how to do it better as they interact regularly. He emphasizes that it 
has three elements –domain, community and practice – that sets apart 
a community of practice from a group of people who share an interest 
or are in a geographical or online community. It is a group of members 
who are practitioners with shared domain of interest who interact and 
learn together and share resources (tools, stories, experiences and ways 
of addressing a problem) (Wenger 1998).

Each research project is not only a product of a community of 
practice but the concept of research itself is a community of practice. 
Based on Wenger’s notion of Communities of Practice, research 
methodologies are domains that have groups of practitioners who 
share stories of tools and approaches when they interact (through 
conferences, journals, books, online discussions etc). They learn from 
each other about their shared area of interest (experimental design, 
observation, interviewing, content analysis, autoethnography, 
etc). So, not only do we have methodologists grouped by types of 
methodologies but we also have an umbrella group, to which we all 
belong by our shared interest in research. The act by which this book 
was produced and is in your hand is a statement of such a community 
of practice. This book is a resource for furthering our community of 
practice about research methodologies by systemic practitioners. 
This is one of the ways we create traditions and rituals of practice.

McNamee (2004) states, that we create traditions and rituals by 
coordinating our situated activities. And research is one such tradition 
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that has been created to constitute how knowledge is produced. Research 
practices that emerge as rituals become standards of practice and grow as 
the community of practice grows. Over time, these standards of practice 
get calcified as credible and legitimate practices and determine which 
processes can be labeled as “research.” In the scientific and academic 
communities, we value the knowledge that is produced in the course 
of research. Media often privileges such knowledge and promotes it as 
legitimate knowledge (Figure 1) while distorting it or reconstituting it 
(depending on your perspective).

We have created traditions, as illustrated in the comic (Figure 1) titled 
The Science News Cycle, where we value the exclusivity of research 
based knowledges2 over lived and practitioner knowledges even as it 
filters through our everyday news sources. In the West, the status of 
knowledge produced via research is valued higher than the knowledge 
produced via practice or everyday lived experiences. In fact, we have set 
up practices where one needs to validate the practitioner’s knowledge 
via research for it to achieve legitimacy; i.e. the distinction of scientific 
credibility. (How else would you term this distinction?) Practice is seen 
as more an everyday activity while academic and scientific research is 
viewed as a more rarified set of communities and practices. We create 
a dichotomy between research and practice, failing to see research as a 
form of practice.

People tend to be immersed in “practice” by the very act of living 
and working in their everyday contexts. Research on the other hand, is 
crafted within rarified spaces as bounded practices that must embody 
certain traditions such as research questions, hypothesis, design, 
validity, reliability, trustworthiness, for example, to be counted as 
research. And in some disciplines, to be deemed as scientific, the gold 
standard is the adoption of the experimental research design, specifically 
the randomized controlled trials, especially in USA (Christ 2014; Denzin 
2008). Thus, research spaces become not only rarified spaces but can 
also become calcified. Whatever innovation occurs has to be within 
these bounded walls of research to be deemed scientific. Further, we 
have created methodological practices which are stratified; a form of 
classism in the guise of classification or categorizing of methodologies. 
By classism I mean practices by which we create privilege for one set 
of practices, ways of being and/or people over another. One broad 
classification continues to hold quantitative as a premier research method 

2 I am using the notion of knowledge here to connote it as a product or 
commodity to be marketed, sold and acquired.
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compared to qualitative which Denzin (2008) refers to as the “paradigm 
disputes of the 1980s” and “the paradigm dialogue.” This represents the 
continued legacy of positivist, dualistic thinking. However, there is a 
move towards mixed methods and increased appreciation of qualitative 
methods identified as the “third methodological moment” (Teddlie and 
Tashakkori 2003, p.9).

In a knowledge-based economy (Druker 1969; Smith 2002) where 
we are seeking equality and equity, the question is whose knowledge 
counts? And who decides whose knowledge counts? Research is a base 
for knowledge production and researcher’s assumptions of knowledge 
production need to be critically reflected on. We need to ask the question 
who does it serve to have a class-based approach towards research 
methodology? One answer, for example, might be that it serves the 
people who have access to conduct “gold standards” of research in 

Figure 1. How research results get reconstituted through the news cycle
Source: “Piled Higher and Deeper” by Jorge Cham www.phdcomics.com http://www.phdcomics.
com/comics/
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order to undermine practice-based forms of knowledge, privileging 
instead practices that are identified as “scientific” forms of knowledge 
production. 

Thus, I invite us to view the performance of “what is research” and 
how we research (the methodologies) as forms of practice that is grown 
in coordination with each other as members of the research community. 
And as we grow, we collectively define what acceptable performances 
are, and thus we grow our communities of practice. Let us now explore 
what is research as performance.

Research as Performance 

I view performance as a social constructionist turn, so there is no one way 
to define it. “All performances or actions that are culturally categorized 
as ’performance‘ are socially constructed due to the collective consensus 
of that socio-cultural group within a particular time-space (historical 
period)” (Bava 2005, p.173). An interdisciplinary notion, performance 
has multiple definitions depending on the context of its use. Denzin 
(2003) states “Performance is an act of intervention, a method of 
resistance, a form of criticism, a way of revealing agency… performance 
is a form of agency, a way of bringing culture and the person into play” 
(p. 9).  I prefer to draw on Kaye’s (1994) notion that performance “may 
be thought of as a primary postmodern mode” (emphasis added, cited 
in Carlson 1996, p.123). For me performance is “related to the blurring 
of the boundaries between art and science, literary and scientific, real 
and virtual, and nature and nurture” (Bava 2005, p.172). 

I see currently four ways in which the notion of performance is being 
used in research discourses. Firstly, as an activity, that is the production 
of “a thing” that we present as a research project (Bava 2005). From this 
view point, all research projects are performances. Secondly, it refers 
to researches that are art-based. The whole production of research is 
through the medium of art or the purpose is to produce art or inquiry 
of art and design through the practice of it (Barrett & Bolt 2007). Such 
work is sometimes also referred to as “practice-led research3” (Barrett 
& Bolt 2007; Hasseman 2006) though it applies to disciplines beyond 
art and design.  Thirdly, as identified by Denzin (2003) performance is 
a movement of resistance, intervention and a political change-maker. 
This includes both the way research is produced and the “results” being 
presented as poetry, prose, art, theater and movies etc. And lastly, the 

3 See special issue “Practice-led Research” of Media Information Australia, 
February 2006.
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notion of performance is being increasingly drawn on as a means of 
evocatively expressing one’s research results using art-based methods, 
such as poetry, stories, theatre, movies etc (Gergen & Gergen 2012; Piercy 
& Benson 2005). The last two notions of research as performance, are 
not mutually exclusive rather they depend on the researcher’s intentions 
and how the researcher positions research as a political activity.

Research as performance can be seen in at least two ways: as a form of 
theatre and/or as a textual performance. Theatres have the potential to 
give voice. Brecht, German playwright and theater director, states that 
in the form of popular theatre, called bourgeois theatre, one hangs up 
their brain along with their hat (Boal, n.d.). Theatre of the Oppressed 
(Boal 1997) grew in resistance to the bourgeois theatre as an art form for 
social transformation to unpack the power constructions by engaging 
in discursive practices via theatre. Thus, rather than viewing research 
as a form of bourgeois theatre but as a form of activism, we move away 
from it being as a representational act to a dynamic space for social 
discourse (Denzin 2003; Madison 2008). In the latter view, research 
performances are not only giving voice to the subject of inquiry but more 
so to the research participants, who are not simply objects or subjects of 
the study,  but are co-creators of what is at the heart of the research focus. 
In the process of giving voice to the heart of the subject matter, there is 
also the researcher, who has a voice and a supervisor.  For instance, as 
a research supervisor, it is critical for me to create space, conditions for 
researchers to be directors of their play, for them to have their voice such 
that I am creating an alternate form of theatre rather than one where the 
advisees suspend their thinking when adopting research methodologies. 
I want them to actively question and shape their methodologies in 
dialogue with their participants as an act of responsiveness.  How do 
we do that? One way is to reflect on research (processes, relationships 
and outcomes) as a form of theatre and another is to view it as a textual 
performance.

Research is a text; a performance text of a particular community. 
Each knowledge community will prescribe and perform what are their 
dos and don’ts of research practices. A knowledge community can be 
defined along discipline lines (e.g. management studies, psychology, 
sociology, economics, marketing, etc) and/or methodology lines (e.g. 
experimental, ethnography, phenomenology, autoethnography, narra-
tive etc). A distinctive example of this is the research report that is 
developed at the end of a project which is formatted and styled accord-
ing to the established communities of practice such as American 
Psychological Association (APA) or Modern Language Association of 
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America (MLA) or Harvard style. In the Taos Institute-Tilburg Doctoral 
programme, where I am an advisor, our students are not told which style 
to follow but are required to stick to a consistent format. This guideline 
gives the student space to develop a style that fits with the material and 
intent that they are crafting within the scope of their inquiry. I think 
this is critically important. Research reports, though viewed as part of 
the research process, are seen within a modernist scientific framework 
as a reporting tool: a story about the research, rather than seeing the 
reports as part of the tool that is shaping the narrative of research focus. 
Once again, the idea of objectivity is subversively present within the 
performance of what is labeled as the “Research Report.” Our research 
reports are political playgrounds (whose voice, who speaks for whom, 
whose voice is heavier, who decides and how is it decided) (Madison, 
2008) which are located within our communities of practices and the 
context of research. Our experience of the research narrative is shaped 
not only by its presentation but also in how it engages the reader. 
Richardson talks about the written performance in academic writing in 
her book Fields of Play (1997). Not only does she introduce the notion 
of writing as research but also the notion that the written style is not 
neutral. She states how the academic writing is performed to keep the 
researcher within the folds of the academia while it fails to engage the 
reader. To understand the purpose of such a textual performance, let us 
explore the notion of text in performance.

Research: A Performance Text

W. B. Worthen, a performance theorist, draws on Roland Barthes’ uses 
of the word text in performance studies, to state that there are “three 
interlaced ways we think of a “text”: (1) as a canonical vehicle of authorial 
intention; (2) as an intertext, a field of textuality; (3) as a material object, 
the text in hand” (1995, p. 14). Drawing on Worthen’s interpretation of 
Barthes, I will unpack research as a textual performance.

Research as a vehicle for authorial intention (power and 
traditions): In most disciplines, research is used as the authoritative 
voice to proclaim or sanction practices. It carries the status of being 
legitimate and credible. Thus, as consumers of knowledge we value 
statements that are based in research. In fact, we have created the myth 
that if something is researched, it is fact. We don’t see how research is a 
production and so are “facts” that are produced by research processes. 
Research which was constructed as a tool now becomes the vehicle 
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for authorial power and a self- perpetuating process to keep alive the 
traditions by which it was created (Bateson 1972). 

Research as intertext, a space for ‘play, activity, pro duc tion 
and practice’: Research is not just an activity it is also a practice of 
the communities we belong to and their production. An intertextual 
(Lemke 1995) production that we hope gives us entry into a particular 
community and/or is making of that community. In the process of 
making of communities there is often play and textual politics. We play 
with textuality and conventions as witnessed in a number of recent 
works (Barrett & Bolt 2007; Denzin & Giardina 2008; Gergen & Gergen 
2012). Elizabeth Bell, performance theorist, states, 

Textuality [Research] plays with the notion of writing itself-its 
conventions, its histories, and its interplay with other works in the 
canon-challenging anyone’s claim to authority and enforcement. 
In this use, texts [research] are open fields, a place of ‘play, activity, 
production, and practices.’ (2008, p. 77 parenthetical insertions are 
mine)

Research a material object: This is the most common or familiar 
view of research as performance. In performing research we create a 
thing called a report or dissertation which is a material object. We often 
point to the report as if it is the research. Rather it is one of the objects 
that is crafted in the process of doing an activity that we call research. 
The production of the research and the report are both performances. 
One can view both as objects, though the latter is the one that carries the 
materiality in its form. And we fail to see the materiality of the process 
or for that matter the process as product.

Research Supervision: An Example of a Situated 
Performance

Supervision, as the name suggests is inherently hierarchical. As a 
collabora tive practitioner my focuses shifts from the role to the relation-
ship with the question of ‘how to re-script the conventional performance 
of supervision?’ I attempt to create a practice of reflection and dialogue 
about our relationship and process in my supervision to cultivate 
an openness for us to explore what is being produced in our advising 
relationship. I use the terms supervision and advising interchangeably 
to refer to the process of guiding or mentoring a researcher. I stay 
curious by asking questions such as “how are we working to create this 
relationship?” or “what do you want me to listen to/for?” I make this a 
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public performance and invite the advisee to reflect with me on how our 
relationship is fostering and shaping his/her research. Our research is an 
embedded practice. And one of the spaces that the research is embedded 
is within our relationship (in addition to the context of the discipline 
and study, with the participants, committees and universities). So it is 
important for me to seek reflection on our relationship in relation to 
the project itself and the researcher’s expectations and goals. Such a 
conversation foregrounds both our relationship and its relationship to 
the project. These conversations are also spontaneous. It is an invitation 
to be in a relational and responsive space that is constitutive of the process 
rather than be in a role. Thus, I attempt to foreground supervision as a 
space of spontaneous play, activity, production, practice and a product 
of dialogue, reflection, and responsiveness that is constitutive of our 
relationship.

In this section I have described how, from a performance theory 
perspective, research can be understood as forms of practice that can 
be viewed as theatre, as a vehicle, as a place of play, as an activity, as a 
production, and as an object – all at the same moment.  Furthermore, 
not only can research be performance but it can also be understood to 
be performative. In the following section, I describe how research is 
performative.

Performative: Making of (Research) Practices

Research is Performative
Performative is that which we make in the process of naming and 
enacting it to be as such. In comparing research to text (as above), I 
invoke Worthen’s (1995) notion that “Barthes’ sense of text is self-
consciously performative” (p. 15). Research is perfor ma tive. I identify 
the following three processes/movements by which to understand the 
making of research or its construction as performative: 

1. Speech acts: According to speech act theorist J. L. Austin (1975), ce-
tain utterances are declarative and constitutive of creating particular 
realities, though later Austin “purported that every speech is an act” 
(Pandey 2008, p.151). Drawing on Austin’s view, utterances such as “As 
a researcher I state” or “Research results reveal” or “Based on scientific 
research” are declarative and constitutive of what gets created as being 
real or factual since they are uttered as being research driven.
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2. Language movements or moments/Communicative action: The 
activity of pointing and naming something, is a way of making it into 
an entity or reality. This activity of pointing and naming happens in 
language which Harlene Anderson and Harry Goolishian refer to it 
as “communicative action” (1988, p.378 ).  For instances, researcher 
often ‘explain’ their results. These explanations are “made-up” as they 
are plausible ways of understanding results. They become tentative 
statements awaiting verification. Or one could say potential hypotheses 
for another research. Explanations are sense-making practices which 
are constitutive. We declare or birth a possible reality in the course of 
giving explanations. It also can function like the game we called Chinese 
whisper game4 that I played as a child in India. In this game a phrase 
or a sentence gets transformed some times as it is whispered by one 
person to the next. In Figure 1 (above), we observe a similar process 
where, in language, research explanations moves through the news 
cycle. The explanation or its understanding gets reconstituted by the 
media channels to be responsive to its audience or to make news. In 
language movements, new realities are produced. Language movements 
are possibilities of coordinated action (Gergen 2009) outlined in the 
third point here.

On shifting our gaze from invoking structure to invoking communi-
cative action we are stepping from performance into the performative 
space. Rather than performing functions of set roles, we are engaged 
in a creative activity of mutual engagement and inquiry. This mutual 
engagement and inquiry is not limited to the dissertation topic rather it 
starts out by inquiry into the advisory/supervisory relationship that we 
are seeking to create. I often start out by asking my advisee or student, 
“what is important for you in this topic and how would you like me to lis-
ten and attend to it within our relationship?” It is within this mutual en-
gagement that we script our performances as advisors/supervisors and 
advisees/supervisees. Thus, we are improvising our relational dance just 
like we are improvising the research process. The relationship is emer-
gent like the inquiry. And they shape each other.

4  Chinese whisper game is where people get in a circle and one person starts 
by whispering a sentence or word in her neighbor’s ear. Then the receiver 
whispers it to the next person and thus it travels through the circle until it 
gets back to the first person, who says it out aloud and states the original 
phrase or word. In the course of it going around the circle, the phrase or word 
change based on what one hears. 
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3. Coordinated actions: “Only in coordinated action does meaning 
spring to life” (Gergen 2009, p.31). According to Gergen, all human ac-
tion lies within co-action. It is within the relational space that we bring 
to life the world as we know it. Coordinated action is a process of com-
municative action of making meaning. What I say here are words on a 
page, but in our back and forth, within our relational space, we bring 
these ideas to life. This process is no different than when I am positioned 
as a research supervisor. 

Our way of being, what we say and do, is shaped and understood within 
the relationships that host those actions. Similarly, the whole process of 
research is a coordinated activity among the various  people (researchers, 
participants, advisors, reviewers, publishers etc). The meaning created 
in the relational responsiveness between the  researcher and participants 
or among the committee members with the researchers is a communi-
cative action. It is through this coordinated action that the conducted 
activity is deemed to be research and real. 

In these ways, the process of enacting design and methods and naming it 
to be as such, we make the thing called research. The supervisory process 
is one such research process we make in enacting it to be as such.

Supervision: An Example of a Performative Relationship

As stated earlier supervision is a situated practice that is traditionally 
structured to be a hierarchical relationship which tends to emphasize 
the static performance of the roles rather than the dynamic nature of the 
relationships.  Being a supervisor or a research student is a relationship 
not just a role. Though we use a noun to identify our position, our gaze 
needs to be on the performative, the practice of what we are constructing 
and not on the noun which constitutes a dormant or static performance. 

How to be, that which we are being and becoming, is shaped in the 
conversations and the relationships we share with our advisee and the 
various people within that context. Drawing on Bakhtin’s (1986) notion 
of text and context, our conversations and relationships are the texts 
which become the contexts for the emerging (becoming) relationships. 
Research advising as a learning context is a conversation about the 
processes, relationship and the community (McNamee 2007) and not 
limited to the content or focus area of the research. Thus, an advisor 
who positions himself/herself as a learner within the research process 
creates space for an emergent process.
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My expertise, as a supervisor, lies in the attention to the practices and 
the values of my advisee and my own rather than mechanistically applying 
a series of skills to the process of advising. It is at the intersection of these 
values and practices that we constitute our supervisory relationship.

Central to the process of advising for emergence is the notion of 
coordinating performative practice. As an advisor, I position myself as 
a person who is cultivating and coordinating practices with my advisee 
to help us develop a performative gaze. I believe by developing our 
performative or constitutive gaze, we can value the messiness of our 
research process and stay open to emergence. 

For instance, with one of my advisees, Greg5, I had a sense that our 
relationship was bounded in some kind of a formal relationship of what 
it means to be advisor and advisees. Greg was an established practitioner 
and had facilitated many student activities and teaching as part of his 
career. We often socially chatted about his life outside his dissertation 
sphere. Yet I felt I didn’t have a sense of Greg outside of his dissertation 
world, though he had located his topic as having a personal note. During 
one of our meetings, I brought up my sense of how something was amiss 
for me. We explored together how we understood our conversations. 
How we decided where we had bounded the dissertational space. During 
that meeting, I ventured to learn more about Greg’s passion and hobbies 
and what he did in his free time. I discovered that he was a photographer 
and a creative; a part of himself that he kept out of his dissertation. We 
then explored how we go about making choices about what is in and 
what is out when we construct research spaces and what counts as skills 
and what doesn’t. Later during a workshop which I was facilitating, 
we were exploring creative methodologies and how to think outside 
the box and we made a new connection about his process. We realized 
that the understanding that we created was not how to step outside his 
box, but rather how to bring Greg’s creative presence into the box he 
had demarcated as research. Since, then Greg has been exploring his 
approach not only in writing but also via photographs and pictures. 
Thus, by coordinating our views of research, we reconstituted the notion 
of research.

Emergent Research 

Drawing on the notions of research as performance and performa tive, 
I will introduce the notion that all research is emergent. By emergence 

5 Name changed to protect confidentiality.
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I mean what is created, in the com municative action, among people. 
Thus, with every interaction, research and research designs are reborn 
as illustrated in the example with Greg. Emergence is not just the “order 
arising out of chaos” (Holman 2010, p.18). Rather it is inclusive of 
the messy process of chaos and meaning making; the back and forth 
of messiness and making order. The two cannot be unlinked. Chaos 
is the sense of disorder and disequilibrium that seems unclear and 
unknown to us. It is the liminal space where there are many options 
and nothing is yet clear. In chaos, there are numerous possibilities and 
one has to actively engage in sense making (order). The process of sense 
making is a creative social/relational process which occurs in dialogue, 
collaboration and coordination (Anderson 1997; Gergen 2009; McNamee 
2004, 2007). This communicative action, is what John Shotter (2004) 
identifies as ‘withness’-talk which is a “spontaneous, expressive, living, 
bodily, and responsiveness” activity (p. 205).  Such a dialogic activity is 
a process of understanding and sense making which occurs in language 
communities we habituate, utilizing the traditions we have created along 
with anticipation of “what-next might happen” (Shotter 2004, p.205). 
This process can include what Holman identifies as differentiation and 
coherence (2010). She defines differentiation as becoming distinct or 
unique and coherence as “a stable system of interaction” (Holman 2010, 
Kindle Locations 533-534). 

Holman has adopted the notion of emergence as a way of life. She 
states “My own story has become more open-ended and nonlinear as 
my quest for uncovering the deeper patterns of these methods” (2010, 
Kindle Locations 171-172, emphasis added). In this statement, lies the 
difference of her view from mine with regard to emergence. Holman’s 
view of emergence is reflective of the field of complexity and chaos 
theory where one of the goals is to discover (uncover) “deeper patterns.” 
Mining for such patterns and discovering them becomes the way we start 
to see the world around us and makes the existence of these patterns 
independent of the person(s) who discovered the pattern. However, 
from a constructionist and performative view it is in our language 
communities that we make these patterns – they are ‘made’ or come into 
being through the co-creative practices and processes in our research. 
And we recognize, through our spontaneous, reflective responsive 
practices, our construction of reality. Our claim that reality is made of 
patterns is a temporal myth or a cultural construct. Pattern making is 
created from the sorting and dividing parts of an interconnected whole. 
These patterns cannot be separated from the knower (maker) (Bateson 
1972) or the community of knowers. Further, as Bateson (1972) points 
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out in his Introduction to The Steps to Ecology of Mind, pattern making 
cannot be separated from the substance which it is classifying. What are 
the implications of the performative emergent view for research? 

From Holman’s view, one could conclude that emergent research is 
one that breaks apart from the status quo to create a uniqueness that 
differentiates itself and creates a coherent system. This view fits closely 
with Hesse-Biber and Leavy’s view as espoused in their book Emergent 
Methods in Social Research. I am referring to what Hesse-Biber and 
Leavy (2006) identify as the new methods which are crafted in response 
to the “complex questions that arise from a range of newly emerging 
theoretical perspectives” (p.xxx).

However, my view of emergent research also recognizes the chaotic 
messy space of any research. It is where, in communicative action, the 
creative responsive process of making methods of inquiry arises out 
of the vocabulary of the discipline, substantive/focus area of inquiry, 
context and in collaboration with people (supervisors, participants, 
committee of readers, institutional review boards, colleagues, friends, 
and family etc) invested in the research. The resulting methodology 
might be traditional or it can be innovative and possibly disruptive of 
the traditional. The key emphasis is on the process of communicative 
action and the evolving process of making the direction and purpose 
of an inquiry, the research question(s) and the crafting of the method, 
which all go hand in hand, thereby being responsive to the local context 
and in synch with our epistemic position. Such a process recognizes that 
the performance of research is performative, that is, it creates the thing 
that we call research by the activities (traditions or new rituals) that are 
commonly referred to as designs and methods.  

Another important implication of the emergent perspective applies 
to the notion of research outcome. Research has typically tended 
towards sort and divide (a way to analysis) discover and name patterns 
(Bateson 1972). “Analysis was seen as the best means to make sense 
of our world” (Holman 2010, p.19). Analysis typically means breaking 
down the whole into parts to make meaning. Holman’s view is that 
because of limited capacities we were unable to study complex systems 
but the study of emergence is back in favor due to increase in nonlinear 
mathematical models that allow us to study whole systems. Further, the 
analysis focuses on outcomes, however from an emergent perspective 
not only outcome but also “our relationships, how we interact with each 
other, and how we relate to our environment” (Holman 2010, p.101) 
become central to the inquiry. The latter has been one of the central 
foci for systemic practitioners. Thus, approaching research as emergent 
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relocates that focus on activity in research relationships, interactions 
and what is being created as well as on outcome (what is created). 
However, as Bateson (1972) who draws on Alfred Korzybski, Polish-
American philosopher cautions us “the map is not the territory” (p.455) 
that is, the named interactions and relationships (our analysis identified 
as patterns or forms = outcomes) are not the “material” or “substance” 
rather they are forms (Bateson 1972, p.xxxii). Thus, emergent research 
reminds us that the research outcome is a temporal activity and it is one 
way of understanding and not the way of understanding.

Thirdly, emergent research highlights that methodology and the 
area/focus of the inquiry are interlinked and intertextual activities 
shaping each other (Hesse-Biber & Leavy 2006). These linked, mutually 
shaping processes can be viewed as performance and performative. The 
process of designing methodology and implementing it could be viewed 
as a textual performance as described above. However, in the process 
of applying methodologies, we adapt practices to our own process and 
create what we call methodology. This process of making, labeling and 
declaring it to be so is the performative element that the members 
of a research community coordinate with each other via papers in 
journals and conferences. Such coordination is what further builds our 
communities of practice while we make new methodological practices; 
thus, recognizing that all of research is made-up and is continuously re-
making itself.

Conclusion 

Coming back full circle, I love the process of making. I believe all 
researchers are designers and makers of methodology - not simply 
consumers of methodology.  In this chapter I aim to encourage readers 
to be curious not only about the products that arise out of the research 
process but also about the communicative actions and discourses that 
produce the narratives of research and their methodological practices; 
and about the processes that link the methodology to the research focus 
(substantive). I illustrate the performative practices and relationships 
which are the making of emergent research by drawing on the processes 
of research supervision. I suggest that research is a developed activity in 
the communities of practice that we inhabit. While research is an activity 
of the communities of practice that we inhabit simul taneously it is being 
reborn and redesigned leading to its emergence and reconstitution. 
Thus, inspiring a playful quality towards conventions and traditions as 
an expressive responsive activity created with its stakeholders and from 
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within the context of the inquiry. 
In closing, drawing on Bakhtin (1986), research - the construct, the 

processes, the relationships and outcomes and what we mean by each of 
these terms- is constantly being reborn. He states,

there can be neither a first nor a last meaning; it [anything that can 
be understood] always exists among other meanings as a link in the 
chain of meaning, which in its totality is the only thing that can be 
real. In historical life this chain continues infinitely, and therefore 
each individual link in it is renewed again and again, as though it 
were being reborn. (1986, p.146. Parenthetical insertions are mine)
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Reporting from inside the 
 Emerging Process of Becoming 
 Research Consultants

8
Jacob Storch and Karina Solsø

174 174 

When studying different qualitative research practices, one can easily 
recognise that many of the skills central to such practices are similar to 
those applied by systemic practitioners. We make use of questioning and 
conversational skills. We participate in social interplay with clients or 
participants. We reflect on the reality that our presence is neither neutral 
nor objective, and instead we pay particular attention to how our actions 
form and shape the context we all participate in and subsequently what 
kind of social reality we are creating.

Despite the apparent similarities we experience, there are important 
differences that need to be reflexively addressed in order not to miss 
out on important nuances or differences. This chapter adopts an insider 
perspective of a consultancy community in the process of developing a 
research unit and practice. This process results in many reflections on 
what it means to carry out a systemic inquiry in the practical activities of 
consultancy and research. It is from within our own experiences of this 
development in both practice and identity that we wish to explore some 
of the themes that have arisen in our conversations on what we find 
ourselves doing as practitioners who are simultaneously consultants 
and researchers. 

We commence our reflections with a conversation that illustrates 
some of the many issues we are facing that we need to reflect upon in 
order for us to continually immerse ourselves in the process of forming 
our identity and practice as systemic inquirers.

Karina:  Jacob, there is something I would like to talk to you about 
concerning my research. I could really use an external view 
on a dilemma that I am facing. 

Jacob:  OK.
Karina:  As part of a piece of consultancy I have been doing, I have had 

an experience with a group of executives which has generated 
some interesting material for me in relation to some of the 
ideas that I am working with right now in my research. I had 
the idea that it might be interesting for this group to read the 
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text I am going to write and I am reflecting upon how I can do 
this. 

Jacob:  So what’s the dilemma?
Karina:  The dilemma arises as I can feel that there is something ethical 

at stake here. I actually feel like giving this group feedback on 
some of the patterns that I notice may be influencing their 
way of working. However, I do not have a meeting with them 
where there is an obvious opportunity to do that. This places 
me in the difficult situation of having to find another occasion 
to do this. It was in the middle of thinking about this that I 
got the idea that I could ‘take advantage of’ my position as 
a researcher to invite them into a more reflexive position 
of curiosity. You know there is a strong interest in research 
these days, and who would not want to listen to research 
reflections about themselves? So I am thinking about telling 
them that in my research I am interested in the type of things 
that happened at that very meeting, and that I would like 
to use that experience as data. I thought I could tell them 
that I would be happy to share it with them if they would be 
interested.

Jacob:  And you are thinking about the ethics of doing this?
Karina:  Yeah, because I am concerned as to whether I am taking 

advantage of the authoritative discourse of ‘research’ in order 
to increase my chances of getting to talk to them. And what I 
intend to tell them might not necessarily be what they want 
to hear.

Jacob:  So it is a kind of a feedback that you want to give them? Show 
them what you see?

Karina: Yes. I feel there is some potential for me as a consultant to 
integrate some of the practices that arise in my research 
into my consultancy work. I mean, in my research work I 
have time to immerse myself in my practice and to achieve a 
more reflexive understanding of my experiences. I have been 
thinking that this might be a way of doing consultancy. I have 
often felt constrained as a consultant as a result of contracts 
with clients that specify the purpose and the methods of the 
consultancy. However, I can experience some interesting 
things in relation to my clients that are not part of the formal 
contract. It is sometimes difficult to find opportunities to 
share these experiences and reflections, especially if they 
concern patterns or themes that for various reasons can be 
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difficult to talk about. I think that the research tradition and 
practice has something interesting to offer a consultancy 
practice. The potential is to offer a description or a mirroring 
of my experience of a different kind than that of normal 
consulting. Now I find myself in this particular situation in 
which this dilemma arises, and I am trying to find out how 
I can go on in a way that I don’t feel that I am violating an 
ethical obligation. 

Jacob:  OK. I can relate to your dilemma. I think it is important to 
be cautious when we offer that kind of feedback. I have twice 
experienced trouble in consultations because I have shared 
with them what I was experiencing from my research position. 
It is one thing for the researcher to make a shift in identity. 
It is another thing to be conscious of the kind of identity that 
you create for the other since we risk positioning our client 
as an audience to our findings rather than as participants in 
a conversation. In this case I had inadvertently turned them 
into contributors to and subjects of a research project rather 
than simply the client or the buyer of consultancy that they 
had thought they were. Inevitably, this discordance affects 
their opportunities to respond accordingly and thus their 
story of themselves. The risk is to say something in one 
context that we implicitly anticipate that they can transgress 
into their workday conversation and way of being together, 
which they obviously fail to do.

Karina:  Yes. There are indeed a lot of things to consider for doing 
this. I also think about the risk of being fired from the job. 
I think that we risk being fired from the assignment by 
transparently sharing some of my thoughts and ideas. I have 
just come to the conclusion that I think it is sometimes better 
for a consultant to find complementary occasions to offer 
these observations to clients rather than ‘just’  meeting the 
objectives of the contract. We experience lots of interesting 
things when we are working with our clients that we want to 
address. Often we just do it whenever there is an opportunity 
during a conversation. However, sometimes I experience 
that what I want to address is ‘bigger’ or more central than 
what is expressed in the responses in-the-moment. I think 
that timing is important to do this. And this is the kind of 
situation I find myself in now. 

Jacob:  I think that it might be important for you to reflect upon 
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the position from which you are articulating these things. 
Are you reflecting from your position as a researcher or as a 
consultant? Who is speaking? And do the people you speak 
with know how you want them to respond?

Karina: My immediate idea was to reflect upon the theme from my 
position as a researcher since this is the position in which I 
have come to think about all this.

Jacob:  It’s worth considering that research and consultancy are 
different forms of practice which pursue different ideals. As 
a consultant you pursue an ideal of trying to help the client, 
which may or may not be an issue in research.

Karina:  No, I can see that. In my research I do not have to be aware 
of the fact that I might get fired from the job. In my research, 
my writing is more unfiltered with regard to emotions and 
feelings that might be associated with reading it. I think this 
is something I should think some more about. I need to be 
aware of the different ideals and reflect upon my own position 
in order for me to go on here.

The above conversation is important to us because it expresses the 
conversational practices that we find ourselves in as we try to make 
sense of the distinction between being a systemic consultant and being a 
systemic research practitioner.

The chapter is divided into three parts. First, we reflect in more detail 
on how we understand ourselves as systemic practitioners. Second, we 
introduce two personal reflections of how we have worked with systemic 
inquiry in our practice as researchers. Third, we discuss some of the 
methodological themes that we find as central to our development of 
practices.

Developing an Integrated Systemic Research Practice

When I discover something that works with a family, I will try it on 
a different family to see if fits here as well. If it works here too, I will 
act deliberately never to do it again! (Cecchin1)

The conversation we have shown here illustrates some of the many 
difficulties that we face as systemic consultants in developing a research 
practice. Both of us work in a systemic consultancy helping clients with 
the challenge of enabling change in their organisational life. In our 

1  Quote from conversation in supervision, 2002
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organisation over the past few years, we have created an internal research 
community in order to further expand our community’s capacity to 
learn and grow. The community consists of consultants with doctorate 
degrees and a number of doctorate students. Through research, we want 
to move as a knowledge community away from only presenting the 
research-based work of others to developing and presenting our own 
research and, in so doing, offer accounts with their own internal validity 
of how we work and succeed as consultants.

Being Systemic – Self and Organisation

[T]he thing actually at stake in any serious deliberation is not a 
difference in quantity, but what kind of person one is to become, 
what sort of self is in the making, what kind of a world is in the 
making. (Dewey 1922/30, p.216-217)

For us, being systemic is an attitude. It is the commitment to curiosity 
over inference and the desire to question metaphors and what they 
conceal as opposed to staying loyal to one speech practice. 

This attitude led the pioneering Milan Group to challenge established 
practices in therapy by replacing the notion of therapy with that of 
consultation in order to denote the conversational nature of that 
practice as opposed to the more diagnostic traditions. They expanded 
the position of neutrality into one of curiosity and hypothesising (Selvini 
Palazzoli, M. Boscolo, L. Cecchin, & G. Prata, 1980, Cecchin 1987), and 
later introduced the notion of irreverence (Cecchin, Lane, & Ray, 1992). 
In our view, this attitude – the concern with open endings and with 
imagination over certainty – is one of the most important characteristics 
of the systemic practitioners and theorists. 

Further, being systemic denotes an ontological presence, a certain 
way of being in the world. Being systemic is a recursive iterative 
processes of actions in which identity evolves. So one’s way of being 
becomes a performative act, a social construction in motion, where 
the very words and actions both form the social world in which we live 
and simultaneously shape the speaker in an ongoing recursive process. 
The view held by systemic theory practitioners is that of emerging 
identifications of selves in the making. A key characteristic of this literal 
community is its ability to reflexively shift positions or change attitudes 
towards novel ways of relating, to create new and enriched languages 
rather than sticking to old language habits.

Following this line of thinking, we immediately recognise that to 
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study organisations, we must direct a great deal of attention to the 
processes of becoming, since we engage ourselves in the living dynamics 
of organising the fluctuating nature of the living. That is, we take the 
process of self-creation seriously. 

Studying the process of becoming is fundamentally different from a 
traditional scientific position in which the subject of inquiry is stable 
rather than emergent. This calls for some reflection in relation to the 
attitude of the researcher. Whereas the traditional scientific attitude 
identifies with the ability to generalise across cases, to abstract, and to 
finalise, the systemic attitude has to do with ‘being on the edge’, continually 
paying attention to the micro details of what is unfolding rather than 
remaining in certain fixed and closed patterns of interpretation. While 
the traditional approach produces methods and action-guiding ideas, 
the systemic tradition suggests that the inquirer must be reflexively 
aware of the way one is oriented in the moment-to-moment relational 
responsive process. Conducting systemic inquiries calls for excellence in 
orientational skills rather than pure reasoning (Shotter 2006). 

As systemic inquirers we thus take an irreverent stance towards overly 
detailed descriptions, plans, procedures and scripts in order for us to 
carry out our exploration. Too much ‘planning’ puts us in danger of not 
being able to ‘be on the edge’ – that is, to be actively engaged and present 
in a way that enables us to pay close attention to what is happening in 
the micro processes of the living. However, we do need to have some 
action-guiding anticipations in order for us to go on. We have a need for 
‘orientation’, which is a need to feel ‘at home’ in our surroundings – that 
is, to become increasingly relationally responsive to the many different 
ways of relating to our surroundings (Shotter 2007). 

‘Being on the edge’ rejects the traditional scientific question, ‘Am I 
describing things as they really are?’ and replaces it with the question 
introduced by Rorty who says that the pragmatists ‘... substitute for this 
traditional question the practical question, “Are our ways of describing 
things, of relating them to other things so as to make them fulfil our 
needs more adequately, as good as possible? Or can we do better? Can 
our future be made better than our present?”’ (Rorty 1999, p.72). By 
saying this, Rorty is adopting the same fundamental attitude that is 
found in the systemic tradition of irreverence (Cecchin et al. 1992; Lang, 
Little & Cronen 1990).

Where irreverence is associated with professional practices within 
therapy and consultation, we find with Rorty a much broader significance 
attributed to this ambition. Rorty doesn’t limit irreverence to a 
professional practice but to the very challenge of self-creation originally 
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articulated by Nietzsche. In Rorty’s view, this must be one of the primal 
tasks of living in an anti-representational world view, a view which is 
shared by the systemic community by large. Throughout his writings one 
will easily recognise this challenge as the urge to invent new vocabularies 
as a primary task of philosophy, literature and science. Rorty advocates 
for a redescriptive practitioner – that is, one who ‘… aims to keep 
reinvigorating the conversation by finding new descriptions capable of 
making the world seem fresh all over again; they want to elicit a “sense 
of wonder that there is something new under the sun”’ (Rorty 1980, 
p.370). As such, what we have come to see as one of the basic qualities 
of being systemic is the ability not to arrive at a singular description but 
to continually explore the processes of becoming by being on the edge, 
paying close attention to what is happening moment by moment as an 
emerging way of making sense of experience, resisting the temptation to 
create finalised conclusions and instead creating new vocabularies. 

Jacob’s story: staying in the mess - and learning language
A central lesson that I have learned from experience is to acknowledge 
‘the mess’ that arises during research processes. To stay in the mess 
means suspending any Cartesian anxiety, the tendency to bring things 
to conclusion and order, and instead remaining in the processes of 
exploration. What we learn from staying in the open is the many inter-
pretational openings that emerge from experiencing data from within the 
process of its making. During a research project into our own organisation 
and practice during the years following the financial crisis, it was only 
very late into the project (two years) that the research narrative came 
together and produced the necessary operative distinctions needed in 
order to bring it to conclusion. The event that brought it to cohesion was 
a comment made by a consultant in the organisation one afternoon. He 
said that it was funny to think about it, but it was as if the whole process 
over the past year had made us more systemic than we were before. I 
asked him if he could explain in more detail what he meant by this, and 
he replied (Storch 2011):

There must be coherence between our ‘inner dialogue’ and the way 
we practise systemic consultation. I will name this the emergence of 
a collective moral obligation regarding the individual responsibility 
to help oneself and the organisation to sustain and develop the 
capacity to coordinate meaning into coordinated action.

This approach has in my view been strengthened in a period 
of recession where we had to be ‘exemplary’ in the sense that we 
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as an organisation faced serious challenges. It has meant that we 
as employees can address and raise issues on equal terms with 
the management. This is possible because of the shared sense of 
moral obligation described above. An essential part of this is that 
the management recognises the importance of mutual trust in the 
leader-employee relation in the sense that every member of the 
organisation is responsible for helping coordinate meaning in the 
organisational multiverse.

This entire response from the employee made it possible to articulate 
a beginning and an end to the narrative of the research, yet it also 
pointed towards whom we had become, leading us forward into new 
possible stories. Thus, staying in the open and continually keeping an 
open agenda as to what counts as data in the research allow for certain 
moments to emerge, moments which have a particular unique quality, 
a felt experience of things coming together to form a transformational 
wholeness. Dewey (1925) refers to these moments as consummatory 
dimensions of experience, meaning, in Cronen’s  words, ‘the creation 
of moments that have the feeling of finality, or a moment of elegant “fit” 
embracing form and feeling in a unifying moment’ (Cronen 2000, p.6). 
Not only do these moments change the qualitative experience of the 
episode, they also produce within us, in our way of being able to relate to 
the otherness around us, a different orientational knowing, a different 
sensibility that enables us to anticipate the ‘moves’ of others in the social 
interplay. To put it in Wittgenstein’s (1953) terms, we learn how to draw 
on different ‘grammatical abilities’, denoting our knowing how to go on 
in particular contexts and, in this case, into the ‘not yet actualised’. In 
order to engage in the not yet actualised, we need a new literal horizon 
(Storch & Ziethen, 2012) in order to put that newness into language, 
since our current language practices only allow us to arrive at known 
inferences and consequently, when we do research, we risk assimilating 
our inquiries into known categories, which would compromise our 
systemic attitude of being on the edge. Let us elaborate this point a bit 
further.

Both Rorty (1991) and Shotter (2006) argue that all contexts can be 
divided into two kinds, one of which sees inquiry as developing a new set 
of attitudes towards something already known in one’s repertoire. For 
Shotter, this is associated with assimilating something into an already 
existing and known category. He warns that doing this often makes us 
ignore the unique characteristics of a situation and important deviations 
that may advance new practice and knowledge.
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The other kinds of contexts, Rorty argues, are the ones where one 
develops a new set of practices ‘toward which one had previously no 
attitudes’ (Rorty 1991, p.94). Doing so becomes a process of imagination 
and language-learning as opposed to inference. These attitudes are not 
developed ‘at an intellectual level, as something one can talk about to 
others’ (Shotter 2006, p.2) rather, they are aspects of an orientational 
difficulty in which ‘knowing how to go on’ becomes a felt dimension of the 
dynamic process of living relationships and a matter of ‘being responsive 
to the unique details of a situation by one’s actions within it’ (Shotter 
2006, p.2). Rorty further argues that ‘to create one’s mind is to create 
one’s own language, rather than to let the length of one’s mind be set by 
the language other human beings have left behind’ (Rorty 1989, p.27). 
If one sees knowledge as something that can be captured or brought to a 
conclusion, one is inclined to assimilate into pre-existing ideas. Hence, 
to re-create is to expand, and it is in the process of acting that knowledge 
is lived as a series of practical judgments that create not only who we are 
but also re-iterate our knowledge about who we can become and what 
kind of world this becoming is taking place in. Innovation is not only 
about developing things; it is about developing who we are in the world 
we create as we try to figure out who we are becoming. Knowledge is an 
ongoing activity and trying to capture it, drawing conclusions about it, 
or locate it as something within people’s minds will eventually fail in 
practice. Instead, one needs to step into the process of the unfolding in 
order to make sense of the world as it expresses who we are and what 
kind of world we choose to live in.

In my own research practice I (Jacob) have experienced a great 
advantage in adopting in new vocabularies or metaphors, the use of 
which challenged my way of seeing, talking and making sense of the 
episodes I was inquiring into. These new words enabled me to notice my 
preferred ways of talking about or relating to the kind of episodes I was 
in and in so doing produced differences that made it possible to express 
for the first time the purpose of my research as I invented the language 
by which it was possible to articulate. In my case, that was to take up a 
neopragmatic philosophy and merge it into a systemic language. Doing 
so caused a creative shift from working within one set of ideas to seeing 
the same situations in different ways, creating tensions, differences and 
bridges between ideas, thereby elaborating a novel expressive research 
language. 

Karina’s story: reflexivity
In researching one’s own experience, findings arise from the researcher’s 
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reflections on his experiences. Entering situations with the attitude of 
not knowing, suspending the tendency to conclude, potentially leads the 
researcher to create novel understandings of what is unfolding. However, 
one of the basic systemic ideas relates to the role of the researcher in the 
activity of arriving at conclusions. This leads to important questions: 
What is my own role in the interpretational process of collecting and 
reflecting on my material? How do I relate to my own habitual thinking, 
second by second, as I conduct my inquiries?

When I (Karina) started my doctorate at the Complexity Research 
Group at the University of Hertfordshire, my first project (for the first 
six months) focused on the development of my own thinking during 
my life. In that project I gave a narrative account of the influences and 
experiences that inform my current thinking as a consultant and as a 
researcher. Based on narratives and reflections from different phases of 
my life, I deconstructed my own thinking in order to be able to detect the 
patterns and ways of thinking that inevitably form my ways of making 
sense when I am carrying out my inquiries. 

The importance of doing the first project in this particular way is 
justified in relation to the idea that we are paradoxically forming and 
being formed at the same time (Stacey & Griffin 2005). I am forming the 
patterns in my life while at the same time being formed by them. More 
specifically, when I participate in social processes both as a consultant 
and as a researcher, I am forming the situation I find myself in while at 
the same time being formed by it. The following section is a small piece 
of my first project:

Reflecting upon the way I moved into the Christian community and 
into Attractor2, I recognise a pattern of ‘belonging’. It is very natural 
to me to take part in a community, connecting with people, finding 
things we have in common, and so on. Reflecting on it now makes me 
think that there are things to be aware of. I think it is mostly a good 
thing (also as a consultant) to be able to engage in and create strong 
relationships with other people. On the other hand, I critically ask 
myself if this kind of immersion in the social groups I find myself in 
is also a way of retreating from the struggle to reflect upon what I 
think and feel about the values and norms of the group. This theme is 
especially interesting at this very time, since I have just entered into 
a new group of people at the management doctorate with a strong 
common attachment to specific theoretical ideas. 

2  Attractor is the consultancy company in which I work.
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In order for me to be able to take the position of not knowing, I need to 
be able to critically reflect upon the patterns of my thinking, the patterns 
of my interpretations. Being on the edge in how I pay attention to what is 
going on in a research process involves paying attention to my own role 
in the sense-making process. 

In ‘Experience and Nature’ John Dewey explores the basis of our 
experience. He emphasises that all experiencing arises from our habitual 
beliefs and expectations. When I enter a situation as a researcher or a 
consultant, my experience is influenced by my past experiences and my 
anticipations of the future. Dewey states:
The things of primary experience are so arresting and engrossing that 
we tend to accept them just as they are – the flat earth, the march of the 
sun from east to west and its sinking under the earth. Current beliefs 
in morals, religion and politics similarly reflect the social conditions 
which present themselves. Only analysis shows that the ways in which 
we believe and expect have a tremendous affect upon what we believe 
and expect. (Dewey 1958 p. 14)

When we carry out our inquiries and explorations, we are arrested and 
engrossed by the things of our primary experiences. The way in which 
the world appears to us is highly influenced by our habits; we interpret 
the situations we find ourselves in based on our own life history with all 
the layers of meaning that are embedded within it.

Reflecting on the quote above, one of the things that I have come to 
think more critically about is the need to belong. How does my need 
to feel at home with people enable and constrain my ways of reflecting 
upon what is going on in a social process? How do the patterns of my 
own thinking influence my sense-making? 

When we are in the midst of a consultancy or research inquiry, our 
way of making sense of what we are experiencing is, first and foremost, 
informative about the patterns that characterise our own way of making 
sense.

Where the natural sciences aim for an objective position from which 
the world can be expounded, a systemic position takes the subjective 
experience and the interpretation of it as its starting point. As systemic 
researchers we acknowledge the fact that we cannot escape or exceed 
our own life experiences, our contingencies. 

[Life experience] is already overlaid and saturated with the products 
of the reflection of past generations and by-gone ages. It is filled with 
interpretations and classifications, due to sophisticated thought, 
which have become incorporated into what seems to be fresh, naïve 
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empirical material. It would take more wisdom than is possessed 
by the wisest historical scholar to track all of these absorbed 
borrowings to their original sources. If we may for the moment call 
these materials prejudices (even if they are true, as long as their 
source and authority is unknown), then philosophy is a critique of 
prejudices. These incorporated results of past reflection, welded into 
the genuine materials of first-hand experience, may become organs 
of enrichment if they are detected and reflected upon. If they are 
not detected, they often obfuscate and distort. Clarification and 
emancipation follow when they are detected and cast out; and one 
great object of philosophy is to accomplish this task. (Dewey 1958, 
p.37) 

This statement points to important reflections: first, if I do not detect 
the results of past reflection – that is, if I do not try to discern the way 
in which my own patterning process influences my way of making sense 
of what I am experiencing – I will probably obfuscate and distort what I 
am exploring. The conclusions that I will be able to articulate will reveal 
more about my own interpretations and classifications than about the 
phenomenon that I am exploring. However, the results of past reflection 
also have the potential to become organs of enrichment if I am able to 
continually detect and reflect upon them. 

In relation to the small section from my first project cited above, I 
have while writing identified a ‘need to belong’ as a pattern in my way 
of relating. Even though this ‘need’ is one that I obviously share with 
a lot of people, I find it important to pay attention to the way in which 
it influences my way of acting as a researcher and a consultant. This 
pattern (as well as every other pattern) can obfuscate and distort my 
ability to make sense of what is happening. However, paying attention 
to this pattern can potentially help me to use this pattern constructively 
in my way of interpreting what is going on. 

This is an invitation to self-reflexivity, which calls into question 
how I know what I know and how I have come to know it. It is an 
invitation to explore my own role in making sense of what I am trying 
to make sense of in my consultancy and research inquiries (Mowles, 
forthcoming). Management researchers Alvesson and Skjöldberg 
(2009) point to the ability of interpreting our own interpretations as a 
key ingredient in our endeavour to become more skilful in our ways of 
acting. Our interpretations of how we are interpreting make it possible 
to deconstruct what we are doing and how we are doing it. It is a way 
of calling into question the things of our habitual experience that we 
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take for granted. It is this way of continually reflecting upon our own 
ways of making sense that entails the potential for clarification and 
emancipation. Engaging with this kind of self-reflexive process compels 
us to relate critically to the habits and patterns of our thoughts and to 
free ourselves from their potential tyranny.

There is an interesting paradox going on here, I think. I argue that we 
cannot escape our contingencies, but at the same time we should put a 
lot of effort into detecting them. How does that make sense?

I will inquire into this question in relation to the experience that led 
to the conversation described in the beginning of the chapter. 

As a part of an overall change process I facilitated as a consultant, 
a conversation in a group of executives occurred in which something 
interesting happened. In the immediate experience of the situation, 
I was quite struck by some of the things that happened. Some of the 
directors were articulating dissatisfaction with the way in which the 
managers at the organisational level below them were acting in the 
change process. They thought the managers were navel-gazing too 
much in that process, and that as executives they should ‘raise the bar’, 
creating a more ambitious context for the process so that the managers 
would understand that it was not time to look inward – it was time to 
act. I had myself witnessed the process of ‘looking inward’ that had 
referred to and I found it understandable and natural that a change 
calls for reflection about one’s own identity as a manager. In this 
particular conversation in the group, there was some disagreement as 
to how they should try to ‘raise the bar’. The meeting ended with the 
directors clearly feeling dissatisfied with the way the managers were 
responding to the need to change. When I came home and took time 
to reflect upon the situation, I became more and more occupied with 
what to me seemed like a very typical but destructive pattern: that each 
level of the organisation was months ahead of the level below, and the 
higher level would get impatient and dissatisfied with what to them 
seemed to be the slow pace in the lower level in responding to the need 
for change. 

Thinking back on that situation now, I can still feel the annoyance 
and the frustration in relation to that impatience. However, by inviting 
myself to take a self-reflexive stance, which means thinking about my 
own thinking about this, I realise that my annoyance and frustration had 
to do with some of my own moral ideals and values. In my (personal) 
view, the power to define that is associated with climbing higher and 
higher in the organisational hierarchy calls for a continuous ability to be 
reflexive. This is, to me, the moral claim of being a leader. 
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Thus, through the reflexive process of coming to realise that I am 
triggered by something that has to do with my own interpretation 
process, I think I am able to respond to the situation in a more reflexive 
and skilful way. I cannot put aside my emotional responses in relation 
to my experiences, but I can subject them to reflexive thinking, thereby 
recognising the themes in my experience, and continually pay attention 
to how my way of experiencing influences my very experiences. This 
helps me to not get ‘caught up’ in my own interpreting process but to 
instead be able to meet the situations I find myself in with openness to 
perceive what is happening. I am not totally free from my contingencies, 
but I am reflexive about the way they inform my way of making sense.

This relates to the way Rorty understands the importance of realising 
one’s contingencies. The ability to track one’s contingencies is related 
to the ability to realise the opportunity for imagining a new and better 
future, since ‘an ironist cannot get along without the contrast between 
the final vocabulary she inherited and the one she is trying to create for 
herself’ (Rorty 1989, p.88). As a consultant and a researcher I need to 
reflect on the habits or the vocabulary that I have inherited through my 
ways of making sense of my experiences. 

Methodological considerations

In this chapter we have been arguing for an emergent and exploratory 
approach to research that is based on a specific understanding of what 
it means to ‘be systemic’. We have been advocating for an orientational 
approach to systemic inquiry in which the ability of the researcher to 
suspend judgment and conclusion is central. 

This methodology is linked to the notion of Feyerabend, who says that 
a ‘theory of science that devises standards and structural elements for 
all scientific activities and authorises them by reference to “Reason” or 
“Rationality” may impress outsiders – but it is too crude an instrument 
for the people on the spot, that is, for scientists facing some concrete 
research problem’ (Feyerabend 1975, p.1). Here, research scientists need 
to inquire into ‘possibilities not yet actualized’ (Shotter, 2007 p. 64) 
and this task is best explored using much more dialogically situated 
practices than classical sciences allow. For, as Shotter (2007) continues, 
‘research sciences must be rooted in the same kind of accountable human 
communication that grounds all our practical dealings with each other 
in our daily lives’ (p. 67) so that, to put the issue in technical language, 
we do not ‘lose the phenomena’ (Garfinkel 2002). This emphasises the 
importance of not losing those ‘guiding’ and ‘connecting’ feelings that 
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actors make use of in acting in ways ‘responsive’ to the situation they 
are in. 

As systemic inquirers we are therefore necessarily practitioners 
exploring concrete phenomena in relation to concrete situations. Our 
phenomena are related to our practice and we cannot distance ourselves 
from our own participation in our research process.

This leads to a research position in which it is the embodied experience 
of the researcher that is the starting point of the research rather than 
pure rationality in the collection and interpretation of material. 

This way of conducting our inquiry leads to an exploratory and 
emergent methodology. Our research questions and claims emerge both 
from our immediate experience of participation and as we retrospectively 
make sense of our experiences. We are using the term research here not 
as a linear process of making hypotheses and finding results but instead 
an emergent and iterative process of making sense of our experiences in 
order for us to find out how to ‘go on’. 

The ongoing changes in our interpretation about what we are creating 
in our research are inherent in inquiry and there is no external or 
privileged position from where justifications can be made (Rorty, 1980). 
Hence, justification is a matter of creating agreement among a group 
of people so that the descriptions available serve the purposes they 
intend to achieve, so that the question of whether we are representing 
correctly gets set aside and replaced with the practical question that we 
also have introduced earlier on: ‘Are our ways of describing things, of 
relating them to other things so as to make them fulfil our needs more 
adequately, as good as possible? Or can we do better? Can our future 
be made better than our present?’ (Rorty 1994, p.72).

This notion provokes further reflection as we are carrying out our 
inquiries: how does my way of participating contribute to the findings 
that I am creating? And this immediately raises the question about 
validity: How can we justify that this methodology contributes to the 
knowledge and the continual development of practice? 

These questions are practical questions, and they have to do with how 
we, as inquirers, relate to the people we deal with. Thinking back on 
the conversation in the beginning of this chapter, one of the important 
difficulties is precisely about Karina’s ideas about how to participate in 
the inquiry, her ethical and practical dilemmas about her position as 
being either researcher or consultant.

The understanding that emerged during the earlier conversation was 
related to the different identities or different positions of being either a 
consultant or a researcher. As experienced consultants we train ourselves 
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to become increasingly aware of the meaning that our participation has 
with regard to what gets created, and furthermore, our ability to be 
able to give an account of our practical judgments as we respond to the 
emergent reality of consulting is continuously elaborated. 

Our relationships to our clients are always contractual. The client’s 
wishes and definitions are the context for our ways of inquiring. Of 
course, we interpret these invitations differently since we bear different 
contingencies. However, the overall idea of inquiry in the context of 
consultation is related to the contractual relationship with the client.

The experience of being in contractual relationships with our clients 
has provided an interesting lesson over time that we find important in 
relation to research. In the consultant-client relationship, we have clear 
formulations about where to end. In this context, the consequences of 
our ways of acting become very obvious. When we utter a sentence, 
we immediately produce a context for a response that helps us in our 
ongoing orientation. We thus have to be very aware of the constitutive 
power of language and be ready to reflect upon that in relation to the 
meaning that emerges during an inquiry. 

This is one of the things that become apparent in the earlier con-
versation between the two of us. We are committed to different purposes 
as consultants and as researchers. As consultants our ways of acting are 
justified in relation to a contractual relationship which does not apply in 
the context of research.

There is something methodologically important to pay attention to 
here. As consultants we are constantly justifying our actions in relation 
to a contract, which enables us to conduct our inquiries in the way that 
we do, being aware of the consequences of the constitutive power of 
language.

As researchers we have no formal contract that specifies the purposes 
of our explorations. However, our inquiries do have an effect on the 
ongoing evolution of the science that we are taking part in. This is an 
invitation to pay attention to our own idiosyncratic ideas about the 
purposes of our research. 

Rorty makes an important contribution here: 

Pragmatists – both classical and ‘neo’ – do not believe that there is 
a way things really are. So they want to replace the appearance-
reality distinction by that between descriptions of the world and 
of ourselves which are less useful and those which are more useful. 
When the question ‘useful for what?’ is pressed, they have nothing 
to say except ‘useful to create a better future’. When they are asked 
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‘Better by what criterion?’, they have no detailed answer, any more 
than the first mammals could specify in what respect they were 
better than the dying dinosaurs. (Rorty 1999, p.27)

Rorty’s point is important to us because he highlights that change is 
inherent in inquiry and that there is no external or privileged position 
from where justifications can be made. Rather, justification is a matter 
of creating agreement among a group of people so that the descriptions 
available serve the purposes they intend to achieve.

From a practical perspective this points to the nature of the community 
in which conversations about research take place. This can be grasped 
in a broad sense: How is the conversational discourse (in general) in 
the sphere of research, and how do we contribute to that conversation? 
At the same time it can be grasped in a more local sense: How can 
we create local research communities in which the conversations 
contribute to the evolution of practice? At Attractor we are still in the 
formation phase of our research community, and one of the things that 
we are methodologically obligated to pay attention to is how our ways 
of reflecting upon and critiquing each other’s work contribute to the 
findings that we are creating. 

Conclusion

in this chapter we have addressed some of the practical considerations 
that have arisen in our movement in practice and identity towards 
becoming researchers. We have explored what we think is crucial in 
taking a systemic attitude in systemic inquiries, namely the ability to 
take a not-knowing position in which we try to continuously suspend 
the tendency to abstract and conclude. This involves being on the edge 
of one’s own need to understand and determine what is going on, 
remaining open towards multiple continuations of the conversation. 
This relies not on a desire to control the inquiring process towards 
predetermined hypothesis or goals. Rather, carrying out inquiries from 
this position relies on what Shotter calls ‘a sense of sureness’, which is a 
confidence in one’s actions that something interesting will occur sooner 
or later. Methodologically this leads to an emergent research position 
in which the researcher constantly aims towards openness to the many 
potential conclusions that might arise in the joint activity of inquiry.

We have explored this form of inquiry through two practical 
experiences which point towards two different and yet connected 
activities that are related to this research position. 
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The first is the ability to stay in the mess and in language learning. 
To stay in the mess is to suspend the desire to bring things to order 
and instead remain in the process of inquiry. This attitude allows for 
the opening of many interpretations that arise from the patience of 
experiencing the material from within the process of its making. Inspired 
by the ideas of Rorty, the central activity then becomes the activity of 
language learning. Rorty points to the important process of creation 
in which we potentially find ourselves in our experimentations with 
metaphors and new concepts. It allows for the experience of something 
that was not there before, something new. 

The second is the practical experience of coming to pay attention 
to our own role our interpretational processes. To carry out systemic 
inquiries involves the constant questioning of our own thinking about 
our experiencing. It involves detecting the patterns of our experiences 
and ways of making sense as a prerequisite for our ability to remain 
open in the experience of what is going on. This process of reflexivity is 
something in which we as researchers continually must find ourselves. 
As we move on step by step in the iterations of inquiry and sense making, 
we must pay attention to the way in which our way of going on is formed 
by our own history with all its layers. 

As such, both examples illustrate aspects of what it takes to see a 
research process as a social construction in motion. It requires us to pay 
attention to 1) our tendency to reach conclusions based on already known 
metaphors and concepts rather than staying in the mess and being open 
to new understandings, and 2) our tendency to reproduce our own life 
history if we do not critically pay attention to our interpretational process. 

We are aware of the fact that these descriptions might sound intangible 
and fluffy. For sure, these are not descriptions that produce rules and 
procedures for how to go on in complex situations. However, our view is 
that the everyday life that we try to explore is not a manuscript. Everyday 
life has its own emerging, fluctuating indeterminacy. Carrying out 
systemic research is first and foremost about finding a way of relating to 
the mess of everyday life that allows for multiple and potentially novel 
descriptions of reality.
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Introduction

When KCC in London, 2006, started the first cohort of the systemic 
practice-based doctoral program, there were no given ways of how “to 
do” research. There was though the wish to make some kind of non-
traditional, cutting edge, mind-blowing qualitative action research. 
The first years of study were revolutionary for me as to what research 
is and can be. It was hard to grasp the task of finding or creating 
research methodologies that would fit practice and honor our practice 
relationships. In the same vein, I grappled with how to reflexively 
intertwine theory and philosophy. 

During these years there were several frustrating stand-stills, but 
the research process in itself had ways of creating organic growth. This 
paper is a reflection on how the writing of essays became my main ally 
in exploring my practice. Since essay writing does not call for a fixed or 
finalized analysis so much as opening up a multitude of aspects, it has 
been a liberating paradigm for me and in the end it also became my way 
of presenting and constructing my research. I draw on Bakhtin, Cunliffe, 
Richardson, Shotter and Vygotsky amongst others.

Beginning the doctoral studies

In the late warm summer of 2006, a group of nine doctoral candidates 
met with Peter Lang, Martin Little and John Shotter in the shabby-chic 
quarters that used to house KCC at 210 Wyvil Road, in Vauxhall London. 
I was one of them and had worked with Peter Lang in Sweden for about 
ten years but never visited the physical location of KCC before. It was with 
great expectation that all twelve of us started the first doctoral program 
that was going to be the jewel of the KCC crown. I remember entering the 
library on the first floor, balancing a cup of coffee and wildly scribbling in 
my notebook while mainly John talked about dialogue and responsiveness. 
The whole situation was bewildering. Nevertheless, the course, as well as 
my fellow candidates, filled me with excitement and curiosity. This paper 
is an attempt to tell how my frustrated way-finding process turned into 
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the craft of systemic dialogical professional research through writing.
My research project concerned family meetings with business 

families who were approaching succession, a practice I had developed 
within my consultancy firm together with Jenny Helin. This field of 
work is performed on the border connecting management consultancy 
and family therapy. The research focus was to help families during their 
succession process to deepen family relations as well as to develop their 
business. To help deepen family relations as well as developing the 
business at the same time contrasted with the paradigms of mainstream 
family business research and consultancy. Family and business are 
commonly seen as two very separate systems where the first is emotional/ 
relational and the second rational/ economical. Usually families are 
seen as the unprofessional element when mixing the two systems. This 
can be thought to harm the business as well as being seen as the cause of 
severe conflict in families. The aim of my studies was to turn these beliefs 
upside down. I firmly believed it was possible to facilitate conversations 
and appreciate the interconnections between family and business and, 
in that way, help families find their own ways “to go on”.

At first I felt very self-assured in relation to my research project. In 
my systemic consultancy practice, I had been working with facilitation 
of conversations; the task was going be to “prove my point” of how 
efficient it would be to manage successions in family businesses in that 
way. But even though I had had a systemic practice for more than ten 
years, I lacked the awareness of the need to integrate the philosophy of 
research with practice. So when it came to ideas around research, my 
conventional training as a psychologist from another time and place, 
made “traditional” science methods seem “natural” and obligatory for 
“real research”. And there were the ideas that it had to be done from an 
“outside objective stance with the aim to find the truth”. Envisioning 
the future, I saw myself presenting a thesis with advice on “how to 
manage family meetings” - probably a manual that easily could be used 
by consultants involved in these kinds of tasks. My work was going to 
be to report on the conversation with six different families that we had 
planned to have as a base for showing “how to do it”. This was roughly 
my pre-understanding of how to manage the professional systemic 
doctoral process when the studies started. 

Getting immersed into the process

As time went by the succession project rolled on. The conversations 
were audio-taped and transcribed. There were seminars in London with 
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Shotter and others, fellow doctoral students became friends and we had 
lengthy conversations amongst ourselves. Apart from the seminars and 
the conversations, my days were filled with extensive reading. Shotter, 
Vygotsky, Anderson, Richardson, Andresen, Ellis, Bateson, Seikkula, 
Wittgenstein, Bakhtin, Cunliffe, Gadamer, Gergen and many more 
filling my every day between working hours. This was a time up-rooting 
old knowledge, widening my mind, experiencing frustration mixed with 
bliss! Loads and loads of disparate ideas were swirling around making 
my head spin…..

After a couple of years, all conversations with the six family busi-
nesses had been audiotaped. I had met each family three times and 
each conversation had taken three hours; a staggering amount of 
transcriptions were done. In the first paper I used Shotter’s (1993, 2008) 
notion of “joint action” and was pinpointing the very sequences where 
it seemed that something new was emerging and transforming in the 
dialogue. The study concerned moments in the transcript and focused on 
passages where I thought “it”, a joint action, had happened. The writing 
was great learning, but still it was writing by looking at the process from 
an outside position and in a technical way.

But how to write a thesis?

The writing process had started, but still I was struggling with how to 
make it a systemic thesis. I was sweating with all the “big” research 
questions. How could I find a form for my research that would address 
my research topic in a sensitive way? What methodology could I use that 
would make sense of all my transcribed conversations, field notes and 
all the theory and philosophy I was taking in? What could be counted as 
“data”? What would make up a meaningful wholeness? I wanted make it 
possible to view family business succession in a new light.

While working with the families I became aware of that family 
conversations that were “safe enough” created responsiveness among 
the family members and this in turn made new connections possible for 
them and for me, which in turn made the succession process unfold.

Slowly I began to realize that it was how these interconnections came 
about that had to be the focus of my studies. I found myself wondering 
how I could make an account of these subtle processes and how I could 
find a way of doing research that could create an understanding for what 
it takes and what happens? I needed to find a philosophical base from 
where the systemic research methodology could be built. Hence my study 
explored my own practice: a first person qualitative action research with 
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the aims of i) developing my practice; ii) changing the way we perceive 
successions in family businesses; iii) communicating these ideas and 
practices with family business families, the systemic community and 
with the family business research field. My colleague, Gail Simon calls 
this concurrency of practice and research, “Praction Research”: a form 
of action research used for: “critical, relational reflexivity to sustain 
respectful and irreverent movement across and between ideology, 
theory and practice” (Simon 2012).

This sounded revolutionary and challenging and fitted my need to 
be able to use all the different material I had already gathered and still 
wanted to find out more from. I had to find a way that supported reflexive 
movements between practice, philosophy and maybe also sociology. I 
found myself becoming greatly interested in placing family business 
succession in a historical, gendered and cultural perspective.

Central to all systemic practice and research is language, dialogue and 
communication. This applies to all kinds of language usage; spoken and 
silent, as well as ‘live’ and written language. The systemic philosophy 
builds to a large extent on the developments in the ‘linguistic turn’ 
(Anderson & Goolishian 1988, 1989; Alvesson & Sköldberg 2008). 
The linguistic turn rose out of social constructionism and postmodern 
thinking and viewed language as the central element that creates our 
social lives. The traditional research perspective is to view language 
as the means by which we describe realities of others from an outside, 
expert stance. This contrasts with systemic social constructionism which 
views language as a relational language system by which we constitute 
our reality and create meaning. This was my main guide in my systemic 
research practice. And, as Ann Cunliffe so beautifully puts it, “meaning 
is created as language plays through us, as words, sounds, rhythms, and 
gestures evoke verbal and emotional responses” (2002, p.129). So, if 
language is viewed as the ontology through which our social world is 
built, then research is one powerful way to construct this social reality.

How can knowledge be created when language is the 
ontology?

I was preoccupied by two questions. What kind of research methodologies 
and what kind of epistemology would fit my aims? How can anything be 
known and how does it come to be known (Whitehead & McNiff 2006)? 

Central to the systemic approach is the postmodern and social 
constructionist view that there is no grand narrative, no objective truth to 
be found, that social knowledge is situated and local and it is impossible 
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to ‘discover any objective truth’ about our social lives (Lyotard, 1984). 
Instead we are constantly in the process of co-constructing our realities 
(Hedges, 2005). We generate meaning through our conversations and 
these, in turn, co-construct our reality. Central to my take on the systemic 
is also the Bakhtinian view on dialogue as embedded in people through 
language (Shotter 2008; Cunliffe 2003; Anderson 1997; Helin 2011; 
Vedeler 2011). My experience is that when people meet in a dialogical 
moment something unique is always created. What is spoken is as much 
a product of the listener’s anticipation as of the speaker’s utterances. The 
meaning making happens in a joint process between persons (Shotter 
2008). The meaning of words and the meaning of utterances are always 
infinite; there are always openings for new meaning-making. 

My dissertation aimed to create knowledge that could develop new 
ways of seeing successions as well as to develop new ways of facilitating 
succession processes. Lyotard inspired and awoke my curiosity when 
he asks us to “invent allusions to the conceivable which cannot be 
represented” (1984, p.84). What could that look like? It might set the 
context for a way of doing research that would rather portray important 
moments grasped “in the stream of life” (Wittgenstein 2001) than report 
and analyze from an outside so called objective stance. It would allow 
reflexive interplay between practice, writing, reading and reflecting on 
the total research project in line with Simon’s Praction Research (2012).

Could essay writing be the answer?

I had for a long time heard about essay writing and many researchers 
only write in essay form. Asplund, the Swedish grand old social psychol-
ogist does so, for example, in “Marvelling Over Society” (1970, not 
translated into English), and so did Lyotard in the ground-breaking “The 
Postmodern Condition” (1984). Freud is another well-known example of 
a writer that always used the essay form when writing about his cases 
where he interfolds his own feelings and surprise over his findings that 
make the case studies come alive. So could my thesis be organized as 
several fairly independent essays, like beads on a string? This could be a 
way to connect with the ideas of Lyotard (1984, p.81) when he asks us to 
“invent allusions to the conceivable which cannot be represented”? 

The French author, Montaigne, was the first to put a name to this form 
of writing and he published his first essays in 1580. Montaigne lived in 
Bordeaux, in the midst of religious wars where fundamentalist Catholics 
and Protestants killed each other. At eleven, he witnessed the beheading 
of Protestants in the town square. He later worked as a judge at the court 
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of the Parliament but before turning forty, he sold his official position 
and returned to his little castle and started writing. Montaigne declared 
that he wanted to withdraw and live in the company of the Muses; he 
wished to be free and personal in his writings. He was the first to use the 
term essaie by which he meant an attempt, a trying out, a first draft or 
a test. His essays are reflections on philosophy, poetry and on his own 
very personal views and wisdom. Montaigne continued to elaborate on 
the essays his whole life. He rewrote and published them several times, 
they were never finalized (Stolpe 1986).

Zaidie Smith refers to Virginia Wolf when she writes in the Guardian 
(2009):

an essay is an act of imagination, even if it is a piece of memoir. It is, 
or should be, “a form of thinking, consciousness, wisdom-seeking”, 
but it still takes as much art as fiction.

The Swedish writer and critic Horrace Engdahl writes about essays:

The essay is a survivor from the world of the ‘lantjunkare’ (noble soldier 
during the 17th century), the last remains of an old conversational 
culture that got the kiss of death when time managers became a 
necessity for every man and woman. In the era of data bases and 
two minutes tableaus, essays are as strange as carriages pulled 
by horses. Texts that won’t be summarized! It is the last refuge for 
ancient, time consuming, personalized structures of meaning that 
are hard to reproduce, they carry the disregarded name; knowledge. 
(Gustavsson 2010, in my own translation)

In Engdahl’s words, essay writing is rather a way of writing that has 
its source in the deeply felt wish to express something that is not easy 
to reproduce, this undoubtedly reverberates with Lyotard’s request. I 
wanted to set up a way of writing that would do justice to the very complex 
and multi-voiced experiences I was collecting. So I started to experiment 
to allow connected and disparate material to dialogically “speak to one 
another” in the text. In the process of connecting transcribed material, 
philosophy, history, my own experiences, my emotions and reflections 
and so on in the writing, my inner voice (Vygotsky 1986) was activated. 
Through the act of writing, new ideas were emerging and in the re-
writing and re-writing and re-writing new ways of perceiving the world 
were released and surfaced. 

Essay writing does not ask for finalized analysis, but is open to a 
multitude of aspects. This was a liberating paradigm and it fitted my 
needs. If there is no single grand narrative to be told and if truth is 
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local, I could not act as if the world I was working in was stable and just 
waiting to be discovered. It was only a matter of finding a form of writing 
that was open to the multifaceted and dynamic world that is so hard to 
reproduce; a way of writing that would allow for many furrows and not 
force all my thinking into one track. 

The writing

As the writing evolved it became an important tool for ‘analyzing’ and 
sensitizing me to the ‘organic life’ of the conversations and enabling 
me to ‘see’ and become aware of what was happening in my Praction 
Research. The writing made it possible to be more responsive to the 
relational understanding that gave me a “practical grasp of the changing, 
moment-by-moment links and relations” (Shotter & Katz 1996, p.16). 
But at the same time when working with research into my own practice 
it was important to also create a distance to the practice to be able to 
“see” it and reflect over it both when it came to the involvement with 
family members and the way of working. Essay writing became the royal 
road to the kind of distance that at the same time allowed for withness 
(Shotter 2008). The writing made it possible to move between different 
perspectives and let them fertilize each other. 

I will here give an example of one of the first times it happened that 
the writing process in itself opened up for totally new insights. Bateson 
(1972, 1979, 1988) had been my companion for some length of time 
and I was hooked on the importance of context and realized that it is 
really true that without context there is no meaning. Words, actions 
and everything always exist with a background, in a situation; words, in 
themselves, do not have any meaning. 

Then one afternoon when taking a walk, I met my old teacher and 
remembered a quarrel we had had in class about forty years ago regard-
ing a poem by Strindberg. When seeing him and remembering our 
argument, I realized that the different contexts we had been in had 
resulted in conflicting interpretations of the poem. He was talking about 
Strind berg’s view of a “rotten” Swedish society a hundred years earlier 
which the poet metaphorically attacked in his poem through his words 
“tearing down houses to let in air and light”. My context was of another 
kind: as students we were in the midst of rioting against the tearing 
down of a beautiful ancient house on our school grounds and we wanted 
to keep it for our after school social time. It was impossible for me to 
imagine ripping away houses as a liberating metaphor. When meeting 
the teacher on the boardwalk that day, I realized that our realities and 
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contexts at that time had been completely antagonistic which naturally 
elicited opposite interpretations of the poem. When understanding this, 
the notion of context leaped out of the book and hit me full on!

After this insight from the meeting with the teacher, my writing took 
off. Now I had found a well I could draw on. The continuous writing with 
overlapping layers of reflexivity between context, theory, dialogue and 
do on helped me to understand the importance of context more deeply 
and over a wider spectrum. Emerging out of this came an understanding 
of the current situation in the family I was working with in addition to 
important professional aspects of the facilitation process. The writing 
process facilitated my ability to move around in my research material 
in many directions which felt extremely meaningful. At the same time 
I started to feel like a storyteller and opened up an inner dialogue with 
a future reader which created a kind of distance necessary for reflexive 
connections.

At the time I was working with a farming family that were going to 
hand over the farm from third to fourth generation. The mother in the 
family, Elsa, and her daughter in law, Anna, had earlier been distant 
with each other and each alluded to very different ways of life when 
talking about the future of the farm. However, I had noticed that they 
recently had found some common ground but I did not understand 
what had happened. Then the realization came that they had started 
to talk about horses, a subject first taken up by Anna’s husband almost 
a year earlier when he reflected in our conversation over what future 
possibilities a farming life could carry. Although Anna seemed not to 
connect to this idea at that time, I now understood that she had asked 
Elsa about giving a horse as a birthday present to Disa, her three year old 
daughter. Both women had earlier in their lives been “horse-groomers”, 
but in spite of the ten years Anna had been a part of the family it was 
not until now they were able to share this interest. The horse story had 
been inaccessible to me our more traditional succession talks. But when 
I was searching through my transcripts and field notes of talks with Elsa 
and Anna, I found that the “horse story” had started a couple months 
earlier. Later they were talking about restoring a stable on the farm that 
not had been used for ages, not since Elsa had kept her own horses there. 
This new project now involved all family members, including Anna’s 
family of origin. Yet at that time, the succession process concerning the 
family business seemed to have stalled. Nevertheless, the succession 
process was kept alive through the horse related activity across the 
three generations of women in the family. This background apparently 
unrelated activity created energy, goodwill and a sense of progress which 
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enabled the whole of the succession to roll on. Through the writing 
process, I understood that our conversations had created some common 
contexts for the women that made it possible for them to start to talk and 
cooperate in new and creative ways. I called the essay I wrote, “A Shared 
Context can Create Wings for the Succession” (Kebbe 2012, p.138).

In the writing process my embodied experience and reflections of 
the material I was working with could now move in flux from focusing 
on experiences with the family, both caught in the transcipts and in 
my memories of being with them, together with private memories 
that were evoked and the theory I was working with at the time. What 
differentiated the writing process from the mere thinking around these 
matters, besides the stabilizing effect, was the dialogue with the written 
text and with future readers. This created an inner forum for movement 
between different perspectives. A forum that made it possible to switch 
focus on what was written - if it made sense, if it took the dialogue with 
the reader a step further and so on. At the same time the writing process 
opened up for a dialogue between my own consiousness and my inner 
speech (Vygotsky 1986). I was as hooked on Vygotsky and felt I had a 
glimpse of what his views meant on the social construction of language 
and language usage. I was thrilled by his writings about our social multi-
layered and fluid inner speech and of the possibility of words having 
infinite variations of meanings. In Vygotsky’s own words: “A word 
relates to consiousness as a living cell relates to a whole organism, as an 
atom relates to the universe” (1986, p.256). It is astonishing to reflect 
over what multitudes of meaning and possible connections a single word 
in a context can open up for and what possibilities that can create.

This process was facilitated, validated and to a large extend also 
inspired by reading Richardson who is one of my guiding stars. She 
writes “I write because I want to find something out. I write in order to 
learn something that I didn’t know before I wrote it” (1994, p.517). She 
considers writing a method of inquiry and encourages researchers to 
write and re-write and to reflect over their own process while doing it. To 
strengthen the individual voice and to be more fully present in our work, 
more honest and more engaged she says is to take on the postmodernist 
possibilities for qualitative writing. The important thing is that the 
writing is a part of the whole of the research process. It is not a reporting 
of what has been going on; it is in the writing that everything happens. 
As Richardson says we have to use writing as the method of analyzing. 
Essay writing makes it possible to make connections and associations 
in the writing where literature, transcriptions and the reflections of the 
writer are used reflexively. The essay has an aim, but the writer is flexible 
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and open for the connections that are awakened in the writing process. 
This makes for ”Aha!” experiences in the writing process that, in turn, 
makes for new connections.

My essays

From the beginning the essays I wrote were solitary pieces. But as the 
process went along I noticed that if they were ordered according to a 
time line it became a way of telling a story about the succession process 
in the Bjärges family, the sole family I came to choose for my research 
project. However, it is not THE story, since there are many more ways 
to narrate what happened during the five years I followed them. But by 
the added time perspective connections were created between the parts 
and made it easier to follow the work we had been doing. Furthermore, 
the sequencing of the “story” made me at the end of the study write a 
couple of essays that I felt were ‘missing’ to give a “clear enough picture” 
of what this research process had involved and to be able to view the 
succession process in a new light.

The essays became my way of reflexively bring together new learning 
that the listening to the audiotapes and reading of the transcriptions made 
visible; it has been amazing how every new contact with the con versations 
created new ways of understanding and connecting to what had happened. 
I agree with Etherington (2004, p.62) when she challenges the writer to 
“let go of structure and embark on a journey into the unknown; to reflect 
on self and others and to move beyond cognitive processes” 

The free form with different parts yet without a given structure 
makes it possible to write and re-write over and over again without 
disturbing the whole of a thesis. The basic assumption in the essay is to 
find a way where it is possible to “sketch”. It is not meant to give a full 
picture of a research process but rather to give a perspective on a special 
phenomenon. Compared with traditional storytelling which has a plot 
and the telling is a finalized story, the ideas in an essay are dwelled upon 
without the need to finalize “a story”.

Until now I have only reflected over writing the single essays and 
that was my perspective for a long time. I wrote eight essays concerning 
the family conversations dealing with different insights I got and with 
different stages in the succession process. But the more essays I had 
gathered, the more it showed that they did not only have to do with 
family conversations. The essays situated my work with the families in 
a philosophical, historical, gendered world which made it important to 
write essays also from other perspectives than from within the family 
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conversations. I also had an immense need to situate the systemic 
approach within the philosophy of science and put effort into that. One 
essay was built on some interviews with lawyers and accountants. I 
wanted to find out if what I called “mainstream consulting” was really 
happening out there in “real life”. And I can assure you – it does. I also 
had to get acquainted with the field of family business research. But 
maybe the most interesting thing was to explore how the philosophy 
underpinning the view on family businesses, and the consulting in 
the field, have their roots in feudal society which is a strictly gendered 
culture. There have been laws to protect the rights of the oldest son to 
inherit the estate in order to keep the riches assembled. Today this way 
of acting is not protected by law but these values are still thought of as 
“natural”. All the different essays I wrote can be read independently but 
together as a whole they “sing a new tune”.

Each of the essays in my thesis can be seen as a different attempt 
to make sense in the study. They have their own inner logic that are 
not mirrored through the whole of the thesis. At the same time they do 
“speak with each other” and give a kaleidoscopic picture of the whole, a 
process that could have been presented in an infinite number of different 
ways. The writing process has been very meaningful to me. It has been 
my tool to understand what I was doing and the world I was moving in 
and co-creating. My hope is that it will interest the reader. I think that 
essays offer engaging texts because they are open to many perspectives 
and it is hopefully easy for the reader to fill in the gaps and connect to the 
text in a personal way. In this way essay writing supports the dialogue 
with the reader. 

At the end I want to say

It is important to embark on the writing process from the beginning 
of undertaking research or an inquiry and to stay in it, because I now 
see the possibility to use writing as the main methodology to shape the 
research. It does not mean that you should start writing to learn how to 
write –more, it is a form of ongoing reflections that reflexively integrate 
your practice, your reading, your conversations, your earlier life, and 
your hopes for the future etc. Usually we believe that we should start by 
collecting data and then commence the writing. From the beginning I 
was also stuck in that way of thinking and ended up with an enormous 
pile of transcripts before I started my writing. But with the essay format, 
there is no problem to start the writing at once - this freeing process 
develops into a reflexive process.
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Writing in the research process is often taken for granted. In the 
beginning of the research process we often think of the writing as a way 
of reporting. Nevertheless, it is good to think that different genres of 
writing create different contributions and different ways of working. To 
read many different kinds of research, to test writing in different genres 
is a way to explore and find what suits you and your kind of research 
best. What kind of writing gives you the most energy and creates most 
ideas that will take you further in your research and what way of writing 
gives you the feeling that it is possible to find what you want to say.

Something to beware of though, is that the essay form gives you little 
help to structure your work and you may find yourself opening up for too 
many tracks that doesn’t guarantee clarification or greater understanding 
of your practice. As you may understand from my presentation above, 
I was balancing on that border. If you run the risk of drowning, a good 
supervisor is needed, or the essay way of writing might not help you 
create the kind of research you are dreaming of.

I also invite you to reflect over the fact that a text can never be inno-
cent. As I wrote earlier research is one way of constructing reality, 
both for the writer and the reader. Writing is never only a question of 
aesthetics it is also an utterance with ethical considerations. You always 
write from a certain perspective, it is always an answer to one or many 
utterances (Bakhtin, 1984). You make it possible for some voices to be 
heard while others are silenced. This makes what you write an ethical 
matter and it has to be valued as such. What realities are you creating for 
those that have collaborated with you when making the study for your 
readers and for yourself? And which dialogues and narratives do you 
want to open up and why? 

Writing this essay has given me the opportunity to reflect over my 
own writing process while being immersed in some systemic practice 
research which has been interesting for me to look back on. There are no 
truths about how my writing process really evolved. I have used vague 
memories of what it was like in the beginning of the doctoral program 
but have applied all the experience the long studying process has given 
me while telling you about my struggles and my victories.
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The three of us share a passion for qualitative research methods and the 
practice of reflexivity in research. Kevin and Carsten have worked together 
over the last decade with a MSc program in systemic leadership and have 
developed a number of training techniques and tools for organ izational 
practitioners for working with reflexivity as they conduct qualitative 
research. Rebecca has been developing reflexive research methods in the 
context of shadowing as a tool for qualitative research (Gill 2011; Gill, 
Barbour, & Dean 2014). In this essay, we want to take our recent work on 
issues regarding reflexivity and qualitative research methods and focus 
our attention on a concept that we have been developing that we call 
conversational reflexivity. To ground this concept in concrete practice, 
we draw on the experiences that Kevin and Carsten have had through 
their involvement with the MSc programme in systemic leadership.

Kevin and Carsten have been involved over the last 10 years with a MSc 
program for practitioners that is informed by systemic constructionism, 
appreciative practice, and dialogue. At the heart of this programme are a 
set of activities that involve a research component, both smaller writing 
projects as well as a MSc dissertation, that move practitioners to inquire 
into some aspect of their professional practice. The MSc is designed 
around the premise that managers, leaders, and consultants need to be 
able to take a research position toward their professional practice and to 
develop an ability to generate actionable knowledge that invigorates and 
transforms not only their individual practice, but the practice of people 
they work with. The MSc has generated a number of dissertations in a 
variety of organizations including educational (Henriksen 2009), social 
services (Christiansen 2011), medical (Breddham 2008), and financial 
(Peterson 2011) over a range of practices such as strategy (Biering,2010), 
inspection processes (Chard 2005), assessment (Pouslen 2006), leader-
ship development (Hornstrup 2006), and knowledge management 
(Falkensfleth 2009).

When teaching and supervising research projects within the MSc 
program, a primary assumption that informs our practice is that 
managers, leaders, and consultants need to adopt a reflexive position 
toward the conduct of inquiry. The importance of working reflexively 
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within one’s research practice is an idea that is embedded in most, if 
not all social and human science paradigms as well as humanities-
based research. For post-positivist or normative researchers, reflexivity 
tends to be treated as methodological reflexivity which emphasizes the 
researcher taking into account how the choice of particular research 
methods, including research design and analytical tools, influence the 
type of knowledge claims that can be drawn and their validity (Johnson 
& Duberly 2003). For critical and interpretive researchers, reflexivity 
has been equated with self-reflexivity, being aware of how one’s own 
biases and presumptions as well as the beliefs and assumptions of 
the research community they participate in shapes the production of 
knowledge (Alvesson & Skoldberg 2000). 

Given that a systemic constructionist approach to practice is imbued 
with a distinct flavor given its unique set of epistemological, ontological, 
and ethical commitments (see Barge 2004a, 2004b, 2007; 2012; Barge & 
Fairhurst 2008), an important question to address is, “How is reflexivity 
practiced and performed if one adopts a systemic constructionist 
approach to research practice?” To answer this question, we begin by 
articulating what we mean by practice-based systemic constructionist 
research. We then offer a concept, conversational reflexivity, that 
provides a way of accounting for the way practitioners work with 
reflexivity as they conduct practice-based systemic constructionist 
research. At the heart of this concept is the notion that reflexivity 
involves managing conversations between and among people and texts 
over time in ways that are relationally-responsive, use difference as a 
resource for meaning making and action, and resonate with the people 
we work with and who read our work.

Practice-Based Systemic Constructionist Research

As our understanding of research has evolved whilst working with 
the MSc programme, we have used a variety of terms to describe the 
kind of approach we use when we teach and train people in qualitative 
research methodology, including systemic constructionist research 
(Barge 2006) and practice-based evidence (Barge, Hornstrup & 
Henriksen 2010). For the purposes of this paper, we want to integrate 
three central concepts that animate our approach—practice, systemic, 
and social constructionism—and focus on what we call practice-based 
systemic constructionist research (PSCR). Practice-based systemic 
constructionist research focuses on the ways that individuals and groups 
work affirmatively and use differences to notice, name, and transform 
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unfolding relational practices within patterns of communication over 
time. There are several key ideas in this definition that pick up on our 
earlier thinking regarding research methods (e.g. Barge 2006; 2009).

First, PSCR focuses on practice and centers on articulating the evolution 
of patterns of communicative acts over time and the kinds of social worlds 
these evolving patterns construct in the forms of episodes, identities, 
relationships, and cultures. Building on Craig’s (2006) definition, a 
practice may be defined as patterns of communicative acts that occur 
within a particular site, are linked to a particular professional, personal, 
or relational identity, or are linked to the performance of a particular 
activity. We can therefore explore the practice of an organiza tion (site), 
the practices associated with being a manager, a leader, or a consultant 
(identity), as well as the practices associated with specific duties, 
responsibilities, or projects such as strategic planning, staff develop-
ment, and assessment (activity). What is important to PSCR is that it 
centers on the patterning of communicative messages over time between 
individuals, groups, and organizations and gives specific attention to the 
kinds of episodes, identities, relationships, and cultures these patterns 
invite and discourage as people attempt to coordinate their behavior. For 
example, Falkensfleth (2009) was interested in exploring the practice 
of knowledge sharing within her hospital and centered her dissertation 
around the kinds of communication interventions and meetings that 
would facilitate knowledge sharing among units in her hospital and 
create partnership and develop her practice. Her dissertation is a good 
example of what most of our MSc students do when they conduct 
their research projects; they examine a specific practice in their home 
organization (site) that is related to their position within the organization 
(identity), which is related to some professional responsibility they must 
perform as part of their organizational position (activity).

Second, PSCR employs systemic explanations to account for patterns 
of meaning making and action versus individualistic explanations. 
Drawing on Bateson (1972), Barge (2006) highlights that there has been 
a tendency for researchers in the social sciences to highlight more linear 
variable-analytic accounts of why a particular pattern of communication 
exists and what consequences they create. For example, there has 
been recent interest in issues related to the occurrence of workplace 
bullying or mobbing (Tracy, Lutgen-Sandvik & Alberts 2006). If one 
were to create a linear variable-analytic account of this phenomenon, 
one might seek psychological explanations that would use individual-
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based variables such as personality traits to account for the occurrence 
of workplace bullying which might generate claims like, managers 
who are narcissistic and have a high need for power are more likely to 
engage in workplace bullying. On the other hand, one might create more 
structural-based explanations relying on more macro-level explanations 
to offer an account for the occurrence of workplace bullying such as, 
upper-level management has created a climate that makes workplace 
bullying permissible. While both of these explanations appear different 
as one employs more micro-level variables to explain the occurrence of 
workplace bullying and the other macro-level variables, they share a 
similar explanatory logic in that they reduce the situation’s complexity 
by developing an account for the occurrence of workplace bullying using 
linear explanation that relies on cause-effect logic where one entity (read 
independent variable) leads to another (read dependent variable).

PSCR moves from linear, singular explanations to systemic explana-
tions that emphasize how various stories, metaphors, narratives etc. 
connect to one another to provide an account of the integrated complexity 
of a particular practice at this particular moment in time in a specific 
place. Rather than assume simple linear causality, drawing on Bateson 
(1972), the focus becomes on identifying the various feedback loops 
that connect elements in a system and exploring how the configuration 
of connections invites or discourages certain patterns of behavior and 
engenders particular consequences. The burning question is, “How 
does it make sense for the people involved in a current practice to co-
ordinate their meaning and action in this fashion?” For example, let’s 
say in the process of investigating workplace bullying within a specific 
organization, we generate the following data and interpreta tions:

• The onset of reported incidents of workplace bullying occurred 
when the new CEO was appointed and implemented a new set of 
performance objectives.

• The CEO believes that organizational performance is enhanced when 
employees feel invested in the organization’s purpose and mission.

• Employees in the organization suggest that the typical con versations 
they have with their supervisors tend to be one-way with super-
visors telling employees what to do. Collaborative participative de-
cision-making is discouraged.

• There are a set of stories floating about in the organization that em-
ployees who dissent from company norms and directives are either 
reassigned to less desirable jobs or have their contracts terminated.
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• The organization is in a financial crisis and unless it is turned around 
quickly, there is a question of how long it can survive.

• The founder of the organization had a personal motto, “Only the 
strong survive.”

Rather than try to reduce the explanation of why the practice of 
workplace bullying persists in this organization to a single factor or 
variable, we become more interested in looking at how these different 
facets combine into an integrated story that captures the complexity of 
the situation. In this instance, we might generate an explanation that is 
grounded in a story of “heightened pressure”:

The organization has a history of emphasizing “getting it right” 
the first time as its founder emphasized strength and toughness. 
The managers feel pressure to get it right, so they take personal 
responsibility and adopt an autocratic style where they tell their 
employees what to do. This tendency has only been heightened given 
the perilous economic conditions of the company, and managers feel 
even more pressure to get it right if the company is going to survive. 
Employees have learned a pattern that if they resist what the manager 
says, they will likely be transferred or fired. The new CEO may have 
unintentionally triggered bullying as another pressure is given the 
edict to supervisors, “Hit your new performance objectives!”

What this “heightened pressure” explanation does is take several 
distinct elements—the founder’s story, the story of the new CEO, the 
economic story of the organizations, and the supervisor-employee 
stories—and weaves them together into a coherent narrative. It is the 
way that these various elements connect, reinforce, and contradict each 
other that provide a systemic explanation for the increase in bullying 
behavior. While certain elements may carry more weight than the 
others, they join together in a single narrative that respects the various 
elements or what Barge (2004a) has called a systemic story. This 
process of creating systemic explanations is analogous to the process 
of abduction where an explanation that provides an integrated account 
of the particulars regarding why people are doing what they are doing 
makes sense to them (Shepherd & Sutcliffe 2011).

Third, PSCR emphasizes affirmative practice. Drawing on inspiration 
from Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider & Whitney 1999) and the 
concept of positive connotation from Milan Systemic Family Therapy 
(Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman & Penn 1985), PSCR focuses on what gives 
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life and energy to a human system. Many approaches to Appreciative 
Inquiry conflate affirmation with a strong focus on the “positive,” but 
our perspective is that affirmative practice needs to be conceived more 
broadly, focusing on what generates life and energy within a system, which 
sometimes means needing to work with and transform strong negative 
emotion, fragility, and vulnerability (Barge & Oliver 2003; Barge & 
Fairhurst 2008). In terms of taking a research position that emphasizes 
affirmative practice, this can take at least two different forms when 
conducting inquiry. On one hand, affirmative practice can be used to 
actively intervene and participate in a human system, which emphasizes 
managers, leaders, and consultants designing and conducting inquiry 
in ways that direct the attention of the participants to what generates 
life and energy in a human system. For example, this may involve 
conducting individual or group interviews regarding best practices, 
what works well in an organization, core values, and dreams. Many 
of these questions are standard practices associated with appreciative 
interviewing. On the other hand, affirmative practice can be used to 
cultivate an observing position toward a human system that emphasizes 
researchers cultivating an appreciative ear and eye when analyzing the 
material they have generated. When cultivating an observing position, 
researchers give particular attention to what is working well in the 
organization, remembering that even if the participants offer negative 
stories about the organization, these negative stories have a shadow side 
where a problem is simply a “frustrated dream.” In the present example, 
a manager who is working affirmatively with workplace bullying might 
frame and design inquiry regarding “how do we get our relationships 
right so they are respectful and humane?” This kind of framing and 
subsequent design is appreciative in nature in that it picks up on a core 
value within the organization regarding “getting it right” but also connects 
it to a future dream, having constructive workplace relationships, which 
is the “frustrated dream” within workplace bullying. When reflecting 
on the material that has been created, when reading examples where 
organizational members have felt abused, the researcher may listen for 
the hopes and aspirations of what a healthy relationship might look like, 
one where they are not abused but valued.

Fourth, PSCR focuses on generating productive differences throughout 
the research process to create more complex nuanced descriptions, 
interpretations, and interventions. Within the research methods 
literature, particularly the literature involving mixed methods, there 
is an emphasis on using member checks and multiple sources of data 
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to engage in triangulation (Lindlof & Taylor 2010). Triangulation 
involves using a variety of data sources to create an account that 
emphasizes what is common across them and is typically viewed as 
providing a method for making stronger claims particularly when 
multiple sources lead to the same conclusion. Rather than engage in 
logics of inquiry that emphasize confirmation and commonality, PSCR 
employs a logic of inquiry that emphasizes divergence and difference. 
PSCR purposefully employs the notion of difference when generating 
and analyzing data. For example, if we begin with the notion that any 
person’s view of a system is inherently partial, it becomes important to 
interview different members of a human system in order to generate 
a more complex story regarding the system. If we also recognize that 
our view and interpretation of the data is inherently partial, then it is 
imperative to introduce difference into our analyses so they become 
challenged and disturbed. In the present example, this might mean 
interviewing people at different levels within the organization from 
different departments in order to capture the diversity of perceptions 
regarding the organization. It might also mean that we use multiple 
analytical tools, such as narrative, grounded theory, and discourse 
analysis, to create different interpretations of the data. This is similar 
to what Ellingson (2008) refers to as crystallization. It is possible that 
different data sources, analysis tools, and interpretations may lead us 
to similar conclusions, but our starting point is to engage in a process 
aimed at fostering divergent interpretations, and then exploring their 
connections, which may or may not lead to convergence.

Fifth, PSCR is generative. Drawing on action research, collaborative 
forms of inquiry, and participatory action research (Coghlan & Brannick 
2005), we believe that research needs to enable new patterns of 
meaning making and action. Practice-based systemic research is aimed 
at developing an awareness of our and other’s practice in a way that 
generates actionable knowledge to deepen, extend, and transform self 
and other’s practice reflexively.  Pearce (1994) highlights that human 
beings can take at least two different positions toward their experience 
and the experience of others. A first-person perspective creates research 
and knowledge that answers the question, “What do I or we do next?” 
This kind of question is future-oriented as an individual, group, or 
organization has to make sense of a situation and develop a line of 
action. A third-person perspective creates research and knowledge that 
answers the question, “What are they doing?” This kind of question is 
more retrospective in nature as it attempts to demonstrate knowledge 
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about a human system by identifying what language games they are 
engaging and what these games produce.

From our perspective, PSCR’s highest-level context is the first-
person perspective. As a manager, leader, or consultant, we are always 
wrestling with choices of what we should do next and how we enable 
the groups we work with to make wise choices about what they are 
going to do next and the kinds of effects they wish to invite. This does 
not diminish the importance of conducting research that takes more 
of a third-person perspective, which emphasizes retrospective sense 
making and observer-generated descriptions of the unfolding patterns 
of communication. But the knowledge generated by third-person 
perspectives needs to be put in the service of a first-person perspective. 
The descriptions should help create springboards for future meaning 
making and action; they need to generate actionable knowledge. For 
example, in the MSc dissertations we have been involved with, it is 
not uncommon for our students to generate data from their teams and 
analyze it, creating a third-person description of relevant themes and 
patterns. However, the research does not stop at that point. The analysis 
is often then used to create a reflecting session where the group engages 
with the analysis, challenges it, deepens it, and oftentimes generates a 
set of actionable next steps that may be taken. When people engage 
in such reflecting sessions, they begin to co-create the future as they 
generate new insights that lead to new patterns of meaning making 
and action.

Practice-based systemic research can focus on either one’s individual 
practice as a manager, leader, or consultant, the practice of a team or 
organization, or the functioning of a wider system. The question that 
animates PSCR is, “What can I or we do next?” This future-oriented 
question moves researchers to generate actionable knowledge that 
can generate new forms of meaning making or action. Such actionable 
knowledge is more likely to be useful when it focuses on affirmative 
practice and purposefully incorporates difference. The tacit metaphor that 
informs PSCR is that of the improvised conversation. To improvise means 
you have to be in the moment and make wise choices from within the 
flow of the research process. These choices may range from very micro-
choices such as what question to ask during an interview or what you (pre)
consciously notice in the research scene or more macro-choices regarding 
the various pieces (e.g., interview, analysis, document collection) that need 
to be in place and how they are sequenced. Such choices involve situated 
reflexivity in the moment as to how one manages the communication 
flows and relationships among and between people and texts.
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Practice-Based Systemic Constructionist Research and 
Conversational Reflexivity

Reflexivity has been an important term in the social and human sciences. 
Though many different definitions and perspectives toward reflexivity 
exist, there are two common approaches to reflexivity that have been 
articulated in the literature: (1) textual reflexivity (Alvesson, Hardy, 
& Harley 2008), and (2) relational reflexivity (Hosking & Plutt 2010). 
Alvesson et al (2008) suggest that textual reflexivity centers on the ways 
that researchers write up their research with a focus on how “textual 
practices are used to evoke and present various forms of reflexive 
analysis” (p. 481). Cunliffe (2003) observes that a metaphor of otherness 
tends to characterize postmodern, poststructural, and deconstructionist 
approaches to qualitative research, approaches that are closely aligned 
with textual reflexivity. The metaphor of otherness operates from the 
assumption that meaning is created through the interplay of differences 
among texts, particularly the interplay of presence and absence and the 
oppositional logics among multiple texts. Researchers surface multiple, 
and often contradictory, sets of meanings by closely pulling apart the 
different voices, social languages, discourses, language games, and 
genres within a single text or by juxtaposing various texts against each 
other. 

Relational reflexivity draws attention to the way that reflexive practices 
are embodied in the unfolding research conversations among researchers 
and research participants as well as members of other linguistic com-
munities such as academic peers, institutional review boards, and journal 
editors. The emphasis on social construction imbues research with an 
interventive flavor as the utterances performed in conversation, by either 
the researcher or a member of another linguistic community, shape the 
meaning making process, inviting certain forms of meaning making 
and discouraging others. For example, ethnomethodological studies of 
research interviews highlight that the knowledge produced in interviews 
is a collaborative accomplishment emerging from the joint action between 
interviewers and research participants (Talmy 2011). Cunliffe (2003) 
suggests that this form of reflexive practice involves, “acknowledging the 
constitutive nature of our research conversations; constructing ‘emerging 
practical theories’ rather than objective truths; exposing the situated 
nature of accounts through narrative circularity; [and] focusing on life 
and research as a process of becoming rather than already established 
truth” (p.991). 

Rather than treat reflexivity as a textual or relational process, we 
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prefer to treat reflexivity as a conversational process that involves 
the coordination of multiple conversations including various human 
and nonhuman actors including research participants, the literature, 
field notes, members of a research team, editorial board members 
and the like (Pearce & Pearce 2006). Like many forms of qualitative 
research, PSCR involves the generation of texts such as interview 
transcripts, notes and flipcharts from meetings, memos, emails, and 
personal journals through ongoing conversations with organizational 
members, external organizational constituencies, and professional 
colleagues outside the workplace. PSCR also involves coordinating 
conversations among people in the form of group interviews as well as 
collective data analysis sessions with participants.  It is not uncommon 
for individual or group interviews to be used initially to generate texts 
which the researcher then uses to generate an analysis, and then to 
subsequently engage individuals and groups in conversation as co-
researchers to analyze the texts. The line between reflexivity between 
and among texts and reflexivity between and among people is often 
blurred as people actively engage in conversation with one another 
about the texts to generate new insights and activity. We suggest 
that the notion of conversational reflexivity as a useful concept for 
exploring the way that practitioners can work with reflexivity during 
inquiry and the way the coordinate between and among texts and 
people. 

Conversational reflexivity may be articulated as a focus on the ways 
conversations between and among texts and people disrupt the meaning 
making process and introduce alternative forms of meaning making 
that influence the construction of the research process and knowledge 
claims. These conversations may occur internally, where researchers 
engage in self-reflection on their research practice and knowledge claims 
or externally where individuals engage in collective reflections with their 
co-researchers. We find conversational reflexivity to be a useful concept 
for several reasons. 

First, conversational reflexivity integrates textual and rela tional 
reflexivity within a single framework. Organization and management 
theorists acknowledge that both types of reflexivity are useful (Alvesson 
et al 2008; Cunliffe 2003); however, they serve different purposes. 
Conversational reflexivity provides a framework that values the 
contribution of each and allows us to examine three different kinds of 
research conversations: (a) conversations between and among texts, 
(b) conversations between and among people, and (c) conversations 
between and among texts and people.
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Second, conversational reflexivity acknowledges that different 
modes of reflexive practice exist, unfolding and intertwining over 
time. Hibbert et al. (2010) observe that temporal aspects of reflexivity 
are often overlooked, which neglects the way that researchers move 
between different modes of reflexivity. For example, field notes 
are commonly employed in ethnographic work. In terms of textual 
reflexivity, researchers need to pay attention to how they keep 
reflexivity alive in the notes they use to construct their analysis, how 
they give attention to multiple voices, discourses, and perspectives, 
and how they account for the way their positionality influences their 
knowledge claims. The way field notes are constructed influences one’s 
subsequent relational reflexivity when engaging with others in the 
field. Conversational reflexivity facilitates examining how our writing 
and dialoguing practices become intertwined and mutually implicated 
over time.

Third, conversational reflexivity recognizes that modes of reflexive 
practice are layered. Operating within the framework of textual 
reflex ivity, Alvesson and Skoldberg’s (2000) model of reflexive 
inter  pretation highlights four levels of interpretation (empirical 
material, interpretation, critical interpretation, and self-critical and 
linguistic reflection) and the interaction between levels. In a similar 
vein, Ellingson’s (2008) notion of crystallization emphasizes using 
multi-level analysis, employing different analytic genres, in order 
to develop detailed rich descriptions. Working from a relationally-
reflexive position, Barge and Oliver (2003) highlight several differ-
ent conversational tools for inviting and coordinating people’s inter-
pretations. Brannick and Coghlan (2005) suggest that action research 
cycles be coupled with individual experiential learning cycles that 
emphasize experiencing, reflecting, interpreting, and taking action 
in order to be fully reflexive. Action research cycles embody a more 
relationally focused form of reflexivity, whereas individual experiential 
learning cycles emphasizes epistemic reflexivity. These different 
examples highlight how various modes of reflexive practice can be 
layered onto each other. The notion of layering in conversational 
reflexivity draws attention to issues regarding which modes of 
reflexive practice serve as higher-order contexts for working with and 
interpreting lower-order levels of reflexive practice as well as the shape 
and form of the conversations between levels.

Fourth, conversational reflexivity emphasizes situated judg ment. A 
key issue in qualitative research is what kind of reflexivity or reflexive 
practice is needed at a particular moment in time. This requires 
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researchers to make situated judgments about when to engage particular 
modes of reflexivity and these judgments are informed by the way that 
researchers formulate the problem at hand. A wide variety of literatures 
ranging from management and leadership studies (Grint 2005; Schon 
1984) to family therapy (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman & Penn 1985) 
observe that the way a problem is formulated or set defines how elements 
in a system connect with each other and the kinds of communication 
that are needed or legitimated by that particular problem formulation. 
When researchers articulate a problem in a particular way, then certain 
modes of reflexivity become more relevant than others. For example, 
if a researcher frames the problem as the need to elicit more reflexive 
accounts of their participant’s research experience, then a mode of what 
Walsh (2003) calls interpersonal reflexivity may be warranted in order 
to invite a conversation that does this. Of course, the conundrum is that 
problem setting is itself a reflexive activity and as such, the researcher 
has had a hand in constructing the articulation of the very problem that 
informs their choices regarding reflexive practice.

Viewing reflexivity as an improvised activity that occurs within 
conversation focuses attention on the way that practitioners orchestrate 
the interactions among texts and people. What makes working with 
research conversations in a reflexive manner challenging is that they 
are situated and dynamic.  They are situated in the sense that they are 
unique and novel given the particular time, space, and participants, 
and they are dynamic as the collective action of the researcher and 
participants introduce new elements into the research process that must 
subsequently be addressed. Therefore, it is critical for researchers to 
give attention to the ongoing quality of the conversation and what they 
wish to create by having certain conversations and not others.

Managing Conversations and Practice-Based Systemic 
Constructionist Research

When we think about research as a conversation interesting questions 
emerge, “What are the qualities of good conversations?” and “How do we 
foster good conversations between and among texts and people?” While 
several possibilities exist for articulating what qualities characterize 
“good” research conversations, we suggest that there are three qualities 
that can be used to inform and assess our research conversations:  
(1) research conversations should be relationally-responsive, (2) research 
conversa tions should involve difference work, and (3) research conversa-
tions and their portrayals should be resonant and provocative. 
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Research conversations should be relationally-responsive

When we inquire into our own or others’ practice we must coordinate 
multiple conversations with pre-existing organizational texts such as 
reports, mission statements, and strategic plans and the texts we create in 
the form of interview transcripts, field notes, or visual or audio recordings, 
as well as people and groups that help us co-create and analyze data. 
Practitioner-researchers must orchestrate conversations within and 
among texts and people or what might be termed a network of nonhuman 
and human actors (Ashcraft, Kuhn & Cooren 2009). This means that 
practitioner-researchers should be mindful of what conversations they 
need to have, what human or nonhuman actors they need to have them 
with, and how they will connect in a meaningful way to the other actor in 
the conversation. As practitioner-researchers begin to think about what 
conversations they want to invite texts and people into or how texts and 
people invite practitioner-researchers into conversation, they need to 
work through the following kinds of questions:

• What kind of conversations do you want to have?

• How do you want to have this conversation?

• With what or whom do you want to have this conversation?

• When do you want to have this conversation?

• Where do you want to have this conversation?

• What supports need to be in place in order for you to have the conver-
sation you desire?

Conversational reflexivity foregrounds the importance of research 
conversations being relationally-responsive to the contingent details 
of the moment and the flow of unfolding conversation. Relationally-
responsive conversations emphasize the importance of being present 
within a conversation and paying attention to the unique particulars 
of a situation so one can connect with others in ways that honor the 
uniqueness and complexity of the situation as opposed to imposing an a 
priori research plan and design onto the situation and others (Scharmer 
2009). Shotter (2010) talks about the importance of engaging in 
“withness thinking” with others, which means that we need to respond 
to one another from within the emerging flow of conversation and pick 
upon the contribution that each is making. How can we do this in terms 
of different kinds of research conversations? 
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Text-to-person conversations. Text-to-person conversations are the 
conversations that practitioner-researchers or their co-researchers have 
with written, audio, or visual texts. For example, after one has conducted 
fieldwork, a number of texts may have been created that a practitioner-
researcher might engage with including field notes, interview transcripts, 
video-recordings, and the like. How does a practitioner-researcher 
generate relationally-responsive conversations with texts or encourage 
such conversations between their co-researchers and texts? Similar to 
jazz, such conversations tend to be improvisational as the researcher has 
a toolkit that s/he works from. It is not uncommon for researchers when 
they propose a research study to have a preliminary analysis plan in 
place. However, to be relationally-responsive, a researcher has to make 
choices in the moment of how to engage the empirical material in light 
of what the material provides, the expectations of others in the research 
community, the purpose of the study, and the expectations of the client. 
For example, in our experience most practitioner-researchers have a 
general sense of what they might like to do in the analysis; however, 
this becomes refined as they work with the material. They notice certain 
things such as key words that keep being mentioned, the heavy use of 
metaphoric language, or the frequency of stories, which attracts their 
attention and moves them to rethink what analysis they might use. If 
they become intrigued with language use, they might employ discourse 
analysis. Texts have an “uptake” to them, which means there are certain 
kinds of linguistic or nonlinguistic triggers that a practitioner-researcher 
might pick upon that become a focus for inquiry. Texts speak to us as 
the “uptake” invites us into certain kinds of conversations. As a result, 
practitioner-researchers may read the text in different ways that leads 
them to different kinds of analysis, many of which were unanticipated.

How can practitioner-researchers broaden their ability to read texts 
differently? One way is offered by Weick’s (2007) notion regarding the 
generative property of richness. Weick (2007) argues that researchers 
need to read widely so that they can employ a wide variety of 
frameworks, ideas, and concepts to engage with texts. When we have 
rich interpretive repertoires to draw on as researchers, the possibility 
that we can generate fresh insights to the material and pick up on 
elements from the text that others may not give attention to is enhanced. 
Another way that practitioner-researchers can broaden their ability to 
read texts differently is to purposefully juxtapose different texts with 
one another and see how elements of one text may or may not connect 
with another. This is the notion of intertextuality, which means placing 
one text in conversation with another (Kristeva 1984). For example, 
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one might use key ideas from organizational documents like mission 
statements, memos, and strategic plans and explore their connections 
to the texts generated from individual or group interviews.  What appear 
to be text-to-text conversations are in actuality text-to-person-to-text 
conversations as text-to-text conversations are always mediated by a 
person, either practitioner-researchers, co-researchers, or practitioner-
researchers collectively working with their co-researchers.

Person-to-person conversations. Conversations between and among 
people within research projects also need to be reflexive. The primary 
challenge here is how to work with people to co-create conversations 
in ways that are relationally-responsive and generative. The kinds of 
conversations that one can have vary by stakeholder as well as pur-
pose. Person-to-person conversations can involve several different 
conversational partners, including members of one’s team or unit as 
well as organizational members and units that are external to the team 
or unit in focus, and individuals or groups that are external to the 
organization such as clients or other external partners or collaborators. 

The kinds of person-to-person conversations associated with 
research can fulfill different purposes. Dempsey and Barge (in press) 
propose several different kinds of conversation that are involved with 
collaborative research:

1. Co-missioning: Coordinating people’s stakes in the research pro-
cess, the purpose for the research project, and the end-in-view for 
the inquiry.

2. Co-design: Developing a structure for the way empirical material 
will be generated, analyzed, and used in subsequent meaning mak-
ing and action.

3. Co-reflection:  Collaborative work that analyzes and interprets the 
empirical material that has been generated.

4. Co-action: Action-oriented conversations that focus on possible 
future action and activity that might be undertaken in light of the 
interpretations and information generated from engaging in the 
 inquiry.

For example, Henriksen (2009) offers an excellent example of these 
kinds of conversations in play. Henrikson (2009) was a headmaster at 
a school and was interested in working collabora tively with members 
of his staff to develop their strategic competence. He actively involved 
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his staff when completing the ethics board proposal, which allowed 
members of his staff to have a voice in determining the purpose and 
flow of the research (co-missioning and co-design conversations). He 
and his staff subsequently met on a regular basis to work through the 
material that had been generated, interpret it, and use it to determine 
subsequent lines of action (co-reflection and co-action conversations). 
A point we wish to make is that person-to-person conversations can be 
used throughout a research project; the question becomes what kinds 
of conversations are most useful to generate new forms of sense making 
and action when, and with whom. 

Reflexivity within person-to-person conversations turns on one’s 
ability to manage the flow of conversation in a way that responds to 
earlier moves in the conversation and gestures toward new possibilities 
for meaning making and action that others can follow. As Pearce (1994) 
observes, understanding the flow of any conversation means working 
with the conversation triplet. Pearce (1994) suggests that the meaning of 
any act is determined by the utterance that precedes it and what follows 
it. Reflexive practice involves sequencing one’s conversational moves in 
ways that pick up on elements of earlier moves, affirm them, and then 
making a gesture that extends these lines of conversation. This process 
may occur preconsciously or intuitively in a type of reflex action or may 
be more conscious and reflective (Cunliffe, 2004). Working reflexively 
necessitates managing the flow of emergent conversation in a way that 
preserves coherence, movement, and evolution.

Let us provide two examples of how this reflexive process might work 
in conversation both at a micro-level as well as a macro-level. At a micro-
level, we are referring to the ways that practitioner-reseachers manage 
conversation utterance-by-utterance. For example, MSc students 
frequently use systemic or circular questioning to conduct interviews 
(see Hornstrup, Loehr-Petersen, & Madsen, 2012, for a description of 
systemic or circular questioning). Systemic or circular questioning is 
reflexive in nature as it builds off previous responses and tries to connect 
various utterances. Practitioner-researchers pay attention to some 
element in the utterance by another, ask a question that picks up on that 
element, and depending on how the other responds to their question, 
adjusts their next conversational move. 

Working at a more macro-level means focusing on the connections 
among episodes within the flow of the research project versus individual 
utterances. Pearce and Pearce (2000) and Spano (2001) refer to thinking 
about the flow of episodes within a research projects as event design. 
How should different events of conversational episodes be sequenced 
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in ways that build off each other and are coherent? A conversational 
episode is a communicative sequence that has a distinct beginning, 
middle, and end and a through-line that connects the distinct utterances 
into a coherent pattern. For example, we can talk about individual or 
group interviews, data analysis sessions, and feedback sessions as 
conversational episodes. When we take a more macro-level view toward 
person-to-person conversations, we treat the episodes as if they were a 
single utterance and become interested in how the sequence of episodes 
build on each other and cohere with one another. Reflexivity at this level 
becomes concerned with emergent design work. Typically a research 
project has some kind of pre-planned design associated with it, however, 
this design is subject to change as things unfold. For example, Kevin 
was recently involved with a research project that had a very clear co-
missioning conversation where the understanding was that he and a 
group of researchers would work with a health organization to design 
an event that would bring members of the organization in dialogue 
with groups of a faith-based community. However, leadership within 
the health organization did not feel the organization needed members 
of the research team and the role of the research team was redefined 
from designers of the event to advisors, which led to a different kind of 
meeting than was originally anticipated. It became important to design 
a different kind of meeting because the situation changed (leadership 
now wanted the research team to be advisors versus designers) and the 
research team’s hope was that this meeting would build on this change 
and open up a new role for the research team.

Research conversations should involve difference work

A second quality of generative research conversations is that they need to 
treat the conversation as difference work and attempt to foster multiple 
points of view and perspectives. Difference work involves creating 
and introducing differences into the conversation to bring additional 
perspectives, frameworks, and viewpoints into play. Difference becomes 
an important resource for meaning making and action as difference 
enlarges the experiential base for creating interpretations, rending 
judgments, and taking action. Practice-based systemic constructionist 
research is grounded in the belief that we need to foster divergent reads 
and interpretations of situations from various vantage points and then 
connect them with one another into some kind of coherent whole that 
moves meaning making and action forward. Difference work is like the 
process of refraction. When light is passed through a prism the process 
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of refraction allows us to see light in a different way as being comprised 
of myriad colors. In linguistic terms, this is analogous to Bakhtin’s 
(1981) observation that what appears to be singular language, story or 
discourse is actually multiple. For example, what we might take to be a 
single language, story, or discourse is actually a distillation of multiple 
discursive elements from the past. Moreover, people may narrate events 
in different ways. Therefore, it becomes important to focus on issues 
of difference and use difference as a meaningful resource to tease out 
dissimilarities and divergences in the empirical material that may 
otherwise go unnoticed.

Conversational reflexivity involves offering multiple read ings of 
the phenomena, which emphasizes crystallization and kaleidoscopic 
approaches that emphasize difference and diverg ence, as opposed to 
triangulation, which privileges con sensus and similarity (Ellingsen, 
2008). In the MSc dissertations we have been involved in, differences in 
the way practitioners can work with and introduce difference into their 
data generation and analysis can take many different forms:

1. Playing with time: Oftentimes researchers will use future-orient-
ed questions to dislodge participants from present ways of thinking 
and inspire fresh perspectives. This is then followed up with “back-
casting” questions that work with the participants from the present 
to the future.

2. Playing with position: Different reflecting positions are created that 
emphasize different takes on the material. For example, domains 
theory offers three different positions that can be used to reflect on 
a communicative pattern—the domains of explanation, aesthetics, 
and production (Lang, Little, & Cronen 1990). Other frameworks 
that students have often employed to foster diverse perspectives to-
ward the material include CMM (Pearce 2007), the LUUTT model 
(Pearce & Pearce 1998), student analysis groups etc.

3. Playing with layers: Often students will not use a single analyzing 
tool but incorporate multiple analyzing tools used in sequence. For 
example, a student may begin with a metaphor analysis of then draw 
on elements of narrative analysis to tease out stories relating to dif-
ferent metaphors.

4. Playing with communication media and modes: We have been im-
pressed with the various tools the students use to create differences. 
For example, students often listen to their own interview record-
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ings and transcribe them, which brings a different experience to the 
analysis. Or, they relive the interview by simultaneously listening to 
the recording and reading the interview transcript, which moves to 
recreate the bodily sensations they may have felt during the inter-
view. Christiansen (2011) used an interesting projective technique 
using Visual Explorer, which uses photographs to encourage narra-
tive story telling.

5. Playing with insider-outsider positions. Students often use student 
groups to help analyze their data as well as groups from within the 
organization they work with.

Research conversations and their portrayals should be 
resonant and provocative

As we conduct our inquiry, we want to make sure that our conversations 
with our research participants and the stories we develop about our 
research conversations with texts and people, become distilled into our 
analyses and are resonant and provocative to participants and readers 
of our work. Our participants become our co-researchers, which means 
that the interviews we conduct with them, the reflecting sessions that we 
have them, and/or other types of meeting are meaningful and inspiring. 
For those who read our research stories in the form of essays, articles, 
book chapters, and the like, they too need to resonate with the experience 
of the reader and provide inspiration. Whether these stories are about 
the research process itself, how it was co-missioned and conducted, or 
about people’s experience, they need to simultaneously connect with 
people’s experience and gesture toward future patterns of meaning 
making and action. Resonance is achieved when our conversations and 
stories have a sense of narrative fidelity, coherence, and engagement.

Fisher (1989) suggests that there are two dimensions that can be 
used to assess narratives. The first, narrative fidelity, refers to people’s 
sense of whether a narrative has “a ring of truth.” Does the constructed 
narrative “ring true” given people’s experience? The second, narrative 
coherence, refers to whether the plausibility of the narrative to what 
degree does the narrative hang together and present a coherent sensible 
interpretation of events. When people experience narratives as having 
a sense of fidelity and coherence to them, they become more persuasive 
and can enable action.

We would add a third concept, narrative movement, to Fisher’s 
notions of narrative fidelity and coherence. We choose the term 
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movement purposefully as it directs our attention to narratives and 
stories that move us, which have some emotional connection. The notion 
of movement not only highlights the notion of forward movement, it 
foregrounds the creation of new future possibilities. The notion of 
movement as something we find interesting and provocative is hinted 
at in Davis’ (1971) work, which explores what it is that makes a theory 
interesting. Operating within a phenomenological framework, Davis 
(1971) argues that a theory becomes “interesting” when it challenges the 
taken-for-granted phenomenological ground of a particular community. 
For example, one way to account for the rise of asset-based, strength-
based, and appreciative approaches to management is that they 
challenged the dominant ground of management theories that were 
rooted in a problem-solving deficit-based logic.  We would suggest that 
for a narrative to become moving, it has to provide a fresh insight into 
the situation or issue. It also needs to provide a different take on the 
situation, something that challenges our assumptions and surprises and 
delights us or perhaps even saddens us, and provokes us into action. 

For research conversations, this means working in a relationally-
responsive way that not only foregrounds difference when we meet with 
our co-researchers, but also challenges their thinking and introduces 
new ways of making sense of their social worlds. Negative strong emotion 
still resonates and is generative, but may need to be transformed. For our 
research stories, we need to find ways to portray our work in engaging 
ways that capture the complexity of the work we are doing and convey 
its emotional and inspirational impact.

Making Judgments and Conversational Reflexivity

The purpose of this essay has been to articulate the concept of con versa-
tional reflexivity as a way for practitioner-researchers to work reflexively 
when conducting inquiry. Conversational reflexivity is associated with 
a number of core animating values including playfulness, generativity, 
experimental attitude, curiosity, co-creation, and increasing the possi-
bility space for alternative forms of meaning making and action. At this 
point, we want to invite you into a conversation with us about where we 
can take our thinking next. In that spirit, we pose three questions that 
have captured our interest and ask you to also think through the possible 
responses. 

The first question is, “What is that allows practitioner-researchers 
to improvise and work with emergence?” Conversational reflex ivity 
privileges emergence and improvisation. What kinds of experience, 
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preparatory activities, skills, and abilities allow us to improvise and 
make changes to our process in a way that honors our research aims and 
purposes and makes sense to the people we are working with? If PSCR 
is co-created with others and requires us to be present in the moment, 
it will be important to identify the kinds of abilities, resources, and 
practices that enable us to work with emergent complex situations. 

The second question is, “What tensions must be managed when 
working with conversational reflexivity?” As we have co-created this 
chapter, a number of trade-offs and tensions emerged regarding the 
way we work with co-missioning, co-design, co-reflection, and co-action 
conversation. For example, some of the tensions we might face when 
working with conversational reflexivity include:

1. Consciousness—How do we manage our conscious and preconscious 
resources to respond to an emerging situation? When does (pre)con-
sciousness become an enabling resource or obstacle to our inquiry?

2. Preparation—How do we manage the tension between the process 
needing to be planned/structured and emergent/unstructured from 
within the flow of inquiry?

3. Curiosity—How open do we keep the process to encourage diver-
gence and when do we need to focus on convergence and narrow our 
thinking? 

4. Reflection: How do we manage the tension between the need to be 
reflective and take action? How do we develop a sense of timing re-
garding when to engage in reflection and when to take action?

5. Playfulness: How do we keep the space open to play with different 
ideas and interpretations and maintain a focus on getting things 
done, in the domain of production?

6. Positionality: How do we manage the tensions between being a 
practitioner but also needing to take a research position toward our 
practice?

This brief listing represents a small sample of the possible tensions one 
may engage when working with conversational reflexivity. What other 
tensions do we need to give attention to and how can they be managed?

The third question is, “How can we deepen and broaden our practices 
for conversations that take place within and among texts and people?” 
We have identified some different ways that people have worked with 
conversational reflexivity in the form of examples from MSc students. 
What other practices can we develop? Our essay has focused on how we 
might cultivate difference but has not explored issues of timing, pacing, 
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and sequencing. What role does time and timing play in the practice of 
conversational reflexivity? 

As Bakhtin (1981) has said, the dialogue is never-ending and it is 
unfinalizable. We look forward to continuing the conversation regarding 
the ways that conversational reflexivity can be used to develop practice-
based systemic constructionist research.
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The Impact of Dialogical Participa-
tory Action Research (DPAR)
Riding in the peloton of dialogical 
collboration 
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The use of dialogical collaboration both in the emerging coaching and 
participatory action research (PAR) reflexively expanding and diffusing 
effects as well as intensifying the progress and the processes in the 
social workers’ practice as well as the researcher’s. Not only became the 
research characterised of being participatory but also dialogical (DPAR). 
The processes of the conducted action research became metaphorically 
talked about as going on a cycling tour riding in a peloton of dialogical 
collaboration. In the dynamic flow of dialogical interplay the participants 
found the directions how to go on exploring and learning using ‘living 
tools’ as ‘delta reflecting teams’ using ‘listening ears’ and ‘listening 
questions’

This is about a study where it became important that the used 
research supported and strengthened the empowering and mobilizing 
movements in the rest of the practice. It started with an ambition to 
create systemic collaboration inviting clients into partnership in social 
work practice and emerged into a dialogical reflecting inquires.  The 
interest here will be focused on the practice of the emerging research 
processes – mutual processes of joint actions (Shotter 1980), creating 
expanding and diffusing effects as well as intensifying the progress 
and the processes in the study. These processes became talked about 
as a dialogical travel, a tour of interaction likened to the interplay in a 
peloton in a cycling tour – a polyphony of actions and voices and other 
things in joint actions of dialogue. The conducted participatory action 
research (PAR) (Whyte, Greenwood & Lazes 1991a) emerged into a style 
characterised by the dialogical interplay named Dialogical Participatory 
Action research (DPAR) (Olsson 2010). 

A professional and theoretical practice

My research tends to be conducted from within my work as a dialogical 
coach and trainer to social workers working with children and families. 
This work is inspired by systemic ways of talking and creating knowledge.  
By researching my practice, I have been well-placed to advise on training 
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and policy making in the county of Scania (Skåne) in the south of 
Sweden (Olsson 2005, 2008). Using systemic practice such as curiosity, 
inquiring and exploring what works and how, learning by doing (Dewey 
2007) and reflecting in and on (Schön 2002) new efforts and alternatives, 
exploring, dreaming, designing and delivering, again and again in an 
ongoing circular process and flow, we co-create new orientation in 
how to go on. We become in relation to one another (and others and 
otherness) and our social world is created in our communication, the 
lived practice generates new learning. These ideas emanate both from 
ideas of action research (McNiff, Lomax & Whitehead, 1996; Reason 
& Bradbury 2006b) and systemic practice (Anderson 1999; Bateson 
1987, 2000; Watzlawick, Beavin, Bavelas & Jackson 1967) as well as 
from the area of leadership and organisation, Appreciative Inquiry 
(AI) (Cooperrider & Whitney 2005) adapted to many other areas (cf. 
(Trajkovski, Schmied, Vickers & Jackson 2013). In this language plays 
a crucial part working with a view of social constructionism (Burr 1995) 
(Gergen & Gergen 2003; Gergen 2009). 

In the dialogical approach I am foremost influenced by John Shotter 
and his view on dialogical processes as living interaction; spontaneous, 
chiasmatical, mutual, expressive, embodied responsiveness (Shotter, 
2002, 2004a, 2004d). Shotter uses the term chiasmic (Shotter 2004c, 
2005b) following Maurice Merleau–Ponty (2004), in the sense of 
intertwining in one another (Shotter & Gustavsen, 1999). Dialogical 
interplay is about moving in a mutual living and expressive responsiveness, 
responding to and addressing one another, other and otherness in joint 
actions (Shotter 1980, 2003b). The simultaneously ongoing interplay 
and mutual responsiveness in joint actions heighten the quality (Shotter 
1993). Something (a third) is born in between the two and neither you 
nor I are “to blame” (Shotter 2004b). Shotter used to call this relational 
dynamic joint action (Shotter 1984, 1993, 2000). The dialogical reality 
constructed between them seems to “just happen” without an author, 
like if “a third agency is at work in all dialogical realities” (Shotter 2004b 
p.3). The joint actions are impossible to divide and recognise from each 
other (Shotter 1987) so the outcome of any exchange cannot be traced 
back to the intentions of any of the individuals involved (Shotter 2004b). 

Metaphorically it could be seen as if we were in a ‘mishmash’ of 
relationships, of communication and interactions interweaved and 
entangled from within (with and in) our interplay. Based on this view, it 
is inevitable then that the research participants and I become travellers 
on a tour of joint actions in a practice, not just in terms of theory or 
practice but in a combination which I liken to the interplay in cycling in 
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a peloton in a cycling tour – a polyphony of voices and actions and other 
things in a joint action of dialogical interplay. 

The research process as a tour

The processes in this kind of study cannot be described as going from an 
initial design to the final presentations of results. This study is more a 
tour on a winding road – an ongoing flow of living practice of research, 
social work and coaching, creating a mixture of phases of exploring, 
reflecting and analysing, spreading and diffusing results and new ideas, 
testing, outlining and re-orientations in how to go on. There is much 
movement in the roles people take on during this process.

Example
55 social workers and their managers in seven municipalities invited 
me in to become the social workers’ coach. I took part of their practice 
focusing on how to improve their listening to the voices of children and 
other clients as well as inviting and involving clients into collaborative 
social work. From the beginning I introduced a dialogical approach 
and Appreciative Inquiry (AI) in the coaching. I had the idea that 
development of a combination of an appreciative approach and systemic 
inquiry with curiosity and exploration together with dialogical interplay 
with involving dialogue, would bring about new opportunities in the 
desired direction, new orientation in how to go on, both in the research 
processes and in the processes of the systemic project. I suggested that 
the conducted research and the action project should have the same 
style. In my mind was that what was expected from the social workers to 
involve and invite the clients into partnership and collaboration should 
also be expected from the researcher (me) and vice versa co-creating 
sustainable reflexively learning capacity and infusing an approach 
for everyday use and life. At the same time this was a direction of the 
diffusion. The original idea from the County Administrative Board of 
Scania (the local state government) was to create many small events 
with diffuse boundaries, hoping that the ideas that unfolded will become 
widely spread through creating ‘ripples on the water’, or as Björn 
Gustavsen calls it: ‘ripples in the water’ effects (Gustavsen 2008). 

My background and identity as a social worker and many years of 
experience as a manager in social organisations probably made a difference 
to how well the participants  joined in with the research. For example, it was 
easy for me to join their grammar (Wittgenstein 2001) and the geography 
of their different places, sectors and activities, living space and hierarchies 
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in the social workers’ arenas and other professional networks. Using 
Michel Foucault ideas of discursive practice (Foucault 1972), this could 
be expressed as me moving, acting and talking from within the discourse 
and the relations of power. New understandings can be created through 
discourse between people engaged in the inquiry process (Greenwood & 
Levin 1998). For this to occur, a mutually understandable discourse is 
required, and this is achieved through living together over time, sharing 
experiences, and taking actions together (Greenwood & Levin 1998). I use 
my experience and familiarity to communicate in different contexts and 
from different positions.

Not just any tour – a cycling tour. The peloton at work.

As a way of describing and understanding the unfolding research ing 
movements and emerging impacts on coaching and research projects, 
the metaphor of going on a tour – and more specifically to me as a cyclist, 
a cycling tour and riding in the peloton has been very helpful. It is a tour 
where we have some ideas about the end-in-view beforehand (Dewey 
2007) and have sketched out some possible routes but mainly trust that 
new orientations on how to go on will emerge in the dialogical interplay 
between the participants as the tour goes on.

In the voyage tour I see how the participating social workers and 
I travelled, guided by the (re-) narrating of examples using (verbal) 
systemic signposts and directions in the action research – for example, 
the ideas of curiosity (Cecchin 1987), co-construction and co-creation 
(Lang 1991), dialogue as mutual spontaneously living communication 
in responsiveness (Shotter 2002) and learning in action, in reflecting on 
and in action (Schön 2002). The research participants were, through and 
in the context of the action projects and the coaching, speaking more and 
more about dialogical and more democratic meetings where more voices 
could be heard. We were riding in an ocean of systemic ideas stopping 
at some of the possible halts of narratives, getting a sense of how much 
more there was to explore and highlight, catching a glimpse of how 
many other different directions there were to choose, but also finding 
inspiration and fresh support on how to go on. Using this metaphor of a 
cycling tour, I think of the research process metaphorically as the joint 
action of cycling together in a peloton.

Joint action in the peloton
In the peloton, I am cycling amongst all the other participants or some 
of them, and we are going fast. A lot is happening. Sheltered from the 
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wind (by the protection of the others around us) everything seems to go 
easy and smooth. Those in front are taking the brunt of the nasty wind, 
sucking and pulling us up to their speed. They have got the direction, 
how to go on, I am following the flow.

At the same time, I have to be very careful, paying a lot of attention to 
every movement implanted, flowing and streaming in the group. Every little 
movement of the other participants, especially from those in front of us, is 
transplanted and transformed in relation to everybody else in the peloton. 
I am sensitive to what is happening around me; the speed, fragrances, 
sounds and movements. I am paying attention and responding in relation 
to my surroundings, the condition of the roads, my body’s signals as well 
as from the bike. I am riding relaxed, not too tense in muscles and nerves; 
I let the bike go with me. I am enjoying the ride, the company, the flowers 
on the verges, the birds in the sky, the church towers in the horizon and the 
bike. We become like a united body – the movements and the anticipations 
are in us as an embodied whole of the peloton. I do not have to wait for my 
companions’ next moves and they don’t have to complete their moves before 
I can understand their message/response sufficiently for me to respond to 
it in practice and guiding me to know, or give an orientation of, how to go 
on, to understand where they might possibly move next (Shotter, 2008). 
In this background of relational dynamics, a ceaseless flow of expressive-
responsive, living, embodied activity spon taneously continuously, which 
occurs between us and the others and the othernesses around us in our 
meetings with them, as me on the bike in the peloton, we all carry out our 
daily lives (Shotter 2004b). The joint actions are so closely interwoven 
and intertwined with each other and everything else and everybody else 
in the moment, so nobody can notice the differences or the parts or how 
they are being connected, influencing and mutually responding in the 
chiasmatic interaction. This is what happens in a dialogically involving 
communication. It is an imperceptible flow or movement you can sense – 
sense it in your body. Shotter calls it embodiment (Shotter 2003a). Anne 
Hedvig Vedeler, Norwegian systemic family therapist, calls it resonance 
(Vedeler 2008) – a resonance heard and felt from within the field of the 
peloton, in the interplay between the riders, guiding and giving orientation 
on how to go on, respond and ride further.

Noticings

What I do during this journey of dialogical and systemic action research 
is to track and together with participants, choose examples, ideas and 
narratives given in the context of the action projects and research which 
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we experienced as striking or unique examples (Shotter 2000, 2008), 
useful for bringing the emerging ideas in the projects and the systemic 
ideas into further learning and developments, disseminating them as 
ripples on the water (Gustavsen 2008) into new contexts. We focus 
both on what is working and successful and, unlike solution-focused 
coaching, explore difficulties and (what was told about as) failings. The 
use of the expression striking examples comes from Shotter (2000, 
2008) connecting to Ludwig Wittgenstein (2001).

In a Swedish context the expression “being struck” is a common 
metaphoric expression which I often use in questions within the context 
of coaching, noticing that this seems to increase the responsiveness 
in the dialogue. The joint search for striking moments seems to help 
the participants to ‘Stop – Look – Listen’ in their memories within 
the contexts of the coaching process (Arendt 1978; Dewey 2007; 
Shotter 2005c). I am asking them for details in the moment, often in 
chronological order and in small steps. The purpose is also to bring 
the participants into the situation, remembering from within (Shotter 
2000), to seek participatory understanding, avoiding an approach from 
the outside as observers (Shotter 2004a)

The striking examples emerged in different contexts: in dialo gical 
conferences (Shotter & Gustavsen 1999), meetings with reflecting 
teams and delta-reflecting, in meetings with clients and from within the 
dialogues in the coaching. It was examples that emerged for the social 
workers and/or for me as important and significant for the progress and 
impact of the projects and the study. The narratives of these examples, 
emerging in the coaching and in other meetings, became important for 
me to study more closely and hear other people’s understanding – that 
is the participants’ understanding and interpretations (Whyte 1991b). 
Involving the participants in the on-going analysing (in action research 
analysing is constantly recurring (Elliot 2001) in the study; inviting 
to reflect and delta-reflect, to read excerpts of transcriptions or drafts 
of my manuscripts, to watch selected parts (I selected) of the video-
recordings or other exercises aiming at making me hear other voices in 
understanding the progress and results of the study, became a further 
linking of the inquiry to the actions. 

Contributions from the participants have not only been of great value 
for the development of the coaching and the conduct of the research, 
they were indispensable, absolutely necessary, for the outcome of this 
study. However, when you/I involve participants, you/I also have to be 
ready to pay attention to what they produce, highlight and ask for, as well 
as take into serious considerations what they want you/me to do or not 
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do. So involving participants you as researcher also have to be prepared 
to cut, change and re-write chapters. I sent the participants drafts of and 
information about my further use of what they had contributed. I sent 
them both drafts and completed manuscripts giving them opportunities 
to respond and ask me to leave out or change parts. This way of opening 
up opportunities to change at the very last moment put me several times 
in great trouble. Once I had to re-write almost a whole manuscript just 
before I was going to leave it for publishing. At the same time, all these 
steps and considerations ensured that the participants really gave their 
approval and consented to what I was doing, not only in the beginning 
when we set the context for the collaboration and made a contract with 
the participating clients (these were also documented in written and 
signed documents) but throughout the entire journey. 

The emerging and ongoing DPAR

I tried to attain a “good enough” quality as coach using different sources 
and ways of improving my approach. The ongoing research facilitated 
and increased my opportunities to hear the voices of the social workers, 
which was my most important source of improvement. The ongoing 
research seemed to authorize me to inquire more about the coaching 
as well as arrange special events where I invited the participants to 
reflect on and co-create narratives, delta-reflecting, about the emerging 
systemic dialogical practice. Everything became documented by video 
recording. This gave me the opportunity to both alone and together 
with co-researchers listen to and reflect on what was heard in the delta-
reflections and explore further whenever I wanted to. 

Delta Reflecting Teams
By using systemic ideas with reflecting teams (Andersen 1987, 1992, 
2003), new ways of using these ideas and forms emerged. Keen to hear 
more, new and different voices in the research, I invite participants to 
connect to their own experiences and to bring forth narratives of their 
own into the reflecting teams. They both reflect on what they hear in the 
session and on their own narrating seeing this narrating and reflecting 
as co-creating new veins of narratives as in a delta (here: of different 
storylines). This expanded form of reflecting team I have come to call 
delta-reflecting teams. In Swedish, the word “delta” is used both in the 
meaning of “participate” or “share” as well as the dividing of the mouth 
of a river into several river channels. 

In Delta Reflecting Teams, participants are encouraged to reflect on 
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what they hear and see, expand the reflections with new narrating, and 
contribute with experiences of their own and whatever they want to bring 
into the dialogue. The rules for the ordinary reflecting team, according 
to Andersen (1987), is that there should be no reference to things not 
pertaining to the conversation seen or heard. However, the teamwork 
and the interaction sometimes also grow and flow over into what we can 
call several outflows and inflows of narrating not seen or heard earlier 
in the conversation. In connection to the subject(s) this facilitated the 
polyphony. More became told and heard with new nuances. 

Listening ears and listening questions
At one of events when all the participants came together, two messages 
really struck me in relation to myself as coach. It was when one of the 
participants emphasized how I was using what she called listening ears 
and listening questions. I found these expressions very nice, catching the 
response and interplay I was hoping to contribute within the dialogical 
coaching very well and strengthening me to continue in the way I now 
approached the participants in the coaching. Something had made the 
difference in our conversations which had made it possible for me as 
coach to ask a lot of questions and still make it possible for us participants 
to experience the conversations as dialogical and mutually involving. I 
had asked myself how it could be possible to have a living dialogue in 
the coaching when new questions often became my way of responding. 
Why did our meetings not turn into monological coaching instead of 
a joint inquiry into dialogical interaction? I think the social worker, 
in inventing the expressions listening ears and listening questions, 
captured what she perceived in my participation as a participation in a 
resonance. In resonance you not only listen but also try to be responsive 
on an emotional level and take in the whole context of the other person’s 
utterance being responsive to intonation, words, breathing, pauses, 
and bodily movements (Vedeler 2008). It is about placing yourself 
completely at the other participants’ disposal, to live and act from within 
the responsiveness in relation to the others and otherness completely 
accessible in the moment, absolute presence. 

Living tools
During these years of ongoing practice including writing about the study 
and what unfolded, I have noticed how my awareness of how I use social 
constructionist and systemic ideas has increased as well as my knowing 
and abilities to use these ideas in practice. I have continued coaching 
and supervising social workers, getting new commissions and learning 
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more and more about social work, coaching and action research. As I see 
it, the systemic and dialogical methods and techniques become living in 
use, changed and changing, reflexively influencing and being adapted 
from within the relational dynamic of joint actions in use. Connected to 
this I more and more have found myself talking about using living tools 
in my practice.

My interest became more and more focused on the dialogical practice 
of the emerging research processes – mutual processes of joint actions. 
These joints actions are creating expanding and diffusing effects as well 
as intensifying the progress and the processes in the study. Connected to 
my interest in cycling and each summer focusing on the Tour of France, 
the project and my research became talked about as a dialogical travel, a 
tour of interaction likened to the interplay in a peloton in a cycling tour 
– a polyphony of actions and voices and other things in joint actions of 
dialogue. The conducted participatory action research (PAR) (Whyte et 
al. 1991a) emerged into a style characterised by the dialogical interplay I 
named it Dialogical Participatory Action research (DPAR). 

A model of DPAR 

Below, I have sketched out some punctuations in an attempt to further 
reveal how and to what DPAR emerged to in this unique study and 
in these local conditions and circumstances – the meaning used and 
reflexively emerging in this study and context. These punctuations have 
guided me in my actions in relation to the participating social workers 
and others in the study. 
1. A participatory, emancipatory and democratic process, concerned 

with developing practical knowing from within actions, aiming to 
improve practice  – informed, committed, intentional actions with 
a worthwhile purpose. “Action research is wedded to the idea that 
change is good” (Denscombe 2009, p.124).

2. To make explicit and transparent the processes through which the 
knowing and the impact are emerging – systematic inquiry made 
public – the processes and the results as open and accessible as pos-
sible. 

3. To bring together action and reflection, theory and practice – cre-
ate new forms of understandings “since action without reflection and 
understanding is blind, just as theory without action is meaningless” 
(Reason & Bradbury 2006a, p.2). 

4. To research “… with, for and by the involved persons and commu-
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nities, ideally involving all stakeholders both in the questioning and 
sensemaking that informs the research, and in the actions that is its 
focus” (Reason & Bradbury 2006a, p.2). 

5. “… it is necessarily insider research, in the sense of practitioners re-
searching their own professional actions” (McNiff et al. 1996, p.14). 

6. Cyclic processes where actions, reflections and inquiries are interwo-
ven in dialogical conversations and interplay, creating new responsive 
understandings of ways of going on, giving new orientations pointing 
towards another kind of future (Shotter 2004b) – open-ending out-
come (Hart & Bond 1999).

Below, I have tried to outline a figure of the cyclic processes in the 
ongoing flow of living in the research peloton. The figure is not doing 
justice to how intertwined the different phases become in each other nor 
does it show the endless amount of variations emerging in the interplay. 
It could both be read as an illustration of the conducted DPAR and the 
conducted coaching.

Figure 1. Dialogical Participatory Action Research (DPAR) — the ongoing living 
flow of the research peloton

The research was conducted from within the practice and vice versa – 
the practice was conducted from within the research. It was not applied 
research with a separation between thoughts and actions (Greenwood 
& Levin 1998) or theory and practice (Shotter 2005a). Valid knowing 
was derived from practical reasoning engaged from within the actions 
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(Greenwood & Levin 1998). The unfoldings in the practice were 
integrated with the research and vice versa – in joint actions (see above 
about the dialogical flow in the peloton) – and the participants, including 
myself as coach, were researching practitioners. 

Reflections and more 

The idea emerging that the conducted research and coaching should 
have the same style as was expected from the social workers to involve 
and invite the clients into partnership and collaboration, seems to have 
made ‘a difference that make a difference’ (Bateson 2000). All this 
became both about to create sustainable reflexively learning capacity 
and to infuse an approach of dialogue for everyday use and life. At the 
same time this was a direction of the diffusion. 

The narrative about cycling in a peloton is metaphorically illustrating 
the dialogical interplay in the emerging DPAR in the study. This 
entangled and intertwined relational dynamic of actions, joints actions, 
became the characteristic style of the research in relation to the 
conducted coaching as well as my development. We were all learning by 
doing (Dewey 2007) and inquiring (Dewey 1938) and by reflections in 
and on our actions (Schön 2002), testing and exploring (Dewey 1991), 
developing and improving both the social work and the coaching as well 
as the research actions and processes. 

I read Timothy Gallwey’s books on coaching, relating both to my 
earlier experiences as coach and how I was developing my actions 
here and now. From Gallwey I picked up ideas about learning, using 
an approach of fascination in relation to whatever you were doing and 
using. This will increase your feeling for rhythm, timing, listening and 
the present. Gallwey continues (Gallwey 1997): There are also so many 
choices to pay attention to in the present, to start with observation 
without judgment and choose (only) one detail to change (the rest 
will also be changed in relation to the changing of the chosen detail).  
Prepare yourself by imagining the change and let yourself go – let it 
happen – “just” let it go. Again, explore the results and the differences 
without judging, and so on. All this I found extremely helpful; the non-
judging exploration, the preparation followed by actions with readiness 
for evaluation afterwards, again without judgement, and with focus on 
being in the moment – being in the present. 

The above connects to the prerequisite of living dialogues where I 
became more and more aware of the importance of being in the present 
to make it possible to be responsive in relation to other participants, 
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myself and otherness in the moment. The use of dialogue made the 
meetings between the social workers and myself easier, inspiring 
confidence and trust in the relationship between us. This probably also 
had something to do with my earlier experiences, my age, my identity 
as a social worker and accustomedness to move in social organisations, 
talking the language in the dominating discourse – joining the grammar. 
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Pragmatic inquiry is presented in this chapter as a stringent and coherent 
philosophical approach to research in organisations and organisational 
development based on the work of Lyotard (1984), William James 
(James 2000), John Dewey (Dewey 1916, 1938; Brinkmann 2006), John 
Austin (Austin 1997), Ludwig Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein 1989, 1994) 
and Gregory Bateson (Bateson 1972, 1984).

Pragmatic inquiry is presented as a research approach that changes 
an organisational relationship to knowledge from that of traditionalist 
and knowledge consumer to that of knowledge producer, so that the 
organisation creates new knowledge based on practice. Knowledge that 
is useful for and validated in practice. 

What is pragmatic inquiry and when is pragmatic inquiry a 
useful approach to knowledge creation in organisations?

In “The postmodern condition” Lyotard argues, that “the grand narrative 
has lost its credibility” (Lyotard 1984, p.37) sending institutions into 
a crises of legitimation, since no a priori narrative can legitimate the 
existence of the institution. This postmodern condition creates a 
situation where the organisation can only create legitimation through 
performativity. As a consequence of this postmodern condition most 
organisations use extensive resources to document its effectiveness. 
Although this is necessary, it is not sufficient since it implies no concept 
of knowledge. To create a postmodern and pragmatic understanding 
of knowledge, Lyotard argues for a connection between knowledge, 
language and efficiency using Wittgenstein’s notion of language games 
and John Austin’s notion of performativity (Ibid.). Knowledge, regarded 
in classical scientific terms as a passive and accurate description of 
reality, does not show how knowledge from a pragmatic philosophical 
perspective creates the organisational outcome. Dewey called his work 
instrumentalism to show how knowledge must be evaluated from its 
ability to “perform” certain desired end-states (Dewey 1916). 

Following Lyotard’s ideas in an organisational context, organisations 
need to reflect on their own view of knowledge and efficiency and the 
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relation between the two. To illustrate how this relationship can be 
constructed in different ways, let me introduce a simple distinction 
between the “traditionalist”, the “knowledge consumer” and the “know-
ledge producer”. 

In an organisation that takes the position of the “traditionalist”, 
knowledge is habitual and reproducible. Different learning theorists, 
for example, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1999) and Lave and Wenger (Lave, 
1999), implicitly support this understanding of knowledge. Dreyfus 
and Dreyfus argue that experts in a field use tacit knowledge to make 
subtle discriminations in practice. “[The experts] need to almost 
exclusively trust their intuition and make almost no comparative 
analysis of alternatives” (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1999, p.61). Implicit in this 
understanding of expertise lies an understanding of knowledge as stable 
and reproducible. Taking a similar approach to knowledge, Lave and 
Wenger are known to criticize abstract teaching and suggest that learning 
happens in communities of practice (Lave 1999). To organisations, this 
means that learning too a high degree is a matter of socialization to 
existing organisational practices within strong communities of practice 
(Ibid.). The position of the “traditionalist” seems the obvious choice 
in organisations where knowledge has a largely stable character. But 
this position is challenged in organisations where constant change in 
knowledge is the norm. In such organisations, reproduction of habit is 
no longer possible. This gives the organisation the challenge of finding a 
new position in relation to knowledge and efficiency. 

The position of “knowledge consumer” offers the organisation a 
relationship to knowledge where the needed knowledge is found, 
bought and implemented in the organisation to overcome the strategic 
challenge. 

Example

It has been politically decided in Denmark that schools are to increase 
their ability to ensure inclusion of pupils that would previously have 
been excluded and sent to special schools. Besides changing the 
economic structure for schools to increase a school’s motivation to 
ensure inclusion, this also involves the discussion raised above: what 
new knowledge does the school need in order to create the desired 
end-state? In one municipality the schools were offered to choose 
either the LP-model, an analytical model, or positive psychology 
developed by Seligman among others. In either case this means that 
the school takes the position of the knowledge consumer buying and 
implementing the needed knowledge.
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The example shows the obvious strengths and weaknesses with the 
position of knowledge consumer. On the positive side, the organisation 
can secure its legitimacy by using standardized knowledge. Further 
knowledge development is cost efficient for the organisation that can 
either buy it or acquire the knowledge for free. But the knowledge 
consuming position also has weaknesses. The relationship between 
knowledge and desired end state is blurred leading both teachers and 
leaders to ask the obvious question: Does LP and positive psychology 
really enable the schools to create an increased level of inclusion? The 
trouble for the knowledge consuming organisation is that this question 
must always be answered by “Yes, we expect it to do so”. The organisation 
cannot know what results will follow using the knowledge since they have 
no experience using the knowledge. In short: the knowledge consuming 
organisation cannot, at the time of acquiring the new knowledge, have 
any real experience about the performativity of the knowledge.

To challenge the position of both “the traditionalist” and “the 
knowledge consuming” position, the position of “knowledge producing” 
organisation is suggested as useful for organisations, where new 
knowledge is needed to reach new objectives. The new situation is meet 
by the organisation through a series of knowledge creating processes 
based on practice and creating new knowledge that is both useful for 
practice and validated in practice. I call this pragmatic creation and 
validation of knowledge pragmatic inquiry and describe this below.  
From a pragmatic perspective this is a normal relationship to knowledge 
and inquiry processes. As Dewey writes:

“Systematic advance in invention and discovery began when man 
recognized that they could utilize doubt for purposes of inquiry 
by forming conjectures to guide action in tentative explorations, 
whose development would confirm, refute or modify the guiding 
conjectures” (Dewey 1916, p.121).

Such an approach to inquiry processes challenges both “the 
traditionalist” and “the knowledge consuming” position and many 
other classical approaches to research by putting the practitioner and 
the creation of new practices and knowledge in the foreground. As John 
Shotter writes:

“Thus, the major difference between practitioner initiated and 
oriented inquiry and academically initiated and oriented research, 
i.e. coolly rational research, is that such research aims at reliable, 
repeatable, publically criticisable results, results that can be 
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generalized to apply in many different contexts, while practitioners 
are concerned in their inquiries with gaining an orientation, a 
sense of “where” they are placed in relation to their immediate 
surroundings, and the surrounding field of real possibilities open to 
them for their next step”. (Shotter 2009, p.6)

Pragmatic inquiry overcomes this dualism. The knowledge pro ducing 
organisation needs to base its knowledge production on practice and to be 
useful in practice. I use the term “pragmatic inquiry” for such knowledge 
producing processes where the nature of knowledge is practitioner 
sensitive and conducted with two purposes: 

• that the inquiry is grounded in the practice of the practitioners

• that the inquiry is to be useful for both the practitioners engaged in 
the inquiry and for a wider range of practitioners

I will argue that these two criteria are both necessary and sufficient to 
secure the pragmatic validity of the inquiry. Doing this the organisation 
becomes legitimate by being able to create the results needed to be 
efficient and by creating a clear relation between the knowledge and the 
results created by the organization.

Pragmatic inquiry and a new relationship between knowledge and 
knower 
From a pragmatic point of view it is important to recognize and 
appreciate the intimate relationship between knowledge and knower. 
Vernon Cronen draws attention to this relationship:

“The scientist, seeking episteme or truths about the natural world, 
does not change the objects of study by his or her inquiry. However, 
as the Greeks well knew, the study of rhetoric led to the development 
of new practices in oratory. If today new forms of intervention 
change practices in families and organizations, the objects of our 
own inquiry are changed by the act of inquiry. Thus, in the arts 
of praxis the relationship of the knower to the known is never an 
objective one. The knower is always a participant”. (Cronen 2000, 
p.3).

As Vernon Cronen formulates, an inquiry approach has the implication 
of changing both the field being observed and the observer. That the 
researcher influences the field being researched is well documented 
and shown experimentally by Robert Rosenthal (Rosenthal 1968; Juhl 
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& Madsen 2011). In his original studies Rosenthal showed that by 
manipulating psychology students’ expectations to the performance of 
the rats they were to use in experiments, Rosenthal influenced the actual 
performance of the rats.  Similarly he proved in the famous subsequent 
study, “Oak School experiment”, that the manipulation of students’ test 
scores induced an increase in positive expectation amongst the teachers 
of 20% of their pupils’ performance (Rosenthal 1968). As it turned out 
these 20% subsequently had a statistically better result in their exam 
one year later. Rosenthal experimentally shows that the psychology 
student and the teacher influence the field being studied by having 
certain expectations.

In some research traditions, this can be regarded as a mistake. In 
pragmatic inquiry generating knowledge about this relationship is the 
purpose of doing the inquiry. Going into the substance of Dewey’s work 
on inquiry, Dewey defines inquiries as 

“The intentional endeavour to discover specific connections between 
something, which we do, and the consequences, which result, so that 
the two become continuous. Their isolation, and consequently their 
arbitrary going together, is cancelled: a unified developing situation 
takes its place. The occurrence is now understood”  (Dewey 1916, 
p.119). 

Furthermore, Dewey goes on to remark,

“Experience as trying involves change, but change is meaningless 
transition unless it is consciously connected with the return wave of 
consequences, which flow from it” (Ibid. p.113).

Dewey’s notion of inquiry challenges the Dreyfus brothers’ and Lave 
& Wenger’s understanding of knowledge. In producing new knowledge, 
the practitioner cannot have a purely intuitive approach to knowledge, as 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus have argued (1999). And knowledge does not exist 
as something finished that new organisational members can be socialised 
into. Instead the practitioner becomes what Schön calls a reflective 
practitioner by increasing the practitioner’s ability to both reflect-in-
action where “we may reflect in the midst of action without interrupting 
it… our thinking serves to reshape what we are doing while we are 
doing it” (Schön 1987, p.26) creating on the spot experiments as well as 
being able to “reflect on our reflection-in-action” (ibid. p.31) as a kind 
of meta-reflexive ability. The expert is no longer seen as being intuitive 
in his judgements but rather being an expert by the ongoing reflection 
on the doing and being of the practice. By doing this, the practitioner 
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frees himself from the risk of reproducing old habits. Following Schön’s 
argument, “a skilled performer can integrate reflection-in-action into 
the smooth performance of an ongoing task” (Ibid. p. 29) enabling the 
practitioner to “know how to go on” (Wittgenstein, 1989, 1994). This is 
important since the inquiry is concerned with practice, and practitioner 
difficulties “[are] orientational or relational difficulties, to do with how 
we spontaneously respond to features in our surroundings” (Shotter 
2009, p.6). 

What is pragmatic inquiry and how does pragmatic inquiry 
structure knowledge-creating processes based on and 
useful for practice?

The recognised Danish expert on Dewey, Professor Svend Brinkmann, 
describes Dewey’s approach to inquiry like this:

(1) All experimentation involves action, to arrange change in our 
surroundings or in our relationship to it.

(2) Further, experiments are not arbitrary, but build in hypo-
thesis, ideas and the like, that appear relevant to the specific focus 
of inquiry. 

(3) Finally, the results of the experiments are the creation of a new 
situation, in which the objects are in a renewed relationship with 
each other, and where we can claim to have knowledge because 
we have experienced relationships between our active doing in the 
world and the consequences of that doing. All scientific knowledge is 
therefore knowledge about relationships (and not knowledge about 
isolated substances or elements)  (Brinkmann 2006, p.79)

I will make two reflections about Dewey’s notion of inquiry. 
Firstly, it helps practitioners turn practice into hypothesis worth 

testing in order to improve the situation in the organisation. By 
consciously connecting the return wave of consequences, which flow 
from the process, each of these situations creates a process of inquiry for 
the practitioner that helps answer the question for the inquiry. 

Secondly, it is important that both the question for the inquiry and 
the way the inquiry is made is based on practical judgements about 
“what will work in this situation?” As Coolican (1999) and Kvale (2002) 
point out, the researcher should address three questions to construct a 
research approach. I will address the first two questions and then move 
on to the third:
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1. What is to be researched? In the knowledge producing organisation 
the answer to this question has to show a connec tion between the ex-
pected knowledge created and the ability of the organisation to create 
results in relation to the strategies of the organisation.

2. Why is the research made? As described with Lyotard, this question 
can always be answered in two ways. The knowledge created is neces-
sary for the organisation to be efficient. And by creating a clear con-
nection between efficiency and knowledge, the organisation secures 
its legitimacy in a wider political and societal context.

Example
Pragmatic inquiry was initially developed during my professional 
doctorate program in systemic practice with the focus: How can I, on 
the basis of my own work as a consultant, create an account of how 
to succeed as a consultant? As a result of this work, a model called 
“the consultancy room” was developed and tested and validated in 3 
different organisations. 

Example
In a municipality in Denmark the work with people with dementia 
was located in one organisation. The organisation was given two 
objectives. Firstly, to create nursing and caring activities for people 
with dementia. Secondly, to create useful knowledge for everybody 
working with dementia in the municipality. To reach the second 
objective the organisation, with much debate, created a “university 
of practice” giving internal consultants the task of producing 
knowledge about successful work with people with dementia. 

Example
In a municipality in Denmark, schools struggled to find the useful 
knowledge base to ensure inclusion for children in the schools. An 
organisation, the Centre for Inclusion, was created with the purpose 
of supporting the schools ensure inclusion. The employees in the 
centre were typically psychologists and speech-hearing therapists. 
A group of 14 people designed a process of pragmatic inquiry 
inquiring into the question: How can we create the knowledge 
needed to secure inclusion in the schools? Knowledge that the schools 
can use and knowledge we can use to support the schools?

Even though the three examples above are different, they share 
some important elements. In all the examples, the organisation needs 
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new knowledge to meet new objectives, so the position of traditionalist 
is no longer possible. As an answer to this the organisation takes the 
position of knowledge production to secure its efficiency and thereby 
its legitimacy in a wider political and societal context. But the examples 
also different and indicate the importance of the third question that 
Coolican and Kvale point to:

3. How to do the research? I will answer this question more fully us-
ing my own research in organisational consultancy as illustration. My 
intention in doing this is to make the theoretical ideas in pragmatic 
inquiry as a research approach clear to the reader.

Pragmatic inquiry as a method for knowledge creation

Based on Dewey’s notion of inquiry “to discover specific connections 
between something, which we do, and the consequences, which 
result, so that the two become continuous” (Dewey 1916, p.119), every 
pragmatic method must be concerned with the connection between 
action and consequence. The inspiration from Dewey helped me create 
a simple 4-step method illustrated in this model:

Step 1: Decision to “do something”
Experiments are not arbitrary but are built on hypotheses and ideas that 
appear relevant to the specific focus of inquiry. Step 1 is about making it 

Figure 2. 4-step inquiry method
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possible for the researcher to meet the world with what Dewey referred 
to as an “experimental attitude” (Cronen 2000), looking for unseen 
connections. Part of this process involves deciding what question is to 
guide the inquiry. In my research into organisational consultancy one 
hypothesis was that different approaches to organisational change could 
help the consultant design successful change processes together with the 
organisation.

Step 2: Experiment
With Brinkman’s words all experimentation involves action, to arrange 
change in our surroundings or in our relationship to it. So having decided 
on a question for inquiry in Step 1, Step 2 is experimenting and doing.

Step 3: Experience
With Dewey’s words “the intentional endeavour to discover specific 
connections between something, which we do, and the consequences, 
which result, so that the two become continuous” (Dewey 1916 p.119). 
Experience is seeing connections between “doing” and “consequence of 
doing”. In relation to my research question this was important because if 
using different approaches (the systemic, the appreciative, the strategic, 
for example) does not lead to different consequences then, by William 
James’ definition of the “pragmatic method” (James 2000), they are not 
different.

Step 4: Reflection and analysis
Step 4 is analysing the experience and reflecting on the new connections 
created by the experiment. Below I will describe a 2-step method to make 
such an analysis. It is important that Step 4 will create a new situation 
with new questions that can be utilised for inquiry purposes. So step 4 
is also about creating the foundation for formulating new questions for 
inquiry.

Step 5:  (back to Step 1): Decision to “do something” - again
This step is included to show that this method does not end but continues 
and thereby create a position of i) reflexive practitioner for the employee 
and ii) knowledge production for the organisation. Based on previous 
experiments, the inquiry in step 5 will be different from that in step 1 
with new questions and new actions. 

Three questions of importance construct pragmatic inquiry as 
a coherent and clear research method to create new knowledge in 
organisations:
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• What kind of research is being conducted: quantitative or qualitative?

• What counts as data?

• How is data used?

What kind of research is being made: quantitative or 
qualitative?

A pragmatic approach to inquiry means that the research approach 
is chosen because the approach helps to achieve the “what” and the 
“why” defined in the research. This is what Silverman calls a pragmatic 
argument (Silverman 2005). A pragmatic approach to choice of method 
is opposed to choices based on personal favourites, expectation from 
a research supervisor, or because it is a dominating approach at the 
University. Burck supports this saying “we can think of quantitative 
and qualitative research methodologies as best suited to different kinds 
of research questions posed at different levels, for different audiences, 
but crucially interlinked” (Burck 2005, p.238). So a first choice has to be 
made about a quantitative or a qualitative approach. 

In my own research I used Karpatchof (2000), Silverman (2005) 
and Burck (2005) to make this choice. According to Karpatchof, the 
quantitative approach is preferable, when the researcher is aiming at de-
contextualised and de-personalized knowledge in order to create more 
objective and general knowledge. Therefore the researcher should use 
a larger population to secure generability. Burck supports this arguing 
that quantitative research is useful when conducting “outcome studies” 
(Burck 2005) looking at measurable data. 

Karpatchof argues that a qualitative method is preferable, when the 
field to be studied is context-specific going into the detail of what is 
being researched (Karpatchof 2000). Silverman argues in similar ways 
stressing that the two approaches should not be seen as dichotomies, 
but in research processes with sufficient time and money to go hand in 
hand so that the qualitative method is used to look at detail and the 
quantitative method is used to look at variance (Silverman 2005). Burck 
supports this saying 

“The types of research questions which qualitative research method-
ologies address are often open-ended and exploratory, aiming to 
generate hypotheses rather than to test them. Systemic clinicians 
often pose questions of this kind, asking how therapeutic change 
comes about, and exploring subjective experience, meanings and 
processes”  (Burck 2005, p.238)
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Using Karpatchof, Silverman and Burck looking at my research in 
organisational consultancy, the quantitative method could be useful if I 
wanted to measure success, find out how often I used different theories 
or if I wanted to look at a wider “population” of consultants. But the 
purpose of my research was aiming to generate hypotheses rather 
than to test them about how the consultant can increase his practical 
abilities: how do I know and decide about what to do next in order to 
create success? And do this by looking at similarities and differences at 
a practical level since “depth rather than breath is what characterizes 
a good research proposal” (Silverman 2005, p.80). With this purpose 
and using the arguments from Silverman (2005), Burck (2005) and 
Karpatchof (2000), I was best served using qualitative methods. 

This raises the question of which qualitative methods to use? Going 
into the details of constructing a research approach I will address the 
two pending questions described above: What counts as data? How is 
data used? I will approach these questions with the inspiration from 
the pragmatic literature and the work of Dewey, James, Wittgenstein, 
Rorty, Cronen and Bateson.

What counts as data in pragmatic inquiry?

Taking a practical and pragmatic approach to research leaves the 
researcher with the fundamental question: How do I collect data about 
practice without disturbing the practice being researched? 

Firstly, if the practitioner doing the pragmatic inquiry puts a tape 
recorder, video camera or extra researcher in the room, this will change 
the situation and the conversation. In short, the practitioner will not get 
the everyday kind of data he or she is looking for. In my own research I 
use Rosenthal’s work to argue that the examples presented in my thesis 
would not have taken place like they did, had they been called “part of 
an experiment” or had there been a camera in the room recording the 
interaction.

Secondly, researching into practice the trouble for any practi tioner is 
in advance how to choose what situations to accept as data and which 
not to. In pragmatic inquiry this is “solved” taking a practical approach 
to data meaning “everything is potentially data” with a re-writing of 
Schein’s originally statement that “everything is data” (Schein 1999). This 
pragmatic approach to data has the obvious and practical advantage that 
the researcher can use field notes, memories, mail correspondences, etc. 
to create stories from practice and for use in practice. In my research, I 
use the term “example” as the basic unit of data for analysis.
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In the following, I will first present four arguments for this definition 
of data followed by a critical reflection on this choice, reflecting on what 
I included and excluded in my research.

Firstly, Silverman’s rule number 1 is that the researcher should 
“Begin in familiar territory” (Silverman 2005, p. 39). My own practice 
was familiar even though developing due to the research. A critical 
perspective could be that I did not take other consultants’ work into 
account. But as Wolcott argues, the researcher should “Do less more 
thoroughly” (Wolcott, cited in Silverman 2005, p.85). In my research, 
I use this argument to support my choice about using my own practice 
and not that of other or more consultants. 

Secondly, deciding that “everything is potentially data”, every episode 
is of importance. This has the implication that deviant examples become 
part of the research and that the researcher steps into the position of 
the reflexive practitioner (Schön 1987) as I argued above. In my own 
research, this would not have been the case, were I to choose particular 
situations or insist on documenting these examples with video or tape 
recorder.

Thirdly, that everything potentially is data raises the question if 
pragmatic inquiry is a case study. Punch defines a case study as: 

“The basic idea is that one case (or perhaps a small number of cases) 
will be studied in detail, using whatever method seems appropriate. 
While there may be a variety of specific purposes and research 
questions, the general objective is to develop as full an understanding 
of the case as possible”  (Punch, cited in Silverman 2005, p.126)

If one chooses to see the researcher or organisation as “a case”, 
this definition of case study is valid for the research. In my research I 
choose to see each of the examples as a case in the sense that I used 
what ever method seems appropriate from emails to memories to 
field notes. But each case was not treated as a case study to develop as 
full an understanding of the case as possible. Rather, differences and 
similarities between the examples were the focus, as I will describe below 
using Bateson’s method of double description (Bateson 1972, 1984).

Fourthly, Pawson et al argue in favour of a wide range of sources of 
knowledge and additionally not to create a hierarchy in this classification 
of knowledge:

Our chosen classification is based on the different sources of 
social care knowledge, identified as: Organisational knowledge, 
Practitioner knowledge, User knowledge, Research knowledge, 
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Policy community knowledge. Several deci sions informed this 
choice of classification system. Three key inten  tions, however, were 
that (…) the classification should send out the message that: 

• all these sources have a vital role to play in building up the social 
care evidence base, there being no hierarchy implied in the above list 

• it is important not to neglect sources of knowledge that are tacit, 
that currently lack prestige and seem less compelling 

• information needs are variable, and there is flexibility and diver-
sity within the recommended schema in order to help users find 
appropriate evidence for their particular requirements  (Pawson et 
al 2003)

Pawson strengthens the argument in pragmatic inquiry that “everything 
is potentially data”.

Finally, a critical perspective on this definition of data is necessary. 
When everything potentially is data, how does the researcher make 
distinctions between what to include and what to exclude from the 
research? Since obviously not every example can be used, where does the 
researcher draw the line? And how is this choice made? The researcher 
can use three questions to make such choices:

• What can be learnt from the example about my research question? 
In my research this was connected to how to create success and to 
behave professionally as consultant. 

• What are the similarities and differences between the examples?

• What examples are deviant and how can they be used in the research?

Taking a pragmatic approach to data that “everything is potentially 
data” has the consequence that examples regarded “the same”, not being 
“different” or “deviant” in some way could be excluded from the research.

How is data used in pragmatic inquiry?

In this section I will present a two-step method based on pragmatic ideas 
and methods to turn examples and data into richer and useful narratives. 
In Step 1, data and examples are turned into narratives about results 
of the research using Bateson’s method of double description looking 
at similarities and differences. Step 2 is validating and enriching the 
narratives by putting them into use in various contexts. In my research 
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these ‘various contexts’ included texts addressing examiners of my 
doctoral thesis, books I wrote on the subject of consultancy translated 
to two languages, discussions of research material with customers and 
colleagues, and reflections on the use of these practices in my own work. 
This is the part of the research building on pragmatic ideas from John 
Dewey (Dewey 1916, 1938; Brinkmann 2006), Vernon Cronen (Cronen 
2000), William James (James 2000), Richard Rorty (Rorty 1997), 
Ludwig Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein, 1989, 1994) and Gregory Bateson 
(Bateson 1972, 1984). In the following I will show how they influenced 
pragmatic inquiry as a research approach, and I will describe steps 1 and 
2 in detail.

Step 1:
Bateson’s idea of double description is that new knowledge is created when 
“two or more information sources come together to give information of 
a sort different from what was in either source separately” (Bateson 
1984, p.21) His often used example is seeing where depth emerges in the 
combination of two eyes. “The two-eyed way of seeing is itself an act of 
comparison” (Ibid. p.87). Comparison means taking account of both the 
similarities and the differences of the examples.

In order to make such a double, or in my case multiple, description, 
three questions can guide researchers when collecting examples and 
turning them into results. Each question has its own purpose. I will 
describe one question at a time and look at what came out of asking 
them when conducting my research.

Question 1: What can be learned from the example about the research 
question?   
In my case this meant looking at what can be learned about how to create 
success and to behave professionally as consultant? The purpose of this 
question is twofold. 

First of all, it supports a research position as reflexive practitioner 
both reflecting in the situation and looking back on the situation. This 
action learning based approach to my own work accelerated learning 
and could have become a thesis in its own right. 

Secondly, the question supports the creation of two types of knowledge. 
One connected directly to Dewey’s idea of inquiry, where knowledge is 
created “because we have experienced relationships between our active 
doing in the world and the consequences of that doing” (Brinkmann 
2006, p.79). But also knowledge of a more imaginary kind thinking of 
“what might have happened, if I had done…?” 
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In my research, the results that came from working with question 
1 supported the hypothesis, making clear how different approaches to 
organisational change were brought into the situation and what other 
approaches could have been used.

Question 2: What are the similarities and differences between the 
examples?
Question 2 follows directly from Bateson’s notion of double description 
and has the main purpose of generating new knowledge. In my 
research, I noticed two results came from working with this question. 
Firstly, the focus on similarities showed that in my practice, I had a 
tendency to choose between a “set” of well-known positions. Even 
though I at a theoretical level would say that “every situation is unique” 
drawing on Heraclitus’ idea that you are never stepping into the same 
river twice (Næss, 1965), this was not reflected in my own practice. 
For example, the idea of working with best practices from appreciative 
inquiry showed itself in many examples. These results became part of 
the research results and what I finally called “the consultancy room”, 
a three dimensional figure of distinctions that the consultant can use 
to orient him- or herself in practice. One of these dimensions consists 
of “distinctions of position” and does so because looking at similarities 
between examples showed that I continually used six distinct 
consultancy positions. 

Secondly, the focus on differences made me see something more 
clearly that I hadn’t seen before. What I ended up calling “distinctions 
of system” and “distinctions of time”, the two other dimensions of what 
I ended calling “the consultancy room”, had not been clear to me before 
in my consultancy work. 

Question 3: What examples are deviant and how can they be used in 
the research?
The purpose of this question in pragmatic inquiry is to secure that 
everything can indeed become data and thereby secure a rigour in the 
research method. In my research this question did not, however, add 
anything new that was not already looked at in the question about 
differences in question 2. 

To summarize Step 1, a Batesonian analysis is one way to make a 
pragmatic inquiry, because it turns examples into results by looking 
at differences and similarities in the examples. But to fully meet the 
pragmatic ideas of usefulness, a Step 2 is needed.
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Step 2:
To make a full pragmatic inquiry, the results in Step 1 need to be put into 
use with the possibility to create new and deviant examples. Further the 
results from step 1 need to be tested in conversations with others. In my 
research these conversations were with colleagues and customers about 
the work being done. This part of the pragmatic inquiry builds on two 
pragmatic ideas. 

The first idea is that “theories become instruments” (James 2000, 
p.191). An idea James shares with Dewey, who called his own position 
one of instrumentalism (Egeblad & Høgh Laursen 2000). What Dewey 
and James share is an understanding that theories in any domain should 
be evaluated by their usefulness to create something: solve a problem, 
achieve a goal etc. James calls this the “pragmatic method” (James 
2000). If the theory does not have practical consequences, the theory 
hasn’t “said” anything. The theory is never to be seen as a final truth 
about the world. If the researcher sees theories as instruments, the 
researcher must put the theories into use as part of the research in order 
to validate the theories. I will return to this below addressing the validity 
of pragmatic inquiry. In my own research Step 2 showed that taking 
different positions did lead to different ways of consulting in practice. 

The second pragmatic idea in step 2 is Rorty’s notion that “truth is 
a word that we use about those convictions that we can agree upon” 
(Rorty, cited in Haack 2000, p.542). This is a very practical notion of 
truth, because it implies that the researcher needs to “test” his results 
through conversations with others asking: Does this theory help us create 
what we hope to create? The term agreement is not to be understood 
simply as consensus but that the theory has the intended consequence. 
In order to meet this criteria and to make this move with the results 
from the research, I initiated three different types of conversations as 
part of Step 2 in using the data.

One context of conversations was conversations to do with research. 
These conversations took place with research supervisors, examiners 
and colleagues at the professional doctorate programme at University 
of Bedfordshire. The intention and consequences of these conversations 
was to create pragmatic inquiry as a research approach that was both 
useful and had a clarity and rigour to it.

Another type of conversation was conversation to do with practice and 
the usefulness of the results. To get into conversations with colleagues 
and customers about both critical and supporting perspectives on 

1  My translation from Danish.
2  My translation from Danish.
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the results, I began writing and publishing about working and using 
the consultancy room. This was done initially with the article “The 
professional process consultant”3 and then by publishing the book by 
the same name4. 

The publications had the intended consequence and initiated conver-
sa tion with both customers and professional colleagues. Some of the 
comments were positive and supported the model. Others were critical 
raising important questions to reflect about. Some questions were 
already answered but were to implicit in my presentation of the results 
and other questions developed the research even further.

A final type of conversation took place in training courses and had 
a theoretical perspective. As a consequence of the research and the 
results from it, I initiated two types of education. One was a course at 
the University in Aarhus. One was an open course at diploma level for 
leaders and consultants from both public and private organisations 
about “the professional process consultant” based on the book.

I give these conversations some space because an important element 
in pragmatic inquiry is that working with and validating data is not done 
in the study chamber reading and re-reading data. Validation is done by 
looking at how the theories are useful in creating a desired outcome in 
collaboration with others. This leads to the last section of the research 
description: a critical perspective on pragmatic inquiry as a research 
method to create new knowledge in organisations.

A critical perspective: Validity and how it is accounted for 
in pragmatic inquiry

In this chapter I have so far presented pragmatic inquiry as a research 
method to generate new knowledge in organisations. I have been doing 
this by working with three questions: What is to be researched? Why is 
this to be researched? And lastly, how is the research being done going into 
themes of data and how data is used. But to present a strong and coherent 
research approach, I additionally need to take a critical perspective on 
pragmatic inquiry as a research model. To do this I will address what Cooli-
can (1999) points out to be the most important questions: the questions of 
validity and how this is accounted for in pragmatic inquiry. 

Validity is viewed differently from a quantitative and a qualita-
tive tradition. In a quantitative tradition of measuring, the theme of 

3  My translation from Danish.
4  Published in Danish in 2009, published in Swedish in 2013 and in ongoing 

negotiations to be translated into English.
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validation is asking if the researcher is measuring and address ing what 
they are intending to measure? (Ibid.).

Working with qualitative methods “validation becomes a question 
of choosing between competing and falsifiable interpretations” (Kvale, 
2002 p.2355). Kvale points to three different perspectives on validity in 
qualitative research and can be used to show how validity is accounted 
for in pragmatic inquiry.

Validity defined as “quality in the research process”

Kvale’s first perspective on validity in qualitative research is to secure 
quality in the research process. In this section I will show how I secured 
quality in the research process in four different ways. 

Following Kvale, the first way to secure quality in the research is by 
the researcher taking a self-reflexive and self-critical position in order 
for the researcher not to believe too much in just one interpretation of 
the data. This self-critical position is built into pragmatic inquiry. This 
section is one example. Above I described how putting results into use 
and discussing them with research supervisors, colleagues, students and 
customers tested the results. This was done in order to secure a quality in 
the research process by creating a continued critical position in relation 
to the research being done. 

The second way Kvale addresses quality in the research process is by 
securing an “internal coherence”. 

“Rather than being concerned, for example, with the representa-
tiveness of the sample used in the qualitative research project, you 
should concentrate on whether it was internally consistent and 
coherent. Does it present a coherent argument? For instance does 
it deal with loose ends and possible contradictions in the data?”  
(Smith 1996, p.192)

Smith’s idea is closely connected to Question 3: What examples are 
deviant and how can they be used in the research? As men tioned above 
in step 1, the consequence of this question is that loose ends and possible 
contradictions in the data are built into the data collection and analysis 
– not left behind. 

The third way to create quality in the research process is continually 
looking at if the what, why and how of the research are connected in a 
meaningful way. 

5  My translation from Danish.
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The fourth way Kvale defines quality in research is by looking at the 
ways theoretical reflections are drawn upon to strengthen the argument. 
In my research this happened in all chapters where several theorists were 
drawn upon to build a strong argument about the theoretical foundation 
for the results.

Communicative validity

Kvale’s second perspective on validity in qualitative research is to secure 
a communicative validity (Kvale, 2002). In my research communicative 
validity was addressed in two ways:

Firstly, as the ongoing conversation with research supervisors, col-
leagues, students, and customers mentioned already.

Secondly, I worked with communicative validity by writing the 
examples in the thesis in such a way that the reader was able to follow 
what went on and see what theoretical ideas inspire me to do, what I did. 
Further I made extensive comments and reflexions about the examples 
in the thesis to let the reader see what theoretical and practical reflections 
come out of the situations.  

Pragmatic validity

As a third perspective, Kvale points to pragmatic validity. In short: 
qualitative research is only valid, if it is useful. The important point in 
pragmatic validity is that research is not “just” grounded in practice but 
the research must also be useful for practice. Meaning, that the research 
is leading to new actions for either the person being researched (in my 
research this was myself), the person researching (in my research this 
was myself) or people reading about the research. In this section I will 
return to pragmatic authors, present their arguments for this approach 
to validity and show how it is used in my research.

Pragmatic literature and pragmatic authors take on validity show 
a clear focus on practice as the basis for any pragmatic inquiry. Rorty 
using the inspiration of William James says: 

“Let us see truth as, in James’s phrase, “what it is better for us to 
believe”, rather than as “the accurate representation of reality” 
… “accurate representation” is simply an automatic and empty 
compliment which we pay to those beliefs which are successful in 
helping us to do what we want to do”  (Rorty 1979, p.10). 

As with the earlier quote from Rorty, that “truth is a word that we use 
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about those convictions, that we can agree upon” (Rorty, cited in Haack 
2000 p. 546), one could misinterpret Rorty to say that truth is only a 
matter of seeking consensus. But Rorty builds on Dewey’s work, so this 
is not the case. Theories are neither true nor not true but are instruments 
that people do things with, as I showed earlier with Dewey’s position 
as instrumentalism (Egeblad & Høgh Laursen 2000). Where the term 
“truth” might give us an idea of something stable and independent of 
human action, Dewey preferred the term “warranted assertability”. 
“Warranted” indicates that a theoretical claim has to be grounded in 
practice and experience, and “assertability” indicates that the same 
claim has implications for our further thinking and doing (Brinkmann 
2006). In the end a theoretical idea should help us know how to go on, as 
Wittgenstein frames it (Wittgenstein 1989, 1994). In pragmatic inquiry 
ethics therefore becomes a matter of showing how the knowledge can be 
used for something good and useful. In connection to “the knowledge 
producing” position this means creating a clear connection between the 
knowledge created and the purposes and strategies of the organisation.

In my research pragmatic validity was been dealt with in two ways. 
Firstly, the data, the examples was actual cases from my practice. By 

using successful examples about work as consultant, the presentation 
of cases are both accounts of what happened and indicators for future 
practices. By doing this, the examples strengthened the pragmatic 
validity of my thesis.

Secondly, the model created, the consultancy room, was again both 
rooted in practice and gives the practitioner both ideas to “what to do” 
as well of giving a way to reflect in and on practice. 

Summary

In this text I have presented Pragmatic Inquiry as a research method for 
knowledge creation in organisations. I have used the work of pragmatic 
philosophers such as Lyotard (1984), William James (James 2000), John 
Dewey (Dewey 1916, 1938; Brinkmann 2006), John Austin (Austin 1997), 
Ludwig Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein 1989, 1994) and Gregory Bateson 
(Bateson 1972, 1984) to argue, that organisations in a postmodern reality 
need to take a knowledge producing position, where knowledge about 
performing is created. I have argued that this challenges and changes 
typical organisational views of knowledge that are most often based on a 
“traditionalist” or “knowledge consuming” position. 

6  My translation from Danish.
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Further, I have used my own research in organisational consul tancy 
as a case to show how pragmatic inquiry gives a coherent research 
method for practitioners. A four-step method has been presented to help 
practitioners take an experimental attitude and become researchers 
in their own practice. Bateson’s method of double description has 
been presented as one way of turning everyday practice into research 
narratives with usefulness as the prime criteria for validity.
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One of the things that continually confronts me is the challenge 
and opportunity of managing meanings about the context in which 
we perceive and into which we act. (Pearce, 2011, personal com-
munication)

Bushe & Marshak (2009) suggest ... ‘there appears to be a rather 
large gulf between academics who study change from narrative and 
interpretive premises and ... practitioners who use dialogical methods’ 
(p. 362). Systemic research practice could be said to exemplify dialogical 
method in the way that it does not treat data gathering, meaning 
making and intervention as discrete, sequential entities, but rather, it 
assumes that they are simultaneously integrated in ongoing interaction 
processes (Oliver & Fitzgerald 2012). In this chapter, I will offer one way 
of narrowing the gulf between academic and practitioner, developing 
a language for defining the system in focus through articulating and 
elaborating relevant aspects of Coordinated Management of Meaning 
(CMM) Theory (Barge 2004; Oliver 1992, 1996, 2005, 2013; Pearce & 
Cronen 1980; Pearce 1989, 1997) for the research context. This process 
will enable reflexive exploration of the meaning and impact of cyclical 
patterns in our co-construction of communicative contexts. 

In dialogical research processes, meaning making is treated as 
contested, temporary, partial and contingent. For instance, if a research 
participant were to say ‘women are emotional’, the researcher with a 
dialogical sensibility might inquire into this as a temporary and partial 
narrative with possibilities for narrative development, and might take the 
position that this is one of many narratives that this participant could tell, 
each narrative contextualised by historical and current communicative, 
relational and power dynamics. Depending on the perceived relevance 
of the particular utterance to the goals of research, specific interaction 
experiences with different women might be explored to facilitate a more 
contextualised and nuanced narrative, and those experiences, linked to 
cultural, family and relational narratives or scripts, identifying grounded 
links between the person’s experience of women and emotion. 

The goal in a dialogical research process is to identify narratives 
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and patterns of communication collaboratively, with relevant system 
members, for the benefit of system development (Marshak & Bushe 
2012; Oliver & Fitzgerald 2012). This commitment fits with the aims 
of the critical research tradition as expressed by the work of Alvesson 
& Deetz (2000), who define the research task as a complex interplay 
between the development of insight (interpretation of the local), critique 
(investigating the local through connecting micro practices and macro 
discourses), and transformation (connecting insight to social action). I 
suggest that in the systemic research context, however, the development 
of insight and critique are usually goals at a higher contextual level 
than the goal of transformation. While it is acknowledged that research 
conversations have consequences for the research participants, and that 
the researcher is accountable for their contribution to those implicative 
effects, the development of narratives and patterns of communication is 
not usually the primary task of the researcher, but is more a secondary 
commitment, whereas transformation is more usually the higher order 
context shaping sense making for other systemic practitioners such as 
therapists and consultants.

The focus in any qualitative research context is, of course, to explore 
the meaning of social phenomena, not to count instances or make claims 
about frequencies (Silverman 2000). Alvesson (2003, p.30) points 
out, however, that, “there are not many efforts to develop a theoretical 
frame to understand context issues”. He also suggests that it would 
be innovative to provide studies that combine critical and non-critical 
perspectives. It is proposed here that a position of systemic reflexivity, 
employing and developing CMM as a framework for systemic inquiry 
and analysis, can offer a structure for interpreting a complexity of 
contexts, perspectives and interests, and combine critical and ‘non 
critical’ approaches to research, critical in so far as different levels of 
discourse and context are linked, but ‘non critical’ in the appreciative 
stance that is taken in exploring how those contexts are made.

For Alvesson & Deetz (2000, p.113), reflexivity in research shows 
itself as “an interpretive, open, language sensitive, identity conscious, 
historical, political, local, non authoritative and textually aware under-
standing of the subject matter”. This seems a useful working definition 
but it also seems necessary to locate reflexive practice in research in the 
context of a vocabulary for describing the system in focus. If the vocab-
u lary framework for system is not defined, we become unclear about 
what we might select out for attention and give voice to, and how to 
relate reflexively to what we make relevant. CMM facilitates this task of 
structuring our systemic vocabulary, enriching inquiry into our practices.
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The chapter will unfold in the following way:
I will begin with an introduction to the concept of systemic reflexivity 

and go on to identify how CMM can facilitate descrip tion, hypothesis and 
interpretation of the system. A more concrete vocabulary will then be 
offered for CMM as a research tool with a case example for illustration.

Introducing systemic reflexivity

Although many writers have discussed reflexivity (for instance, Burnham 
2005; Cunliffe 2002; Dallos & Draper 2005; Van der Haar & Hosking 
2004), systemic reflexivity has not previously been offered as a concept 
in the systemic field. However, one definition of it has emerged in some 
work on decision making in career development (Tams & Marshall 
2011). Tams & Marshall (2011) define systemic reflexivity as a subjective 
meaning making process facilitated by the observation of contradiction 
and incoherence in social systems and the consideration of personal 
impact on those social systems. This description fits well with a critical 
approach, seeking out the problematic, but within the systemic tradition 
we might be more interested in the relationship between coherence and 
incoherence or connection and disconnection or contradiction. I will be 
drawing attention later in the chapter to the usefulness in a contextual 
analysis of a focus on these relationships and, in particular, to the 
quality of (in)commensurability in systemic narratives and patterns of 
communication.

My use of the term systemic reflexivity is inclusive of such systemic 
observation, taking seriously the idea that the ways that we think, feel, 
talk, listen, act, and construct narratives about those interactions, 
have consequences for self and others in the systems of meaning 
and action within which we participate. However, it not only invites 
consideration and inquiry of those systems of meaning and action but 
assumes a (partial) moral responsibility for their outcomes and for 
facilitating systemic reflexivity for and with other participants of the 
system. Further, if advocating systemic observation, evaluation and 
recalibration, the notion of system itself needs specification, a task not 
undertaken by Tams & Marshall (2011).

Van der Haar and Hosking (2004) helpfully connect the notion 
of reflexivity to two different theoretical traditions. A constructivist 
approach focuses on the curious inquiry of the individual in relation 
to their own narratives, a meta-cognitive activity. A constructionist 
approach has a socio-relational focus, where the individual treats their 
actions as constitutive of social and political realities. The concept 
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of systemic reflexivity incorporates both approaches to reflexivity, 
emphasising the ability to act consciously, with purpose, towards the 
systemic provenances and effects of one’s actions in and on the system. 
This approach fits with and extends that of Frosh and Barraitser 
(2008) who define reflexivity as “an interactively critical practice that 
is constantly reflected back on itself and is always suspicious of the 
productions of its own knowledge” (p.350). Systemic reflexivity is less 
concerned with ‘suspicion’ but more, aspires to participate consciously 
in the construction of the system with commitment to accountability for 
one’s part in that construction. 

This conceptualisation of systemic reflexivity articulates a complex, 
CMM influenced view of system building on previous usage (von 
Bertalanffy 1968; Boscolo et al 1987; Campbell et al 1989; Campbell 
& Huffington 2008; Dallos & Draper 2005; Watzlawick et al 2011). 
Specifically it provides unique detailing of a framework for thinking about 
what counts as a system, comprising hypothesised interactive patterns 
of emotion, meaning and action shaping and shaped by narratives and 
part narratives of culture, relationship and identity (Oliver et al 2003; 
Oliver 2005, 2008, 2010). This view of system will be elaborated in 
detail later in the chapter, illustrated by a case example, but first I will 
trace something of the development of the conceptualisation of system 
in the systemic literature.

What is a system?

The notion of system has taken many forms in the literature (Pearce 
1997). Early systems theory, based on first order cybernetics, assumed 
the objectivity of the ‘outside’ observer, treating the system in modernist, 
mechanistic terms but did have some application for human interaction, 
expressing some principles that are helpful for considering reflexivity 
(von Bertalanffy 1968). For instance, the notion that any action within 
a system stimulates a response which becomes feedback to the system, 
implies the possibility of reflexive learning, containing the idea that 
system participants can reflect on their behaviours and the consequences 
of those behaviours for future action. Bateson (1972) highlights the 
significance of feedback in conceptualising a system as a unit structured 
on feedback with its interacting parts exerting mutual influence and 
connected to each other in observable and coherent patterns. The 
characteristics and patterns of a system are seen as evolving and not 
possible to predict or control (unlike earlier mechanistic notions of 
system which were based on the possibility of control). Actions, in these 
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terms, are always responses to what has gone before and responses are 
actions, in circular relationship. 

The innovative work of Watzlawick et al (2011 reprint) in the 1960s, 
building on Bateson’s contribution, places communication at the heart 
of the systemic enterprise and links it to context and interaction. They 
identify the vicious circles that emerge when discrepant punctuations 
of communication become repeated patterns, and highlight the role 
of meta-communication in resolving such difficulties. They make the 
point that ‘the ability to meta-communicate appropriately is not only 
the conditio sine qua non of successful communication but is intimately 
linked with the enormous problem of awareness of self and others’ 
(p.34), implying the significance of reflexivity. They define the concept 
of pattern in communication as shown by ‘repetition or redundancy of 
events’ (p.99). 

While this chapter develops the concept of pattern in relation to 
awareness of self and others, hypothesising connections between 
behaviour, thought, emotional responses and their narratives of 
influence and consequence, the focus for Watzlawick et al (2011) is 
only patterns of observable behaviour, as symbolic meaning is said 
to be ‘objectively undecidable’ (p.26). The claim in this chapter is not 
for ‘objectivity’ but for a heuristic framework that facilitates research 
orientation, hypothesis and interpretation.

Dallos & Draper (2005) make the point that what counts as a system 
is always a hypothesis of the observer. They suggest that communication 
feedback can either lead to change or stability of existing patterns 
depending on how open or closed to information (and learning) the 
system is. Communicative systems need both patterns for healthy 
survival and development. In the 1970s and 1980s, the Milan group, 
less overtly behaviourist than earlier systems approaches, building on 
Bateson’s work (1972) and others, highlight the significance of the co-
creation of shared meaning in relationships through communication 
processes, in their efforts to treat families suffering complex mental 
health problems (Palazzoli Selvini et al 1978 1980; Cecchin, 1987; 
Boscolo et al 1987). Their work draws attention to how pathological 
patterns of identity and relationship are constructed interpersonally 
and have interpersonal effects. Their work shifts attention towards a 
second order cybernetic view of system where the systemic practitioner 
is invited into a position of reflexivity, less an expert stance, more one of 
collaboration in conversation. The Milan approach encourages curiosity 
and challenge towards meanings and their links with action, for self and 
others, not assuming that this stance will inevitably lead to productive 
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outcomes but stimulating conditions for greater choice in decision 
making and action (Cecchin 1987).  

Campbell et al (1989), applying Milan thinking to the organisational 
consultancy context, suggest that patterns of meaning/belief and 
behaviour develop in relation to organisational tasks which in turn 
affect communication and relationships. For instance, if in a community 
mental health team meeting the social workers usually experience 
their contribution as not valued, this will likely affect their narratives 
about relationships with service users and with management, which 
will in turn shape their behavioural responses. Consultants using a 
systemic approach stimulate conversations that facilitate development 
of these beliefs and behaviours, with a central aim of increased systemic 
awareness. Campbell et al (1989) speak of consultants facilitating a self-
reflective position in relation to beliefs and behaviour of organisational 
participants. It is notable that there is no vocabulary for emotion in 
this approach to thinking about systems; the emphasis is on beliefs 
and behaviours, yet emotion is usually co-existent with cognition as 
we might hypothesise in relation to the example above. The notion of 
systemic reflexivity developed in this chapter offers a vocabulary for 
linking emotional responses of system participants to meaning and 
action and the narratives shaping those responses (Oliver 2004b, 2005, 
2013; Oliver et al 2003).

The notion of system will build through the chapter as CMM is 
incorporated into the narrative. However, it is useful to highlight at this 
stage that the circular linkage between meaning and behaviour has been 
a core focus for the systemic enterprise for some years. What will be 
useful will be to put more flesh on the bones of meaning and behaviour, 
incorporating emotion into the vocabulary, so an accessible vocabulary 
is provided for practical research use.

System through the lens of CMM

The task of the researcher
I have suggested that the task of the systemic researcher might be to 
facilitate insight and critique as primary commitments and trans-
formation as a secondary commitment (Alvesson & Deetz 2000). For 
Pearce (1989, 1997, 2011), whose work with Cronen originally developed 
CMM conceptualisation (Pearce & Cronen 1980; Cronen & Pearce 1985), 
the process and form of communication should be the object of inquiry, 
insight and critique for the researcher and, in particular, the useful 
questions to ask are: how was this social world made; what social 
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worlds are we making; and what social worlds do we want to make? 
In these terms, the task is to facilitate insight and trans forma tion of 

the interpersonal logics expressed by system participants’ narratives 
and patterns of communication, through inviting reflection on and 
critique of system participants’ acts of communication, interpretation 
and coordination. In doing so, the researcher contextualises and re-
contextualises emotional expression, meaning making and behaviour. 
This approach invites researchers to draw attention to and inevitably 
intervene in conscious and unconscious dimensions of communication. 
The unconscious, in this vocabulary, refers to those aspects of 
experience not yet given narrative form. Cronen & Pearce (1985) argue 
that “no social system can operate with near total consciousness of its 
own structure from a third person position at all times” (p. 83). To 
be human is to be not always conscious of the narratives shaping and 
limiting communication. The researcher’s own logic of meaning and 
action thus encourages narratives of purpose, potentially positioning 
research participants with conscious agency in their coordinations of 
interpersonal logics (Cronen & Pearce 1985). It is important to add 
that narratives of the unconscious have historically taken an expert 
position where ‘relationality was bracketed for many decades’ (Mitchell, 
2000) but the development of intersubjectivity theory has asserted the 
significance of relational and communication contexts for making sense 
of individual behaviour and it is in this spirit that I am using the word 
unconscious (Benjamin 2004; Mitchell 2000).

Interpersonal logics
A system within this vocabulary can be represented by the quality of 
(in)commensurability in interpersonal logics of emotion, meaning 
and action shown in the coherence and connections of coordinated 
narratives and patterns of communicative interaction. Interpersonal 
logics are a good location for examination of the system. They arise from 
our experience and shape and limit our interpretation of behaviour and 
meaning, our emotional responses, our sense of appropriate action and 
our vocabulary of purpose. To illustrate, a father might interpret (make 
meaning of) his son’s expression of independent thought as a criticism 
of him, might feel belittled (feel emotion), and in that context might 
feel obliged to act defensively and criticise his son (undertake action). 
His logics for making meaning and guiding action might be predicated 
on an experience in his family of origin of belittlement, having felt, for 
example, emotions such as rage and shame, linked to his own parents’ 
misuse of power, shaping his logic for emotion, meaning and action and 
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stimulated within the present communication episode. In this chapter, 
I develop the notion of interpersonal logics further, through giving 
attention to the emotional and unconscious dimensions of emotion, 
meaning and action. The CMM account has not historically identified 
the role of emotion in communication exchanges, subsuming it in the 
category of meaning. 

Logical force
The CMM notion of logical force is useful in highlighting variability 
of consciousness of purpose and emotion and their role in the 
communication and coordination of our interpersonal logics of meaning 
and action. Prefigurative (no conscious narrative of purpose) and prac-
tical force (conscious narrative of purpose) represent a horizontal 
continuum of this variability and contextual and implicative force, a 
vertical continuum where contextual force refers to the strength of the 
interpersonal logics that contextualise a communication episode and 
implicative force refers to the strength of the implication of the current 
communication episode for developing or challenging meanings of 
higher contextual levels such as narratives of culture, relationship and 
identity. 

To continue with hypothesising from the example above of the father: 
Prefigurative force: ‘if my authority is questioned I have to defend 

myself’. No practical force is evident. The father does not have a 
(reflexive) narrative of how his actions may affect his relationship with 
his son or their experiences of identity and relationship.

Contextual force: 

 family narrative – ‘control is the only way to handle difference/dis-
agreement’

 relational narrative – ‘only one party can be right’

 identity narrative – ‘self esteem is contingent on being right’

Implicative force: low (see Figure 1)

Coordination
Coordination has been defined as an activity where we attempt to 
realise our goals – for instance, cultural, relational, identity goals... the 
communication enactments we engage in to construct our “visions of 
the good, desirable and expedient” and to constrain “the bad, ugly and 
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obstructive” (Pearce 1989, p.20). Pearce points out that “coordination 
is inherently difficult in human communication because the meaning of 
messages is determined by their enmeshment in various moral orders 
(or logics) whose content cannot be assumed to be either constant or 
commensurate with each other” (p.59). He suggests that well formed 
coordina tions are “collaborative artistic accomplishments” and 
that incommensurate interpersonal logics will result in failures of 
coordination (p.38). However, here I want to emphasise how unwanted 
repetitive patterns might also be thought of as examples of well-formed 
coordination. When people engage in consciously unwanted patterns, 
they very often offer a narrative of felt compulsion or obligation to 
act in the way that they do, experiencing an absence of choice and a 
strong emotional pull, implying a strong unconscious influence in 
communication construction. In CMM language these are instances 
where prefigurative and contextual forces are strong. I propose that 
even when the social worlds we create may be consciously unwanted 

Figure 1. logical force
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and may at first glance seem poorly coordinated, they may well be 
opaquely unconsciously well coordinated. Further, I show the usefulness 
for the researcher in highlighting, where relevant and purposeful, 
the unconscious commensurability of apparently incommensurate 
interpersonal logics and the place and role of emotion in constructing 
(un)conscious (in)commensurate interpersonal logics. 

Figure 2. incommensurability in the context of commensurability

Commensurability

Incommensurability

Thinking about coordination in this way invites us to explore and 
consider narratives about purposes that may be outside con sciousness 
and require conscious incorporation for com munica tion participants to 
meet their conscious goals. The following section will offer a theoretically 
grounded practical language.

CMM as a practical research tool
Contextualised by the thinking above, the systemic focus for the researcher 
becomes communication acts, comprising conscious and unconscious 
responses and linkages of emotion, meaning and action, taking place 
within communication episodes, often taking the form of patterns 
that repeat over time becoming embedded in the system as conscious 
narratives and unconscious part narratives of culture, relationship and 
identity shaping future linkages and patterns of emotion, meaning 
and action within communication exchanges. In those exchanges we 
draw consciously and unconsciously on interpersonal logics for our 
emotional, meaning and action responses and the communication 
patterns that develop over time may be consciously wanted or unwanted 
by system participants (Pearce 2007; Oliver 2005). 

To make sense making meaningfully manageable for the researcher 
in the face of systemic complexity, I propose a framework of three forms 
of pattern, reactive, paradoxical and reflexive, for describing conscious 
and unconscious coordination of communication and contributing to 
a contextual analysis of interpersonal logics of emotion, meaning and 
action and the narratives that shape them (Oliver 2005). This framework 
provides the possibility of holding sufficient structure and complexity 
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to enable the researcher to make sense of the system so as to promote 
insight, critique and transformation within a collaborative, reflexive 
process with research participants. 

Reactive patterns are represented by linkages between emotion, 
meaning, and action characterised by an emotional experience 
stimulating a desire for fight or flight, linked to poor reflective capacity 
and a predominance of contextual and prefigurative force. Such a 
communication culture sets a context for poor meta-communication, 
shaping rigid symmetrical or complementary relationships where 
the position of the other is delegitimised, which further sets a context 
for identity narratives of exclusive legitimation. Communication 
coordination is characterised by apparent fragmentation and polarisation 
both within and between narratives, between narratives and episodic 
emotional, meaning making and action responses, with a prefigured and 
contextual difficulty in taking action to transform the communication 
experience. Unconscious well-formed coordination occurs when there 
is commensurability between the protective/defensive purposes of 
relevant system participants, though the conversational effects may 
appear to be incommensurate with conscious goals. 

Figure 3. reactive pattern

Paradoxical patterns, developed from the concept of strange loops 
in the CMM literature, (Cronen, Johnson & Lannamann 1982; Oliver et 
al 2003) are in the form of a figure of eight, where linkages of emotion, 
meaning and action stimulate the opposite meaning at each contextual 
level. These patterns also show strong prefigurative and contextual 
force and are contextualised by processes of unconscious splitting, 
fragmenting the pattern lived from the story or narrative told, so 
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that when an individual or group are conscious of one experience of 
emotion, meaning and action, they become unconscious of its opposite. 
Cultural, relational and identity interpersonal logics in symmetrical 
or complementary form, tend to be contradictory, ambivalent or 
polarised and when experiencing the pattern, participants show a 
tendency to lack reflective capacity and meta-communicative abilities. 
Coordination is oscillatory and unstable; the felt experience may include 
a sinking awareness of being in an impossible pattern. Unconscious 
well-formed coordination will occur here also where there is a fit of 
protective purposes for system participants, leading to complementary 
commensurability.

Figure 4. paradoxical pattern

Reflexive patterns are those characterised by the conscious desire 
to act purposively to make sense of and coordinate rich social worlds, 
and by reflexive abilities whereby individuals and groups show 
preparedness to reflect on and evaluate the ways their own narratives, 
part narratives and emotion, meaning and action patterns, are con-
tributing to the social realities of the system. A culture of respect 
(but not necessarily agreement) for the position and perspective of 
the other, and preparedness for reflective learning sets a context for 
relationships of self/other legitimation, linked to identity narratives 
of partial legitimation, i.e. the individual takes a position of reflexive 
humility in relation to their own views and experiences and is curious 
about those of the other; practical and implicative forces predominate. 
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Figure 5. reflexive pattern

Coordinated Management of Meaning as analysis of 
interpersonal logics: a story from practice

The following story comes from a psychotherapy setting within 
adult mental health services in the NHS where I work as a systemic 
psychotherapist. It illustrates how CMM can bring understanding and 
develop action within relationships, be it personal or professional. This 
account is about work with a couple I am calling here, Kath and Mike. 
In session 1, they present their concern as relational conflict, shown 
through distressing arguments which they find impossible to control or 
transcend. Coordination appears to be poor and interpersonal logics 
of emotion, meaning and action, appear incommensurate with neither 
person able to achieve their goals as individuals or for the relationship, 
nor are they able to meta-communicate about their coordination without 
exacerbating the conflict.

Mike’s explanation for the arguments is that his wife is mentally ill. 
He believes that her experience of sexual abuse as a child plays a large 
part in her mental instability. Kath’s explanation for the arguments 
is that Mike has anger management problems and treats her like a 
mentally ill person. Both describe problems with intimacy; initially Mike 
blames the sexual abuse, implying the fault is with Kath, but when this is 
explored, it emerges that he is unable to be intimate with Kath because 
he feels like he is abusing her. Kath feels furious and helpless in the face 
of this perception and expresses anger with Mike for believing that her 
childhood experience is ‘to blame’, without his owning the part his own 
childhood experience might play in their difficulties.

Both Kath and Mike feel compelled to act antagonistically and 
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competitively with each other, showing prefigurative and contextual 
force with weak implicative and practical force. Both complain about 
the behaviour of the other, describing the other in complementary, 
simplified and diminishing terms.  Incommensurable interpersonal 
logics appear to be at play suggesting the usefulness of exploring the 
possibility of unconscious commensurability as a contextualisation 
of the incommensurability. This is facilitated by inquiring into the 
emotion, meaning and action interpersonal logics and patterns within 
argument episodes and relevant historical episodes where logics were 
formed and reinforced, with the purpose of exploring and appreciating 
how this couple system was made and, potentially achieving greater 
implicative force in the system whereby conscious and unconscious 
coordination can integrate. 

Some important themes come out in Session 2. Firstly, Kath reports 
that both her parents denied that sexual abuse by her father had 
occurred. In fact her mother threatened to cut off contact with her, 
initially emotionally, and later physically if Kath continued to speak 
of the abuse. This experience of not being believed, combined with the 
injunction to suppress memories and emotions linked to the experience 
of abuse, influence Kath’s contribution to her current relational 
predicament, constraining her freedom of emotional expression while 
provoking profound feelings of rage and distress. 

Then, Mike tells how both his parents behaved aggressively towards 
him with the emotional effects of fear, helplessness, diminishment 
and shame. He felt disrespected and unimportant. Mike’s mother had 
a mental health diagnosis of depression, her communication often 
characterised by aggression. He describes how there was no room for 
his vulnerability in the family dynamic, that if he showed ‘weakness’ he 
was bullied. Kath reports a similar ‘bullying’ experience in their current 
arguments, feeling her own opinions and needs are discounted and that 
she is ‘forced’ to comply with his opinions and needs. Kath claims that 
her fear of his aggression constrains her ability to raise and discuss 
difficult subjects that he may feel to be provocative. 

There are more developments in session 3. Kath begins to cry and 
Mike responds: “this is no time for tears”. This utterance provoked the 
following exchange:

K: you don’t like me to have emotions; you think I’m crazy like your 
mother.

M: I don’t like it in my house.
K: you are the one that brings it into the house with your aggression; the 
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irony is that you lose control much more than I do. I’m not mentally 
ill; I am distressed about our situation.

M: you are mentally ill because you were abused by your father.
T: if you did not think of Kath as mentally ill, how might you relate to 

her differently?
M: I would approach intimacy differently. I can’t trust her because I am 

not sure she is not mentally ill.
T: she has been crying. Do you see that as a sign of mental illness?
M: it shows a lack of control.
K: don’t patronise me. I’m crying because my husband thinks I am 

mentally ill.
M: I do see that I am partly responsible for making things worse.

The following is a CMM analysis of the above episodic co ordination and 
its interpersonal logics.
K: (tearful)
M: this is no time for tears

Communication act Narratives

Emotion: vulnerability in the context of 
tears

Meaning: distress is prohibited/weak

Action: control of emotional expression

Family culture: vulnerability 
prohibited

Relationship: aggressor/
victim

Identity: aggression 
permitted

K: you don’t like me to have emotions; you think I’m crazy like your 
mother.

Communication act Narratives 

Emotion: anger at emotional prohibition

Meaning: anger is prohibited

Action: show distress about the prohibition

Family culture: disowned 
and disbelieved abuse 

Relationship: aggressor/
victim

Identity: mentally ill
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M: I don’t like it in my house.

Communication act Narratives 

Emotion: fear of distress

Meaning: distress is prohibited/weak

Action: control of emotional expression

Family culture: 
vulnerability prohibited

Relationship: aggressor/
victim

Identity: aggression 
permitted

K: you are the one that brings it into the house with your aggression; 
the irony is that you lose control much more than I do. I’m not mentally 
ill; I am distressed about our situation.

Communication act Narratives

Emotion: distress at emotional positioning 

Meaning: positioning is invalid

Action: reject positioning

Family culture: disowned 
emotions 

Relationship: aggressor/
victim

Identity: protest is not 
legitimate

M: you are mentally ill because you were abused by your father.

Communication act Narratives

Emotion: fear 

Meaning: emotional stance is challenged 
creating vulnerability

Action: position Kath as vulnerable facilitating 
disowning of his own vulnerability

Family culture: 
vulnerability prohibited

Relationship: aggressor/
victim

Identity: no vulnerability 
permitted

T: if you did not think of Kath as mentally ill, how might you relate to 
her differently?
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Communication act Narratives

Emotion: reflexive feeling of stuckness and 
rigidity

Meaning: hypothesis that the feeling is 
communicated unconsciously from the couple 
and evaluate that context shift is needed

Action: ask hypothetical future question

Therapy culture: usefulness 
of recognising and inquiring 
into therapist’s own 
emotional experience and 
its associated narratives

Relationship: therapist/
client

Identity: facilitator of 
linkage between emotion, 
meaning, action and 
narratives shaping them

M: I would approach intimacy differently. I can’t trust her because I 
am not sure she is not mentally ill.

Communication act Narratives

Emotion: fear

Meaning: mental illness means danger

Action: acknowledge fear of mental illness 
while positioning Kath as mentally ill and 
responsible for intimacy problem

Family culture: no trust 
in family members’ 
emotional responses

Relationship: aggressor/
victim

Identity: difficulty trusting 
validity and safety of own 
and partner’s emotions
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T: she has been crying. Do you see that as a sign of mental illness?

Communication act Narratives

Emotion: reflexive feeling of incongruity 

Meaning: stifling rather than expression 
of crying might be more likely to lead to 
mental illness

Action: attempt to challenge the linkage 
between crying and mental illness

Therapy culture: usefulness 
of recognising and inquiring 
into therapist’s own emotional 
experience and its associated 
narratives

Relationship: therapist/client

Identity: facilitator of linkage 
between emotion, meaning, 
action and narratives shaping 
them

M: it shows a lack of control.

Communication act Narratives

Emotion: fear of distress

Meaning: distress is prohibited/weak

Action: control of emotional expression

Family culture: vulnerability 
prohibited

Relationship: aggressor/victim

Identity: no vulnerability 
permitted

K: don’t patronise me. I’m crying because my husband thinks I am 
mentally ill.

Communication act Narratives

Emotion: despair 

Meaning: it is impossible to get my voice 
heard

Action: tears

Family culture: disowned 
abuse; distress prohibited

Relationship: aggressor/victim

Identity: mentally ill

M: I do see that I am partly responsible for making things worse.
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Communication act Narratives

Emotion: empathy

Meaning: acknowledgement

Action: reposition self as contributing to 
pattern

Family culture: vulnerability 
prohibited

Relationship: aggressor/victim

Identity: developing awareness 
of contribution to relational 
pattern

In response to this exchange, the therapist highlights how both seem 
to have different perceptions of whether expressions of vulnerability 
demonstrate a capacity or incapacity in com munication. Mike, fearful 
of vulnerability and weakness, prohibits Kath’s expression of emotion 
which in turn stimulates her frus trated protest as she becomes more 
distressed because her freedom of expression is constrained; linking to 
her past abusive experience and her mother’s response to hearing about 
it.

Discussion of interpersonal logics

Mike
Hypothesising from a researcher position, in Mike’s family experience, 
vulnerability was feared and prohibited and trans lated into aggression. 
His emotional logic in the face of his own vulnerability is: ‘emotional 
expression creates fear of breakdown’; the meaning logic in this context 
is ‘emotional vulnerability means weakness’; the action logic is: ‘when 
feeling vulnerable, protect yourself by aggressive action and control’. 

Kath
For Kath, emotional suppression in the context of abuse and rejection 
creates an emotional logic of fear of breakdown; the meaning logic is: 
‘vulnerability means lack of protection and outrage’; the action logic is: 
‘show distress about the wrongs done to you’.

Complementary interpersonal logics
Their complementary interpersonal logics of emotion, meaning and 
action about the expression of emotion, seem to be incommensurate, 
Mike fearing emotional expression and Kath fearing emotional 
suppression. Mike’s action logic is: when faced with my own emotional 
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vulnerability, disown it and position Kath as vulnerable instead. 
Kath has grown up with an abuse dynamic whereby the physical (and 
psychological) boundary between herself and others is disturbed, 
inviting her to coordinate with this abusive positioning, leaving her 
with deep feelings of rage. However, the direct expression of rage 
and protest has been disallowed in her family culture, so she disowns 
rage and instead positions Mike as the raging aggressor. Her action 
logic is: when faced with my own rage, disown it and position Mike 
as aggressive. She begins to challenge her action logic in the therapy 
episode, in protesting about how she is positioned, in denying that 
mental illness is a totalising narrative. Mike too, attempts to express 
other feelings than rage when he expresses vulnerability in talking 
about his fears and begins to own his contribution to their relational 
patterns. In fact in session 4, he redefines the therapeutic contract 
and in so doing, recontextualises their relative responsibilities, by 
acknowledging that he and Kath make equal contributions to their 
difficulties and that he is in therapy for himself as well as for her, 
enabling a more equal positioning of vulnerability.

In considering the interpersonal logics of this couple, neither person 
had a negotiating voice in their families of origin. They both experienced 
abuse, Mike physical and emotional, and Kath, sexual and emotional. 
Their struggle with expression of emotion and its associated fear of 
breakdown, took a complementary form and appeared at first glance 
to be incommensurate. Through placing commensurability at a higher 
level of context in the analysis of interpersonal logics, it became possible 
to appreciate that the couple’s reactive patterns, when conjoined, took 
on a paradoxical quality which made it almost impossible to escape 
without meta-communication abilities.

However, the explicit meta-communicated coordination offered by 
the therapeutic process enabled the beginnings of an implica tive force 
and the possibilities of practical force whereby a vocabulary of intention 
and purpose becomes more possible and coordinated goals potentially 
consciously negotiated. The coordination of communication begins 
to show more ability to speak about emotion rather than it being 
enacted in reactive or paradoxical patterns governed by contextual and 
prefigurative force. See below for a diagram of the paradoxical pattern 
that emerged out of the analysis of narratives and communication acts 
above.
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Figure 6. paradoxical interpersonal logics

Systemic reflexivity from the researcher’s position

Reflecting on my position as a participant researcher in the therapeutic 
process, and at a different research stage, thinking and writing about 
the process, I will structure my observations using Van de Haar and 
Hosking’s distinction about reflexivity as both a meta-cognitive activity 
and an activity constitutive of social realities (2004).

From a meta-cognitive perspective, I am conscious that I value 
observation and inquiry into my own narratives. Through this research 
process, there is strong contextual and practical force from my professional 
narrative that I am obliged to invite purposeful and coordinated 
agency for all participants, in the context of therapy, where the goal of 
transformation is primary, and as a secondary commitment in the context 
of research. In both contexts, I feel obliged and encouraged to experience, 
and learn about, through the communication process, the logical force 
of the research system and to facilitate practical and implicative force in 
my interactions with others. I aspire to coordinating a reflexive pattern 
whereby the actions that are privileged are that of cooperation and 
collaboration in making sense of and evaluating how my own and others 
interpersonal logics of meaning and action are constructing the system. 

However, within this particular system of meaning and action, there 
is a contractual complexity in that the therapy team were engaging in 
couple work when it could be said that the couple were not entirely 
accepting of that collaborative space. The couple’s troubled interaction 
had reactive and paradoxical dimensions and the offering of a different 
(reflexive) pattern could be felt, on their part, to be an imposition unless 
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there is a third space negotiated which enables meta-communication.
In taking a research position to my participation in the therapy process, 

considering the impact of the therapy team on the communication of 
the couple, it is useful to note that, within the process, my inner talk 
was troubled, yet probably not enough heed was given to this emotional 
struggle when contracting with the couple. During the therapy process 
described above, I experienced what might be called a systemic ‘counter-
transference’ in feeling positioned as an abuser. I am using the term 
‘counter-transference’ to refer to my own state of mind, within the 
interactions, both emotional and cognitive, imagining that my state of 
mind is reflective of a system dynamic. I experienced such a sense of 
systemic fragility that any action of inquiry or feedback was felt to be 
abusive. This became clearer when Jack was able to say in session 4 that 
he found the therapeutic process humiliating. The team were able to take 
this feedback seriously and, in the process Jack felt he had been heard 
and the team were able to negotiate a more collaborative coordination.

Considering how the team (of which I was a part) constructed the 
social reality of the therapeutic process, we could say that had the team 
paid more reflexive attention to their own ‘states of mind’ in initial 
sessions, the definition of relationship and task of therapy could have 
had greater potential for coordinated collaboration at an earlier stage.  
In writing about the process, I am conscious of my valuing and inquiring 
into such inner experience, emotional and cognitive, for informing what 
might be systemically unspoken (and possibly forbidden) but important, 
and thus, facilitating of reflexivity. 

Figure 7. summary of CMM analytic structure
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Reflections on CMM as a research tool

CMM has been offered in this chapter as a research framework enabling 
researcher orientation, hypothesis and interpretation within a system 
of coordinated interpersonal logics. A CMM approach is grounded in 
the complex detail of communicative interaction patterns, offering a 
research narrative that links micro and macro details through identifying 
researchable features of the system such as interpersonal logics, logical 
force, coordinated patterns and levels of commensurability. A research 
frame is thus offered for exploring how contexts are coordinated, 
sustained and challenged. The gulf described above between academic 
and practitioner is thus narrowed. One illustration of this narrowing 
is in the way that both systemic dialogical practice and CMM research 
practice both offer similar but different opportunities for meta-
communication, the value of which has been highlighted by Watzlawick 
et al (2011 reprint) in articulating and resolving unwanted patterns.

Conclusion

CMM as a systemic and social constructionist framework facilitates 
meaning making about communication and guides action within the 
communicative system for researchers and other systemic practitioners. 
It has had a profound influence on systemic thinking and practice, 
particularly in its elaboration of the meaning and performance of 
context. In this account, I have shown how CMM invites us, with system 
participants, to take a third person position to narratives and patterns 
of communication within collaborative dialogue, enabling us to reflect 
on the communication process and its consequences, including our 
own contribution as ‘first persons’ to communication episodes, and to 
meta-communicate about such observations where useful in fulfilling 
research aims. I have offered a tool for research analysis, facilitating 
insight (interpretation of the local interaction within a therapy episode) 
and critique of the contexts in which perceptions are made and the 
contexts system participants act into, through an appreciative focus on 
interpersonal logics of system participants. This is inevitably a partial 
narrative of the social realities constructed and represents hypothesis 
and interpretation, but the aim is that such interpretation guides 
research activity in such a way that insight, critique and transformation 
are invited and realised. 

Research using CMM has application in a range of communication 
contexts where the interest is in developing insight, critique and 
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transformation. The focus might be a primary interaction process of 
which one is a part, for instance, an organisational meeting or series of 
meetings, part of a therapy episode or episodes over time; or a secondary 
interaction process where the researcher is engaging in analysis of an 
interaction they were not a part of, though in the analysis will be a 
reflexive participant to analysis of an interactive script. Also, different 
dimensions of CMM might be selected out as relevant and highlighted, 
for instance paradoxical patterns; logical forces; interpersonal logics. 
CMM provides opportunities for contextual analysis providing a 
structure of rich complex detail and for scholar-practitioners can be a 
tool in a larger process of consultancy, coaching or psychotherapy as 
well as an activity in its own right.

A commitment to systemic reflexivity requires an attitude of openness 
to what might be reflexively revealed, consciously and unconsciously, 
in research conversations. The following Victor Frankl quote highlights 
the value of Pearce’s questions: how was that social world made? What 
social worlds are we making? What social worlds do we want to make?

‘Between stimulus and response there is a space. In that space lies our 
freedom and our power to choose our response. In our response lies our 
growth and our happiness’ (Frankl, 1946).
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“In the longer run it is no longer obvious that the disciplines and 
the research fields of science and social science are appropriate in 
their present form. It is no longer obvious that a division of labour 
is desirable, a division of labour that rests on the parcelling out of 
patches of truth to different specialists who are then divested of the 
need to practise other goods.”  John Law (After Method, 2004, p. 156)

Our aim in this chapter is to trouble the distinctions between practice 
and research with the hope of reconnecting the notion of research to 
practice by illustrating how they can be understood and performed as 
one and the same process. We depart from the current initiatives to 
translate research into practice because we often find that this retains 
a dichotomization and a hierarchy that is neither helpful nor accurate 
with respect to practitioners. 

When seen as two activities conducted by different professionals and 
requiring separate and unique skill sets, research becomes closely allied 
with academic experts while practice is considered to be the purview 
of therapists and other “practitioners” who work in communities, 
agencies, and people’s everyday lives; research is seen as detached and 
scientific while practice is enmeshed and messy. By keeping these two 
enterprises separate each with a distinct language, there is then a need 
for “translation,” that is, taking the language of research findings and 
rewording them into the language of practice or everyday living. We think 
that these steps to translate or re-explain in a more everyday language 
can make research knowledge usable (Positive Aging Newsletter 2012), 
but are expensive, time-consuming, and acontextual,  usually requiring 
a second level of translation into a practitioner’s particular setting. 

In response to this unfortunate separation of the fruits of research 
from their potential usefulness, we propose not con cep tual izing research 
and practice as two different processes in need of two different sets of 
professionals. We believe that practitioners are researchers by virtue of 
consistently and rigorously using reflexive analytical processes in daily 
practice moment by moment. Looked at this way, this embeddedness 
of so-called research and practice processes can make the idea of 
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knowledge translation unnecessary. We recognize that research as a 
unique set of processes has grown into an entire field of its own and for 
us to suggest that research is fundamentally practice may distress those 
who have come to see research as a distinct and essential endeavor of 
its own. But we believe the advantage of seeing the two as one enhances 
both the goals of research (knowledge-building) and the goals of practice 
(to provide effective service).

Two purposes have guided our experimenting with seeing practice 
and research as the same process (just languaged differently). First, we 
wanted to underscore the importance and role of curiosity as Cecchin 
(1987) discusses and what occurs when practitioners adopt this stance. 
Second, we want to emphasize and highlight the spirit of inquiry that 
is already part of  good practice. Coming from a position of curiosity, 
practitioners question taken-for-granted premises in order to generate 
alterna tive understandings, not as truth tellings but rather as polyphonic 
expressions of events, circumstances, or persons. Effective practitioners 
are engaged with clients in a steady process of evolving understandings, 
utilizing new information and events to continuously refine what we 
think we know, creating fresh possibilities for moving toward what is 
most desired. As we have been imagining our current understandings 
of research and of practice to be progressively overlapping circles, the 
contemporary distinctions between the two seem less and less useful 
while the non-distinguishing of the two seems more generative.

Our Context

We are practising family therapists as well as academics in a Faculty of 
Social Work. Actually, our first dean referred to us as “pracademics” to 
highlight the connections. Notice that she placed the practitioner portion 
of her new word first. That is because she understood us to use practice as 
the driver in our academic pursuits. We have both entered the academic 
world after 20 years in full time practice (Sally was a middle-school 
teacher in an inner city school and Dan was a family therapist). Even after 
obtaining our doctoral degrees in family therapy, we have maintained a 
practice outlook; we have always practiced as famly therapists, teachers, 
and administrators alongside of our other academic duties. The both/
and position of having an ongoing clinical practice simultaneous with 
an academic position affords us continuous opportunities to enjoy 
the mutual and recursive influence of the activities, and to see the 
intersections of these worlds and the potential for integration rather than 
separation. Let us add here that, our ways of doing our academic roles 
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(teachers, researchers, administrators, supervisors) closely resemble the 
multiple tasks employed by practitioners so we sense a kinship with the 
multi-tasking roles of a practitioner moreso than with the more clearly 
circumscribed role of a researcher.

Our interest in blurring boundaries between traditionally organized 
professional activities derived from a number of experiences and observ-
ations. We directed a graduate program at the University of Louisville that 
offered a degree in both social work and family therapy simultaneously. 
As we developed a curriculum that would meet both social work 
and family therapy professional requirements, we began to see the 
similarities (as well as the differences) in the two approaches to helping. 
Both professions focus on the larger systems beyond the individual as 
key to understanding and helping individuals (Schulz 1984). When we 
gave ourselves the task of looking for ways to combine various practices 
into a common curriculum, we were particularly interested in seeing the 
congruities as places to economize and streamline the program. This 
provided the impetus to be aware of places of overlap and to be judicious 
in using the redundancies that were prevalent in the two approaches to 
helping. In this program we also taught the first combined research/
practice class—it was entitled “The Researching Practitioner.”

Examining integration across other professional discourses and 
activities was cultivated by our experiences of teaching and supervising 
simultaneously, editing a journal and doing our own research 
concurrently, and teaching research courses and practice courses at 
the same time. Our success in seeing the common elements and skills 
of disciplines thought to be separate and distinct encouraged us to 
continue to re-imagine these received distinctions for the purpose 
of working more effectively and efficiently and in line with our social 
constructionist grounding. 

The Current Interface between Research and Practice

Formal traditional research is not always easily accessible to practitioners, 
primarily because the language used and the processes described are so 
different from the discourses of practice. Despite the efforts to bridge 
the fields of research and practice through translation initiatives, we find 
the chasm between research and practice is seldom lessened by simply 
recasting research results into more consumable practice strategies 
or guides. The common discourses of research and practice do not 
permit easy or complete alternative renderings. Significant elements or 
meanings are often lost in translation.
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Even in the best case scenario when translation efforts make research 
accessible and usable to practitioners, knowledge is still developed by 
researchers and applied by practitioners—a nifty division of labor in 
which practitioners are dependent on researchers to generate knowledge. 
Consequently, the local knowledge of the practitioner is bypassed and 
formal scientific research is given the leading role while practitioner 
knowledge is cast into a second class part (Wilson 2008). Such a view 
misses the chance to learn the knowledge generated from practice.

Let us examine the process of adoption of expert knowledge from 
formally published material. In order to apply abstract knowledge or 
information that has been created by analyzing group data or studying 
an individual in detail, practitioners have a series of decisions to make 
in order to take advantage of that received knowledge (specifically 
knowledge generated from “without,” or in contexts other than the 
practitioner’s own). The knowledge likely will not exactly fit the 
circumstances faced by the practitioner and thus the practitioner will 
need to make adaptations in order to apply it. One could make the case 
that any adoption of outside expert knowledge will require modification 
of that knowledge to some degree or another. This alteration of the 
expert’s knowledge may still inform practice in quite useful ways, but 
perhaps in ways not intended by the knowledge-developer (and possibly 
the applications may be quite far afield from what the researcher 
intended or claimed). The process of knowledge utilization inevitably 
depends upon modifications (perhaps major modifications) from that 
which is generated in the research arena.

Given the adjustments necessary to import expert knowledge into a 
local situation and circumstance, the question arises as to how to improve 
this uneasy partnership. One response could be reconceptualising 
both research and practice as not distinct from each other. With this 
alternative approach, what could be the possible outcomes? 

A Different Conceptualization 

Research is literally “re-search,” but not activity to replicate or do 
something again precisely the same way. It is a process of looking again, 
looking with new or fresh eyes or from a different vantage point. To our 
way of thinking, practice is also a process of searching and searching 
again in an attempt to make a difference with clients. 

The chief difference between research and practice is how the 
activities and steps are languaged. Another glaring difference between 
those classified as researchers and those classified as practitioners is 
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that researchers reveal their work through writing for publication and 
practitioners reveal their work through the therapy they provide. With 
both of these activities centered on inquiring to “make a difference,” can 
their processes really be that far apart?

We live and practice from a social constructionist stance, attending 
to language and meanings generated through conversa tion and inter-
acting (Gergen 2009). The ideas in our chapter have been nourished by 
(a) our frontline practice experiences with families in serious distress, 
(b) our close affiliations with social constructionist thinkers and 
practitioners (Gergen 2009; Tomm 1991), and (c) our experiences as 
qualitative researchers and editors of a qualitative research journal (see 
The Qualitative Report, http://www.nova.edu/ssss/QR/). From these 
associa tions and experiences we have become ever-more attentive to the 
multiplicities and potentials of any situation and the value of fresh ways 
of making sense of client situations, regardless of the origin of the ideas 
or how they become known (Shotter 2010).

The drive to find new and better ways to help clients is not trivial—
creating new ways of approaching troubles requires that we not be limited 
by disciplinary borders or traditions. Clients are waiting and hoping for 
ways to better respond to the troubles in their lives. Developing new 
and more effective ways to help clients is the focus of both practice and 
research. Given the common purposes, it would be most beneficial if 
research and clinical practice were as closely allied as possible. In this 
spirit, we will examine the possibility of research and practice being 
considered basically one-and-the-same.

In order to discuss the possibilities of conceptualising and working 
with practice and research as the same basic process, we have chosen to 
use the phrase research as daily practice (RDP). We define research as 
daily practice as

Continuously examining data/information from our own clinical 
work reflexively in order to better understand what we do and what 
we could do.

We see this as a form of evidence-based practice in that evidence 
comes from a variety of sources (e.g., clients, practitioners, scientific 
studies) (Gambrill 2005). In RDP, we focus on the knowledge-in-action 
that can be developed from practice (Schön 1983, 1987)—this process 
is often referred to as practice-based evidence. Coming from this 
position of research as daily practice, we are able to examine the data 
or information from a variety of sources and viewpoints within our own 
clinical work in order to make sense of what is going on in a number of 
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different ways. Practicing from a position of being deeply curious about 
our work and its influences and effects allows us to ground inquiry in the 
“way we do/conduct practice.” Inquiry is no longer a process imported 
from another discipline or paradigm, nor is it the exclusive domain of a 
researcher—it is the central process of how we, as practitioners, practice 
every day. 

We “do inquiry” in a conscientious and deliberate fashion, accord ing 
to a specific purpose or to answer a question. This does not imply a rigid 
adherence to an a priori series of ideas or moves. Rather we advocate 
“leaning into” (Reynolds 2012) a focus of inquiry that allows the 
researcher/practitioner to look at “paths to take” while also considering 
“paths not chosen.” Most importantly, it fits within what the practitioner 
is already doing in the course of ethical practice, rather than being an 
extra or extraordinary task. 

Development of RDP

We developed RDP from frustration and our sense of being “stuck” with 
some of our clients in our clinical work. It is important to note that the 
inception of this idea was thoroughly grounded in the practice arena—
this initiative came about because of a clinical dilemma of not knowing 
the best way to work with clients. 

Through close examination of our own caseloads, we each began 
to notice trends in the kinds of problems our families were coming to 
therapy about and the ways in which they were struggling with those 
problems. For example, Sally began seeing several families in which 
the adolescent daughters (ages 14-17) were leaving home earlier than 
anticipated on very disagreeable terms with their parents. Dan found 
that several of his families were using aggressive, almost violent means 
to attempt to bring about change in their families. When we discussed 
our observations and concerns with our colleagues, we discovered 
that they shared similar concerns regarding some of their families. 
From these discussions, we began to raise questions about what was 
stimulating these types of problematic situations and how we might we 
respond differently to better address them.

We invited our colleagues to join us in some case conversations 
about these troubles and how they may have developed in an effort to 
provoke to some alternative understandings.  However, as with busy 
practitioners, there was no extra time with which to invest in a new and 
separate enterprise to look into these issues. We asked ourselves, how 
can we learn more about these specific clinical dilemmas in ways that 
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will be useful and efficient? It was critical for us to relate our situation 
and ideas to the real world of practice. To design a way to handle “stuck” 
cases in the abstract was not necessarily going to be workable in the daily 
world of intense and busy practice; therefore we decided that our way of 
pursuing our investigation of our practices must fit within the typical 
work parameters of practitioners. It must be pragmatic and “do-able.”

It was at this juncture that we recognized that we were turning our 
feelings of stuckness into an inquisitiveness–rather than becoming 
frustrated, we were re-examining what we had been doing and what we 
might otherwise be doing. Our stuckness with these clinical dilemmas 
became the focus of our curiosity. How might we understand this 
stuckness in a way that assists us in becoming unstuck? Our curiosities 
and questions were fueling the search (and the re-search). Our 
colleagues and students were happy to join us in this curiosity if it would 
not mean overloading their already full schedules. Again, we heard the 
importance of building this inquisitiveness into what we as practitioners 
were already doing. 

Comparing Research and Practice

We will outline some ways that practice maps onto research as 
traditionally conducted today in order to examine the overlap of research 
and practice. Our descriptions of research protocols are not intended to 
reify research, but to provide a basis on which to make the comparisons 
between research and practice. Research (as customarily understood 
and practiced) can be described as a series of five phases that map onto 
similar phases in practice (see Table 1 below). In research, there is a 
primary question of interest to pursue or a hypothesis to test, while in 
practice there is a client problem or issue that becomes the focus. Each 
enterprise starts at a place where something is unknown or confusing 
and there is a desire to provide an answer or explanation. This starting 
point requires an articulation sufficient to plan the next steps. 

In research, data is collected from the designated participants 
and/or other sources relevant to the issue or question. In practice an 
assessment is constructed from the information provided by persons 
involved in the case (clients and other professionals) through oral, 
written, or observational means. This collected information becomes 
the raw material that is organized by the researcher or practitioner in 
order to make sense. The data itself does not create a specific idea or 
understanding. It is the action of the researcher and the practitioner that 
transforms the data through various processes into an understanding 
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or viewpoint from which further action can be taken.
In research, the data is analysed to create outcomes or results 

that allow researchers to explain or inform a situation/condition and 
will then be published/disseminated. In practice, a treatment plan 
is developed from the data, which will then be enacted. In research, 
the final phase is to produce some document that describes what the 
researcher produced/discovered and then to recommend avenues for 
further research. In practice, the practitioner utilizes the treatment 
plan and then evaluates the effectiveness of the treatment (and from 
there, whether to continue with the plan or adapt it). Both research and 
practice conclude with an actionable phase—researchers disseminate 
their analyses and practitioners put their treatment plans into action.

Table 1. Research and Practice Phases

Research Practice

Question/Hypothesis Client Problem/Issue

Enlist Participants Engage with Clients

Collect Data Create an Assessment

Analyse Develop a Treatment Plan

Disseminate Findings Intervene and Evaluate

From a social constructionist perspective, these five phases differen-
tially called “research” and “practice” are processes that could be under-
stood as derivatives of more inclusive concepts. Research and practice 
are manifestations of the following five processes (see Table 2).

Table 2. Research and Practice Processes from a Social Constructionist 
Perspective

Holding and Valuing Curiosities

Developing Relationships

Observing/Examining

Making Sense

Reflecting-in-Action
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We developed these five processes by looking at the parallel pro cesses 
in Table 1 and trying to find a single inclusive term that might embrace 
the pairs on each row (e.g., “Question/Hypothesis” with “Client Problem/
Issue”). By constructing words or phrases that could be considered the 
host ideas from which research and practice derive their “phases,” we 
have developed five what we call “processes” from which spring many 
endeavors, research and practice being two. (Notice that all five processes 
can be considered in any order or any combination.)

These five processes spawn other processes we can identify in our lives 
besides practice and research (e.g., problem-solving, decision-making, 
learning, inventing, investing, developing relationships, developing 
communities). It is interesting to think of research and practice as the 
same and akin to the other seven items listed in the sentence immediately 
above. They can be considered variations on similar themes. With 
the basic processes underlying each of these being more-or-less the 
same, the emphasis can be placed more on what these processes can 
produce and less on the peculiar articulations of each in their spheres 
of influence. In addition, when places of stuckness or impasse emerge 
in any of our practices, referring back to the basic processes may allow 
the practitioner/inquirer to revise the dilemma and create alternative 
pathways to move forward. 

Already There 

It is our view that practitioners routinely do research in our sense of the 
word (looking again at a situation/issue in detail to learn more about it). 
To suggest that they do not use research processes is to subscribe to the 
(excessively, in our view) narrow and rigidified definition of research 
provided by science and the academy. Our definition of research (RDP) 
matches with the more academic version (evidence-based practice, EBP) 
in some respects and fails to match up in other ways. The following are 
commonalities:

1 The need to be reflective and attentive to our practices;

2 The need to reflexively analyze practices to determine effective ness 
and relevance.

Differences include the following: 

1 When using EBP, we tend to punctuate the professional (particu larly 
scientific) literature and consequently de-emphasize the other rele-
vant voices;
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2 When using RDP, we recognize that we may be working with those who 
are outside the “confidence intervals” of scientific research interests 
and as a consequence inquiry must make adjustments accordingly.

By trying out our approach with one practice project per year for the 
last 4 years, we have developed some “rhythms” of how to utilize RDP 
that align with the five processes we mentioned above (Holding and 
Valuing Curiosities, Developing Relationships, Observing/Examining, 
Making Sense, and Reflecting-in-Action). Although these individual 
processes may appear deceptively simplistic, we think that they make 
an important contribution to the conceptualization of practice using 
reflexive processes in the service of competent ongoing practices.

The Process of RDP

Holding and valuing curiosities
 In RDP we identify or specify a problem/question in practice. We started 
by looking at those things in our clinical work that we found interesting, 
confusing, or something that had us stalled in therapy. For example, 
at The Calgary Family Therapy Centre, the most frequent problem 
we address is parent-child conflict with the conflict becoming more 
serious, detrimental, and at times, physically dangerous. We wondered 
what made this so pervasive within our Centre and what was going on 
in families’ lives and in our communities that would contribute to the 
increasing severity of such conflict. 

We urge practitioners to consider this question: 

What intrigues you about your work that you would like to under-
stand better?

This could center around a recalcitrant problem, a desire to under-
stand how some moments are therapeutic, alternative ways to achieve 
similar results, how a different therapeutic modality could work in one’s 
setting, or any other issue that captures one’s interest. This issue should 
provoke genuine curiosity—this is crucial for developing the energy and 
motivation to reflexively consider our practices. This curiosity holds the 
possibility of becoming a great learning opportunity that could lead to 
new ideas or ventures.

Developing relationships
We suggest inquiring with colleagues about their experiences or ideas 
regarding a curiosity. When we noticed trends in our caseloads or a 
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consistent dilemma in our clinical progress we turned to our fellow 
clinicians and asked them if they were experiencing anything similar. We 
asked our colleagues and students if they were also seeing a considerable 
number of families who were experiencing extreme parent-child conflict 
and if they also wondered about what might be contributing to this 
in our families. To that end we decided as a group of clinicians and 
practicum students to take one hour per month to reflexively consider the 
theoretical connections we could make between the societal discourses 
and the kinds of parent-child conflicts that our families were presenting 
in therapy. We committed to meeting regularly as a way to assist each 
of our practices as a form of collective case consultation that enhanced 
each of our clinical practices. This was change for us; previously each 
supervisory dyad met, but our entire group had not.  

We suggest to practitioners the following query:

 Is anyone else in your agency/practice having similar troubles or 
interests? Actively wonder if you are alone in this or if there are 
others who experience this issue. 

Posing this question can build a “culture of curiosity” and learning 
within a group or agency. It also fosters connectedness among practi-
tioners and tends to reduce the isolation that comes from individ ually 
working apart from others. Collaborating with others can stimulate the 
practitioner’s learning and can open the possibility for new ideas and 
practices. An agency that establishes a spirit of inquiry and innovation 
provides a more stimulating environment fostering growth among 
staff, a fertile site for practicum students, and builds a reputation in the 
community as an excellent referral source.

Observing/examining
We take the time to reflect on our usual or taken-for-granted ideas 
about the issue under review. Referring back to our example, we held 
discussions about the societal discourses we believed were in action that 
were contributing influences for our families (e.g., technology, a sense 
of entitlement, pressures to do more than time and money would allow).

To our colleagues we propose the following:

Let us consider the ways that we typically understand this issue.

This introduces the idea that societal discourses may play a role in 
what one is seeing—this is a process of deconstructing or unpacking 
current conceptualisations of the issues. We oftentimes operate 
through our disciplinary lenses without recognizing how those lenses 
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shape what we see (Leavy 2001). This acknowledges that the stuckness 
we feel may best be alleviated by making adjustments in how we are 
working. Similarly, our clients may be operating within certain implicit 
understandings that constrain their ability to achieve happiness or 
change. The following questions may assist in expanding our under-
standings, conceptualisations, and possibilities:

What words, phrases do our clients repeat within their families as 
they present their troubles and do these words, phrases appear in 
other families? What words, phrases do we as clinicians repeat when 
we talk about our clients? What kinds of rules, traditions, and voices 
do families seem to be loyal to as they try to solve their dilemmas? 
Who or what influences their preferred patterns or expectations? 
What kinds of rules, traditions, voices, do we, as helpers, seem to be 
loyal to in our efforts to be helpful?

In our own example, we looked to ways in which we were writing about 
family dilemmas and interactions in our case notes and keeping track of 
the words practitioners hear families use to describe their troubles. At 
our monthly meetings we would record these words.

This series of reflexive questions may allow us to re-examine our work 
from a slightly different position, giving us the oppor tunity to sense that 
our stuckness may come from many locations—ours, our clients’, the 
larger community—we are in a position to participate in a serious co-
researching process with those around us (including our clients). The 
process of sorting out what is happening and what we might do more 
effectively becomes a common project among those with whom we are 
in conversation. In a sense, we may even refer to our therapy as “co-
research” (Epston 1999). To date, our efforts have been to enlarge the 
conversation about our practices with others who practice with us or 
who struggle with similar issues. A next development could and should 
be to expand the conversation to the recipients of practice, the clients. 
Further, we could include the extended family networks of clients, the 
adminstrators of programs, the providers of service funding, government 
policy-makers, and so on. This expansive dialogue will allow us to get 
ever-closer to the best possible services for clients by engaging all the 
players, not just a select few.

Additionally, we specifically look for social discourses that are 
invisibly present in our professional documentation, in the professional 
literature, and in the world in which we live. 

What terminology is repeated in the literature? What themes seem to 
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be consistent? What scripts has society provided for our disciplinary 
activities? 

In our own case, we went back to themes in the literature, themes 
of power and control, child and adolescent development, generational 
divisions and responsibilities within families, interactional patterns, and 
cultural differences. We looked for the ways in which these were present 
in our conceptualization and families’ descriptions of their troubles.

We are interested in multiple and additional understandings wherever 
they may be found. This could include any publication, peer-reviewed 
or not. It could include pop psychology, websites, blogs, journalistic 
articles, movies, poetry, or music. The goal is to immerse ourselves in 
other viewpoints and knowledge to become aware of the discourses 
that influence our families’ actions and our therapeutic decisions. 
Practitioners are particularly impacted by the discourses of our chosen 
disciplines or fields. We “grew up” in the field to come to know how 
things work and what we should do. It is sometimes these very “givens” 
that inhibit our thinking in genuinely new and innovative ways. 

These questions imply that the ways we are doing things are not the 
only possibilities. We recommend being playful with this brainstorming—
it may be at this basic level where we might be developing ineffective 
strategies based on premises that are faulty. We like to think of the 
image of a cargo net here. Imagine that all of us (all players in the clinical 
situation) are scooped up into a cargo net. Everyone is squirming and 
equally uncomfortable and there is no firm grounding for anyone to 
get on top of or ahead of anyone else. The net represents the discourses 
that have enveloped all of us and which holds influence that we need to 
examine. 

Making sense

We examine how behaviors, thinking, and actions have come to make 
sense based on the discourses that surround our clients, us, and our 
work. We continue by re-imagining the possible implica tions of the 
discourses we embrace in our clinical work (or new discourses that we 
have happened upon) by asking

How are our practices moving in sync with existing social discourses 
or supporting the status quo? What possibilities can arise from 
alternative ideas to the status quo? What questions do they provoke? 
What limitations do they present? 
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For the project that we are describing, we turned to Adele Clarke 
(2005) and her postmodern version of grounded theory to make sense 
of the words we had recorded. We used her series of maps to graphically 
display our ideas (the data/information we were collecting) in order 
to see the information more holistically. What we saw was surprising! 
We had expected to see many negative kinds of discourses as central 
to parent-child conflict. What we found were “neutral” ideas of the 
influences of tradition, acceptability, responsibility, hierarchy, and 
expert explanation—hardly negative (St. George, Wulff & Tomm 2012a).

As you can see, we would play out the answers to envision results 
and fast forward to see anticipated or expected results/outcomes. We 
might think of the metaphor of a chess game by imagining several 
moves/actions, or reactions in advance. Creating scenarios of how these 
ideas could play out is critical for experimenting with new ideas. If they 
remain as only interesting concoctions in our heads, we may never see 
them flower. We must work to manifest them in action. 

Making sense of new initiatives that may deviate from previous 
initiatives might be quite challenging—the traditional ideas, even 
though to some degree unsatisfying, may have become part of the fabric 
of our thinking. Taking our new noticings and transforming them into 
new sensibilities may feel like creating something without directions 
or blueprints—it may be like creating the path by walking (Almeida, 
Parker & Dolan-Del Vecchio 2007; Seikkula & Arnkil 2006; Waldegrave, 
Tamasese, Tuhuka & Campbell 2003) .

Reflecting-in-action

We look at what newness/freshness this examination offers in terms of 
conversation, conceptualising, and intervening with our client families.

What new questions can we develop that take into consideration the 
invisible influences? Can we converse about the social discourses 
directly? What new courses of action and joining with others are 
available to us now? What are new avenues to pursue? Where can 
we go to now? Are there better questions to pose and pursue? 

For us, this process set in motion a new set of actions in our practices 
along with the creation of new questions that led to new curiosities. 
We were not able to make the kinds of theoretical connections we had 
anticipated, but we developed more than 50 questions that we could use 
to “talk” societal discourses into our daily therapy sessions with client 
families. 
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Engaging in new practices is itself energizing and creates potentials 
for new outcomes with clients. In addition, we may become interested 
in new unanticipated questions. Getting clear of our routine practices 
opens the possibility of different questions to surface. In that sense, all 
initiatives loop back to the others in an ongoing process of feeding back 
into our set of curiosities.

Further Thoughts and Recommendations

Although it may appear in our presentation as if the RDP process is 
linear and clear-cut, it is not in practice. More accurately, it is reflexive 
and involves revisiting the processes regularly as we engage in new 
information gathering and sense-making. Over the past few years, we 
have found that how we articulate these processes shift and evolve as 
we learn and experience more ways to reflexively consider our clinical 
practices together with our colleagues. As we said at the outset, this 
process grew out of our practice stuckness and therefore the process 
must be responsive to our ongoing practice situations. We are not the 
same people we were at the outset and our ideas undergo constant 
revising.

We hope that other practitioners and groups of practitioners will try 
these ideas out in their own practices. Ideally we hope that practitioners 
may say, “I am already doing that!” We con ducted our yearly RDP 
practice projects (St. George, Wulff & Tomm 2012a; St. George, Wulff 
& Tomm 2012b; Wulff, St. George & Tomm 2012) with a team of 10-
12 practitioners through a monthly one-hour conversation in which we 
examined our practices. For publication purposes, we (Dan and Sally) 
took the extra steps of securing ethics approvals and doing the final 
writing, but the actual practice projects were conducted by our group of 
practitioners.

We noticed unanticipated benefits along the way. As a conse quence 
of our monthly meetings, the talk generated special atten tion and new 
therapeutic conversations with clients. For example, once we began to 
talk about societal discourses as part of RDP, our team continued to 
think about these discourses, recording them in their case notes, and 
even began talking about them in their sessions—long before the project 
was complete. 

Above all, our main message is that practitioners are credible and 
valuable “re-searchers” of their work—that is what competent practice 
involves. They have frontline knowledge of what transpires with clients 
on a daily basis and conducting research as a daily practice is an effective 
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and efficient way for one to be curious. The potential for innovation is 
unparalleled.
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Harlene Anderson

I am interested in the reflexive nature of ‘theory’ 
and practice, and research as part of everyday 
practice. I call myself a “reflective scholar/
practitioner.” My particular interest is in 
postmodern philosophy and related perspectives, 
and the usefulness of these perspectives to help 
assure practices that keep up with our fast 
changing world, exemplified by people around the 
globe who demand a voice in decisions that affect 
their lives. Partly toward this aim, I founded the 
founder and editor of the International Journal 
of Collaborative Practices (http://collaborative-
practices.com) and the International Certificate 

Program in Collaborative Practices (www.collaborativecertificate.org). My 
recent research projects include “Handmaidens to Power” in which I learned 
from the voices of women executive assistants about their histories, rise to their 
current positions, what they do on a daily basis, the influence they perceive they 
have on the organization and their boss, and what advice they have for “bosses;” 
and “Mother-Daughter Businesses” in which I learned about the considerations 
and decisions that went into their joint business adventure,  the influence of their 
personal relationship on their work relationship and the business and vice versa, 
and what advice they have for other mother-daughter teams considering joint 
business adventures. To learn more, please visit me at www.harleneanderson.
org -I would love to hear from you.

Kevin Barge

I am Professor and Head of Communication at 
Texas A & M University.  I have a longstanding 
interest in developing practical theory and 
collabor ative research that bridges academic-
prac ti ioner interests. As a result, I have 
been a member of the planning team for the 
Aspen Conference, a community of engaged 
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organizational communication scholars who work in this area, as well as 
having been involved with supervising several practitioner MSc and doctoral 
dissertations through my association with the University of Hertfordshire and 
the Taos Institute.  My major research interests center on developing a social 
constructionist approach to leadership, articulating the connections between 
appreciative practice and organizational change, as well as exploring the 
relationship between discourse and public deliberation, specifically practices that 
facilitate communities working through polarized and polarizing issues.  Other 
research interests include investigating the role of reflexivity in leadership and 
management practice, examining ways to develop effective academic-practitioner 
collaborations, and developing practical theory.  My research is inspired by 
interpretive and discursive research approaches and I am keenly interested in how 
collaborative research methods can be used to generate usable knowledge and 
forward movement in organizations and communities. My work on leadership, 
dialogue, and organizational change in The Academy of Management Review, 
Management Communication Quarterly, Human Relations, Communication 
Theory, Journal of Applied Communication Research, and Communication 
Monographs. kbarge@tamu.edu

Saliha Bava

I am passionate about designing and imple-
menting play-based and dialogic processes for 
wellbeing and change which I have done for 
20+ years within organizational, community, 
family, learning and research systems. I am 
an Associate Professor of Marriage and Family 

Therapy at Mercy College, Dobbs Ferry, NY.  I am a doctoral advisor at the Taos 
Institute’s PhD Program and faculty in their MSc Relational Leading Program. 
As the Director of Research with the International Trauma Studies Program, 
affiliated with Colum bia University, I research theater, community resiliency 
and psychosocial practices. I also serve as a faculty for Houston Galveston 
Institute’s International Certificate Program in Collaborative Practices. I’m a 
Board Member of American Family Therapy Academy (AFTA) and an American 
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT) approved Supervisor 
and Clinical Member. I love to present internationally and have published 
articles and book chapters. In my NYC-based private practice I sees couples 
and coaches therapists in business and clinical practices. I also specializes in 
leadership, trauma, cross-cultural relationships, digital life, and teaching/
learning. I am currently researching how people play. Originally from India, I 
live in NYC with my partner and bonus son. Connect with me at salihabava.com 
and/or on Twitter: @ThinkPlay
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Alex Chard

In the early part of my career I worked within 
the voluntary and statutory sectors with 
young people in trouble. I then began to work 
independently. I now work as a systemic 
organisational consultant, a role which includes 
inquiry into organisational functioning, culture 
and practice. Over the last twenty three years 
my consultancy practice has included working 
within a wide range of public sector contexts 
including work within children’s social care, 
education, youth work, criminal justice and 
within the voluntary sector. My experience of 
assisting organisations manage change has 

included working with statutory boards, with management teams helping them 
to improve their services and on occasion managing services or critical projects. 
I also assist organisations with inquiring into their future and developing their 
strategies and plans. My current organisational inquiry and research contexts 
include conducting inter-agency case reviews where significant harm has been 
caused and in that context developing reflexive approaches to creating pan-
organisational learning. In my MSc. dissertation I conducted a systemic inquiry 
into the impact of govern ment inspection on the management of a service. My 
professional doctoral thesis The Art of Organisational Development was on 
creating systemic change and development in public sector management with 
a particular focus on the develop ment work I undertake with services and their 
management teams. I am also a visiting senior lecturer to the Professional 
Doctorate in Systemic Practice at the University of Bedfordshire. My work at 
the University has also included contri buting to the development of a systemic 
module for a Social Work Masters Programme. I am passionate about co-creating 
professional knowledge from practice based inquiry and research. alex@
systemicpractice.com

Rebecca Gill

I am a Senior Lecturer in the School of Management 
at Massey University (Albany) in New Zealand, 
as well as the co-curriculum coordinator for 
entrepreneurship in the College of Business. I 
studied for my PhD at the University of Utah. My 
research examines organising and identity and 
considers how gender and other differences (such 
as class, religion, and whiteness) shape organising 
processes and relationships. In particular, I focus 
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on entrepreneurship and enterprise as informed by contemporary and historical 
cultural and place-based norms, and my work around these issues has been 
published in Human Relations, Organization, Management Communication 
Quarterly, Communication Monographs, Journal of Applied Communication 
Research, and elsewhere. My additional interests include localism, community 
enterprise, social justice, and co-working, as well as attention to emerging 
organisational methods. r.gill@massey.ac.nz

Carsten Hornstrup

I work as an independent consultant and 
researcher primarily with social service and 
health care organizations. I’m on a continuing 
journey towards expand ing our knowledge about 
systemic – relational approaches to leadership and 
organizational development. Coming with a very 
mixed background as electrician, a MSc in Political 
Science and my doctoral dissertation on Relational 
Leadership and Change, the practice-theory 
connection lie at the heart of my work. 
caho@hornstrup-partners.dk

Andreas Granhof Juhl

I help organisations become “knowledge 
pro ducing” by creating a position, where 
the organisa tion is researching into its 
own practice. At an organisational level 
it creates a rich and detailed language 
about how to create success, for example 
in working with people with sclerosis.  At 
a team level it creates an experimental 
attitude from the team trying out new 
approaches to old situations. And at a 
personal level it re-defines identity for 
the employee that starts talking about 
him- or herself as “researcher” into their 
own organisational practices. The posi-
tive impact on job satisfaction is clear. 
This fascinating approach to organisa-

tional research, where knowledge is creating from within organisational prac-
tices and dialogues, is a major shift. Previously the organisational had based 
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their work on knowledge created by external agents. Now the organisations 
are themselves developing the knowledge needed to succeed. To me person-
ally this kind of work began at the doctoral programme at the University of 
Bedfordshire where I designed a research approach to look at my own work 
as organisational consultant. Having felt the impact of systematically looking 
more closely on my own practice, this approach developed into a full approach 
to organisational research that is described in the chapter ‘Pragmatic Inquiry’. 
andreas@granhofjuhl.dk

Lisen Kebbe

Movement, transformation, emerging, 
or emergent movements that creates 
transformations….. it is hard to find the 
words for what engages me the most, 
especially when not writing with the 
words of my mother tongue, Swedish. I 
wrote my dissertation at the University 
of Bedfordshire on conversations 
during succession in business families, 
an important part of lifecycles. I see 
succession as an infinite process that 
rolls on within business families over the 
generations. But sometimes it can be very 
useful to have a helper from the outside 
to support a safe space and enhance 
dialogue. That is the work I do and it helps 
family members to co-create new ways of living and working which are built 
into succession. I am a psychologist within the domains of management and 
clinical work and I am now starting up a new career at the University of Uppsala, 
Campus Gotland. Whatever work I do it is the transformational processes that 
interests me the most and how to best support them whether with individuals, 
in families, in working groups or with students. I wrote my doctoral dissertation 
in essay form to be able to explore a multitude of aspects of my practice and I 
used the writing process in itself as my analytical tool. That is what you can read 
about in my chapter “Writing essays as dialogical inquiry”.  Please contact me if 
you want to “keep up the conversation”. lisen@kebbe.se
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Sheila McNamee

I have been a member of the University 
of New Hampshire faculty since 1982. I 
am a founder of the Taos Institute and 
serve as its Vice President.  My scholarly 
program centers on exploring the ways in 
which language and social action construct 
the social worlds in which we live. I analyze 
the implications of these constructions 
for cultural life and am interested in how 
knowledge in general, and forms of action in 
particular, are embedded within historical 
and cultural contexts and engendered 
within ongoing dialogue. Since my graduate 

school days, I have been occupied by the distinction drawn between practitioners 
and researchers (or, alternatively described, practitioners and scholars).  In my 
own case for tenure and promotion, my evaluating committee decided that they 
need four “scholars” and four “practitioners” to review my work.  My thought 
at that time – same as it is today – was, “Scholars should be practitioners and 
practitioners are surely scholars.”  This focus on blurring the boundaries between 
professional practice and academic work has been my commitment as someone 
whose primary place of work is academia.  My book, Research and Social Change:  
A Relational Constructionist Approach (with Dian Marie Hoskings, Routledge, 
2012) is my most recent articulation of the need to recognize that scholars must 
be practitioners and practitioners must be recognized as forging new scholarly 
understandings.  It is vitally important that we remove the veil of superiority from 
the position of “researcher” and acknowledge the innovative and transformational 
work of practitioners. sheila.mcnamee@unh.edu

Christine Oliver

My research journey began with an MSc 
dissertation in Social Policy at LSE, 
exploring the contexts and consequences 
of compulsory admission into psychiatric 
hospital.  I became attached to KCC 
Foundation from its inception, but 
intervened in my training trajectory as a 
Systemic Psychotherapist to go and spend 
a year with Barnett Pearce at UMASS, 
Amherst, contributing to a research project 
he led on the workings of mediation from 
a CMM point of view.  I returned to KCC 
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Foundation to finish off my training, armed with CMM.  On return to the UK 
I developed two strands of interest – organisational and therapeutic practice, 
which I have sustained and for many years taught systemic leadership and 
therapy Masters courses where I attempted to develop a systemic approach 
to research, much assisted by the trainees. I now co-lead the MSc in Systemic 
Leadership and Organisational Development with Martin Miksits for the 
University of Bedfordshire.  I also work as Consultant Family Therapist and 
Group Analyst at East London Foundation Trust and am an independent 
psychotherapist and organisational consultant.  I provide systemic leadership 
and management training and consultancy locally and globally.  A primary 
interest is in consultancy methodologies for structuring dialogue to engender 
reflexive practice in the work place.  In my writing I have contributed to the 
development of systemic theory and practice through published papers and 
through her recent books: Reflexive Inquiry, published by Karnac, London 
(2005) and Complexity, Relationships and Strange Loops, published by the 
MHA Institute, Canada (2003). www.systemicdevelopment.eu

Ann-Margreth Olsson

A thread in my life has been to work hard for 
the dreams I have while being awake. I wanted 
family, I wanted to work, longed for dialogue 
and I valued solidarity. In that respect I 
guess I am a typical Swede of my generation. 
Becoming a social worker was perhaps a step 
towards standing out. In Sweden, a country 
that has been one of the pinnacles of welfare 
states, strange as it may seem social workers 
never really were in high esteem. But I saw it 
as a way of making a difference and reaching 
towards the dreams. Change and growth both 
as a person and on a society level has been my 
enduring concern. I managed to reach a top 
level in social care management and during 
that I became involved in systemic practice. 
This brought me back to education and I 
managed my way to become a Professional 
Doctor in Systemic Practice at the University 
of Bedfordshire. Sport, especially cycling and 
handball, have always been at the centre of 
my life. I have trained, I have coached and 
more recently I have crewed for my eldest 
son at Triathlon events. I brought coaching 
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into social work and formed a company AMOVE AB with my husband for this 
and other change work that did not easily fit into our university positions as 
lecturers. Lately I have however found new openings and acquired funding for 
action research on Barnahus (Children’s Advocacy Center) and on support of 
military families. a@amove.se

Vikki Reynolds

I am an activist/therapist and primarily 
I aim to shoulder up teams of folks 
working in the margins alongside 
minoritized and marginalized people. 
This work involves bridging the 
worlds of social justice activism with 
community work & therapy.  I have 
supervised and worked as a therapist 
with refugees and survivors of torture, 
anti-violence counsellors, mental health 
and substance misuse counsellors, 
housing and shelter workers, activists 
and alongside gender and sexually 
diverse communities. I am Adjunct 
Professor, City University of Seattle, 
Vancouver Canada and have been an 

Instructor with VCC, UBC at City University of Seattle in the Masters’ Program 
where I received the Dean’s award for Distinguished Instruction. I have written 
and presented internationally on the subjects of resistance to ‘trauma’, ally work, 
justice-doing, a supervision of solidarity, ethics, and innovative group work. My 
writing has been translated into 4 languages. My book, entitled Doing Justice 
as a Path to Sustainability in Community Work, is available for free download 
along with interviews, keynotes, and articles on my website:
www.vikkireynolds.ca. 

John Shotter

Central to my whole approach is a focus on the 
spontaneous, bodily responsiveness of growing and 
living beings, both to each other and to the other-
nesses in their surroundings, and on the expressive-
ness of their own particular and unique ways of 
coming-into-Being — spontaneous (because it is 
not pre-meditated), living (because it involves con-
tinuos open exchange with surroundings), bodily 
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(because it is not hidden in prior thought), expressive (because it moves others 
to respond), and responsive (because it is responsive to other’s expressiveness, to 
events occurring in one’s surroundings). 
If we begin like this, to take our living bodily activities as our basic focus, then 
new possibilities of a quite novel and surprising kind are opened up. And 
especially surprising, is the extra-ordinary nature of our ordinary everyday 
social activities, and hitherto unnoticed ways within them that come to an 
understanding of each other’s unique judgments and evaluations, and gradually, 
to an understanding of our ways or styles of relating ourselves to both the others 
and othernesses in our surroundings.

Sometimes I am known as one of the originators of the movement in 
psychology and social theory known as Social Constructionism. However, I have 
to say that for me, social constructionism as been a way-station on the way to 
somewhere else. I have always been concerned with the larger social conditions 
of our lives together, and with our unresponsiveness to the obvious misery and 
injustices occurring all around us. Once I made my first forays into the social and 
behavioral sciences, with the aim of becoming more responsive to such troubles 
and injustices, it thus came as something of a shock to me to realize that the 
very activity of pursuing good aims with a good will could still (unintentionally) 
result in the production of social and moral disasters (Scott 1989; Shotter 2004).

Indeed, the very activity of becoming an ‘expert’, a ‘scholar’, an ‘academic’, 
an ‘intellectual’, can lead us so very easily into a contempt for ordinary people, 
and into ignoring of the fact that all our claims to special knowledge — which 
we want to ‘give back’ to ‘them’ through our special plans for their betterment 
— in fact have their origins in their activities, and in those of their predecessors. 
Without the benefit of their participation in our endeavors, our claims as experts 
would be completely unintelligible. For beginning with the ancient Greek notion 
of ideal forms hidden behind appearances, we can only too easily think of our 
research task as that of discovering and naming these forms or patterns as the 
content of people’s expressions. Whereas, in fact, the opposite is the case: It 
is the context that people’s expressions are contained in that gives them their 
meaning, their way of influencing our lives (Shotter 1993). 

In an earlier book, Social Accountability and Selfhood (Shotter 1984), in an 
effort to overcome the dead-hand of the mechanistic approach to human affairs, 
I called my approach a social ecological one, and it is to that approach that I 
feel I have now returned (Shotter, 2011). It gives rise to a concern with what we 
might call before-the-fact inquiries into possibilities for the future, rather than 
the current after-the-fact inquiries of the traditional Social Sciences aimed at 
explaining existing forms of social life.  jds@hypatia.unh.edu
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Gail Simon

My early career was in therapeutic work with 
children and families in statutory and third 
sector settings. I came to systemic practice 
through social work in the early 1980s when 
I trained in family therapy using structural, 
strategic and early Milan approaches. I 
undertook further training at the Kensington 
Consultation Centre (KCC) in London in the 
early 1990s. In 1990, Gwyn Whitfield and I 
co-founded The Pink Practice as a response to 
oppressive psychotherapeutic practices against 
the lesbian, gay and queer communities. 
Systemic thinking was a real help in the 
fight against pathologising theory and social 
constructionism helped further in critically situating theory in ideological 
contexts. I have been teaching and supervising therapy for many years and 
then embraced practitioner research which I find absolutely inspiring! Lots 
of people think research is dull until they find out how many forms of inquiry 
there are which echo the values and activities of their own practice. My doctoral 
research was on “Writing (as) Systemic Practice” in which I experimented with 
dialogical writing styles to reflect my conversational and ethical practice in 
therapy, supervision and education. Now I lead the Professional Doctorate in 
Systemic Practice at the University of Bedfordshire and enjoy researching the 
extraordinariness that is involved in human systems and writing and editing 
for professional journals and for the new systemic practice publishing tent, 
Everything is Connected Press. gail.simon@beds.ac.uk

Karina Solsø

I work as an organizational and leadership 
consultant in Ramboll Attractor, Denmark 
while at the same time doing a PhD at the 
University of Hertfordshire. I am exploring 
the role of reflexivity in management con-
sulting and its relationship to ethics. I have 
an MSc in Psychology and am studying for 
a PhD at the University of Hertfordshire. 
As a consultant and a researcher I am in-
terested in the potentials of paying close 
attention to and reflect on the interesting 

and easily ignored details in the situations we find ourselves. So many interest-
ing and fascinating small movement occur right in front us and in us. What if 
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we started taking more seriously these small movements and took these rather 
than abstracted and rational ideas as the starting point of our inquiries? My 
empirical material emerges from experience with clients and I am continuously 
trying to integrate insights from my research into practice. Having the oppor-
tunity to find myself in the identity and position as a researcher and a practi-
tioner is highly satisfactory and fruitful for me. karinasolsoe@gmail.com

Sally St George

By day, I am an Associate Professor in the Faculty 
of Social Work at the University of Calgary, and 
a Family Therapist and Clinical Supervisor at 
the Calgary Family Therapy Centre. A former 
junior high school teacher, I have been practicing 
marriage and family therapy for the last 20 
years, and am dedicated to creating and utilizing 
social constructionist principles in my teaching 
and clinical practice.  I also serve on the Boards 
of Directors for the Taos Institute and Global 
Partnership for Transformative Social Work. On 
weekends I work as the Senior Editor of The Qualitative Report, an open-
access online interdisciplinary journal which is committed to creating a learning 
community of writers and reviewers to present solid, interesting, and novel 
works of qualitative inquiry. I credit my learning qualitative research to Ron 
Chenail (Editor-in-Chief for The Qualitative Report) who has helped me learn 
ways to review and edit manuscripts submitted for publication. He did this by 
reviewing my reviews and suggesting readings I might use to help authors. Now 
I have the opportunity to repay the favor by helping reviewers learn ways to 
encourage qualitative researchers to present their work more rigorously. And 
in between I take as many ballroom dance lessons as possible with my husband 
and colleague, Dan Wulff. We especially love, the waltz and west coast swing, 
and find now that we are falling in love with country dancing. We also take 
advantage of being near the Canadian Rockies by hiking and snow-shoeing. The 
beauty is breathtaking!  calgary_home@shaw.ca

Jacob Storch

I hold a Professional Doctorate in Systemic Practice, 
and have worked as the founder and managing 
partner of the largest systemic consultancy in the 
Nordic countries for 15 years. My new consultancy, 
joint action a/s, works at the intersection of consulting 
and research. I teach at Aarhus University and 
have authored or co-authored five books, including 



Leadership Based Coaching (2006 in Danish), A Systemic Community (2012, in 
Danish), and numerous articles on discursive approaches to management and 
change. jacob@joint-action.dk

Dan Wulff

My professional career began as an in-home social 
worker in the United States, trying to help families 
successfully stay together through extremely hard 
times. This practice grounding shaped my approach 
to doctoral research and beyond (teaching at the 
Universities of Oklahoma, Louisville, and now 
Calgary). I continue to do family therapy and 
supervise graduate therapists while teaching 
practice and research courses as a faculty member 
of the Faculty of Social Work. My simultaneous 
involvement in practice and in teaching has resulted 
in my dean referring to me as a “pracademic.” I 
believe that research endeavors are much enriched by researchers who have a 
solid ongoing appreciation for the vicissitudes of frontline practice. The field of 
social work is embedded in an interdisciplinary world that approaches clients 
and communities as complex wholes. Breaking systems down into component 
parts or variables distorts that which is the focus of our curiosities. Relegating 
research to experts who are specialists in research backgrounds the participants 
in ways that deny the contributions that they could offer. The chapter for this 
book that I wrote with my wife, Sally St. George, articulates the value of changing 
research practices to complement frontline practice rather than the other way 
around. My practice/research interests have been nourished by my involvement 
in co-editing the all-online journal, The Qualitative Report, and serving on 
the Board of the Taos Institute, a global virtual organization supporting social 
constructionist ideas and applications. calgary_home@shaw.ca
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